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The Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) has now The Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification (PBX-M),
met or' exceeded ali of its design parameters, including which has a special potential for enhancing the economic
field strength, plasma current, and neutral-beam heating attractiveness of the tokamak reactor concept, did not run
power, and it has surpassed the objectives that were in FY90 so that the radio-frequency heating and current-
established at the outset of the project ror operation in drive systems, divertor-plate-bias hardware, and upgraded
deuterium plasmas, having achieved an ion temperature in-vessel components and instrumentation could be in-
of 35keV and a product of central electron density, energy stalled. These installations were on schedule, although
confinement time, and ion temperature of 4.4 x 1020 m-3 experimental operation is not set to resume until FY92.
sec. keV. These deuteriumplasmaconditions extrapolate The Laboratory's only small-scale, student-oriented
to performance levels in deuterium-tritium (D-T) plasmas device, the Current Drive Experiment-Upgrade (CDX-U),
with fusion power exceeding 15 MW. was upgraded to extend the helicity-injection technique,

During the scheduled outage in early 1990, carbon- by which a tokamak plasma can form spontaneously and
carbon-composite tiles were installed on the high-heat- maintain itself in steady-state. The CDX-U became
flux regions of the inner-wall limiter, as well as new tluctua- operational in February, 1990.
tion diagnostics, including beam-emission spectroscopy The Theory program has intensified its efforts in recent
and microwave reflectometry. During the 1990 run, the yearson microinstability-based modelsof anomaloustrans-
ion-cyclotron heating power was brought up to 6 MW. port,in tokarnaksand the application of such models to the

The TFTR has made major contributions to the study of interpretation of experimental data, especially from TFTR.
transport in high-temperature tokamak regimes, through The Laboratory's theory effort has also becomea leader in
means such as profile-perturbation and current-ramp ex- the development of detailed stability codes for alpha-par-
periments, and the fluctuation diagnostics have provided ticle-driven microinstabilities in D-T tokamaks and in the
initial indications of the dependences of the turbulence analysis of global modes excited by high-energy ions, and
level in the core of the plasma on quantities such as these capabilities will be utilized in the interpretation of
gradient scale lengths and magnetic shear. By lowering TFTR's deuterium-tritium experiments. The MHD effort
the field strength, it was possible to operate in regimes in continues to provide optimized plasma operating modes
which the beam-ion velocity is cor,_parableto the Alfven for second-stability entry in PBX-M.
speed, and these experiments have yielded new informa- The Laboratory continues to assume major responsi-
tion on the fluctuations predicted to arise from an intense bilities in support of the International Thermonuclear Ex-
population of energetic ions such as alpha particles, perimental Reactor (ITER) design project, by providing the

More than 24 institutions--universities, national head of the physics team, both nationally and internation-
laboratories, and industries--now collaborate in ally, and by significant participation in designated physics
experirnents on TFTR. Majorcollaborations are underway tasks and in divertor concept innovation. A significant level
with the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (tritium pellet of participation in other programs of international collabo-
injection, radio-frequency heating, confinement studies), ration is being maintained.
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (alpha-particie Applicationsof plasma physicsand relatedtechnologies
diagnostics, pellet injection), Columbia University other than to fusion continue to be pursued on a small
(advanced plasma configurations with high beta-poloidal), scale, notably in the X-Ray Laser Project, the Spacecraft
the University of Wisconsin (fluctuation diagnostics), and Glow Experiment, and the Plasma Processing Program.
the Los Alamos National Laboratory (neutron diagnostics). Graduate education in plasma physics and associated

The D-T program remains on schedule for FY93-94. A technologies continues to be an important and successful
streamlined scenario for D-Texperiments has been devel- element of the Laboratory's program. A program in sci-
oped that will provide approximately fifty full-power-equiva- ence education, which is aimed at high-school and pre-
lent D-T discharges and about two hundred Iow-Q dis- high-school teachers and students, was broadened.
charges in a one-year period without the need for the Regarding technology transfer activities, three patent
"igloo" shield around the TFTR device, thereby reducing applications were submitted, a license was issued for
significantly the incremental cost of the D-T program, manufacture and sale of an item developed at PPPL, and

The critical role of the Compact IgnitionTokamak (CIT), a patent was issued for the Differential Atmospheric Tri-
as the next major US step in fusion energy development, tium Sampler. Thirteen invention disclosures were filed,
underwent adetailed review by the Fusion Policy Advisory for which 34 staff members received recognition.
Committee (FPAC), and the Departmentof Energy strongly The Laboratory had an excellent record with regard to
endorsed the favorable FPAC recommendation regarding lost-time accidents in FY90, leading the DOE facilities in
CIT. The CIT tokamak design has evolved to a simpler regard to the safety index for most of the year.
mechanical configuration, less developmental magnet PPPL inaugurated an annual lecture on Science and
materials, and more conservati,,e mechanical design Society inhonor of the late Dr. Robert A. Ellis, Jr. The first
criteria. The CIT project is organized as a national effort Ellis lecture was given by Academician R.Z. Sagdeev.
encompassing almost ali major fusion researchinstitutions, Professor Harold P. Furth, who had served as Director
together with significant university and industrial since 1981, announced his retirement, and a search for a
involvement, new Director was initiated by Princeton University.
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Principal Parameters Achieved in Experimental Devices
Fiscal Year 1990

|| ii i i

Tokama_ Facilities Alternate Concept Facilities

Parameters TP! R PBX.Mc CDX-U

R (m) 2.48 1.65 0.32

a (m) 0.83 0.3 0.23

lp (MA) 3.0 0.6 0.006
I

BT (T) 5.2 2.2 0.15

1:AUx (sec) 2.0 0.5 dc
PAUX(MW)

NB 33 (110 kV) 6 (45 kV) __
RF 6.3 (40-80 MHz)**a 0.7 (40 MHz)b m
LH -- 2.0 (4.6 GHz)** m

n(0) (cm-3)* 5.0 x 10TM 1.5 x 1014 5.0 x 1012

Tj(0) (keV)* 35 5.5 0.04

1:5(msec)* 550 80 0.1

* These highest values "ffn, T, and _ were not achieved simultaneously.
** Under construction.

a Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequencies (ICRF).
b Ion Bernstein Wave Heating (IBWH).
c From FY89. PBX-M did not operate in FY90.





TOKAMAK FUSION TEST REACTOR

Summary centrally heated plasmas for which the greatest im-provement in energy confinement relative to the low-
The Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) program confinement mode(L-mode) is observed.A peakneutron

continued to move forward in FY90. There was major source strength of 5.0 × 1016 neutrons per second was
progress in plasma parameters, transport studies, new achieved and the peak fusion parameter, ne_;ETj, where
diagnostics, ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) ne is the electron density at the magnetic axis, Ti is the
power systems, and operations withplasma currents up ion temperature,and 1;EISthe energy confinement time,
to 3 MA at full field. In carrying out this work, there was a reached the level of approximately 4.4 x 102om-3 sec
greatercontribution from collaborators from other institu- keV for lp ..,1.7 MA. The best supershots have QDD " 1.9
tions than ever before. A total of ten papers presented at x 10-3which corresponds to an equivalent QOT" 0.34
the International Atomic Energy Agency's (IAEA) Thir- on extrapolation to 50/50 mixtures of deuterium and
teenth International Conference on Plasma Physics and tritium. Projections to full power and higher density
Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research in October 1990 indicate QDT/QDD ", 300 or QDT " 0.6.
contained significant new results achieved during the TheTFTR offersthe additionalpossibility of studying
year.l-9 There were two experimental run periods sepa- the confinement of a wide variety of plasmas. Extensive
rated by a short shutdown between February and April studies of L-mode plasmas, H-mode (high-confinement
1990.The first experimental periodextended the studies mode) plasmas, and supershots to develop understand-
described in the FY89 Annual Report. The principal ingofthetransportpropertieshavebeendone.Thelarge
activity during the shutdown was the replacement of the number of shots with reliable diagnostics and powerful
central portion of the inner bumper limiter with carbon/ code modeling techniques providing on-line analysis
carbon composite tiles, which have much better thermal madethe physics studies possible. Another approach for
properties for the high pulsed heat loadsthan the graph- investigating plasmatransport properties was to provide
lte tiles used previously. "lhe bumper limiter plates were small perturbations to the plasma invarious ways. These
also realigned, techniques have enhanced understanding.

The "Transport Initiatives" program, sponsored by Studies of high-_p plasmas were carried out in col-
the Applied Plasma Physics Division of the US Depart- laboration with a team from Columbia University. The
ment of Energy (DOE) Office of Fusion Energy (OFE), strongset of diagnosticsfor fluctuation studieswere used
installedtwo new diagnostics for relatingplasma fluctua- for plasma discharges with very different confinement
tions to transport. The instruments were a beam emis- properties. The beam emission spectroscopy (BES)sys-
sion spectrometer (BES) and an X-mode reflectometer, tem became useable in August and a single channel of
both sensitive to fluctuations in the plasma density with the reflectometerin September. Magnetic loops,electron
good spatial resolution and the capability for resolving cyclotron emission, and a microwave scattering tech-
wavelengths believed relevant to transport. The beam nique provided additional plasma instability information
emission spectrometer was produced in collaboration and there was a wide variety of profile measurement of
with the University of Wisconsin. the principal plasma parameters.

The 1990 run started in early April and high-power An interesting study was started of how transport
operation was achieved in only threeweeks. Much of the corresponds to variations of some nondimensional pa-
credit for the shortness of this start-up period belongs to rameters. Initial results for L-mode discharges suggest
the brevity of the shutdown and the good condition of the Bohm-like scaling which implies long wavelength
power systems. However, the cleanup of the vacuum microinstability modes governing transport. These re-
vessel was especially noteworthy. Glow discharge suits, and observations of the existence of such modes,
cleaning in diborane prior to normal discharge cleaning must be confirmed by further extensive experiments.
permitted extremely rapid achievement of full-power The TFTR project responded to the Physics R&D
discharges. This technique was originally proven on requirements ofthe International Thermonuclear Experi-
TEXTOR (Tokamak Experiment for Technologically mental Reactor (I'IER) and the Compact Ignition Toka-
Oriented Research)in J01ich,Germany. mak (CIT). Reports were sent to the ITER team in

During the second experimental run, new record October 1990. The H-mode studies proved relevant to
levelswereobtained irl supershots--the peaked-density, the confinement projections used for these devices. An



extensive study of energy confinement's (I:E) depen- The central electron heating provided by the addi-
dence on major radius (R) and minor radius (a) provided tional ICRF power willbe an essential element inenhanc-
scaling informationfor L-mode discharges. The lossesof ing the alpha-particle population. Another importantcon-
the charged fusion products because of the ripple in the cern is the number of D-T shots for which the radiation
toroidal magnetic field were quantified, and the toroidal shielding is sufficient to achieve the specified low doses
Alfven eigenmode instability, driven by confined fast at the boundary fence. Experimental data of fluxes out-
beam particles, was identified experimentally, side the main shielding walls, taken over the run period,

The high-power neutral beams operated reliablyand shows that the shielding calculations have been censer-
at record power and energy levels (33 MW and 48 MJ, vative and that a good experiment can be carried out.
respectively). The ion cyclotron range of frequencies The participation by visitors to TFTR has been at a
(ICRF) system, with itstwo antennas, provided up to 6.3 high level in FY90. In addition, communication with
MW to the plasma. Improvements in the ICRF power individuals at other laboratories through the computer
systems were identified, implemented, and incorporated networks has advanced so much that individualdiagnos-
into the ICRF Upgrade to provide approximately 12.5 tics can be operated remotely. This technological ad-
MW into the plasma from four antennas in 1992. vance is of potential importance to CIT and ITER, which

The schedule of TFTR operation is shown in Fig. 1. anticipatediverseinternationalparticipants.TableIIshows
This schedule was presented at the DOE Review of the the collaborations that took place in FY90, identifyingthe
D-T (deuterium-tritium) program for TF'IR heJdinAugust Institution and the name of the principal investigator.
1990.This reviewfollowed from the direct recommenda- The TFTR project has operated three years without
tion by the Fusion Power Advisory Committee (FPAC) a lost time accident. This reflects the attention to safety
that the TFTR program should move forward to study issues by ali TFTR staff.
tritium plasmas and thus demonstrate that tritium tech-
nology will work in the fusion program. The review
committee felt that significant new physics would be- Physics D ,
come apparent, even at QDT < 0.3, and that the physics During the past year, TFTR experiments have em-
of alpha heatingand the relationship to instabilities must phasized the optimization of high performance plasmas
be studied The projections from D-D (deuterium-deute- for fusion reactions, as well as studies of transport
rium) shots, shown in Table I, indicate the relevant phenomena in high temperature plasmas. The installa-
parameters forD-Toperation. Direct measurementof the tion of carbon composite tiles onthe inner bumper limiter
alpha particles with new diagnostics, and measurement has allowed operation with up to 33 MWof neutral-beam
of fluctuations over a very wide frequency range to watch injection without degradation of plasma performance by
for possible detrimental effects from the alpha-particles large bursts of carbon impurities ("carbon blooms").
are being planned, in part because of strong recommen- Characteristic parameters of the central plasma have
dations from external review committees, been extendedto central ion temperature Ti(0) --35 keV,

central electron temperature Te(0) ~ 12 keV,and central
density %(0) ~ 1.2 × 1020m-3 producing D-D reaction

,,,o,,, rates as high as 5.0 × 1016 neutrons per second. The
TFTRRESEARCHPLAN production of fusion power requires the simultaneous

..... attainment of high temperature and large ne(0)'_ E, where
CY-89 CY-90 CY.91 CY-92 CY.93 CY.94 CY95

_---c-----_....... _--_-_ ..... -_-----__----J t E is energy confinement time. The fusion parameter

_;,,___,, __,, ne(0)l:ETi(0), which has steadily increased since initial
[] _-_____ operation, has recently reached a value of approximately

[ ,,_,,,_,,,,_,,_,o_o_,,_,_ } 4.4x 1020 m-3sec keV insupershot plasmas with plasma

;_ .... current lp 1.7 MA. The characteristic feature of these
[ _,_,,_...... ,,_.,,,,_,_.,,......,,s,,o....._,,_,_,,_ ] high performance plasmas is a strong peaking of the

.............,,,_,,,,,,_,,,,,,, radial density profile and a relatively broad electron
E--_T-Y(-"_"-'_-:"-:"_"'-_-_'."-_'"-'--_-'_-'--_.-..........J temperature profile and low edge recyctir_g.The basic

._,,i,,_"'_,._._ physical distinction between this supershot regime and
the usual L-mode (low-confinement mode) and H-mode
(high-confinement mode)plasmas isthat a highlypeaked

.............. density profile is maintained by an efficient deposition of
the injected neutral beam at the plasma core. At the

Figure 1. Scheduleof the TokamakFusion Test Reactor highest performance, the central plasma pressure in
(TFTR)OperationsPlan as of August 1990. TFTR reaches reactor-level values of 6.5 atmospheres.



Table I. Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor Deuterium-Tritium Projections.

Experimental electron and ion diffusivity (Zeand XI)from Shots 51835 and 35782.
QDT = 0.5 and 1.0 extrapolated from Shot 35782.

Fixed electron and ion diffusivity in "no alpha-heating (no Po_)"cases.

Extrapolations
Parameter Units 51835 35782 from Shot 35782

,, ,,,.. ,,,, ,.,,
'" ' "1

QDT 0.29 0.32 0.5 1.0

Pheat MW 32.0 22.0 35.0 25.0

Pfusion MW 9.0 7.0 17.5 25.0

ne 1019m-3 4.6 4.1 5.2 6.5

neo 1019m-3 8.0 9.0 11.0 13.5
J.......... , ............

Teo keV 11.4 8.6 9.7 14.8

Teo,no Pc_ 9.9 7.6 8.1 10.6
t

,,, ,, ......... --

Tio keV 26.0 27.0 29.0 34.0

Tio, no Pm 24.0 25.0 24.0 25.0
,,,

"_E,total sec O.15 O.17 O.19 0.33

Zeff 2.7 2.5 1.5 1.5

Xe(a/2) m2/sec 0.7 0.9 1.1 0.5

xi(a/2) m2/sec 2.9 0.9 1.1 0.5
....... ,..... ,......

<l_tot> % 1.1 1.0 1.3 1.7

<_tot> in (r < a/4) 4.7 4.7 5.7 8.5
.... • .......

(Ip)Troyon MA 1.6 1.4 2.1 2.8

Pth/Pfusion 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.7
.......

Pc,/Pheat 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.17

PJPheat in (r < a/4) 0.11 0.12 0.19 0.37
.... , ,,,

1:eztherm(O) sec 0.55 0.39 0.36 0.44

<n_z/ne>in (r < a/4) % 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.8

<_> in (r < ai4) % 0.5 0.4 0.6 1.2

<#_j.> 0.07 0.06 0.09 0.17

..... -- _ , , ,, - , .........

Note (lp) Troyon = aBo<i:_tot>/2.7(MA: m, T, %)
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Table II. Tokamak Fuslon Test Reactor Collaborations (1990-1991)

Instltutlon Prlnclpal Investigator Toplc

Canadian Fusion Fuel Technology Program Pitcher Power and Particle

Columbia School of Mines Cecil Gamma Spectroscopy

Columbia University Mauel Second Stability

Cornell University Fleischmann Disruption Runaways

Fusion Physics Technology Doollng Ion Cyclotron Emission
Fusion Physics Technology Levinton Motional Stark Effect

Grumman Hughes, et al. Stability

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute Sakasai X-Ray Spectroscopy
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute Shirai Transport Modeling

Joint European Torus (JET) Schmidt Pellet Injection in Jet

Kurchatov Institute Savruhkin Transport Studies
Kurchatov Institute Grek Current profile in T-10

Los Alamos National Laboratory Barnes Fusion Products

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Kesner Second Stability
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Luckhardt Electron Cyclotron Emission
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Machuzak Gyrotron Scattering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Takase Transport
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Terry, Snipes Lithium, Carbon Pellet Injection

Millitech Hugue_,in Two-Dimensional mm Array

Oak Ridge National Laboratory Bush Bolometry and H-Mode
Oak Ridge National Laboratory Hiroe L-Mode Transport
Oat_Ridge National Laboratory Hoffman, et al. ICRF Development
Oak Ridge National Laboratory Milora Deuterium Pellet Injection
Oak Ridge National Laboratory Hogan Volt-Sec in ITER

Sandia National Laboratories Wilson, et al. Surface Analysis

University of California at Los Angeles Luhmann Microwave Reflectometer

University of California at San Diego Diamond Transport Theory

University of Illinois Miley Helium Transport

University of Texas Ri Edge Probes

University of Tokyo Nagayami X-Ray Tomogfaphy

Unive,,,ity of Wisconsin Callen Transport
University of Wisconsin Fonck BES, Alpha CriERS



In these regimes, MHD (magnetohydrodynamic) insta- TableIII.TokamakFusionTest Reactor
bilities with various poloidal (m) and toroidal (n) mode FY90Parameters.
numbers (m/n = 1/1, 2/1, 3/2, and 4/3) are observed
concurrent with a degradation in performance. The best Parameters Values Achieved

TFTR supershots indeuterium plasmas have QDD= 1.9 PlasmaMinorRadius(a) 0.4-0.96m (0.85*)
x 10-3,which would correspond to an equivalent QDT"" PlasmaMajorRadius(R) 2.1-3.1m (2.48*)
0.34 if the plasma and beam parameters would be
exactly the same in a 50/50 D-T plasma. TF at MagneticAxis(Br) 5.2Tesla.

Highl-betaoperation in reactors is highly desirable MaximumPlasmaCurrent(lp) 3 MA
because it allows a greater economy in magnetic field Neutral-BeamPower(PNB) 22 MWat 110keV
coils and reduced plasma current [thus alleviating prob- 7 MWat 55keV

4 MWat 37keV
lems of volt-second (flux) consumption and magnetic PulseLength 2 sec
energy releaseduring disruptions]. In collaboration with
physicists from Columbia University, we have produced Limiter Carbon
and studied high poloidal beta (_p) plasmas with _p= 1.3 ICRFPower(PICRF) 6.3MW
R/a in TFTR and obtained enhanced confinement over
the L-mode with "_E/!:L " 3.5.A bootstrap current of about (*) Design Value

65% of the total plasma current was attained, oneantenna. The pulse length of the high-power heating '
In 1989-1990,the CIT and ITERteams issued lists of systems (neutral beam and !CRF) is two seconds, which

unresolved tokamak physics issues that were important is about 10 times the typical confinement time at high
to the design of their devices. Included in these lists are temperature.
topics in power and particle control, heating and current The limiter system for TFTR was modified and now
drive, plasma fueling, enhanced energy confinement, consists of an axisymmetric inner-wall bumper limiter
aspect ratio scaling, alpha-particle physics, Alfvenwave andtwo carbon/carbon (C/C) composite poloidal ringson
instabilities, wall conditioning, MHD effects, disruption the outer cross section to protect the ICRF antennas. In
control, and operational limits. TFTR physicists per- 1988-1989,thebumperlimiterconsistedoftwothousand
formed experiments on 17 of the 30 listed R&D topics. 0.1 m x 0.1 m POCO graphite tiles. During high-power
TFTRis,oarticularlywellsuitedforthesestudiesbecause operation, small cracks or high spots on the limiter
of its abilityto attain ITER/CIT-like parameters [Tj(0) ~30 formed local hot spots (greater than 1700° C) which
keV, he(0) ~ 1 x 10TMcm-3,andwall loading of about 0.3 evaporatedsignificantquantitiesofcarbon intotheplasma.
MW'm2]andoperatingmodes,e.g., H-modes,supershots, A typical case is illustrated in Fig. 2(a), where 22 MW of
ano diverted plasmas, and because of exceptional and neutral.-beampower produced a "carbon bloom"starting
uniquediagnosticcapabilities, suchasspatiallyresolved at about 0.6 sec, thereby dramatically reducing the
BESand charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy neutron production in a high performance supershot. In
(CHERS). Additionally, TFTR physicists performed re- early 1990,the graphite tiles in the high heat-flux regions
search for advanced tokamak reactor applications, such of the inner-wall bumper limiter were replaced with C/C

. as ARIES, which would gain by a wider operational fiber reinforced tiles. The new C/C limiter system has
window, especially towards higher beta. Here we briefly allowed operation up to 32 MW for 1 sec or 25 MW for 2
describe the results of five experiments ontoroidalAlfven sec without carbon blooms limiting performance, as can
eigeqmode (TAE) modes, energetic particle losses, high be seen in Fig. 2(b).
beta, limiter H-modes, and high-power MARFEs. A special technique of coating the vacuum vessel

wall with boron atoms was employed on TFTR. ]he

Improved Experimental benefit has been a reduction in oxygen impurities, which
has greatly shortened start-up after a major vacuum

Operation opening (one week instead of four weeks) and recovery
Experimental operation1,1oof TFTR benefited from after a disruption. However, boronization has not re-

the improved parameters summarized in Table II1.Dur- duced the carbon impurity level in supershots.The impu-
ingthe past year, the maximum neutral-beam powerwas rity content of TFTR plasmas is dominated by carbon,
raised to 33 MW. The ion cyclotron range of frequencies except soon after vacuum openin9s or disruptions when
(ICRF) power systems were operated upto their design oxygen can become significant. Metallic impurities (iron,
value, with 6 MW at 47 MHz or 4 MW at 40-80 MHz. Two nickel) can become important when the plasma minor
antennas, each with two current straps and carbon radius is increased from 0.8 m to 0.96 mand thedistance
Faradayshields, coupledatotalof6.3MWtotheplasma from the plasma to the metal walls is reduced. High-
with a radio-frequency (rf)power densityof 10MWm-2on power (30 MW) supershots have Zef f "- 2-3 at <he> ~4 x



PNB= 22 MW, Graphite Limiter r,pPL_lXO3e_ PPPL_X0_X1016 ,, ,i li, l, I,, l,I L, ,_1 , J ,_,1 ,, , ,l J,, l

30-

_" t- Beam , 1 "6" "
t- / ................... "_r"qr-_ ............... I _ -J _ [] 1990 Run '_

Z __ %__ _

0.0 1.0 LU 2 '"

PNB= 32 MW, C/C Composite Limiter O
' 1 :' """ '----'_--'- 1 ' ' '.... _ _ 1

30 _r............................ (b)
' Beam z _?lq ,,_r,

tiI No_5; . Carbon 0 _, ,, i,, ,, i,, ,,i ,',,,I',, ,,I ,,,,I ,,, _

"'" _t Bloom . 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Prad INJECTED BEAM POWER (MW)

0 ...... I .... re 3. Neutron emission rote versus injected neutral-
0.0 1,0 beampower for TFTRsupershots.Theneutron rateplotted

"rIME(sec) is the maximumattained during a pulse.

Figure 2. Comparison of the total power radiated during dependence is a consequence of the three sourcesof
neutral-beaminjection for different Ihniter tile materials, fusion reactions (thermal, beam-thermal, and beam-
The graphite limiter (a) has a "carbon bloom" at 0.6sec
with 22MWinjection, while the carbon/carboncomposite beam), the central plasma fueling by neutral-beam

, limiter (b)did notbioom when32MWwasinjected fer l sec. injection, and "_E(energy confinement) being essentially
independent of Pb.The plasma density and temperature
increase with increasing beam power, leading to the

1019m-3, and this level of impurities imposes a severe thermal reaction rate rising much faster than P_, the
limit on the performance of supershots. The quality of beam-thermal rate somewhat slower than P_j and the
supershots is also correlated with the carbon level prior beam-beam rate considerably slower than P_.The 1990
to beam injection. The carbon content can be reduced by run featured consistent operation at the highest beam
intentionally generating a carbon bloom on the preceding power available, andgenerally improved performance at
shot by moving the plasma to a new portion of the limiter ali beam power levels. This substantial improvement is
or by injecting lithium pellets approximately 1 sec prior to attributed to (1) carbon fiber composite limiter tiles and
neutral-beam injection, their improved alignmentwiththe plasma formoreuniform

absorption of the escaping heat and particle fluxes, (2)

Attainment of High-Q Plasmas lithium pellets injected about 1 sec before neutral-beam
injection so that the lithium can diffuse out and cover the

in Supershot Regime limiter to reduce carbon influx, and (3) using carbon
One of the main objectives of the TFTR effort is to blooms conditioning to reduce the carbon influx by

create the plasma conditions for entry into the D-T- generating intentiOnallya carbon bloom in the preceding
burning alpha-physics regime.1 Consequently, maximi- shots and moving the plasma to a new portion of the
zation of both the fusion reaction rate and the alpha limiter.
pressure are major goals of the TFTR physics program. Duringsupershots, the fusion parameter ne(0)_:ETi(0)
The most important fusionparameters are neutronemis- = 4.4 x 1020m-3sec keV was produced, exceeding the
sion rate, Sn(neutrons/sec), and fusion power gain, QDD target value set for TFTR performance in 1980, i.e.,
= Snx(7.25MeV)/Pheat, where the plasma heatingpower ne(0)'_E= 4 x 1019m-3sec at Ti (0) = 10 keV.
Pheat is the sum of the ohmic heating, injected neutral The enhanced confinement of supershots is related
beam, and radio-frequency powers. Supershots seem to to the peaking of the density profile ne(0)/<ne>,as shown
result from central fueling by neutral-beam injection into in Fig. 4 where the enhancement over L-mode rises to
a low density target plasma. In addition, the graphite wall about 3 as ne(0)/<ne>increases to three. An important
and limiter need to be conditioned to achieve low recy- feature of the supershot regime is that the confinement
cling for hydrogenic species, time does not decrease with added heating power in

Figure 3 shows S n (the neutronemission rate)versus contrast with L-mode and H-mode plasmas where 1;E ~

Pb (beam power) for about 800 supershots.11Here the p-1/2and P is the heating power. This feature is also
maximum value of Sn in the pulse is plotted. For the best evident in the local transport coefficients for supershots
values, Sn increases approximately as P_". This and L-modes, and suggests that the basic mechanism
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Figure4. Theenhancement of the energy confinement time _ 5F,-.,_.._._, , , , , , , '
over the prediction of L-mode scaling as a function of ....
density profile peaking for variety of _Jpershots. 3.0 3.5 4.0

TIME (sec)

causing transport is substantially modified in supershots Figure 5. Time dependence of neutron emission, MHD
relative to L.mode plasmas, The absence ofconfinement iluctuation #!gnal, escaping D.D triton flux, and electron
degradation with heating power has the important con- temperature, for shot 55806.
sequence that ne(O)TETi(O) increases rapidly with power
at fixed plasma current in supershots until the disruption mas. In L-mode plasmas, Xi~ Z_ ~ (2-4) Xe throughout the
limit is reached. Higher plasma currents allow the injec- radial profile for a wide range of plasma parameters, and
tion of higher power before degradation takes place. At the x-values scale invercely with plasma current, as
the highest ntT values, the central plasma pressure would be expected from the scaling of global confine-
reaches 6.5 atmospheres and is near the MHD stability ment. As the electron temperature was varied 3 by in-
limit. In discharges with high-power neutral-beam injec- creasing the neutral-beam heating power at fixed den-
tion, internal MHD modes with m/n = 1/1,2/1, 3/2, and sity, the transport coefficien[s Xi, Xe, and D (particle

4/3 are often observed concomitantly with a broadening diffusivity) varied as Te where x = 1.5 to 2.5 for L-mode
of the density profile and confinement degradation. Fig- plasmas. The relative magnitudes of the various x-values
ure 5 examines some features of the shot with the high- in the L-mode, especially the similarity of the momentum
est neutron rate and stored energy to date. This shot diffusivity X_ and the thermal diffusivities, is in general
appeared to evolve to a new equilibrium leve! at 0.45 sec agreement with the predictions of E x B transport due to
into the beam pulse. At this time, To(0 ) and Sn dropped drift wave turbulence, and would seem to be at variance
abruptly. The drop in Sn coincided with a sharp increase with transport models based on magnetic fluctuations.
in coherent MHD activity. The detected flux of 1-MeV D- Observations with microwave scattering8 indicate that

D tritons on loss orbits increased gradually with Sn up to fluctuations with drift wave characteristics are present
3.45 sec, as expected, but then jumped upward simul- with amplitudes comparable to mixing length estimates
taneously with the increase in MHD activity. The MHD 5n/n ~ 1/kLn, wherekisthewavenumberandLnthedensity
activity can sometimes be reduced by programming the gradient scale length.
plasma current discharge evolution, conditioning the wall Since the global confinement in supershots does not
and limiters, and modifying the current profile using the degrade with power like that in the L-mode, it is instructive
neutral beam and bootstrap driven current. Extensive to compare the transport in the core of supershot and L-
studies of MHD activity have been continued, 12-14and mode plasmas. 2The ion channel is dorninant for both L-
compared to new theory.15,16 mode and supershots. The total X (i.e., including both

conduction and convection) at r = ai3 increases rapidly
with Ti (r = a/3) for L-mode plasmas, but decreases

Local Transport Studies rapidly with temperature in th_ high temperature supershot
Local transport coefficients such as the thermal regime as shown in Fig. 6. This feature is evidently a key

diffusivity of ions and electrons Xi and Xe, respectively, factor in the performance of high-T i supershots.
and the ion momentum diffusivity Xe have been deter- Using the computer codes (SNAP and TRANSP)
mined using radial power balance for ali types of plas- characteristics of the transport for the three different
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regimes of the discharges (supershot, the H-mode, and varied from 0.4-1.5 MA by maintaining the f;;dgesafety
L-mode) are compared. Results of the calculation are factor and the beam power is scanned from 3 to 18 MW.
plotted in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) for each discharge with Other experimental details and an analysis of the energy

comparable values of plasma current lp, toroidal mag- confinement scaling derived from magnetic moasure-
netic field Bt, and electron density ne, and littledifference ments of stored energy Wtotare presented in Refs. 5 and
is seen in xi andT,efor the supershotand H-mode phases 6. An analysis based on kinetic measurements of the
of the discharge. A notable feature of the T":-TRtransport storedenergy in these clischargeshas beenperformed to
characteristics is that both Zi and Xehave str,_ngradial identify the scaling of thermal energy and to check the

PPPL_X0490 magnetic measurements. The results show a strong
106 , , ,-._......, , , ,,, ,, , ,, -_ dependence of Wtoton major radius as Rl.S to R2.° and

very weak minor radius dependence as ao to a-o.3.(a)
Plasma fusion performance as measured by <nT>'_E is

SimilalL-m_de ,,.. -]
.-.. 105 ._. ..... o - "_ relativelyinsensitivetoaspectratioforafixedvalueofthe

:_ product of current and aspect ratio IpR/awhich may allow
(_ s4,B ,, ..,s

o_ ,- .... -'" Supershot Phase zl greater flexibility in future tokamak reactordesigns. Local
E 4 heat transport appears to depend in part upon the local
_. 10 inverse aspect ratio which is consistent with the weak7

minor radius scaling of stored energy.

103
Transport Analysis Using
Perturbative Me,hods

1 2, ...I I 1 I I I I I I 1 I 1 _.. I I
00.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 ).9 The parametric dependence of transport in TFTR

r/a plasmashasbeen investigatedusing perturbationaltech-
106-_--r--r" , , ....' ' ' ' ' _ ' _.....' ' ' niques. Intensive ai-_alysishas been made for auxiliary-

(b) heated TFTR plasmas subject to perturbations which (1)
SimilarL-mode\ _.'.,,...---'Supersh°tPhase varied the current profile in L-meffe plasmas to investi-

..-. 105 _............---_ gate the source of plasma current sL'aling (2) perturbed

__ the density profile to measure the temperature variation

- ..'° of the particle transport and to measure the transport of
E 104 trace amounts of helium, and (3) vaded the density and

k .,_ H-mode Phase ion temperature profiles to test whether supershot trans-P,,t

port is controlled by the i_._n-temperaturegradient-mode

103 _ J (ITG) marginal stability.J

7• The energy confinementtime inneutral-beam-heated
plasmas has been found to increase roughly linearlywith

2 . _ , , , ____ , , __ , , ±____ the plasma current lp(so-called Ipscating) inthe L-mode
100.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 regime of a large number of experiments. This is not

r/a theoretically predicted by most transport mechanisms

Figure6. Comparisonof transport betweena supershot, a applicableto the collisionless interior regionof a tokamak
L.mode plasma, and a limiter H-mode for (a) electron plasma. In particular, most eiectrostatic fluctuation-in-
thermal diffusivity Xeand (b) ion thermal diffusivity Xi. duced transport models typically predicta strongtoroidal

magnetic field Bt dependence (which is not observed),
dependence; the outer-radius values are about 20-30 little or no direct lp dependence, andvarious dependen-
times larger than the central values. The diffusivities for cies on the magnetic shear.
the supershot and H-mode are significantly lower than In order to determine the local dependence of the
those for th_ L-mode plasma, thermal transport on the plasma, current and its profile,

Detailed aspect ratio and major radius scans in L- and thus determine the origin of current scaling, a series
mode have been performed in beam-heated, high-recy- of experiments were carried out where plasma current
cling L-mode discharges to determine the scaling of was rapidly changed from 2 MAto 1 MA (or vice-versa),
_nergyconfinement with major radiusand aspect ratio.17 as shown in Fig. 7. The rapid change in plasma current
The plasma size is varied by more than a factor of two (a produced large transient variations of the measured
= 0.4-0.9 m, R = 2.08-3.20 m) and the corresponding surfacevoltage and internal inductance _i indicating that
range in aspect ratio is 2.8-8.0. The plasma current is the current and q profiles were perturbed. The energy
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PppL,,,,o_ The calculated evolution of Vsur, _-iand the radius of q =
2!(')- _ 1are in good agreement with the measured values, as

"- [.__............. .__ previously found for ohmic- and beam-heated plasmas.__"1 Measurementsof theq profileusing lithiumpellet injection
o_E_ _-__I__,__ are in rough agreement with the calculation. The
L(b) ...... calculations indicate, see Fig.8, that a skin current forms

11- ,_---_------_-_, ] that resistively penetrates to approximately a/2 during

..... " ....... the available beam-heating pulse. During the change in5-° plasma currentand the resistivepenetration ofthe current
perturbation, the measured electron temperature, ion[

3[(c) . _ __j temperature,andelectrondensity profilesare notaffected

,_- 2_..;..._,......... _, _..,.i.,_. t until the current perturbation reaches the plasma core as11 can be seen in Fig.9. Theseobservations indicate thatL-
o....... mode plasma current scaling is due to the current in the

1_ 'i__' core ofthe plasma, perhaps nearthe q = 1 surface. Thus,
_ .:._.,:,,;,..':.,;_,-'.*,',.':.,.:. "'_ the observed steady-state dependence of electron and

_0 __ ionthermal diffusivityon plasma current across theentire> 1 I_._,...... profile must be due either to an additional parameter,
3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 correlated with plasma current in steady-state, or a

TIME(sec) nonlocal transport dependence on the current profile,
Figure 7. Timeevolution of (a)plasma current I_,(b) total perhaps due to a global instability or radial turbulence
stored energy Wtot, (c) internal inductance J2I,and(d) Vsur
for deuteriu;n plasmas with lp = 1 MA, i__= 2 MA,and lp_ _ p_PL_91XO387_r
decreased from2 to 1MA.For theseplasmas Bt =4.8 T,R /
=2.45 M,a = 0.8m, andne = 3.4× 1019 nT3. 8 - e------elp=2 MA i

o-----o I =1 MA I'j
_ P _;/

confinement in the steady-state plasmas are in good ..... 4,07 sec y

agreement with l.-mode scaling. Following the perturba- 6 -" .... 4.58 sec Z
tion, the energy confinement time did not follow the L- cr -- -- 4.98sec _/

//_./' ,'

: mode relationship, but relaxer_towards it on a longtime 4 - /_ ,"

scale (much greater than "CE) s!milar to the resistive __//"
// ,'

equilibration time (which is several seconds for thecase /, ."
shown). Since Bp(poloidal magnetic fi_',d)and q near the 2 - _,,--t_.._,-,--/"_--'-:___
edge ofthe plasmadepend on the plasmacurrent and not
(to lowest order)on the current profile, this indicates that 0 1 I T I ' I ' I-' I ' I I 1 ''l_
plasma current scaling is notdue to a direct dependence

--- on the edge value of these quantities, cq"" 5--_
The plasma-current-decrease experiments have E i\.k

been performed at a variety of densities, beam heating _ 4-
powers (6-_3 MW), and with deuterium and helium "-"

background plasmas,to vary the achieved electron tem- __ 3- '_ \_,_.
perature and thus the resistive equilibration time. In ali _ - \ \,'\_%Z _ \_
cases energy confinement responds to the change in w 2-

plasma current on a long time scale, which is shorter for I---_ _ \,,,__the colder (high density or low power) plasrnas. The Z 1

= enhancement of'CEover L-mode scaling (for lp=1 MA) at rr -I -\_-_.-,_o--_
the end of the beam pulse (1.5 seconds after the begin- rr 0 --J--_-............... -_.-_-y_.:rc..:::)
ning of the decrease in lp) is directly correlated with the O _-F_--r ' i ' I-_--r-_-T-_-r -'--
internal inductance at that time.

The evolution of the current profile has been 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
calculated by the time-dependent transport analysis MINOR RADIUS (m)
code TRANSP by numerically evolving the poloidal-field

- Figure 8. Calculated radial profiles of q and current
diffusion equation using the measured time evolution of density for theplasmas of Fig. 7withlp= I MA, Ip=2MA,
the plasma parameters to calculate the neoclassical and at several times during the evolution of the plasma
resistivity, bootstrap current, and beam-driven currents, where lp decreased from 2 to 1 MA.
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PPPL#91X0388 obsel'ved ion transport does not increase when the
7 ,, O------(b lp=2MA plasma is far beyond the theoretical ion temperature

-%,,
• .%.'_, 0------0 lp= 1 MA gradient..modethreshold.

6 - '_ \ ...... 4.07 sec

,...,'_,_., .... 4.58 sec Attainment of High--
- Poloidal-Beta Regime

4- __ \__. High poloidal-beta plasmas are of interest since they- _ \ _ offer reactor concepts with the potential advantages of
_" 3-- _ \_. lower plasma current, significant bootstrap current, and

__ the possibility of improved confinement due to changes

_- 2- in the magnetic contiguration. Plasmaswith r_p " 1.6and
- "<"-. _N= 13/(I/aB)>--4 have been produced4 in high-tempera-

1- .-. ture plasmas (Ti ~20 keV,Te ..-8 keV) with confinement
"--_---_-4 times significantlyenhanced (1:5/1;L 3.5) using a current

o ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I _ I ' ramp-down technique. Here _ isthe inverse aspect ratio
-.. ofthe plasma (a/R) and pp and13are the poloidal and total

5- _ beta values, respectively, The range of parameters pro-

\_._ duced relative to previous supershot results is shown in

4-XQ_ Fig. 10. At _13p> 1.2, a natural poloidal divertor forms at
small major radius and is sustained for several energy

_..__ confinement times in hlghlyoblate plasmas (ellipticityK:~

..--. 3- 0,7). The central q value, measured using polarimetry of
the emission from an injected lithium pellet, 9was found

_ __'_X,. to be qo = 1.6 + 0.5 in 400-kA plasmas. Stability calcula-
I-P 2- _ \-..,_. tions indicate that these plasmas are near the _p equi-

"..e..\\'_'_._ - librium limit with the outer part of the plasma near the
-4

\\"'"-_ _"-_<'_,_._ predicted stability boundary forhigh-n ballooningmodes.1-
_ As indicated in Fig. 10, the stored energy achieved in

these plasmas is roughlya factor of two larger than those

0 ' 1 ' 1 ' I ', I _ I ' I ....' I ' inprevioussupershotsatagivenplasmacurrentoverthe
0 0.2 i0,4 0,6 0.8 full range of current studied (300 kA to 850 kA),

Previous analyses have shown that the measured
MINOR !RADIUS (m) surface voltage inTFTR is in agreement with the theory

Figure 9. Measured radial profiles of ion temperature 7"/ for beam-driven and bootstrap currents. 18 In the most

and electron temperature Te at sawtooth peaks for the collisionless high-pp plasmas, transport analysis shows
plasmas of Fig. 7 with I_= 1MA, lp= 2 MA, andat several
times during the evolution of-the plasma where lp .,x,o,,
decreased from 2 to 1 MA.

,__e _Equilibrium Limit,_'_

propagation. In addition, they indicate that energy I! ___--__ ._" _'l_"-"_Tg_._
confinement time can be substantially enhanced (or 1.5 _ x,,'_ ._*.... D_,_ ,, _,_,_ -t

[ /xx/2_"4z × _ &x-plasmas ' x *- -_suppressed) relative toL-modescaling for afixed plasma _13p_. r /_ ¢_r_.-: __ _ ..... o_ ......
current value by modifying the current profile, i / .4, ,,/. × _ _¢._" . 1I / /x .I" ,, x x x _ xJ

Theparticle and thermaltransport in L-modeplasmas 1.01 ///,.4_ ' _ _.-x _. × x _._x x'_
• _ x_ I

has been found to increase with increasing electron I ///_ _ _ × ,_ _× ×_,
, t- x xx x t

temperature (Td) roughly as T2 in agreement with 0.5 ///._--"_s,_,',_'o, _.[ × _,numerical calculations of transport due to drift-type ///( _..9_,,,_o,,_ _J, . ×_
electrostatic microinstabilities.The particle diffusivity for __---" ;
helium transport in a deuterium background plasma has 0,0z" _ _ ................0 5 I0 15 20
been measured to be similar in magnitude and shape to q*
the thermal transport coefficients, as expected for

Figure 10. Summary of eiip achieved in TFTR as a function
electrostatic processes. The anomalous transport in of q* = (5a2Bo/Rolp)[1 + _,2(1 + 252 . 1.253]/2. Plasmas
supershots is found not to be controlled by the ion- became diverted Whene[Jo > 1.25and an apparent equi-
temperature gradient-mode marginal stability, The librium limit was found at _'[Jp~ 1.6.
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that the bootstrap current accountsfor about 70% of the spectively. For comparison, a similar set of profiles for a
plasma current for several hundred milliseconds during supershot are also shown.
the heating pulse. The analysisof thedata shows thattransport in these

H-mode plasmas is similar to that of supershots within
the inner 0.6-m core of the plasma, but the stored

Peaked-Profile Limiter electron energy (calculated using measured values of

H-Mode Regime electron temperature and density)is higher for the H-
The circular limiter H-mode plasmas on TFTR are of mode at the plasma edge.

interest for a number of reasons. First, the H-mode Atthetransition,densityfluctuationsneartheplasma
density profile is highly peaked at the center, which is edge measured by the microwave scattering system
different than the classic H-mode of high, but flat, central show broadband activity at k = 5.5 cm-1propagating in
density. Second, confinement required for ignition is the electron diamagnetic direction. A contour plot of
lowered as the temperature and densityprofiles become scattered power as a function of frequency and time is
more centrally peaked. Third, the good confinement of shown in Fig. 12 for a limiter H-mode plasma with
the supershot is retained in these H-modes. Finally, the nominallybalanced beam injection. Thisspectrum shows
H-mode,L-mode,supershot,and highbeta-0oloidalplas- density fluctuations up to 1.8 MHz located near the
mas may be compared in one device, plasma edge (Z = -0.7 m + 0.2 m, R = 2.85 m)and this is

Lin,iter H-mode plasmas with centrally peaked den- consistent with wave activity propagating poloidally at a
sity profiles have been obtained inTFTR using a highly velocity Vp...104m/soc. This feature begins togrow atthe
conditioned graphite limiter.5,19The transition to these time ofthetransition, reaching a maximum frequencyjust
centrally peaked H-mode plasmas takes place from the before the ELM (edge localized mode) phase and per-

sists for the duration of the H-mode. Nosimilar activity issupershot rather than from the L-mode,as observed on
other tokamaks. Bidirectional beam heating is required to observed in the central region of the H-mode plasma
induce the transition. When the limiter H-mode plasma discharges. Figure 13 shows a similar contour plot over
transition occurs the edge Ho_radiation intensity drops a narrow time range (4.20-4.25 sec) for the discharge of
while the edge electron density and temperature in-

PPPL#91X0389

crease, as is characteristic of H-modes.20 During the -1 loj,( i i I i i i i I i i _ ,transition, there is usually an increase indensity across , l 0 lp = 0.85MA-

theentire profile; however, the largestfractional increase -,,_ _0__.4 B, =4T -is at the plasma edge (outer 0.2 m). A time series of o . )_ 0= 5.5cm"

lE
densityprofiles showing the evolutionof a limiter H-mode ._.._ 0 d _
plasma is shown in Fig. 11. The maximum peaking "r
factors, ne(0)/<ne>,were approximately 2.5 and 2.2 for _

the supershot and H-mode phases of this plasma re- _ vq=lo4m/sec-LE 1 _

35542 35531 #90X0308 'O i_,i _ I -I VDe
I

5f.Pb=. ,5MW _ (a)4 I Pb=,3MW (b) 4 0'j' ,' _ --

_X H _ ___ SUPERSHOT4 2- _ --

f I ' " '-_E 4 4.4S _ 4.0S,,__,\ ]_ 0.2 I ' ' ' ' 'i ' 1' ' '1 ' .... J

_" [__'-°3_2x 40_// _\ -]I - 3_1 _"-"_"__ __i_(b 4_Da ,,' I, ., ]"" 0.0

' I/" neincre_ _-1 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
es "TIME(soc)

0 L__.__.t_._._._J._,_J__.____ Figure 12.(a) Microwave scattering spectrum for a Iim-
2.0 2.5 3.0 2.0 2.5 3.0 iter H-mode plasma. The transition is at 4.04 soc (H-

R MAJOR(m) R MAJOR(m) mode from approximately 4.04 to 4.42soc) and the edge
localized modes (ELMs) begin at 4.15 soc. Here k = 5.5

Figure 11.Comparison between theevolution of density cm"_,z = -0.7 m, R = 2.85m, I,,= 0.85MA,ap =0.8 m, B_=
profilesfor(a)alimiterH-modeplasmaand(b)asupershot. 4.0 T,and Pb -<-.12.7MW(fronl 3.5 soc to 4.5 soc). (b) D<_
lp= 0.9 MAand B_= 4.8 Tin both cases, signal.
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_,_,,,,o_o Ti/Te " 2. The ne(O)'_ETi(O) value is not higher than that
, , , I i , i J I J _ , , I , J J _ I i J LJ----

-1 _ ' _ _ ke_5.5cm_,/ (a) in the supershot from which the H-mode evolved, but the
_. o ,_ _, i_to_msecl_ _,0 _t= l rnsec favorable confinement is retained despite a moderate
-,- . , --,j,.__.z drop in the peaking factor, which arises when the edge

_" o _ density increases. If the feature in the microwavescatter-
_, - ing spectra at high frequency is interpreted as a poloidal

' __ drift in the electron diamagnetic direction, then, an in-
u. j_ wardly pointing radial electric field can be inferred, in

_1 VV_De agreement with the predictions of some theories andwiththe electric field measurements on other tokamaks.
_'_ I ' " ' ' I r, _ , I ' w""4._.._s_

0.15 . , , _ , ,',', , , , ,, ,--' ', ' I .... "'<_*_ I

cb) High-Power MARFEs

::3 0'10_'_ _'__ Power flow across the separatrix for ITER and CIT Is

predicted to cause exceedingly high power loads on the
o.o5 divertor plates. To alleviate this problem, radiation from

[.___..L____/.__ ,"',, ,I _._ , , I _ _ , ,_

4.20 4.21 4.22 4.23 4.24 4.25 the edge plasma could be increased ineither a poloidally
TIME (seconds) symmetric or asymmetric fashion.

The latter approach is generally characterized by
Figure 13.Fast, time-resolved microwavescattering data MARFEs[region(s) of enhanced edge radiation localized
shows the,implied poloidal rotation to be modulated by poloidally onthe inner-major-radius side of a plasma]. In
edge loca#zedmodes (sameshot as Fig. 12). these TFTR experiments, itwas shownthat MARFEscan

exist sufficiently far from the density limit to allow control
Fig. 12.Narrow band fluctuations are enhanceddramati- over radiated power and plasma density without disrup-
cally at the time of the ELM while the shifted spectral tions. At high beam power, P ,.,22 MW, the best shots
feature, more apparent in the time-averaged data, is radiated a total of 56 % of the inputpower, with MARFEs
associatedwith the period between the ELMs. This data accounting for 7 MW of power loss. The peak emittance
is consistent with a slowing down of the poloidal rotation of these MARFEs was 30 MW/m3. Infrared camera

immediately after an ELM burst and a speeding up in obsc,vations showed that the peak power load on the
rotation in the time window between the ELMs. The inner wall was markedly reduced by MARFEs. This
strongly shifted spectra are also characteristic of the indicates a possible increase in the edge radial heat
occasional discharge with no ELMs. The BES (beam transport coefficients and an associated broadening of
emission spectroscopy) system shows density fluctua- the heatflux profile. Some control over MARFEsposition,
tions which are more coherent and which propagate in onset, duration, andpoloidal extent was achieved by the
the ion diamagnetic direction. These disturbances start combined effects of gas puffing (neon and deuterium),
about 3 cm inside the scrape-off with a frequency of co- and counter-mix of beam direction, and recycling
20-30 kHz and havea highly coherent poloidal structure conditions.
with m = 15to 20. At present, they are known to extend

radially over at least 4 cm near the plasma edge. This Toroidal Alfven
coherent activity is associated with the period between
the ELMs. The relation between the BEScoherent activ- Eigenmode instability
ityandthe scatteredspectra is notunderstood atpresent.5 Collective modes, driven by the pressure gradient of

Edge localized modes can lead to a significant loss fast ions, could result in a loss of alpha particles or a
of stored energy resulting in a cessation of the rise of decrease in neutral-beam current-drive efficiency. Loss
stored energy and density to the extent that the plasma of fast alphas is problematic even at the few percent level
returnsto the L-mode,which hasoften beenseen in other because of the high heat load created on small areas of
tokamaks. This trend has not been observed on TFTR. the plasma-facing components. By operating TFTR in a
The reason for this may be that since the density profile region of parameter space where the Alfv6n speed is

' ne(r) and the pressure profile p(r) are peaked on axis, approximately equal to the parallel velocity of injected
energy loss from the edge plasma due to ELMs is a beam ions,we have identified an onset of toroidal Alfven
smaller fraction of the total stored energy than for the flat eigenmodes (TAE) and studied them by varying beam
density profiles of divertor H-mode plasma discharges, power and toroidal magnetic field. Magnetic signals from

The plasma core retains the properties of the Mirnov coils are found to be well correlated with density
supershot and confinement time is enhanced 2.5 times fluctuations measured by BES in the outer region of the
relative to the L-mode, with density peaking of 2.3 and plasma where the fast-ion pressure gradient is largest.
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P_f'L_10097 Detected frequencies are near those predicted theoreti-
6I_ I 1 I I - ' cally (m= VA/2qR)for TAE modes. Theirdependence on

(a) power and field are shown in Fig. 14. The fluctuations

_ :t _'_ " often come tn 1 msecduratton bursts separated by

approximately 3 msec. Accompanying the bursts we
10kG observe 5% decreases in neutron emission.

The TAE modes are important because they can3
eject energetic particles from the plasma. Evidence for

_- III _ _ 15kG this has been observed in our experiment. Figure 15
.% 2_--_ /4 ,,. /.1_ - shows the correlation between the magnetic fluctuation

_ _._ ,,j,_"_j__ _ amplitude, neutron emission rate, and the soft X-ray1 signal. There are two sawtooth crashes during the

0 'x_t'_-'"""-'_'"20 kG"+_'""_'__ sampling interval, one at t = 3.690 sec and the other at
0 50 100 150 200 250 3.701 sec, which apparently trigger the corresponding

FREQUENCY(kHz) high-frequency oscillations. Each burst,is accompanied6 .... 1 ......_' I I'

(b) by a drop in the neutron emission (5-10%), indicating
_" 5 I .
F- 4MW - transport of energetic particles from. the plasma core.

,__ Since the beam slowing-down time is roughly 30 msec,

4 these fast-ion losses represent a sizable fraction of the>-

rr fast-ion population.<
rr 3 - PPPL#90T0095t-...

<= 2 _ X-Ra_ It

0 /1^

FREQUENCY (kHz) _ Neutron , ,,_

'%,, //
(c)14_

_3o /
z_

/ ,_ z, Mirnov Coil

•_20 / h , I,I _'=!' , _! t +l

3:: -",
100 3.690 3.695 3.700

× " t (sec)/90
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Figure14. (a) Frequencyspectrum of Mirnov coil signals field. Experiments were performed to determine the
from plasmas with <Ii>~ 1%at various magnetic fields, magnitude of both these effects. Fast ions (tritium and
(b) Variation of frequency spectrum with neutral-beam hydrogen) born in D-D fusion reactions have Larmorpower. (c) Comparison of experimentally measured fre- ' '
quencies with theoreScally calculated toroidal Alfven radii and energies close to those of fusion alphas and
eigenmode (T,4E)frequencies. hence are suitable for these comparisons. First-orbit
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losses are measured with probes located at the bottom of transport of the energetictritons into cooler regions of the
the TFTR vacuum vessel. As predicted, the first-orbit plasma(orlosstothewall),butarelativelysmalldiffusivity
losses are reduced by a factor of about 5 as the plasma (D < 0.1 m2/sec) would be sufficient to explain the
current is increased from 0.6 to 2.0 MA. The low "re- observed anomaly.
sidual" losses at high plasmacurrent place an upper limit Using an MeV ion detectorfixed nearthe midplane at
of 0.1 m2/sec on the alpha particle turbulent diffusion the TFTR plasma edge and a second near-midplane
coefficient in the plasma core. probe capable of motion into the plasma column and

The measured decay rate of the total neutron emis- displaced toroidally by 72°, an experiment has been
sion as well as charge-exchange measurements follow- performed to examine the shadowing effects of the
ing a short pulse of beam power appear to indicate that movable probe and hence to estimate the size of the
D <0.1 m2/secfor both passing and banana-trapped fast ripple-induced alpha diffusioncoefficient nearthe plasma
ions. Figure 16 shows charge-exchange measurements edge. The data of Fig. 17 show that the MeV ion trans-
from a pair of vertically viewing neutral particle spec- port, characterized by a step size of 0.1-0.5 cm consis-
trometers. Only a small amount of transport, Dfast " 0.1 tent with a diffusion coefficient of 1-10 m2/sec near the

plasma edge, is qualitatively consistent with ripple loss
....:. PPPL.91X0012 models based on stochastic diffusion.
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O 2,8 3,0 3,2 3.4 3.6 3.8 normalized flux is compared to calculations of the flux
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Figure 16.Timeh/story of the charge.exchange flux at E
= 30 keV following a short heating-beam pulse, as mea- ICRFsured by vertically viewing neutral particle diagnostics nc=c==ing
at R = 2.44 and 2.97m. in Several Regimes
m2/sec, is necessary to explain the signal at r = 0.48 m, Avariety ofexperimentshavebeen performed utiliz-
Such a bound on fast-iontransportis also suggested by ing ICRF heating.Of specialinteresthasbeen the insight
the current dependence of triton !nsses, which follows into plasma performance gained by utilizing a heating
orbit code calculations quite well assuming no anoma- scheme other than the usual neutral-beam injection. Ion
Ious radial transport. The triton burn-up deduced from cyclotron range of frequencies heating allows control
measurements of the 14-MEV neutron emission is often over the power deposition profile independent of the
observed to be less than the predicted values, with a plasma fueling profile and, in addition, by varying the
trend suggesting lower burn-up in plasmas with long minority concentration, can change the relative ion and
thermalization times. This result implies some radial electron heating.6,21
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Ioncyclotron range of frequencies heating isapplied Sawtooth Stabilization
to TFTRfromtwo antennas mounted '.qadjacentmidplane
ports. Each antenna consists of two radiating elements Experiments
separated toroidally, with independent phase control. Sawtooth stabilization experiments were performed
Power is applied from four radio-frequency generators in the gas-fueled high recycling regime. Stabilization of
operating at 47 MHz. This frequency allows operation in sawteeth have been observed for periods of more than
the helium-3 minority mode atfull toroidal field (5.2T) and one second, limited by the radio-frequency pulse width.
hydrogenminority mode at reduced toroidal field (3.2 T). Figure 18 shows the time evolution of the central elec-
Duringthe past year, operations wereextended to higher tron temperature of a typical sawtooth stabilized dis-
power, longer pulse, and over a wider range of plasma charge together with the electron temperature profiles
density than previously reported. Power levels up to 6.3
MW for 1 soc and 5.0 MW for 2 soc were achieved. ,,,,,,,,_,,o.,_

In high-recycling gas-fueled discharges on TFTR, 53--_-_-_r_- .... _ , , ,
ion cyclotron range of frequencies heating has been _°_ _'J_'

applied in b°th the hydrogen minority (Bt = 3.4 T) and :j/_ / l

helium-3 minority (Bt =5.2 T) heating modes to compare
the efficiency of heating through the electron or ion
channel. The hydrogen minority ICRF heating leads to
strong central electron heating. Eighty percent of the ,_o
absorbed power is coupled to el6ctrons and20% to ions 27MW
with ali the power deposition inside of r/a ~ 0.35. On the =1
other hand,the helium-3 minority heating tends to deliver 3.0 4.0 4.5 5.0
moreenergy through the ion channel due to the stronger TIME (soc)
coupling of the helium-3 ions to the thermal ions. An
examination of the global parameters shows essentially 5
identical global thermal confinement but enhanced total 2o- (b) (c)
confinements in the hydrogen case due to the approxi- 4i

mately 25% nonthermal hydrogen tail. These L-mode _ 1.5-
data leads one to believe that L-mode confinement _ _ i _ 3_

manifests itself as a global characteristics independent _1.0- i I __,_I i 2i
of heating channel, method, or profile. Temperature , _
profiles are observed to be "resilient" with a tendency to 0.5- j2_so570_f",_------_ li I_ 2rs=77cm =1

I I , I I

remain peaked. 0 0 _
The addition of ICRF heating to supershot plasmas 200 250 30o 350 2o0 250 30o 350

is expected to be a major benefit to the fusion physics R (cre) R (cm)
stage of TFTR operation. The aim of applying ICRF
heating to a supershot plasma is to raise the central Figure 18. Radio-frequency heating used to stabilize
electron temperature, thereby increasing the neutral sawtooth.Thecentral temperatureevolution (a)and tem-
beam and alpha slowing-down time and hence the den- perature profiles before (b) and after (c) ordinary and

monster sawtooth (D,lp = 1.8 MA, ne = 2.5 x 1019m-3,
sity and beta of the alpha particles in the discharge. Ion Prr= 2.7 MW for t = 3.6-4.5 soc).
cyclotron range of frequencies heating utilizing both
hydrogen and helium-3 minorities has been applied to
TFTR supershots discharges. In both instances, strong for different times. Simulation of this shot utilizing the
central electron heating has been observed with no time-dependent code TRANSP indicates that the cen-
reduction in the total global confinement time, which is tral q value falls from approximately 1 to 0.6 during the
enhancedabovethe L-rnodeby a factorof approximately stabilized period, and that the inversion radius should
2. The increased central electron temperature is accom- increase by about 7 cm, in rough agreeme_t with the
panied by an increase in the beam stored energy. This observed value of 10 cm. This increase in inversion
central deposition leads to a 20% increase in central radius from rinv = 28.5 cm which is about equal to a/q(a)
electron temperature. In the present experiments, the to a larger value rinv = 38.5 cm indicates a strong
increase in temperature did not always lead to an in- peaking of the current profile in agreement with the
crease in neutron level due to an increased ir_fluxof peaking of the temperature profile. This agreement
carbon from the limiters which depleted the central deu- gives confidence that q iswell below unity on axis during
terium density, the stabilized period.
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Deuterium Pellet magnetic axis, increasing the central density from 2 x
1020 m-3 to 5 x 1020m-3, Density profiles were more

Injection Studies strongly peaked reaching a peaking factor of 3.5. The
The Deuterium Pellet Injector(DPI, developed atthe fraction of input power radiated, Prad/Pheat, was 0.4.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory) experimental program The Murakami parameter neR/Bt reached 12 at qa = 3.3
employs the injection ofmedium speed deuterium pellets without disruption or any indication of strongly enhanced
to explore physics issues relevant to CIT, enhanced QDT core particle transport and is three times the present
operation in TFTR, perturbations to study core trans- TFTR limit ingas-fueleddischarges. This value is roughly
port,3 and the details of the pellet fueling process. A twice the limit proposed by Greenwald et al.23 and is
central issue is the transport of particles and energy in obtained with a density at the q =2 surface greater than
peaked, high density plasmas and the effects that auxil- 1 x 1020 m-3. At this density, neutral-beam heating in
iary heating power deposition profiles haveon this trans- TFTR is no longer an effective means of maintaining
port. Present experiments have demonstrated the feasi- central temperature. With 14-MW injected power, the
bility of producing high density with peaked profiles in central temperature is 1.2 keV and, in the core where
sawtooth-free TFTR plasmas. Heating experiments us- PoH(W/cm3)/PToT(W/cm3) = 0.7, ohmic heating domi-
ing ICRF indicate that core transport is reduced inpellet- nates even though PoH(W)/PNB(W) = 0.09.
fueled TFTR plasmas as observed on theJoint European

Experiment (JET).22Global energy confinement ranges ICRF Heating of Pellet-Fueled
from 1.25to 1.6timesthe L-modevalue dependingon the Target Plasmas
auxiliary heating method6 and time in *he auxiliary heat- At highdensity, ICRF provides efficient core heating.
ing pulse. Confinement time is higher early in the pulse, Deuterium-pellet-fueled target plasmas with %o = 2 x
up to 1.6times L-mode,while the stored energy is rising, 1020m-3and peakingfactors of 4-4.5, have been heated
and then decreases slowly from its peak value down to with ICRF at power levels of up to 4.5 MW in both the
1.2-1.4 times L-mode through the period of maximum hydrogen and helium-3 minority regimes.6 The helium-3
stored energy. Initial scaling experiments with plasma minority regime has been used to heat plasmas with
current from 1.4to 2.1MA indicate that both reducedcore currents of 1.4 and 2.1 MA, providing a first indication of
transport and global scaling are retained at higher cur- confinement scalingwith plasma current in ICRF-heated,
rent. Future work will extend these results to higher rf peaked density profile plasmas. Global confinement
power (12.5 MW) and higher plasma current (3.0 MA) to measured at the maximum of the stored energy in these
study particle and energy transport within the plasma discharges is found to scale with power and plasma
core in low collisionality, Ti = Te discharges at densities current as 1.25times L-mode,comparable to typical high
of 4 to 5 x 1020m-3. recycling neutral-beam-heateddischarges andhighden-

sity, gas-puff..fueled, ICRF plasmas in TFTR. In Fig. 19,
Pellet Fueling to High Density the peak neutron emission rate is plotted versus radio-
with Neutral-BeamIniection

Following extensive helium discharge conditioning o=x=oa5
of the inner wall bumper limiter and deposition of a __,_,._L___L_,__L__L_L.L,___L__,__'_t_L,_L.___--___,--_.

Pd " 4 MW' D(3HI)

boron layer within the vacuum vessel to serve as an -_--'---_-r-'-_-__

oxygen getter, pellet fueling experiments using multiple Z _ _, .... _ q_ x 1,4 MA

pellet sequences were conducted to produce peaked _ ; _ _'_o_F _] [:J2.1MA

density profiles at high density in the presence of strong _ 2 0L---Ill .....1--:,-"_--_-_...-4 rJ
auxiliary heating. The first pellets in the fueling Sd- _ ,,o, ,_,,,, _J
quence produced and sustained slightly peaked density £
profiles at moderate density by off-axis deposition of ld x
pellet mass.A central density of approximately 1 x 1020 Z (.3

m-3 and peaking factor ne(0)/<ne> "-"2 were produced, c.-_ ,

The pellet penetrated to r/a = 0.14. Central electron 0 -_T_--_'_-r_--T_--r"_--T-'-Tq--'-T-'-'--r"-TT' ....
temperatures of 2 keV were sustained during this phase 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

of the fueling sequ6,nceby 4 MW of neutral-beam heat- Ptf (MW)
ing. Hollow density profiles were formed immediately
following pellet deposition. The subsequent evolution of Figure 19. Pier of peak neutron emission rate versus

ICRFpower for helium-3 minority heating of deuterium-
the density profile within the plasma core formed a densified plasmas at 1.4.ancl2.1-MAplasma current. The
peaked profile over a 100 msec period. Later pellets in insert shows the neutron emission for the Prr = 4 MW
the fueling sequence penetrated to and beyond the points.
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frequency power fordeuterium-pellet-fueled target plas- are not inqualitative agreementwith the present genera-
mas with currents of 1.4 and 2.1 MA, heated by helium- tion of theories describing the details of pellet ablation.26
3 minority ICRF. The neutron emission rate is observed

to peak early in the heatingpulsewhile the density profile Study of Nondimensionalis peaked, anddecreases intime as the profile broadens.
Inthese discharges, sawteethare suppressed during the Scaling of TFTR Plasmas
entire heating pulse. The increase in neutron emission Recently, an attempt has been made to express the
early in the pulse issuggestive of reduced core transport transport characteristics of the TFTR plasmas in terms of
in these helium-3 ICRF-heated discharges. Indeec,, in nondimensional parameters. From basic principles, one
the hydrogen-minority-heated pellet-fueled target plas- can argue that confinement in tokamaks should be gov-
mas, even though global confinement is L-mode, trans- emed by the product of a fundamental diffusivity, which
port (%eff) within the plasma core (r/a < 0.5) is reduced can be taken as Bohm's formula XB = 2CTe/eB, with a
during the high density, peaked profile phase of the factor C(p*, v*, #, r/R, q) which is a function of a large
discharge by more than a factor of two, as previously number of local nondimensional plasma parameters.
observed on JET.24 Examples of such parameters are: p* the ion gyroradius

Following pellet fueling, the density decreases dur- normalized to machine size, the effective collision fre-
ing the heating period. The decay time scale is found to quency v* (V* = Vei/(Ob), the plasma 13,local toroidicity r/R,
increase with plasma current. The density and peaking rotational transform q, etc. Theories of short-scale
factors decayed from maximum value to half maximum microlnstabilityturbulence leadto diffusivitieswhich have
value, relative to the late phase of the ICRF heating a "gyroBohm" scaling Z = P*XB.
period, in about 400 msec at 1.4 MA and650 msec at 2.1 The most ambitious goal isto understand how trans-
MA. Finally, the duration of theenhanced phase and time port responds to ali these parameters. But a much more
to reach peak neutron rate was greater at the higher limited program can still be very useful in projecting
current, 400 msec compared to 300 msec. performance for CIT. This opportunity arises because

discharges in noncircular tokamaks, notably D-III-D and
JET, can be created with the same values of

Prompt Response of Density nondimensional parameters anticipated for CIT, except

to Deuterium, Lithium, for the normalized gyroradius p*. Thus, projections for
CIT reduce to determining confinement scaling versus p*

and Carbon Pellets for fixed v*, _, q, etc. A series of L-mode discharges has
Rapidsampling (100kHz)interferometry 25has been been created in TFTR that maintain ali nondimensional

carried out during injection of each of the three pellet parameters approximately constant, except for p* which
types. The interferometer is located about 1 m (18°) varies by a factor of two, the same factor that exists
toroidallydisplaced fromthe deuterium injector andabout between JET and CIT. Figure 20 compares the power
10m (180°) from the lithium/carbon injector.The 10-t.tsec PPPL,_xo20_
resolution of the interferometer facilitates the observa- POWERFLOWNORMALIZEDTOBOHM
tion andcharacterization ofthe density increaseresulting 102 _ rl-7 ' ' I = ---T-----m------r ....

from the ablating pellet. The surprising experimental - ° I _ _ ! I , | I , ,,observation isthat under conditions of mild ablation (1018 _ " []
• • •

to 1019atoms ablated per cm traveled by the pellet, a E " * •
situation which typically occurs outside of r/a .--0.8), the ;_ • ' '
ablatedparticles appearto betransported initially through
the discharge in the form of a localized, high-density BT O ,I,

• 2.14 •
perturbation, which travels at a speed of 104-105m/sec.

2.86 A
As the perturbation passes toroidally across the inter- * 4.22
ferometer beams, it is detected as a high density pulse in * 4,76
time, This initial pulse is syrnrnetric in time (having equal
rise and fall times of 150.250 t.tsec).The density pertur- 10 :_ .........-_........._t..........A..... _h__.l ........_L....... t........_L...... l ......

0.0 0,5 1.0
bations from the deuterium pellets have been most RADIUS(a)
closely studied, and the ablatant appears to move along
field lines. Thus, the ablatant travels around the torus Figure 20. Power flux through magnetic surface versus
with a symmetric, high-density pulse embedded in its normalized minor radius of TFTRplasmas for four differ.

ent toroidal field values. Thepower flux is normalized by
leading edge. Related phenomena have also been ob- an expression for Bohm scaling as qBohm= F(r,R)eBQ(r)/
served in the soft X-ray emissivity. These observations 16zr2"nT2Ca with F(r,R) - (a2. r2)/r3R.
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flux through a magnetic surfacenormalized to an expres- tively. Figure 21 shows the measured QDD versus beam
sion with Bohm scaling. Ali discharges collapse to a powerfor the same set of 8C,Osupershots. (Incalculating
single function of rqinor radius. Similar comparisons to QDD,Pinjis the total injected beam power, regardless of
expressions with gyroBohm or empirical Goldston scal- how much is absorbed.) While each shot has a unique
ing collapse less weil. Thus, one can argue that TFTR QDD,the calculated equivalent QDTlies in the range of
finds a Bohm-like scaling in L-mode discharges. 180-240 x QDD,the exact value depending on the opera-

Bohm-like scaling implies that long wavelength tional mode and the specific plasma parameters for that
microinstability modes govern transport. Experimental sho*. This range is reflected on the right-hand scale in
observations, just recently made possible by the new Fig. 21. There are numerous shots with equivalent QDT

beam emission spectroscopy (BES) technique, confirm between 0.3 and 0.4.
the existence of such modes. Bohm scaling, which has
no isotope mass dependence, is also consistent with the _,,,,,,,,xo_
very weak isotope effect observed inTFTR low-confine. 2.0,, ,,_ ,.,, ,._,-,-,,_-,-,,,, ,-.,,, _,, ''T' ' "' 0.3S-0.48
rnent modes. In theoretical research, these results are ,,19eoaun ",,,, _'

tl[J

I1u l:t[

motivating a new focus of microinstability,effects on long- 1.5 .19aa-19a9 ,p,,,,_.......,,,,_;'_¢/',,,_ o.27-o.3e
wavelength trapped-ion modes. '_-b ..,;._._,.,_,.-"*'_'= _.,_,'_'-__,_

1.0 _l_,"}_.'_,E&g¢ _]'_=.._:_,- ; " 0,18- 0,24

D-D Experiments and o., :,:'
Projections for Future ,,
D-T Plasma Performance o,0..........,..........,.............,.......,..........,.................o,o0,0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

The present supershots produce significant D-D INJECTEDNEUTRALBEAMPOWER(MW)
fusion reactions which are used as a measure of plasma
performance. The TFTR has an extensive neutron de- Figure 21. Measured D-D fusion power gain Qoo and

calculated D-T gain QDTversus Injected neutral.beamtection system' six detectors for flux determination, a
power for TFTR supershots. The SNAP and TRANSP

ten-channel radial profile system, one detector for fast simulations give equivalent D.T fusion gain QDT=
neutron fluctuations, four detectors for D-T neutron flux (180.240)x Qoo.
measurements and a six-position foil-activation system.
The accuracy of these measurements is typically about Significantly more fusion power and alpha produc-
15%. The total D-D neutron rate is shown in Fig. 3 and tion is expected if the best discharge conditions are
the upper boundary of the points varies as approxi- extrapolated to anticipated D-Tconditions at full neutral-
mately p1.8where P is the heating power. The maximum beam power. In these extrapolated cases, the total
D-D fusion reaction rate (tworeactions per neutron) has neutral-beam power was increased to 35MW at 120keV
increased to approximately 8.8 x 1016sec-1 The Taxi- and it is assumed that1;5 A.0.5The electron density was' _" "l °

mum QDD = Pfusion/Paux heat is 1.9 x 10-3. The D-D increased by 25%, according to present scaling with
fusion power for the best cases is about 50 kW produc- power, and Zef f was reduced following the observed
ing a y!eld of approximately 50 kJ per pulse with a total of trend with density. For the case with 50/50 deuterium/
50 MJ of D-D fusion energy having been produced tritium neutral beams into a roughly 50/50 deuterium/
during the lifetime of the TFTR experiments, tritium plasma, Q_Tis in the range 0.46 to 0.52. Thermo-

The D-T performance of TFTR has been estimated nuclear reactions contribute 50%of the rate, while beam-
using codes which have been benchmarked against target and beam-beam are 42% and 8%, respectively.
many D-D supershots. At first the observed dependen- These plasmas have central _{zin the range of approxi-
cies of the D-Dneutron rate andQDDon beam power and mately 0.6-0.7% which is above the theoretical estimate
total plasma energy are reproduced by the simulations, of the global TAE threshold of 0.3%.
The simulation is carried out for roughly equal power The largest Q and fusion power are obtained using
deuterium and tritium neutral beams into a roughly 50/50 the originalTFTR deuterium-tritium scenariowhich Taxi-
ratio deuterium/tritium plasma using the actual mea- mizes beam-target reactions by injecting 35 MW of
sured temperatures and electron density profiles, Zeff, deuterium neutral beams intoa tritium plasma. The target
beam power, voltage, and species mix of a comparable tritium plasma could be preheated by ICRF or about 10
D-D shot. Equivalent QDT values up to approximately MW of tritium neutral beams (in the latter case the
0.34 (about 185 QDD)were obtained in this way. In this deuterium neutral beams are at 25 MW). Present projec-
case the thermonuclear reactions contribute 42% while tions for this mode of operation, based on the best D-D
beam-target and beam-beam are 51% and 7%, respec- supershots, indicate that QDT ~ 0.4-0.7could beachieved.
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In this case, the beam-target reactions contribute 89% launchers will be added, raising the combined rf source
while thermonuclear reactions are 11% of the total rate. power output to 16 MW. Good progresswas made onthe
These will be transient cases, since the plasma compo- overall site preparation and on the installation of the
sition will evolve to that of the beams, but the high-Q cooli_g system, high-voltage power supplies, and trans-
conditionsare expectedto lastfortimes of approximately mission line supports.
"_E.These deuterium plasma conditions project to D-T

plasmas in the breakeven regime with fusion powers of Neutral-Beam Operations15-25 MW and alpha-particle parameters suitable for
testing collective alpha instability theories. Neutral-Beam-Injection System (NBIS) operations

were underway at the start of the fiscal year in support of
the TFTR transport studies run. The transition from .the

H ti n Systems transport injection requirements to the high power and..ea..no _ high QD[:)requirements of the FY90 run was imple-
Continued improvements and refinements inoperat- mented during the February and March 1990 mini-shut-

ing procedures have pushed neutral beam total injected down. This transition included changes to the tuning of
power andenergy to new records of 33 MW and 48 MJ, the high-voltage power supplies to increase ion source
respectively. To achieve these levels the neutral-beam operating perveance, the addition of a neutralizer gas
equipmenthasbeenoperated approximately 22%above feed system to improve neutralization of ions, and a
its original design value. Although the high outputs have control system upgrade that permitted 50 millisecond
increased the stress and wear on the hardware, an beampulsesintothemachinearmorbetweenplasmasto
aggressive preventive maintenance and corrective ac- minimize cycles of the calorimeter bellows and to im-
tion program has kept the overall equipment availability prove injection reliability. Also completed during the mini-
above80%.Substantialplasmaheatingwasalsoachieved shutdown were major repair and maintenance effo"ts to
through the radio-frequency (rf) heating system, which restore the full performance of the 1070 W liquid helium
successfully launched 70% of its 9 MW maximum source refrigerator, and the manufacture and installation of new
power, reachinga maximum energy outputof 12MJ. The cryogenic piping toeliminate excessive heat loads. Injec-
progression of eneF,.jyavailable from TFTR heating sys- tion operations were resumed by the end of April after a
tems over the last several years is depicted in Fig. 22. record machine start-up time. The TFTR high-power run

The major project activity for the Heating Systems extended from Mayto the end of October. Neon injection
Division during the year was the start of the upgrade of occurred on the last day of the run.
radio-frequency heating equipment. Two of the present Higher perveance operationdue to the more aggres-
sources will be modified to improve power output by 1 sive power supply tuning resulted in the injection of 24
MW each and two new 2.5-MW sources and two new MWofneutralpowerfortwosecondsinJune, amilestone

and a TFTR record of 48 MJ injected energy. High-power
PPPL#91XO394 injection continued into October, culminating ina record

--_l ] 1 1 33-MW injection which produced record neutron rates.
Several ion sources,which were still in place from previ-60--
ous run periods, successfully completed the 1990 run

%- with nearly 90,000 filament pulses.
The total operating time for the neutral-beam system

.c._. 50 during the fiscal year was 42 weeks. The system perfor-
>- mance factor measuring overall reliability of the NBIS,
(..9 includingshot-to-shotperformance,remainedunchangedrr
LU from 1989 at about 80%. However, the 1990 injectionz 40
uJ effort produced nearly twice the number of "uccessful

injections, approximately 3000 shots.

30 Neutral-Beam Physics
The neutral-beam physics effort during this period

FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90 focused primarily on support for daily operations. In the
early part of theyear, changes weremade to thegas feed

FISCAL YEAR system to insure adequate neutralization. Numerous
Figure 22. The TFTR neutral-beam and radio-frequency checks were made on the beam power calibration, and
energy availablefor FY87.FYgO. the gas species mix was monitored on a regular basis. In
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addition,theoptimumoperatingperveancewasincreased ICRF Upgrade
by changing the gradient grid' voltage divider. In the From its beginning late in fiscal year 1989 and
modified operating mode the atomic species fraction throughout fiscal year 1990, the ICRF Upgrade project
may be slightly lower than in the past, but the estimated has made good progress toward increasing the total
differenceof1-3%iswithinthemeasurementuncertainty, power available for the ICRF heating experiments on

Considerable effort was devoted to developing an TFTR. The project will install two new launchers (anten-
operatingscenario forneon beams,which were success- nas) on TFTR and increase the total ICRF source power
fully injected at the end of the run period as an initial try capability from 9 MW to 16 MW.
at a scheme proposed to electrically charge thetokamak The two new launcherswill be installed inbays Kand
plasma periphery. During the early portion of the year, N.Thedesignofthetwonewlaunchers(antennas)willbe
the work done in collaboration with Sandia National similar to the PPPL-designed unit at bay M. The addi-
Laboratories at Livermoreinpreparation fortritium beams tional 7 MW of rf power will be gained by upgrading the
was documented.27 power of two currently operational 1.5-MWsources to 2.5

MW each and by adding two new 2.5-MW radio-fre-
quency sources. The new rf sources are being installeoICRF Source

_" °+=""vver,,,,,,,n_, on the third floor of the RF Building (Fig. 23).
Activities in ICRF Operations in FYg0 were devoted

to the operation andmaintenance ofthe four high-power,

, _, •

ion cyclotronrangeoffrequencies(ICRF)sources.These I___-_-____ll=_r'--t ,r,,mum_l_,,

systems achieved their maximum power of 9.0 MW into
dummy loads the previous year, although full power .....*", ';:_
operation into the ICRF antennas had not been at-
tempted. This year, power levels up to 6.4 MW were ,"'__:lJ n_i_ ____, .j,_= =
successfully coupled to TFTR plasmas.The operationof :} _I_ _';/E'; _'4_ '_ _ "_1 ___ =_ _ ........ _r'_ ["#_ % d ....._' _1_ ' I

these systems with the TFTR antennas, both into plasma :':_'j[_4[°_J[::,J[.,,I railI_1_1_ _., ,.... ,.
and into vacuum (during antenna conditioning), raised ,!_i i-" ..[.: ' '

issues of equipment stability, protection, and reliability ' 'i_!._i,_._:.!"" ,..-_"= ,r""....

tha_were addressed during the year. _ i :- : ...::...,_:_.'.'_"::"

Equipment protection for the 3-MW sources was _'_!iir_i iiil_.. _:= ,_
greatly improved with the incorporation of a new fault _i i_i _i ; ==ii : i:!
detection system. Operating conditions for TFTR de- ;__! i_iUmendthat the vacuum tubes and other expensive, long- , _. _i_7_,_i_ "
lead components in the lCRE sources be stressed near i;:i:_ljiiii_i __i_ _,i:__!i' ' '; ....,,:_
the design limits. The new fault detection Module moni-
tors ali important tube operating parameters and auto- Figure 23. Two new 2.5.MW raclio.fn=qucncy sources
matically limitscurrentsand dissipationsto safe levels, which will be installed to upgrade the ICRF heatingsystem on TFTR.(91E0411)

A TFTR ion cyclotron range of frequencies antenna
isan extremely high-Qcircuit whentuned for conditioning
into a vacuum (no plasma). While both of the smaller rf Fiscal year 1990was a design andconstruction year
sources (1.5 MW each) were absolutely stable under ali for the upgrade project. The systems design for the six
conditions of antenna loading, one of the 3.,.MWsources major work packages were completed and construction
was marginal during antenna conditioning. This instabil- was begun for ali of them. The modification work on the
ity was eliminated by feeding some of the energy in the high-voltagepowersupplies (ttVPS)forthe newrfsources
source's outputcavity back to its inputcavity in theproper was completed and the transformer and rectifiers were
phase to neutralize it. placed and tested in the C-Site RF Power Yard. The site

The issueof reliabilityhas been addressedeach time preparation work on the RF Building's third floor was
any of the rf sources has failed. Mostof the failures over completed, including a new 1200-ampere/480-volt elec-
the past year have been related to very high peak trical system. Most of the new cooling system for the rf
currents and voltages or very high peak power dissipa- sources was installed and the cabinets for the new
tion. Each failure cause has been isolated and improve- sources were set in place. Ali of the components and
ments in components or assembly procedures have fixtures needed for the Test Cell installation work to be
been incorporated to avoid similar failures. Reliability will done during the Fall and Winter TFTR shutdown were
continue to improve as any remaining weaknesses are fabricated. The external support system for the transmis.-
uncovered and eliminated, sion lines running from C- to D-Site was completed.
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This project is currently scheduled to provide full rf The thermocouple attachments for the ion dump
source capability in the Fall of 1991 and to be ready for plates were redesigned to reduce the stress concentra-
launcher conditioning in May 1992. tions by a factor of two over the old design. New plates for

four of the ion dumps were fabricated and the ion dumps
in Beamlines #1 and #2 were upgraded with the new

Energy Conversion System design. One of the dumps, Beamtine #1, completed the
The Energy Conversion System (ECS)had an excel- last run period without any sign of distress on the new

lent operating record over the year, with average avail- plate.
ability over 96%. Also, _naximumcurrent capability of the The neutral-beam calorimeter modifications contin-
poloidal-field power supply was increased to 30 kA, and ued. The fabrication and assembly of a prototype calo-
it now supports TFTR plasma currents up to 3 MA. rimeter using an improved bellows assembly with more

To accomplish the current upgrade, the equilibrium- convolutions was completed. The modified calorimeter
field power diode arrays were reconfigured in parallel to uses grooved-end pipe coupling to facilitate removal of
share the higher currents. A redesign of the rectifier the calorimeter bellows assembly without cutting the
thermalprotectioncircuitrywasrequiredtoprovideproper tubing. Also, the material of the bellows guide on the
protection of the rectifiers at the elevated current levels, support column was changed from Teflon to polyethyl-
The burden resistor circtJitryfor the ac (alternating cur- ene to improve wear resistance.
rent) transformer used on the rectifier transformer sec- The replacement of the transfer lines of the cryo-
ondary was also redesigned to accommodate operation genic system was completed this year with the installa-
at 30 kA. tion of the new lines on Beamlines #4 and #5. The new

The krytron trigger circuitry for the Ohmic-Heating lines have improved insulation to help reduce the heat
(OH) Interrupter was upgraded to vastly improve the load on the refrigeration system.
reliability of the krytron device and the operation of the In support of the ICRF upgrade project a cooling
Interrupter as a whole. Numerous logic circuit upgrades water system, vacuum system, and SF6 system for the
were made to improve the system fail-safe characteris- new antennas was designed and built. The systems will
tics, and line switch status indicators were added to each be installed during the November 1990shutdown period.
of the interrupters. Also to improve ECS availability, a In addition, a cooling water system for the new TFTR
conceptual design was develop_,dto install a soft closing radio-frequency sources wasdesigned and installedand
scenario to extend the life of the toroidal-field system is scheduled to be commissioned in the Spring of 1991.
grounding switches.

A system of operator aids was developed and incor-
porated into daily ECS operations, providing smooth and System Engineering
rapid utilizationof local knowledge for improved safety in A new fault detector was designed, fabricated, and
operations and to minimize unnecessary downtime. To installed this past year to add more protection to the
assist troubleshootinganddocumentationtracing,family TFTR radio-frequency power tubes in the 47-MHz
trees weredeveloped for the Halmar and Ohmic-Heating sources. The original fault detector was limited to moni-
Interrupter systems. Also, an installation procedure for toring the plate current for signs of a tube arc and
the Hardwire Control System (HCS) defeater panel was subsequently, if an arc was detected, forcing the high-
generated and tested as a precursor to the installation of voltage power supply to zero instantaneously via crow-
the HCS defeater panels in the toroidal-field rectifiers, bar circuitry. The new fault detector maintains the critical

Another modification to the energy conversion sys- function of the original fault detector while incorporating
tem was the implementation of an improved hi-potting additional and more comprehensive protective func-
system that permits hi-potting the TF1 and TF2 coil tions. The added protective functions include monitoring
systems individually or as a combined set. To support of the individual grid and plate currents, plate voltages,
this effort, a wideband electronics system for detecting and the forward and reflected output power to detect
and rr_onitoringgroundfaults wasdesigned and installed, excessive power dissipation. Isolation amplifiers, incon-

iunction with fuse-wire/spark gap assemblies, were in-
stalledas required, inkeeping with the latest PPPL safety

Project Engineering standards. This system was tested in the final TFTR
Thesupport platformfor the neutral-beamion sources experimental run period of 1990.Several upgrades were

was modified to correct an excess deflection caused by identifiedand will be installedduring the FY91shutdown.
the additionalweight .3fthelong-pulseion sources (LPIS). The use of the calorimeters to condition the neutral
These changes will be installed during the 1990 shut. beams between TFTR pulses has been hindered be-
down period, cause of cycling endurance limitations placed on the
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calorimeter bellows. The reduced capability led to the _
development of a technique for ion source conditioning
without calorimeters that significantly improved neutral-
beam injection performance. The neutral beams are now
able to pulse for 50 milliseconds into the vacuum vessel
protective plates during the period between TFTR dis-
charges. The short neutral-beam pulses allow operators
to compensate for drifts in hardwarecharacteristics and
line voltage variations. Additionally, the short condition-
ing pulsesallow rapid recovery to previoussource opera-
tional levels after long unscheduled interruptions of the
run sequence. The new mode was implemented by
modifyingthe timing andcontrol electronics of the source 'i
power supply and by adding redundancy to the power
supply interlock system.

Fabrication and installation of a computerized Figure24. Theneutral-beamLong-PulselonSource(LPIS)
scanning system to monitor beamline thermocouples F_ciltty. (91E0884)
was completed. The system, consisting of four micro-
processors dedicated to data acquisition and a central The X,Y,Z-coordinate measuring machine for the
microprocessorforalarmanddisplay,automaticallyscans LPIS was upgraded by replacing the support arm with a
and acquires the data from over 1100 thermocouples on more precise and repairable unit, and by adding a video
the beamline calorimeters, ion dumps, and scrapers. camera display with a readout system (see Fig. 25). An
Integration and checkout were completed. Final optical co_nparatorwas obtained and utilized for preci-
commissioning is scheduled for the start of the next sion inspection of filaments, filament chucks, compres-
experimental run. ser collars, and other small source components.

A major function of the Systems Engineering group Various electrode plates for the plasma generator of
is engineering support to neutral beam, energy conver- the ion source were fabricated, in,-_ected, and deliv-
sion, and radio-frequency operations. Temperature ered to the Laboratory and then assembled into four
modeling of the power diodes for the Diode Protection plasnnagenerator subassemblies. An additional accel-
Unit and stress mo_lelingof the toroidal and v_rtical field erator assembly was completed by Burle Industries.
coils for the Coil Protection Circuitry were examples of

These acquisitions, along with the spare parts inven-
this ongoing effort, tory, permitted assembling a complete sixteenth LPIS.

The Systems Engineering group also maintains an The existence of these preassembled components will
active cognizance over failure reporting and corrective significantly reduce the turnaround time required to
action for the Heating Systems Division. Ali reported refurbish a LPIS removed from T,;TR. In addition to
failures are analyzed and followed up by engineering or

operations personnel to detect recurrent problems re- _ ...."_ ' _ ' _lJlated to the equipment design, usage, or manufacturer. _'-..... :_., _iii_i _i_.i_,;<
During FY90, the Heating Systems Division responded _ _'_,i'!
to a total of 370 failure reports. As a result of the failure _ ' "' __

report review, a total of 38 engineering action items and :_' , _ __
34 maintenance action items were assigned within the :_'_t_/_""".. i_t___'!_
Division, and approximately 75% of the corrective ac- _i1 h"'m_,' .- I_1__i
tions were completed by year end. _,_[' _lllmB: __.

Source Engineering
The relocation of the Long-Pulse Ion Source (LPIS)

Maintenance Facility was completed with the installation
of electrical power, lighting, and a deionized water sys-
tem. Also added were an enclosure around the vapor
degreaser and chemical fume hood, flooring, and safety
railings, and a 13foot, 6 inch by 15 foot, 6 inch extension Figure25.Neutral.beamlong.pulse ion source x,y,z coor-
to the "high-pot" mezzanine (see Fig. 24). dinate measurementequipment. (91E0883)
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these new assemblies, five [.PISs were completely enough to prevent the formulation of water condensa-
refurbished and tested, tion. The water in turncauses rusting and corrosion ofthe

The operational performance of each LPIS installed internal running parts andcontaminates the compressor
and operated on the TFTR Neutral-Beam-Injection Sys- cii. Tosolve this problem,electric heaters will be installed
tem was compared with preinstallation test data. Adirect in the crankcase sumps to maintain oil and frame tem-
correlation was made between unsatisfactory perfor- peratures above the condensation level.
mance and/or failures during operations with test results Apotential failure mechanismwas uncovered on MG
obtainedduringassembly.Consequently,improvedclean- #2 during preventive maintenance inspection. Three of
ing processes and inspection procedures have been the tapered keys holding the rim to the spider assembly
implemented. Asexamples, ali insulatorsare etched and had moved upward 3/8 to 2 inches from their original
cleaned, electrodes are hand polished, and the positions (see Fig. 26). The manufacturer was consulted
interelectrode resistance acceptance level has been and has recommended increasing the taper key hard-
increased from 100megohms to 100gigohms. Addition- ness and installing a keeper over the keys to limit their
ally, inspection revealed deterioration of the Langmuir movement. An engineering evaluation of the manufac-
probes that measure plasma density within the source, turer's recommendations is in progress.
The cause was determined to be conductive deposits
around the tip and within small cooling water passages. _mlMmllllD__ __j_,_.:,_,_ _,_.,.,.,;_;_i_Yli_,'_,._
Ali probes are now being rebuilt prior to reinstallation. . .,,_:_:,..,..,,,=,_, ,

More stringent testing of the probes during the assembly _ 'iphase and stricter acceptance criteria for preinstallation .. . . . ,:._
tests have helped avoid this failure mode. Also, new , '-_,,,__:!:'._._"._ii_. ;
wiring has been added to the LPIS assembly to permit
measuring parameters of the components within the J. ..: _. _,
protective circuits and instrumentation while the LPIS is :_i_ ...........
installed on a beamline. As a result of these measure-
ments, the average operating life of installed LPISs has
significantly increased with some sources approaching
90,000 pulses, " _"

Motor Generator System ,, 44
The Motor Generator (MG)system operated in FYg0

withan excellent reliabilityof 98%. Includingthis year, the Figure 26. Motor generator #2 rim Key Assembly #6
moved3/8 th of aninch from it original position. (91EO457-

total operating time since December 1, 1981 for MG #_ A modified)-
is 13,117 hours and 1477 start/stop cycles, or 14.8% of
the design life expectancy. The total operating hours
since July 5, 1984 for MG #2 is 10,698 hours and 1030
start/stop cycles, or 10.3% of life expectancy. D-T Activities

Duringthe year, a number of engineering investiga- The D-T phase of operation will call for a new ion
tions and corrective actions were undertaken to improve source gas injection system capable of injecting either
MG reliability. Most of the improvements will be imple- deuterium or up to 380 curies per shot per source of
mented during the FY91 shutdown, tritium gas. The ptanneddesign consists of a piezoelec-

Snubbers were installedon one liquid rheostat water tric valve with an electronic feedback circuit to regulate
inlet to reduca water hammer. Upgrading the high pres- the upstream pressure and, hence, the flow rate. Tests
sure oil pump to increasethe oil flowto thethrust bearing with deuterium injected at the Optical Multichannel Aria-
was studied to provide more cooling to the segments of lyzer (OMA) box were conducted during the 1990 run.
the thrust bearing a_d prolong its life. A similar upgrade Refinements of this design are now in progress and the
of the high pressure oil filter isalso under evaluation. The installation is scheduled to be completed during the next
new filter can sustain differential pressures greater than major D-T installation period.
100psig (pounds per square inch gauge) and thus avoid The cooling water system for the beamlines was
any possible collapse of the filter element during initial improvedforD-Toperations. Thesystem's water switches
starting, were repiaced with a more reliable radiation hardened

The generator air compressor, because of its low type of switch. This work will be completed during the
duty cycle, doesnot reach an operating temperature high upcoming shutdowns.
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NiannostiP_s oscillation of a sawtooth. Frequency shifts consistent
BiD' III _ I1= _bj,' with the electron diamagnetic drift direction are observed

Summary in both the precursor phase and at the time of the
The main upgrade in diagnostics instruments for sawtooth crash. We are studying whether the cause of

the observed fluctuations indensity <5n2> maybe due toTFTR in FY90was thesuccessful implementationof new
fluctuation diagnostics. The multichannel Beam Emis- changes in gradient scale lengths or phenomena con-
sion Spectroscopy (BES) system provided fundamental nected more directlywith the underlying MHD activity. In
new information on the spatial distribution of density H-mode plasma discharges, strong frequency shifts in
fluctuations. The microwavereflectometer, operating ina the electron diamagnetic drift direction are observed at
single-channel mode, showed clearly the importance of the plasma edge. This implies a poloidal rotation velocity
the technique, particularly in measuring very small fluc- greater than 105cm/sec. These features are observed
tuation levels. The profile diagnostics were enhanced by fromthe initialH-mode transition and throughout the ELM
the addition of the neutron multichannel collimator and phase. The fast sampling syst_,,'nhas resolved the ELMs
faster time responsefor the multichannel interferometer, to find that the apparent rotation is stopped momentarily
The latter improvement led to new features being ob- by the ELM. These observationsare reminiscent of direct
served in the ablation of the frozen hydrogen fueling measurements of poloidal rotation during ELMs on D-Ill
pellet. The full TFTR diagnostic set is given in Table IV. (Doublet III at General Atomics in California).

Aworkshop on neutron diagnostic calibration held in In order to compare the central fluctuation level with
FY90 addressed the issues in obtaining accurate neu- both local and global changes in plasma confinement
tron source strengths, particularly for TFTR and JET. with no possible influence from changes in the single-
There is now confidence in our ability to calibrate sys- particle scattering cross section, scans of neutral-beam
tems for these very complex geometries.28,29 heating power and plasma current at constant density

The new shieldingscheme for D-Toperation inTFTR have been carried out. In L-mode discharges, a good
(without an igloo), leads to some significant changes for correlation between <en2(kps= 0.5)> and thermal elec-
diagnostics. Increased local shielding will need to be tron diffusivity derived from power balance at r/a = 0.3
provided, or the radiation-sensitive diagnostics compo- has been found from ohmic heating to 10 MWof neutral-
nents will have to be moved. Initial planning, based on beam heating. The observed dependencies of density
rather simple concepts, was done this year togetherwith fluctuations and thermal electron diffusivity on electron
an improved definition of the diagnostics necessary for temperature were the same as those obtained from
alpha-physics studies. Following the advice of the D-T density perturbation experiments. Furthermore, <Sn2(kps
Review Committee for TFTR, gyrotron scat;ering (for = 0.5)> is correlated with plasma current in L-mode
high-energy alpha particles), a high-throughput charge- discharges as might be expected from the confinement
exchange recombination spectrometer for lower energy scaling. When the current is transiently changed neither
particles, new 14-MEVneutron detectors in the neutron the confinement nor the fluctuation level are observed to
collimator for the alpha-source region, and improved change anywhere in the discharge. In these cases, the
escaping fusion product detectors will be pursued, current is altered only in the outer half of the discharge

and the shear length is changed substantially there. The
lack of change in the fluctuation level appears to ruleout

Microwave Scattering several theoretical models for the observed fluctuations.
The data acquisition unitof the rnicrowave scattering Initial results from the reflectometer and the BES

system was expanded to include fast digital sampling of systems have been compared with scattering. At the
the signals.Now, rapidlychanging phenomena like ELMs edge of a L..modedischarge the frequency spectrum of
(edge localized modes) and other MHD behavior can be <ene2(kr= 4.0 cm-1)>, as measured by scattering, has
studied by digitizing the raw data directly. The system been compared with <en2(k=1 .5 cm-1)>, as measured
has been used in many experimental studies byBES, and foundto besimilar, lntheinteriorthespectra
(perturbations, H-mode,high1],L-and H-modeparameter appear to have differentfrequency widths and the cause
scans) and in comparison with new density fluctuation is under investigation. Comparisons with BES measure-
diagnostics [Beam Emission Spectroscopy (BES) and ments have also been carried out with H-mode ELMs.
reflectometry].8,3o.31 Refiectometryhasbeenused inohmic-heated discharges

The fast samplingsystem has been usedprimarily to to find the magnitude of the m = 1 sawtooth precursor on
study sawtooth activity in auxiliary-heated plasmas and the density itself and to estimate the local magnitude of
ELMs in H-mode discharges. Strong increases in the incoherent fluctuations for k<_1cm 1.Scattering inforrna-
scattering occur at the x-point of the m = 1 precursor tion for k < 2 cm-1is chord averaged.
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Table IV. Operational Diagnostic Instruments On the TFTR in FY90.

Plasma Parameter

Measured Diagnostic Device Number and Type of Views
......

....

Ion Temperature X-Ray Crystal Spectrometer 1 Horizontal, 5 Vertical Chords
Charge-Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CHERS) 1 Vertical, 3 Horizontal Arrays

(about 12 channels each)
Charge-Exchange Neutral Particle Analyzer 2 Vertical Mass-Resolving,

6 Vertical Electrostatic
Diagnostic Neutral Beam (DNB) 80 kV, 17 A

,, ,,,

Electron Temperature TV Thomson Scattering (TVTS) Dual, 76-Point Radial,
Edge-Optimized Spectrometer

ECE Heterodyne Radiometer 4 msec Scan, 4-10 cm Resolution
ECE Fourier Transform Spectrometer 15 msec Scan, 2-6 crn Resolution
ECE Grating Polychromator 20-Point Radial Profile
X-Ray Pulse Height Analysis (PHA) 1 Horizontal, 2 Vertical Chords
Fast Edge Probe 2 Horizontal Edge Radial Profile
Combined Electrical and Sample Exposure Probe (CESEP) 1 Vertical Edge Profile

Electron Density Multichannel Far-Infrared Interferometer (MIRI) 10 Vertical Chords
TV Thomson Scattering (TVTS) Dual, 76-Point Profile
Fast Edge Probe 2 Horizontal Edge Profile
Combined Electrical and Sample Exposure Probe (CESEP) 1 Vertical Edge Profile

,,,

Energetic Ions Charge-Exchange Neutral Particle Analyzem 2 Vertical Mass-Resolving Chords,
6 Vertical Chords

Tangential Bolometers 16 Chord Counter-View,
2 Chord Co-View

Lost Alpha/Triton Array 4 Toroidal, 4 Poloidal
Fast Neutron Scintillation Counters
Gamma Spectrometer Horizontal View
Fast Edge Probe 2 Horizontal Edge Profile
Combined Electrical and Sample Exposure Probe (CESEP) 1Vertical Edge Profile

Impurity Concentration Visible Bremsstrahlung Array (HAIFA) 18 Chord Horizontal, 4 Toroidal
Locations, 16 Chord Tangential

VUV Survey Spectrometer (SPRED) 1 Radial (1024 pixels)
Multichannel Visible Spectrometer 4 Views with Fiber Optics
Pellet Polychromator 1 Vertical Location
X-Ray Pulse-Height Analysis (PHA) 1 Horizontal, 2 Vertical Chords
Combined Electrical and Sample Exposure Probe (CESEP) 1 Vertical Edge Profile

....

Radiated Power Tangential Bolometers 16 Chord Counter-View,
2 Chord Co-View

Bolometer Arrays 19 Horizontal, 19 Vertical Chords
Wide-Angle Bolometers 6 Toroidal Locations

mContinuedn
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Table IV. Operational Diagnostic Instruments on the TFTR in FY90.
--Continued--

Plasma Parameter
Measured Diagnostic Device Number and Type of Views

..... i ,, ,'i ................. _ ....... , ,

Fusion Products Epithermal Neutrons 4 Toroidal Locations
Neutron Activation Detector 7 Toroidal Locations
14-MEVNeutron Detectors 1 Toroidal Location
Neutron Fluctuation Detector 6 Locations
Collimated Neutron Spectrometer 1Toroidal Location
Multichannel Neutron Collimator 10 Vertical Channels
Lost Alpha/Triton Array 4 Toroidal, 4 Vertical Locations

1 Movable Horizontal
, ,

Magnetic Properties Rogowski Loops 2 Toroidal Locations
Voltage Loops 6 Poloidal Locations

Plus Saddle Coil

Be,B_,Loops 2 Sets of 26 Pairs External
to the Vacuum Vessel

Mirnov Coils 40 Locations
Diamagnetic Loops 2 Toroidal Locations

............. , ..........

Plasma Edge/Wall Plasma TV Periscopes at 2 Locations
Infrared Camera Periscopes at 2 Locations
Filtered Diodes (H{_) 5 Telescopes in Poloidal Array
Filtered Diodes (C-II) 5 Telescopes in Poloidal Array
Edge Probes 2 Horizontal, 1 Vertical Locations
Disruption Monitor (Infrared Detector) 1 Toroidal Location

Fluctuation/Waves Microwave Scattering 4 Scannable Antennae,
Activities 1Toroidal Location, 60 GHz

Microwave Reflectometer Fixed-Frequency System
Beam Emission Spectroscopy Radial and Poloidal Profile

st One Toroidal Location
X-Ray Imaging System 64 Horizontal, 20 Vertical Chords
ECE Grating Polychromator 20-Point Radial Profile
Mirnov Coils 40 Locations
Neutron Fluctuation Detector 6 Toroidal Locations
Radio-Frequency Probes 7 Toroidal Locations
Edge Probes 2 Horizontal, 1 Vertical Locations

...........................

P!_sma Rotation X-Ray Crystal Spectrometer 1 Horizontal, 5 Vertical Chords
Charge-Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (CHERS) 1 Vertical, 3 Horizontal Arrays

.........................

Plasma Current/Safety Faraday Rotation 10-Channel Prototype
Factor Profiles Lithium Pellet Injector/Zeeman Polarimeter Radial Profile at One Toroidal

Location
,, ...........................

Miscellaneous Hard X.-RayMonitors 5 Wall Locations
-TorusPressure Gauges 2 Toroidal Locations
Residual Gas Analyzers (RGA) 2 Toroidal Locations
Vacuum Vessel Illumination 3 Toroidal Locations
Laser Blow-Off Impurity Injector 1 Location
Glow Discharge Probes 2 Mechanisms

........................
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Microwave Reflectometry turbulence ina high-temperaturetokamakplasma through
the observation of fluctuations in the fluorescence of an

A single-channel extraordinary-mode microwave
reflectometer with a frequency of 140 GHz has been energetic neutral beamfollowing collisions with the back-
used on TFTR for a preliminary assessment of the ground plasma and impurity ions.32Localized variations

in light emission provide a direct measure of the plasmapotential of microwave reflectometry for the measure-
ment of long-wavelength density fluctuations in toka- density oscillations. The BES program is a collaborative

effort between PPPL and the Department of Nuclearmaks, from MHD instabilities to drift waves with kpi << 1.
Engineering and Engineering Physicsat the UniversityofThe main conclusions are: (1) Microwave reflectometry

is a powerful technique for the measurement ofplasma Wisconsin in Madison.
density profiles in tokamaks. The possibility of launching A 55-channel radial diagnostic system33 has been
and receiving microwaves from remote Iocations andthe installed on TFTR, where observations are made of

fluctuations in the Dc._recombination ina 100-keV deute-modest requirements of machineaccessibility make this
rium neutral heating beam. In addition, 10-channel verti-method ideal for the next generation of tokamaks. (2)As
cat arrays can be positioned in any of 27 radial slots

seen from Fig. 27, density fluctuations induced by MHD adjacent to the radial array. Sixteen channels are re-instabilities can be detected with millisecond time resolu-
corded simultaneously at a 1-MHz sampling rate over a

tion.This makes possibleadirect comparison ofelectron
256-msec interval, with a resultingdata load of 8 MBytes

PPPL #91X0395

per shot. The data is acquired on the CHERS (Charge-
Exchange Recombination Spectrometer) microVAX II

40 computer andarchived on adedicated 400-MB harddisk.
, Operation in the visible spectrum permits the use of

a high-throughput lens and spectrometer system which

u) 20 Sawtooth is very important in achieving the high signal-to-noise
z Crash
< ratios required for measurement of low-amplitude

0 / fluctuations. Visible operation also permits the use of<
rr Precursor K fiber optics which transmits the light of the spectrorneter

m=l helicalmode outside of the radiation area.The beam is injected across-20
the magnetic field into the plasma. As shown in Fig. 28,

_%._"""_ the light is collected only from the region where the line-r.
of,sight intersects the neutral beam. The measurement_40

_T---_ , , , _.........,-_T---r---T---T-- is spatially localized because of the relatively small
0 5 10 15 collection volume (approximately 2 x 2 cm across by 20

TIME(msec) cm along the field lines). The spatial resolution is limited
Figure 27. Phasetime evolution of a wavereflected from primarily by thecollectionvolume,with srnallcontributions
the central region of a TFTRdischarge in thepresence of from the detector size, collection angle (f/12), and lens
sawtooth oscillations.

01X3013

density and temperature fluctuations which could pro-
vide important information on plasma stability and trans- ..............c'_.,_rofBo,r,,o,,_co4_
port, (3) Use of the extraordinary mode makes micro-
wave reflectometry extremely sensitive to plasma fluc-
tuations, Tile system usedonTFTR could detect fluctua-
tions with amplitude smaller than 10-4 which is compa-

rable with the theoretical level of small-scale magnetic ow._o.o,P_,,.

turbulence in tokamaks. (4) Radial scans in ohmic dis- _'_,,,_ ,__charges have revealed that the level of density fluctua- ".........../
\'\ \ \ \,_ port

tions with wave number in the range k < 1 cm-1is very __overl Image Plane

small (about 10 -4) in the central plasma region, and that __ :-) -z-'_-_'/S'

it rises monotonically with the minor radius to values of ._,_._t
approximately 10.2 at the edge of the plasma column.

Heat Shield Box .......... -_

Beam Emission Spectroscopy
Beam emission sp_._ctroscopy(BES) is a technique Figure 28. The light collection optics of beam emission

for measuring localized ie_ig-wavelength (ki < i .5 cm'1) spectroscopy (BES).
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aberrations. Viewingalong the beam at anangle from 31° investigate the effects of the lower-hybrid resonance,
to 57° to the beam, the emitted light is Doppler-shifted transverse modes, anddistortions of the bulkion distribu-
towards the red between 20 and 60 ,&from,Dc_at 6561 A tion as, for example, caused by radio-frequency heating.
(assuming 100keV deuterium beams). The Doppler shift The gyrotron and power supplies have previously been
is essential todistinguish betweenthe beam_fluorescence acquired from another laboratory. Cost estimates have

and background D_from the cold plasma _;:,,dgeand Dc_ been made for installing it on the TFTR site. MIT has
fluorescence from other neutral beams, designed a receiver and hasbegun to develop an overall

The detectors are high-quantum efficiency photo- system design for the scatteringwhich is compatible with
multiplier tubes (12% quantum efficiencyat 6_60nm) with the low-frequency 60-GHz system.
adequate internal gain to overwhelm any thermal and
amplifier noise.The photomultiplier's anode dark current
contributes negligibly to thephoton noise. Because ofthe X-Ray Imaging Systems
relatively large input capacitance from the connecting The X-Ray Imaging Systems (XIS) are used prima-
cables, a low-noise wide-bandwidth preamplifi,eris used rily in the study of MHD instabilities such as sawteeth,
and the amplifier noise contributes less than 1:2%to the Iow-m tearing modes, and disruptions.14 Tomography
total noise. Ultimately, it is the statistical noise,from the analysis using data from both the horizontal and vertical
individual photons associated with the photo.cathode cameras, and utilizing plasma rotation, has yielded fur-
currentthatlimitthedetectionofwide-bandwidth,fluctua- ther new results on m = 1 modes and sawtooth
tions with a 1000:1 signal-to-noise ratio. Root..mean- crashes.12,35,36

square (RMS) averaging of these spectra allows 'iluctua- The two-comb filter systems give continuous fie-
tions to be detected down to approximately 0.1°/;._. quency spectra throughout the shot over the frequency

Since significant improvements in signal-te_moise range of 10 to 500 kHz from two X-ray diodes; this data
may be achieved by employing detectors with a lhigher is used to identify MHD activity.
quantum efficiency, avalanche photodiodes are being The disruption trigger system provides a simulta-
considered as replacementsforthe photomultipliertubes, neous trigger for high-speed data acquisition for the soft
Quantum efficiencies of 90% can be realized at 660 nm, X-ray cameras, the grating polychromator, the fast-neu-
resulting in a factor of 6 increase in signal for a fac!'orof tron diagnostic, the microwave scattering system, and
2.5 improvement insignal-to-noise, though this is sligjhtly the infrared disruption monitor and is being enhanced to
offset by a 50% excess noise factor introduced by the include the edge probes, the radio-frequency (rf)probes,
amplification mechanism internal to the diode. BES, and the Thomson scattering system. The system is

used to obtain high-speed temperature and soft X-ray
profiles, as well as data on MHD precursors of the

Gyrotron Scattering disruption. A second application is to guarantee the
In collaboration with the Massachusetts Institute of timing between the different diagnostics for the study of

Technology (MIT) a program has been started to evalu- other MHD phenomena such as magnetic islands and
ate the feasibility of measuring the alpha-particle density sawtooth crashes. The clock for the disruption trigger
in D..Tplasmas. The technique is to scatter microwave system has been upgraded to 5 MHz.
radiation in the regime Ikscat - kincl_ D < 1 where the ion Two modifications were madeto the vertical camera
distribution function dominates the spectrum. Calcula- system to improve its performance. First, the helium flow
tions have been made showing that the alpha part of the system, which displaces the air between the detectors
ion distribution can be measured at 56 GHz with a 160- and the entrance slit ofthe camerawith acontinuous flow
kW, 100-msec gyrotron source. These calculations are of helium, was redesigned so that helium was forced to
for X-mode propagation and a geometry similar to that fill the volume before it could exit the output line. The
employed in the 60-GHz low-frequency scattering sys- second modification was made to the electromechanical
tem. The frequency shifts associated with the alpha filter rack system. A diode system used to sense the
feature34will fall in the range of 1 to 10 GHz. The plasma position of the filter rack for verification purposes was
background radiation near 60 GHz has been measured replaced with a linear resistor pot system which is not
to be approximately 20 eV which is low enough to give vulnerable to damage from the neutron flux from the
signal-to-noise ratiosabove 10ina bandwidth of 0.5GHz plasma.
for a D-T plasma which has a 1% alpha population. Results from improved tomographic analysis35,36of

This year there has been work at MIT and Lodestar, data from both the horizontal and vertical camera have
Inc. on developing codes to calculate the scattering from yielded new insight into the structure of rotating rn = 1
arbitrary distributionfunctions includingthe slowing-down modes and sawtooth crashes. Rotation of the plasma
alphas. In addition, calculations have been done to carries the mode structures past the cameras, thus
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effectively increasing the time and space resolution ofthe lithium. Data from the XIS, in conjunction with the line-
data. Based on numerical tests, reconstruction tech- integrated electron density measurements from MIRI
niques using the assumption of rotation of the islands (Multichannel Infrared Interferometer), were used toiden-
give satisfactory results, whereas incorrect reconstruc- tify density pulses set up in the tokamak plasma as the
tions are produced when rotation is not utilized, ablated material from pellets distributed itself in the

For the m = 1 modes [Fig. 29(a)], tomography shows discharge (Fig. 30). These pulses, which correspond to
that the shape of the hot spot ranges from circular to a ablatant propagating over large distances along mag-
horizontally elongated oval. This is in contrast to theoreti- netic field lines, had the interesting characteristic of being
cal predictions that the hot spot should be a circular to temporally symmetric. The pulses were observed by
vertically elongated ellipse. Also, it is found that at mod- usirlg the fast data acquisition capability of both X-ray

erately high f}pol, as predicted by theory, the mode systems andthe MIRI system, and by looking with the X-
structure can have a helical distortion which can extend ray systems at the edge of the plasma where the line-

up to 0.15 m beyond the mixing radius. The distortion is integrated measurement of emission yields essentially a
poloidally asymmetric, having a very small amplitude on local measurement.
the high-field side. In addition, comparison of the X-ray The X-ray systems also provided valuable informa-

tomography and ECE (electron cyclotron emission)re- tion for studies on H-modes, high-f}p operation, and
construction yielded important information about impu- disruptions.
rity distributions and behavior during sawtooth crashes.
The ECE reconstructions, assumed to represent elec- PPPL#9OXO437

tron temperature, are regarded as representative of the ....''' ' _ ' T'-"_-'T-_--'.--i[q-' ' ' ' _ .... _ ....
magnetic flux surface geometry. Comparison with the X-

ray tomography then shows that the X-ray emissivity is 3.5 ..... i lnot a good representative of the flux surface on the fast :::3 Jl

timescales associated with sawtooth crashes [Fig. 29(b)], <c Pelet
suggesting that the impurity density is not constant on k" Enters _ 1
flux surfaces. Additionally, calculationsoftheX-rayemis- >_-3.o-- Plasma r_ !

°r)
sivity based on density and electron temperature data __
suggest strong peaking of impurities on axis and in the _ t

hot spot. ,_ 2.5 i 1

PPPLO91XO376
shot49543

X-ray(total) ECE(total) ECE(perturbation) 2.0

._J_..1-.,.-_-_---_..-L-L__L_L.t____

500 _ .,

_::...: :.." Figure 30. The X-ray emissivity, measured at the edge of

___. (-_ (',, t the plasma, showing a spike in emission corresponding
__ .---:::_,-:, to a density pulse which is established in the discharge

,_ul_{:[_}..!::__ _ -"---"_"__GqF::--'_X I_:i_:§%] as ablatant matorial when a pellet distributes itself. The
},_',::::::::/"_!:i_\ ___':/ I purse is symmetric in time and has traveled over 2717'

0 E!!\!(',,(:) I :::!_)))/_:)i _)_))))))]F_}i;r toroidally from where the pellet deposited the ablatant.

..... Tangential Soft X-Ray Camera_50

210 110 210 310
MAJORRADIUS(cm) The TFTR baseline plan calls for the installation of a

fast-framing tangentially viewing soft-X-ray camera as
Figure 29. Comparison of the m = 1 structure during shown in Fig. 31 An intensive simulation of the imagingsawteeth from X-ray tomography and electron cyclotron
emission reconstruction utilizing the plasma rotation. Two capability was performed during the last year. The simu-
different times are shown in section (A) and (B). lation showed: (1) the tangential image near the tan-

gency point contains fluctuations which have---within a
The X-Ray Imaging System (XIS) has provided valu- factor of two--the same magnitude as the fluctuations in

able support to the pellet injection experiments per- the plasma emissivity. (2)The good imaging region, i.e.,
formed on TFTR this past year, including deuterium the region of the image, where the original wave structure
pellets and impurity pellets made of either carbon or is reasonably well reproduced, extends over several
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,,9o,o,_B Resultsfromdiagnostic measurements ofthe plasma

TANGENTIALSOFTI rotation velocity and the ion temperature have been

X-RAYCAMERA,_,,,,,I __'"' ..'" " presentedrep°rtedininRef'Refs.39'and40andatomic41,physics results havebeen
TO,._.,.,._K . ,

coDETECTOR

PREAMPLIFIER'1 Mirnov Coil and Locked-Mode
Diagnostics

The thirty-channel Mirnov coil system has operated
reliably throughout the 1990 run period. The capabilityof
the system has been extended to higher frequencies
(greater than 1 MHz) through the addition of two LeCroy
6810digitizers.Theaddition ofthe LeCroy'sand reduction
of some system noise levels has proven very useful in a

HEL number of physics studies, including studies of ELMs,FILLED

CHAMBER toroidal Alfv6n eigenmodes, and magnetic turbulence.

Figure31.Schematicof the TangentlalSoftX'RayCamera. The usefulness of tile system was considerably
enhancedthrough the completion of an automatic analy-
sis code. This code provides mode numbers and fre-

(four to ten) wave lengths.37Most of the design for the quencies for coherent mode activity after each shot.The
tangential camera has been completed. The camera data appears in the form of contour plots of mod9
views the plasma through a thin beryllium window, and it amplitude versus frequency and time on display screens
is filled with helium to avoid air absorption of soft X-rays. in the control room. The MHD activity above a prescribed
The detection system consists of an array of 8 × 16 threshold amplitudeisanalyzedformodenumberswhich
conventional silicon surface barrier detectors. The cam-

are displayed on the contour plot.
era operates at a framing rate of 100 kHz. The signals A saddle coil system for the detection of locked
from 128preamplifiers will be multiplexed to eight 12-bit modes has been installed. This system consists of four
LeCroy 6810digitizers. Ascaled-down prototype version "electronically steerable" radial field coils distributed ap-
of the camera and electronics with eight detector-chan- proximately uniformly around the outer midplane of the
nels is scheduled to be installed on TFTR for the next

vacuum vessel. A six-channel summing integrator has
running period in Spring 1991. been built and computer-interfacing hardware installed.

Useful data was obtained during the end of the 1989 run

X-Ray Crystal Spectroscopy and the start of the 1990 run. Considerable testing was
performed during the summer run to identify operational

The six TFTR crystal spectrometers havebeen used problems. Some improvement in performance is ex-
forthe observation ,,f X-ray spectra of iron ions,which are pected for the coming run.
currently thedominant metallic impurity inTFTR plasmas.
Dueto theJohannconfiguration, these instrumentsmake

it possible to observe the entire satellite spectra of Magnetic Equilibriumhelium-likeor hydrogen-like iron ions, FeXXVor FeXXVI,
simultaneously. These instruments have been used Diagnostics
routinely in measurements of the radial profiles of ion The interest in discharges with very high l_p (l:_p >

temperature and plasma rotation velocity. In addition to R/a) during 1990 necessitated upgrades to the analysis
these diagnostic applications, the spectra provide the software for the plasma equilibrium. During the high-rp
possibility to test theoretical predictions for the rate experiments, the "equivalent-filament" analysis code
coefficients of different line excitation, ionization, and (MFAN) was automatically run between shots to pro-

recombinationprocesses. Inordertoadoptthediagnostic duce waveforms of important plasma quantities (Rp,a,
for high photon countrates of greater than 2 MHz, which K, A, f_p,Etot) since the standard analysis tasks were
canoccuronTFTRundercertainexperimentalconditions, beyond the limits of their approximations. Interfaces
electronic pulse pile-up rejection systems have been were also developed to provide several Grad-Shafranov
tested in laboratory simulation experiments,38Based on solvers with external magnetic data for reconstruction
this work, a systemwith interarrival time discrimination of of the equilibrium on the most interesting shots. Exter-
photon pulses is presently being designed for nal magnetic data coupled with data on the internal
implementation, poloidal field from the lithium-pellet diagnosticwere used
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in the TOKAMAC code from Columbia University to iron and helium diffusivities obtained irl identical L-mode
deducethe q-profile in a group of the high-_pdischarges, discharges at lp = 1.4 MA with 8.7 lvlW of neutral-beam
Knowledge of the q-profile is essentialto determine power injected in the co-direction. Modeling is under way
whether these discharges are entering the "second re- to determine whether or not the difference between the
gime" of tokamak stability to ballooning modes, helium and irondiffusivities can be explained by theories

of fluctuation-driven transport.

Charge-Exchange
Recombination Spectrometer Diagnostic Neutral Beam

Visible charge-exchange recombinationspectros- ReliableDiagnosticNeutral Beam (DNB) operation
copy is routinelyused to measurethe time evolutionof was achieved inthe 70-kV rangeduringthe first part of
the iontemperature(Ti)andtoroidalrotationvelocity(%) the 1990TFTR operatingperiod.Thisallowedthe follow-
on TFTR. These measurements are made with the ingthreeusefulanduniqueexperimentstobeperformed

charge-exchangerecombinationspectrometer(CHERS) onTFTR. (1) Measurementsof the Dopplerbroadening
diagnostic,a fiber-opticallycoupledspectrometerwhich ofthe spectrallinesof excitedneutral-beamatomsviaan
providesboth spectraland spatial resolution.Because opticalmultichannelanalyzerallowedthe determination
ion temperatureand toroidalrotationvelocitymeasure- ofon-linebeam divergenceduringsystematicionsource
ments are now desired on almost every discharge with perveance scans for both hydrogen and helium beams.
neutral-beam injection, a dedicated Vaxstation 3100 Neutral-beam species were also determined for the
workstation was added to the system in the past year in hydrogen case. The results indicate44 that our source
order to speed up automatic analysis of the data after now yields a lower beamdivergence at a higher ionbeam
each shot. The ion temperature and toroidal rotation current than that as,measured for the original Lawrence
velocity profiles at a single time pointare producedwithin Berkeley LaboratorY (LBL) source on the test stand. We
several minutes of the end of a discharge and full time attribute this improved performanceto the greater unifor-
evolutions can be producedthe same day. Thiscapability mity of the plasma source and greatly reduced density
has been used insupport of awide variety of steady-state fluctuations inour radio-frequency plasma generator. (2)
and perturbative experiments to study thermal, momen- An initial attempt at measuring the TFTR poloidal field by
tum, and particle transport, spectroscopic observation of a fast neutral helium beam

The CHERS has also been used to measure the injected with the DNB system was made and the ex-
radial profiles of impurity ion densities accurately as a pected Dopper spectral line shape was observed.45(3)
function of time. Recentexperiments havedemonstrated Although the existing geometry and optics are far from
that the radial profiles of transport parameters for he- optimum, an attempt was madeto assess the possibility
lium42and iron43can be deduced from such measure- of utilizing visible imagingof the lightemitted from plasma
ments following impurity injection. Figure 32 shows the excitation of the fast neutral-beam atoms to deduce two-

PPP,,_oxo28o dimensional plasma density fluctuation patterns in

10 _m,..,.."'_"__L TFTR.46 The signal was inadequate, but analysis and

Hell calibration indicated what improvements are possible for
future work.

-G

Charge-Exchange Diagnostics
"-_ The TFTR charge-exchange diagnostics remained__ 1 relatively unchanged from the previous year except for

co / Iron actions taken to harden the electrostatic analyzer array
_u_ against electromagnetic interference from the ICRF
o heating system. The focus of the diagnostic application

was on measurement of fast-ion behavior during ICRF

/_L_ and NBI heating applied either separately or combined.
/ In two experiments, charge-exchange measurements

.1 / , , , were carried out todeduce the radialdiffusion coefficient
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

for the energetic "trapped" ions, which are detected by
RADIUS (m) thevertically viewing analyzerarray. Inan ICRFhydrogenFigure32.Heliumand iron _iffusivities versusradius from

CHERS(Charge-ExchangeRecombinationSpectrometer) minority heating experiment, fast-ion spectra were
measurements, obtained asthe resonancelayerwas movedfrom 2.70 m
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(theplasma center)to3.23 m (theposition ofthe outermost • 1x3o17
detector). In another experiment, energetic deuterium
spectra producedbyaserlesof0.2-secdeuterium"beam .... ' ' _' ' ' _' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
blips"were measured. Forboth cases,comparison ofthe Mid ,\
measured spectra with Fokker-Planckcode calculations _ _ _j _,_@

yielded a radial diffusion coefficient D _ 0.1 m2/sec at r ~
a/2 which is approximately an order of magnitude less (_rt,.
than the thermal ion diffusivity under the corresponding u,m._)
plasma conditions. Further details on these results are ....
given elsewhere in this report. In another area, the , . . . .1'.! .......... , ....
analysis of perpendicular fast-ion bursts in TFTR,47 ]

which correlated with an m = 1, n = 1 internal mode very _ il_t,_..L_._,t,,IL_,_j [,hjl,..,.,L_//.l't.,,,,._i_-u'_,_,U..

reminiscent of fishbones, was completed and published. (,,rb.e __I_ _
units)

Electron Cyclotron Emission 1 1
. Detailed modeling of the Electron Cyclotron Emis- , , . . l,., , , . _ , . , , .... _,....

sion (ECE) spectra for three new vertical views for the I
Michelson interferometerwas carried out.48The design ]
of this upgrade was completed early in FY90. Installation i_cE J
of this upgrade was originally scheduled for November (,,u._.

units)
1990 but due to funding constraints the upgrade was
recently canceled. The Michelson Interferometer, Het-
erodyne Radiometer and Twenty-Channel Grating
Polychromator (GPC) ran reliably throughout the FY90 4.7o 4.71 4.72 4.73 4.74 4.75

T;me (sec)
experimental run period. For the first time on TFTR, *Sh_dowof limiteratR=3.3rn
electron temperatures during neutral-beam injection ex-
ceeded 10 keV. The grating polychromator electron ,,x,o,o
cyclotron emission data was successfully used to recon- 3.4

l I ' ' ' l I : I , , I ' ' I l i

struct two-dimensional isothermal images of the plasma, - v -2,_0-_,_,__ -t
and this technique has beenfoundto beinvaluable for the ..... _ _ _k_V

study °f sawt°°th anddisrupti°n precurs°rs'36 The GPC i_-_ .'__ t

data were also used to study edge localized mode 3.2

precursors during limiterH-modeson TFTR [Fig. 33(a)].2o
Spikes of ECE are observed to peakbefore the increase _ _

in Do_begins. These intense emission spikes are 20-50 _ 3.o - ._k_V
I_sec in duration and occur simultaneously with the _ -

,_,

beginning of the high-frequency magnetic oscillations = - 4k,v _
monitored by the Mirnov coils. An isothermal plot of one - _ ._,v
of the ECE spikes, shown in Fig.33(b), is consistent with 2,_ --- _________ 6k_v
the dumping of less than 20-keVelectrons from a volume - 7koV
15-20 cm within the plasma edge. These electrons ap-
pear to move radially outwards at a velocity of approxi- 2.6 -, I , , , , I __, , , I , , , ,
mately 2 xl 0 3 m/sec. 4,69640 4,69645 4,69650

Time (see)

Multichannel Infrared Figure 33. (a) Light emission, Befluctuations, and elec-tron cyclotron emission (ECE)spikes during edge local.
Interferometer ized modes. (b) Isothermal plot of an ECE spike as afunction of time.

During the last year, the capabilities of the Multichan-
nel Infrared Interferometer (MIRI)diagnostic were more
fully exploited with the addition of more memory. This density signals has led to an improved understanding of
allowed the sampling rate of the interferometer to be phenomena due topellet ablation, fishbone activity, and
raised to 100kHz forbrief periods of time (approximately sawteeth crashes. Futureactivity may include raising the
500 msec). The improved ability to resolve transient sampling rate even further.
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Spectroscopy Bolometers
The fast channels on the Hc_Interference Filter Array Bolometer data were used to examine the useful-

(HAIFA) system were fully implementedduring this past ness o{ MARFEs for dispersing plasma energy outflow.
year. Thereare nowfive channelswith 100-kHzresponse The__ir__isto avoid excessive temperatures on eitherthe
and 200 kHz to 500 kHz digitization rates. Since these limiter or divertor neutralizer. For this study, a collection
channels are fully Integrated into the HAIFA system, any of shots with high-power MARFEs was extracted from
sightline installedon TFTR for the HAIFA system can be past shots. Further, an initial one-shift experiment was
connected to a fast data accumulation system, Four of run to push the limits of power radiated by MARFEs in
the channels, at three toroidal locations, have H_ filters, high-density deuteriumshotsand those with neonadded.

MARFEs radiating as much as 7 MW were obtained inand the fifth has a C II filter. There is a fast Hc_channel on
either side of the deuterium pellet injector; these were plasmas with 20 MW of input power. The evolution of

such a high-power MARFE after the injection of neon isplaced there to study pellet ablation on the same time
scale as the fast density interferometer channels. The illustratedtn Ftg.34.Anumberofmethodswereldentified
noise on the fast channels is shot noise from photon for moving the MARFE around the plasma: gas puffing,

varying the heating power, andvarying the beam co and
statistics.The sensitivity issufficient for the pelletstudies, counter mix.

but is marginalfor MHDwork_only large amplitude MHD The time resolution of the array data was improved
waves are visible, from 5 msec to 2 msec by the addition of extra memory

to the CAMAC crates. This was implemented for the
study of radiated power during disruptions, where the

Lost Alpha power accounting is important. In addition, switchable

(MeV Ion Detectors) gains were installed in the vertical array to extend the
dynamic rangeforthestudyof disruptionsandof MARFEs.

This past year the escaping alpha midplane probe
operated for the firsttime, and it producedexcellent data. _,.,o,o

The existing in-vessel escaping alpha probes also oper- ,,di,to l'ewer(ChordIntegrals). il view
ated reliably and were used for several new alpha- N_,,,,j_t_,,,_,,._
confinement experiments.

The midplane probe was designed to search for
toroidal-field ripple-induceddiffusion of MeV(mega-elec-
tron-volt) ions,which are lost preferentially nearthe outer
midplane due to the expected slow increase of the
banana orbit sizeo49The detector element was a ZnS s.,---_,,,,

scintillator, similar to the in-vessel probes, but now at- _- --__.,.0___,,,Mw
tached to the end of an existing probe drive mechanism _ --,,,,o_,w
built by Manos and Kilpatrick. The most interesting ex- 2.

perimental result was a decrease in the MeV ion flux to :_ _'.,_, ,,_ _'"_ _,_,,,__

this detector when a second probe was inserted radially '" i 3.5 ---- NB: 15 MW

past it,presumablydue to the finite radial diffusion rate of o .,.o
ions past the second probe. Analysis of this and other 0 J0 ,o

I._14ml Po_,ltlon 1_

results are now in progress.
Results from the in-vessel probes were published Figure 34. Isometric plot of radiated power (chord into-

this year.50In addition, new measurements were made grals) as measured by the horizontally viewing bolom-
eter array (views a vertical cross section of the plasma).

ofthe diffusion rate of passing MeV ions as theycross the This is a casewith neon puffed in. Thehorizontal axis is
passing-trapped boundary. Analysis of this experiment chord position, the axis from front to rear is time, andthe
yields an upper limitof the radial diffusion coefficient D = vertical axis is power pet' unit area. The times labelled"NB"
0.1 m2/sec,which would be sufficiently lowforsuccessful are the neutral beam on and off times.
alpha thermalization in a reactor. The most dangerous
remaining loss mechanism is MHD activity, about which Radio-Frequency Probe
further data were also obtained this year. The TFTR radio-frequency (rf) probe diagnostic con-

Someconstraints on escapingalpha detector design sists of seven probes that can be used for detecting or
were described in a brief paper.51 Results from an launching waves in the frequency range of 1-500 MHz.
alternative escaping alpha diagnostic based on silicon The system is being used to study ioncyclotron harmonic
collector probes were also published.52 emission from ohmic and neutral-beam-heated dis-
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analyzers to the racks in the Test Cell Basement in-
creased the systemdynamic range by 20 db andallowed
the first view of the full ohmic emission spectrum, An
automatic calibration system was installed, allowing fre-
quency and background noise calibrations to be per-
formed and archived on every shot. In addition, an
optically coupled remote network analyzer and power

' amplifiersystem was installed, allowing useof oneprobe
as a broadband transmitting antenna for swept wave
propagation experiments.

Several new phenomena were discovered during
the '1990 run period.54 First, rf emission from ohmic
plasmas revealed a sequence of broad peaks atfrequen-

cies (n+ 1/2)(oCH,evaluated at the outerplasma edge (Rp
+ ap). This structure is suggestive of an electrostatic
instability and is not predicted by current theories of ion
cyclotron emission. Second, an expanded measurement
of the low-frequency endofthe emission spectrum during
neutral-beam injection clearly showed a peak corre-

!' '_J.!',t,!r:'_':,' :,,,,,, ,,_,_,_.._,;,,;.,./,./_,_,_: sponding to helium-3 ions (Fig. 36); current work is
....._,,,,_,,_,,,_,_,.,,t,....;_:;_.,:, ,i t_:,_,i_,4_,,,_;t_._:_;i:_i_;,_,, focused on discovering whether this radiation isdriven by

the D-Dfusion products. Third, measurements of broad-
, band, swept transmission from one probe to another

, (separated toroidally by 120°) showed an asymmetric
' absorption band around the position of the minority

resonance layer (suggestive of the predictions of mode

Figure 35. New double layer, slotted, Inconel shield for conversion theories). Introduction of a second minority
TFTRradio.frequency probes. (90X3035) species resulted in a second, distinct absorption band. If

the absorption is localized near the plasma core, this

charges with an aim of evaluating the utility of the technique may also have utility as a diagnostic of tritium
spectrum as a fusion product diagnostic. Waves excited concentration.
by the ICRF heating antennas are being investigated in
order to determine the nature of the excited fields in the PPPL#91X0233

edge region and their possible correlation with impurity -i....................i-.-(H)-_2:i-D)-_-.................12-M-W--D%-_'--D_-production and heating efficiency. The rf probes are also

being used as broadband launching antennas for ICRF 2,(H), 4.(D)
wave propagation experiments in the edge region. _,

During the machine opening of February 1990, the _:

uJ 1.(_e-3)ceramic shield caps covering two probes located at the _ 1.(D)

bottom of the vessel were found to have fractured' large O - ".& 3.(1))
pieces of ceramic had broken out of the shields. These a_ -uJ
probe locations were important to the expenmental ob- crJO
jectives ofthe diagnostic, anda newtype ofshield thatdid rr

not utilize any ceramic was developed and installed at a_ _ 2.(H&_ __I /_V__3)

these locations. The new shields were fabricated from a
double layer of slotted Inconel cylinders that were offset
in order to block anyoptical pathto the probe interior (Fig.
35). The shields demonstrated very good transparency .......... -T-
to both transverse components of the rf magnetic field.53 0 50 100
Inspection aftertheend of the 1990 runperiod showed no FREQUE; JCY (MHZ)
sign of any damage. Figure 36. Ion cyclotron emission spectrum showing the

peak corresponding to helium-3 ions. The quantities in
Several changes were made to the rf probe signal parentheses represent the ion cyclotron frequencies of

processing system durin':j FY90. Two remote spectrum the indicated species evaluated at the outer plasma
analyzer interfaces were constructed: relocation of the edge.
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Edge Probes result of a bloom which lowersthe target density of the
As a part of the DiagnosticsInitiativesprogram to subsequent discharge.

improveprofilemeasurementsonTFTR, the final design

for a newfast reciprocatingprobesystemwascompleted. Laser Blow-off Impurity Injector
Its goal is to provide radial profile Jneasurementsof
plasmaconditionsinthe scrape-off-layer(SOL) upto the and Laser Release Analyzer
last closed flux surface (LCFS) in nearly ali operating During FY90, the Laser Blow-Off technique was
scenarios. The probe utilizes a low inertia, hightorque ac used to inject the elements iron, germanium, and nickel
servo motor witha timingbelt and sprocket drive to make into about 200 TFTR plasma shots. Iron injection was
multipleexcursionsthroughtheSOLinasingledischarge used to enhance the X-ray crystal diagnostic signal
at a peak speed of almost 5 m/sec. The probe will carry during neutral-beam heating, aiding measurements of
a variety of "plug-in" payloads and make measurements plasma rotation for studies of H.mode optimization and
over a 41-cmdata stroke. This diagnostic will replace the particle transport inL-mode andsupershots. The particle
existing fast probe mechanism at the outer midplane, transport measurements were made using charge-ex-
which moves too slowly (13 cm/sec) to penetrate to the change recombination spectroscopy (CHERS) in the
LCFSduringmostneutral-beam-heateddischarges. This visible portion of the spectrum.43
probe will be installed on TFTR in the Spring of 1991. Germanium, used extensively in other tokamaks as

A refurbishment of the Combined Electrical and well as TFTR, was usedas a reference for evaluating the
Sample ExposureProbe(CESEP) systemwas performed effects on plasmas from boronization of TFTR. Nickel,
to eliminate internal arcing and other electrical damage like iron, was used to enhance the X-ray crystal signals
during disruptions. The voltages and currents which for a diagnostic comparison between the X-ray crystal
have developed during disruptions are larger than and the CHERS ion temperature profile measurements.

Minor modifications of this diagnostic systemprovideanticipated in the original design of the diagnostic. The
internal wiring package was simplified and improved, a well-collimated laser beam of known diameter and

fluence to contact the inner-wall carbon bumper limiter,and a transient voltage suppression scheme was
implemented, releasing adsorbed gases from the limiter surface. Dur-

Langmuir probe measurements irl conjunction with ing times without plasmas, the residual gas analyzer is
used to identify the released gas by its mass and mea-

other boundary plasma measurements were used in the
sure its pressure increase and pumping speed thusstudy of power and particle balance during NBI.55Fhey
making this an in-situ Lasur Release Analyzer. During

showed that the predominant change in the SOL as a FY90, this diagnostic configuration was used to begin a
result of increased input power is an increase in the study of gas adsorption properties of the boronated
electr°ndensity' Astudy°fheliumc°nditi°ning sequences bumper limiter of TFTR.
was performed with Langmuir measurements up to the
LCFS,56and a model was developed for the desorption

and retention of deuterium in carbon limiters. Langmuir Fusion Gamma Diagnostic
probe measurements showeddensification at thebottom In collaboration with the Colorado School of Mines,
of the torus during counter neutral-beam injection,57and we have completed an in-situ evaluation of the perfor-
a simple model of the SOL poloidal structure was mance of the fusion gamma-ray diagnostic for ohmic,
developed to account for these observations. NBi, and ICRF-heated plasma discharges on TFTR

A substantialamountoftime wasdevoted to materials usingthe 2.5-MEVneutron-induced gamma background
studies this year. Sampleexposure measurements were as the signal source for the spectrometer. 59 Improve-
made during the initial boronization runs on TFTR to ments enabling operation up to a maximum neutron
determine the composition of the films deposited on the source strength of 5 x 10_6n/sec and neutral-beam-
vesse,walls.58Uponsubsequentanalysis a boron/carbon injection power upto 32 MW without spectrum distortion
ratio of approximately 0.5 was found. Laboratory studies have been tested.

are being conducted to investigate faster, safer During operation with up to 2.7-MW ICRF minority
alternatives to the present diborane technique which 3He heating combined with 5 MW, 0.1-sec deuterium
utilizeprobemechanismstodeliversolidboron-containing beam injection into a mixed species plasma (approxi-
sputtering targets. In another experiment, a probe head mately 60% hydrogen and 40% deuterium), gamma
of carbon fiber composite was deployed to study the spectra were obtained (Fig. 37) exhibiting the expected
"carbon bloom" phenomenon by inducing blooms from 5.5 MeV d(p, "l)3Heand 16.6 MeV d(3He, _,)SLiemission
the probe head. The resultsto date hintthatsome surface lines. The line intensities are consistent to within a factor
modification of the bumper limiter may be occurring as a of approximately three with predictions based on the
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_,pu,,xo2= neutron source strength, independent of the Epithermal
:" ' ' ' _' ' ' ' _' ' "" _ ' _ ' ' _ .... Neutron System. The MCNC now routinely provides
• d(P'Y)3He time-resolved radial profiles of neutron emission from

lo' - TFTR plasmas. Bydirectlymeasuring the neutron source
profile and its temporal evolution, the system provides

valuable information for plasma transport studies and
lo=

= makes a possible additional experimental test of the
c= -_ predictions of the transport analysis code TRANSP.ILl d(3He,lr')SLi

1o= 16.SMeV - Reports describing the results of a number of these
transport experiments are now in preparation.An array of four helium proportional counters was

lo !i', ' ,,,,, , , ,_, _ installed in the MCNC. The counters give the neutron

energy spectrum, which is used to differentiate the time-
dependent D-D (2.5 MeV) and D-T (14 MeV) neutron_ , I i , , li

1o log 2oo 3oo 4oo .5oo emissions, the latter from the burn-up of D-D tritons. As
CHANNEL indicated in Fig. 38, after the neutral beams are turned

off, the neutron source becomes predominantly 14 MeV,
Figure 37. Fusion gamma rayspectrum obtained during reflecting the fact that the 1-MeV tritons have a much
combined helium.3 minority ICRF heating and deute- longer slowing-down time than the beam-injected
Hum.beam injection Into a mixed species hydrogen/ deuterons.
deuterium target plasma. Pl_pL_9oxoss7

1017..........-1 1 1 1 I 1........q-.......-
known cross sections and available data on the H, D,

and 3He ion densities. Future extensions of this work / _-_D-D Neutrons(NE)include measurement of the 16.7- MeV emission from _" 101_
the p(7Li, y)SBereaction with hydrogen minority ICRF z
heating during lithium pellet injection. Interpretation of 0_O 10is

this measurement will be facilitated by nuclear cross- _- ooooao,a\

section data obtained recently for proton-lithium inter- "'=_ ,/_Q_ "oq_action energies below 180 keV.SO _ lO14 , "_
rr ,,_D-T Neutrons 4o_

_ (Prop. Counter) '_
W 013Neutron Diagnostics z \

NBI 32 MW
The multiple-detector Epithermal Neutron System

remained the primary measurement technique for the 1012 ____L ...... __ ..... _J._L .... _ .......2 3 4 5 6
time-dependent fusion neutron source strength. Two TIME(sec)

new U-235 fission chambers were installed to replace Figure 38.Measured time dependenceof the deuterium-
U-238 detectors whose efficiencies had been drop- deuter/um(D'D)anddeutedum'tr/tlum(D'T)neutr°nemis"
ping severely, according to our ongoing monitoring signs averagedover ten similar supershots.
procedures. In the work on supershot enhancement,
record values of D-D neutronemissionrates (up to 5 x
1016n/sec) and total neutronsper shot (up to 4 × 1016 Lithium/Carbon Pellet Injector
D-D neutrons) weru recorded. The total reaction rate The ImpurityPellet Injector (knownas the Lithium
calculated by the TRANSP code, using the tempera- Pellet Injector--LPI) installedon TFTR through a col-
ture profile from the ECE radiometer and the density laborationwith MIT was used duringthe 1990 run for
profile from the infrared interferometer, is generally in measuringsafety factor (q) profiles,impurity transport,
good agreement (±15%) with the measured rate. pellet ablation studies, and wall conditioning of

The TFTR Multichannel Neutron Collimator supershots.10The safety factorwas measured withthe
(MCNC),61whichmeasureschord-integratedfastneutron lithium polarimetry technique as well as with a new
emissionalong ten vertically viewingsightlines, became techniquethat directly images the pellet ablation trail
fully operational in 1990. Exten.sivecalibration and test onto a set of position sensitive diodes to determine the
procedures were carried out to assess the effect of angle of inclination of the ablation trail relative to the
scattered neutronson inferred radial emission profiles,62 horizontal direction. 63Impurity transport was studied by
to accountforpulsepile-upandpossibledriftof electronics followingthe time evolution of the lithiuminjected into the
or detectors, and to provide absolute measurements of plasma. Detailed studies of pellet ablation phenomena
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were measured with a video camera viewing behind the requires high toroidal field. An upgrade of the cigar
pellet with a programmable gated microchannel plate. In detector is planned for 1991 with 10 channels replacing
addition to these diagnostic purposes, the LPI was used the present four-channel system for improved accuracy
for conditioning the vacuum vessel walls with lithium to in determining the angle of inclination of the pellet abla-
improve the plasma performance of supershots. The tion cloud.
injection of lithium pellets one second before turning on Another new system for looking at the pellets from
the neutral beams in supershots led to improved wall behind was also used during the 1990 run employing a
pumping and reduced dilution of carbon in the plasma, fast gated microchannel plate video camera attached to
yielding 20% higher neutron rates than were achievable a fiber optic bundle. This provided, initial pellet ablation
without lithium pellets, cloud measurements for use in designing the cigar

One of the main improvements to the LPI during detector systemas well as moredetailed measurements
1990 was a new technique for measuring safety factor of the ablation cloud characteristics fora potential alpha-
profiles in addition to the method of lithium polarimetry, particle diagnostic. More detailed measurements of the
The new technique images the Li+emitted light from the emission from small carbon pellets using C3. and C4+
ablation cloud of the pellet onto an array of four position filters have been made for a study of a possible alpha-
sensitive diodes (Fig. 39). Since the lithium ions tend to particle diagnostic proposed by General Atomics.64
follow the magnetic field lines, the ablation cloud forms a In addition to these diagnostic purposes, the LPIhas
cigar shape inclined along the total magnetic field at the also been used to condition the walls of TFTR with
pellet position. By measuring this angle of inclination as injected lithium during supershots to improve plasma
a function oftime during the flight of thepellet throughthe performance. By injecting a lithium pellet one second
plasma, which takes about 1 msec, the local inclination before neutral-beam injection, the !ithium has time to
angle of the total magnetic field can be measured. From leave the plasma and coat the "active" limiter surfaces.
an arrayof diodes looking vertically down on theplasma, This lithium coating reduces the impurity influx to the
the local position of the pellet can be determined as a plasma, yielding higher ion temperatures and higher
function of time so that the angle uf the magnetic field as neutron rates relativeto similar no pellet discharges. The
a function of radial position in the plasma can be found. LPI will be upgraded to allow two large lithium pellets to
The main advantage of the "cigar" technique, other than be injected per discharge during the 1991 runto improve
its relative simplicity, is that it can be applied at any both the safety factor measurements and provide more
toroidal field,unlikethe lithium polarimetry method,which lithium atoms for wall conditioning.

PPPUffil X0231

1 1 ] Princeton-Kurchatov_._ _/_ _/_ Collaboration
, The Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory partici-

I pated ina collaborative program between the US Depart-

ment of Energy and the Soviet Government Committee
on Atomic Energy on the use of Electron Cyclotron
Resonance Heating (ECRH) for current drive in toka-
maks. Within this framework PPPL provided nearly fivu
man-monthsof physicisttime as well as a noveldiagnos-
tic to measure the plasma current in tokamaks. The
experiments were conducted on the T-10 installation at
the Kurchatov Institute for Atomic Energy in Moscow.

The technique for current density measurements
i

was based on small-angle Thomson scattering. The
Kurchatov high-power neodymium glass laser, which is

I I

__J --_ capable of generating four, twenty joules pulses, was\ used. A schematic diagram of the experimental arrange-) ment is shown in Fig. 40. The laser beam control optics,
as well as ali of the internal hardware for the experirnent,

' Iwere provided by the Kurchatov Institute.The light co. ec-
Figure 39.Schematicof the four-channel position-sensi-
tive photodiode detector which wasused to measurethe tion optics, detection systems, and data acquisition and
angle of the ion ablation cigar for determining the local analysis systemswereprovided by PPPL. The goalof the
magnetic field direction, experiment is to measure distortions of the electron
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o:xso_4 The experimental apparatus was mounted on T-10
during the months of April and May, 1990, and was put

J into operation during the month of June. The T-10 expe-

d__ "---t.s,.Ecr.oM_.-_,_ rienced vacuum and electrical problems during this pe-L':: , _:,s 1 1 riod which resulted inabouttwo weeks of actual run time,
most of which waswith ohmically heated plasma. During
this period, a strong scattered signal was measured.[

lr L____vr._u_r./ I ..gTpD,o_. Instability in the laser line frequency, and high parasitic

/ I_" " laser light were the two major problems that were identi-

.._MA ..................#---...... period. During the three week Fallrun,_ _ [._-_] _:::]-i.:-.-#_-____]] fled during this run
'..._/ ....\_,..Io.r.o. I c_^cc,_ Continuation of electron cyclotron resonance heating

l___i[:i_ M,,_,_. _ current-drive experiments are planned for the Fall of

._ 1991.The PPPLequipmenthasbeen left atthe Kurchatov
Institute in order to continue the experiments. An align-

11_ I _c,_ros..x coM,.uTE, ment probe will be installedbefore the next experimentalWITIi I...ABVIEW SOI,TWAI_;Ill _ run. Design and construction was nearly completed for

L':-I_!_!--J._ !._ ,..'_ the 1990 Fall run. There will be additional changes made

t_!_._ to the laser beam and viewing dumps so as to further
I:OCUSING [.ENS

.:=:," _._] minimize the parasitic laser light.
20 JOULES/ 4 PU[_SE L,&SI,;I,_ -,- .

erations
°scx'""i'" The TFTR was operated for two run periods during

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: FY90: from October 1989through January 1990, which

Figure 40. The 7"-10small-angle Thomson scattering was really an extension of the "1989 run," and April '90
system, through September '90, the "1990 Run," which ended in

early November 90.The TFTR ran extremely well during
distribution function that are generated when plasma thesetworuns;Wehadnearlythreetimesasmanyhigh-
current is driven by either electric field from the ohmic- power shots as in the preceding year. The shot statistics
heating transformer or the electron cyclotron current for FY90 are shown in Table V. For most of the 1990run
drive. Inorder to obtain a sufficiently good signal-to-noise period, we had an operations and maintenance cycle of
ratio to allow this kind of measurement, it is necessary to five weeks operation followed by one week of mainte-
use both the high-power laser and high quantum effi- nance, and near the end of the run we increased one of
ciency detection diodes. The light collection optics pack- the operating periods to seven weeks. Also, on most
age located on top of the T-10 machine is capable of days during this run period, we produced high-power
rotating about the optical axis thus making it possible to (ohmic) pulses by 8:30 a.m. There were four instances of
measure either the parallel or perpendicular electron water leaks in (toroidal field) TF coils, but ali were
distribution functions, expeditiously fixed by a commercialfirm, and they caused

Table V. TokamakFusionTestReactorFY90ShotStatistics.*
,,,

r TotalShots Total Shots
ShotCharacteristics FYg0 Oct89-Feb90 Apr-Sept90 "1990 Run"

,::

Ali HPP 9986 3457 6529 7907
NBI 3781 1460 2321 2878
NBI ._ithpower>20 MW 763 192 571 711
NBIwithpower>30 MW 77 0 77 98
RF 584 138 446 532
RFwithpower>3,5 MW 54 4 50 67

.....

HPP= HighPowerPulses NBI= Neutral-BeamInjection RF= Radio-Frequency

*TFTRshotstatisticsmaydifferfrom QualityAssurance(QA)shotstatisticsas quantifyingcriteriaare different.Forphysics'
considerations,a shotiscountedif it risesabove400kA;QAcountsa shotonlyif it iscompletedwithnosystemmalfunctioning.
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only minimal delay in the operaticns' schedule. The very recovery from plasma disruptions; often full recovery on
full running schedule precludedany attempt totighten the the next shot was possible. Finally,boronization permit-
loose bolts on the TF cases, but they were monitored ted a very rapid recovery from the major vacuum vessel
throughout FY90 and no serious deterioration of the opening of February and March 1990. Table VI shows a
situation was observed, comparisonof the amount of discharge cleaning required

During these two runs, two significant improvements to allow normal operation following the openings of 1989
were made in the control of impurities; Boronization and (no boronization) and 1990 (followed by boronization).
upgrading of some critical limiter tiles. Boronization was Diborane is both poisonous and pyrophoric. Be-
first tried in December 1989,and repeated several times causeof this, extensive preparations were made prior to
in 1990. The tile upgrade was accomplished in the the actual boronization itself.66These preparations in-
shutdown between the two runs; the POCO carbon tiles cluded both anelaborate gas handlingsystem, thedevel-
onthe midplane regionofthe bumperlimiterwere replaced opment of proper procedures to operatethe system, and
with carbon fiber composite liles, and some of the off- about 100 hours of training for ali involved in the actual
midplane tiles were reshaped so as to reduce the heat boronization process itself.
load to certain hot spots. Other highlights of the year The gas handling system consists of a commer-
include operation at a plasma current of 3 MA and cially available gas cabinet housed outdoors under a
operation of the neutral-beam injectors at 33 MW for 1 rain shed, a doubly jacketed gas line going from there to
secondand 23.5 MWfor 2 seconds. Finally,a systematic the TFTR, and a catalytic converter installed in the torus
measurement of neutrons at the site boundary during exhaust system. The shed is completely, and the cabi-
high neutronyield shots ("Supershots"),showed that the net largely, open at the sides, so as to provide ample
neutron shielding of the Test Cell was much better than ventilation in case of a leak. Thus, any diborane that
hadbeenindicatedbyour original(conservative)computer might leak would immediately pyrolyze to boric acid and
analysis, water. The volume between the inner and outer gas

lines is filled with nitrogen pressurized at greater than
one atmosphere. This pressure is monitored continu-

Boronization ously in order to detect any leaks in either' the inner or
Impurity influx has always been oneof the limitations the outer jacket. An array of electronic diborane detac-

in the performance of tokamaks. These impurities in- tors monitored any possible leak. Both sets of monitors
crease the radiated power from the plasma discharge are interlocked with the diborane valve at the gas
andalso dilutethe hydrogenicspeciesatthecenter ofthe cylinder in the gas shed.
discharge. During FY90, we successfully reduced this The glow discharg_ inside TFTR immediately disin-
influx by the process of boronization,58,65 which is the tegrates the diborane, leading to the creation of the
deposition of a layer of boron and carbon on the vacuum boron/carbon layer. The torus exhaust, after passing
vessel inner surface. This is accomplished by a glow through one (out of eight) of the vessel turbopumps, is
discharge cleaning in a diborane (B2H6),methane, and forcedthrough a catalytic converter at 700 °C inorder to
helium mixture (during the second run period, both the decompose any diborane which might remain. Finally, it
diborane and the methanewere deuterated).The depos- is vented outside at a point directlyabove the gas shed.
ited layer of hydroscopic boron-carbon has resulted in The gas shed is surrounded by an exclusion fence to
oxygen levels being a factor of 5 to 10 times lower in keeppeopleawayfromeitherthediboranecylinderorthe
normal plasma operation, lt has also allowed quicker vent during the boronization process.

TableVI:Comparisonof CleanupintheTFTRafter 1983(no Boronization)and1990
(followed by Boronization)VacuumVesselOpenings.

Number of Pulses ApproximateTime

Type of Cleaning 1989 1990 1989 1990

GlowDischargeCleaning w _ 2 days 2 days
TaylorDischargeCleaning 88,000 5,000 2 weeks 8 hours
PulseDischargeCleaning 19,000 11,000 2 days <2 days
DisruptiveDischargeCleaning 117 75 2.5 days 2 days

....
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Bumper Limiter Tile Upgrade surface entered the plasma. Twenty megawatts of NBIwas used, and that amount was sufficient to achieve (1)
Duringthe 1989run, damage occurredto the POCO..

AXF-5Q graphite tiles on the bumper limiter midplane. A and (2),since the one-turn loop voltage dropped from 3.5
consequence of this damage was that at high power to 2.3 Volts during the current ramp. Unfortunately,deleterious MHD activity did occur when q(a) reached 3.
(greater than 20 MW) there was a large influx of carbon
impurity ("carbon bloom") that limited plasma perfor- Two approaches are foreseen to avoid this MHD
mance. In 1990, six rows of POCO graphite tiles at the activity near q = 3 in future 3-MA shots. One is to avoid
bumper limiter midplane were replaced by carbon fiber q = 3 by employing the full aperture available to produceR = 2.61 m, a = 0.95 m plasmas, for which q > 3 for
composite (CFC) tiles. During the 1990 run, neutral- currents less than or equal to 3.0 MA. The second
beam-injection powers of upto 33 MWfor 1 sec and23.5
MW for 2 sec were employed with no carbon blooms, approach is to undertake operation at q < 3 with lowerplasma current and toroidal magnetic field to learn how to
Followingthe 1990 run, no damage wasfoundto the new avoid MHD activity at lower currents where disruption
CFC tiles, recovery is less of a problem. This approach would

probably be done in conjunction with boronization.

Operation with Plasma
Current of 3 MA Ion Cyclotron Range

Operation with plasma currents up to 3 MA was of Frequencies
demonstrated on TFTR this year,following an increase in Ion cyclotron range of frequencies operationsduring
the permitted poloidal flux. This was achieved through FY90 were highlighted by the achievement of new high-
the implementation of the Coil Protection System (CPS) power levels; The Bay M antenna reached 5 MW for a 2
andminor changesto the ohmic-heating powersupplies, secondpulse,correspondingto an averagepowerdensity

The CPS was commissioned early in FY90, having of 10MW/m2,andthe Bay Lantenna reached 1.7 MWfo r
been designed, built, and installed over the preceding 1 second and 1.4MW for 2 seconds. Operation at a total
two years, lt includes two redundant microcomputer- combined power of about 5 MW was achieved for a
based Coil Protection Calculators (CPCs), which calcu- variety of experiments, including the ICRF heating of
late in real time the limiting forces and stresses on the pellet-fueled discharges, of supershot plasmas, and of
coils making up TFTR. lt was used throughout FY90, gas-fueled L-modeplasmas. Figure41 shows the extent
whenever TFTR ran without the VariableCurvature (VC) of the progress made in the 1990 run. Operation has
coils, to protect TFTR coils. Two major upgrades were becomemoreroutineinterms ofantennaplasmamatching
made to the CPS during FY90: an improved algorithm and antenna conditioning because the experience base
was installedandcommissioned to calculatethe stresses has grown. Thus, high-power operation was available
in the TF coils, taking into account that some of the coil
case boltswere loose; andan algorithm to include the VC PPPL_9_xo_96
coils was installed, but it was not commissioned until 16-q
early inFY91.Because this latter algorithmis rather long, _ /
the program is now automatically transferred on CPCs _ 14-4 Upgrade Power Level 12.5 MW
power-up from ROM to the faster RAM, so that the r-, 12-
calculation does not exceed the 10 msec specified for LUrr
cycle time. Minor CPS upgrades include a real time uJ 10-

> Design Power Level 7 MW
measurement of the cooling water temperature, so that 'q 8-LU
the maximum 12tof the TF coils corresponds to the a

maximum allowed coil temperature, automatic monitor-rr 6-LU ___9_90_ _

ing of thepoloidal-field coil connection mode (Aor B),and _ 4-
requesting the discharge fault systemto gently terminate ©
the plasma pulse whenever action is imminent that, in u_ 2- .%_'_

protecting the coils, might lead to a plasma disruption, rrThe first of these upgrades, the algorithm including 0 _ "
the loose TF bolts, made it safe to operate TFTR with 3- 0 2 4 6 8 10
MA plasma current. Neutral-beam injection (NBI) was
also employed on ali the 3-MA shots inorder tc (1) lower n (xl 019/m-3)
the plasma resistivity, (2) provide some beam-driven Figure 41. Available ion cyclotron range of frequencies
current, and (3) help stabilize MHD activity as the q = 3 poweras a function ofplasma density.
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earlier in the day than in previous runs without the ......
extensive conditioning of the antennae into plasmas the _,,AO,,_o,co,_o_,s _---:C_;_

Po4arLogGraphsof Measured ,I_ __ ./_,.,,._
preceding night which was required in earlier runs. _,,_,,d,_.,,,o,_o,oEquivalentperTFTR-neutron /

, // "

/

Plasma Position Control !
DuringpreviousTFTR runswithhigh-powerneutral- ,,/

beam injection, problems were experienced with the ' .... ,o,.,0.,_t ,o ___real-time measurement of the plasma vertical position , _

used by the feedback contro;system. The residual cou- I L_ipiing of the toroidal field to the moment of the poloidal

field <Rpcos 0> used for this measurernent was found to cb_'_'='""°='_,,.,=,,_=o.=.F._ \,, \,
change during a run, resulting in unpredictable changes ,,_.=,.,,.,,Po,,_,,.x• Bo4Jn(_tyTtld|et[_Rec_orll_

• GammaDoseEquivalent "_

in verticalpositionfromshotto shot.Sincethe heatingof , =_,,,_,E_.,,°,o_,,u_,0 NeutronDoseEquivalent

the tips of the RF limiters is very sensitive to vertical ,,_,=_E,,,.,.,,.,°,,,o°Do,,_,,,,,,,_E,,,,u_'u'n"
displacement of the plasma, this variable coupling was

causing operational difficulties. Priorto the run beginning Figure 42. A polar log graph of measured gamma and
in April 1990, integrators were installed on eachof the 26 neutron closeequivalent per TFTRneutron unnormalized
discrete Bpcoils used to form the <Rpcos 0> analog to to radial distance from TFTR.(a) Theinner two decades
monitor their responses during operation. These mea- were measured at the D.Site road. (b) The outer two

. surements showed that one of the coils on the inboard decades were measured at the D-Site fence. The inset
side of thevacuum vessel wasbehaving intermittently: its gives azimuthal orientation.
signal would drop out progressively over a series of
shots, possibly in response to changes in the tempera- road and at the site fence. Shown are two separate log
tureatthecoil.Whilethecontributionofthiscoiltothe<Bp polar plots of the measured dose equivalent per D-D
cos 0> moment is large (0 = 166°), its contribution to the neutron for gamma and neutron radiation. The inner two

<Rpsin 0> moment used in the radial position is, fortu- decades of the log polar plot give the results of
nately, small. Since its location makes repair of this coil measurements made along the site road which varies in
impracticable, it was decided to implement a system for distance from TF'iR. The outer two decades give the
vertical position measurement based on the signals from results of measurements made along the site fence,
saddle loops which measurethe poloidal flux differences which in the north direction is at an average distance of
between toroidal loops mounted on the vacuum vessel. 125 m from TFTR. Azimuthal reference is given by the
A linear combination of these signals is formed which is inset map of the TFTR site. Some measured dose
sensitive to the vertical displacement, but minimally equivalents foup,'_to be very low and not exceeding a
sensitive to the radial displacement of the plasma col- particular value are indicated by an upper limit symbol.
umn. This system was installed in August 1990 and The recent measurements made inside and outside of
proved verysuccessful in providing reproducible control the Test Cell were compared to previous data
of the plasma vertical position, accumulated over several years of experimental

operation. 67 The results indicate that the presently
installed radiation shielding is more effective than

Measurements of TFTR expected from the initial design analysis.68 This is

Radiation Shielding during because of the effects of attenuation and neutron
thermalization in the vessel and in the Test Cell by the

High-Power D-D Operations many components added since the initial design, and
Radiation measurements67weremadeduring recent the design margin included to accommodate uncer-

high-power, high-neutron-yield experiments, and used tainties in material properties, distributions, and
to calibrate the neutronics simulation68of the radiation experimental configurations. TheTFTR design objective
shielding system. Extensive dose equivalent measure- for normal operations is to limit the dose equivalent at
ments were made using many different neutron and the PPPL property line from ali sources to 10 mrem per
gamma radiation detectors and detector types in the year. With the present radiation shielding, the production
Test Cell, the Test Cell Basement, in surrounding of 5 x1020 D-T neutrons will result in a total annual dose
buildings, to the TFTR site boundary, and at the nearest equivalent at the PPPL property line of about 8.2 mrem,
PPPL property line. Figure 42 shows an example of of which less than 4.0 mrem will be from direct and ali
radiation contour measurements made at the TFTR site scattered gamma and neutron radiation including
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skyshine. The remaining dose equivalent will be from Tritium Systems
routine airborne release ofpredominantly41Arand 13N The use of tritium as a fuel is essential for the
from Test Cell air activation which is estimated to be 3

attainmentof approximate energy break-even conditions
rnrem. This estimate was made using recent National expected in TFTR. The demonstration of tritium handling
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration tracer gas in an operating confinement experiment will provide
measurements of the atmospheric dilution factors at the invaluable experience for the design and operation of
TFTR site. In addition, 0.01 mrem is estimated to be

future D-T magnetic fusion devices.
released from activation of liquid nitrogen in the neutral The Tritium Branch of the Tokamak Operation Divi-
beamline cryopanels and 1.2mrem from tritium release

sion is responsible for constructing,commissioning, and
duringroutine operations. Theseresults werecontributed operating the tritium systems, including ali tritium-related
to the revised TFTR D-T Plan. assemblies that will provide complete tritium handling

capabilities. Much progress has been achieved in this
area over the last few years.

D-T  rogram A project schedule was developed and the major
The primary scientific goal of the D-T experiments is outstanding activities are: completing the commissioning

to perform alpha-particle physics studies at Q = 1. The of thetritium systems; recruiting and training of operating
primary technical goal is to demonstrate tritium handling personnel; major heating, ventilating, and air condition-
capability in a tokamak environment, ing modification; and tritium monitors installation design

The revised TFTR D-T Plan was developed in the and construction.
Spring of 1990. In this plan, it was shown that the Fiscalyear 1990was a periodof significant progress
installation of an igloo was not required. However, the for the TFTR tritium systems, completing the construc-
number of high-Q plasmashots was reduced to about 60 tion and initial operations phases. The initial operations
from about 300 in the previous TFTR D-T Plan (1988), phase included the pneumatic testing of the tritium sys-
though the number of Iow-Qshots remained unchanged, temsand cleanup systems. Completecontrol loopctTeck-
Because of the limited shot capability, the research out and instrument calibration and system flows have
program will be very carefully orchestrated. Table VII been established.
shows a first attempt at developing such a program. An Figure 43 shows the transportation of tritium from the
extensive set of radiation measurements during D-D point where tritium arrives at TFTR in LP-50 shipping
operation, discussed above, were made to evaluate the containersthroughthevariouscomponents, thetokamak,
shielding and the impact on the experimental plan. and the tritium cleanup systems. The tritium system,
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Figure 43. Tritium flow through TFTR.
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Table VII. Proposed Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor Deuterium-Tritium Run Plan.

No. of
Tritium
Plasma

Neutron Fluence Shots Weeks
........... .,,,

Vessel Conditioning (GDC, PDC):
Diagnostic checkout A 1-4
First 50 kCi shipment on site

........

n (2.5 MeV)< 1019 100 Full Power Run D-D:
Tritium system checkout with 50 kCi B 5-8
Start trt_ckinggas exhaust

................ ,......

Test Run of 2 NB with T (Not in Tokamak):
8 TNB shots, tokamak System maintenance C 9
Repeat C (4 times) D 10-13

n (2.5 MeV)_<1019 46 Full Parameter Run (D-D/l% T):
1% T in beams E 14-15

i .......

24 T Plasmas with T Beams:
1-6 TNB sources F 16-18
Vessel conditioning (GDC, He conditioning) G 19

...........

n (14 MeV) 8 High-Q Experiments (6 TNB Sources):
< 0.5 x 102o One cycle (8 shots) per week H 20
< 2.0 x 102o 32 Repeat H (4 times) I 21-24

Vessel conditioning J 25
....

< 0.2 × 1020 8 Moderate-Q Experiments (6TNB Sources):
One cycle (8 shots) per week K 26

< 0.6 x 1020 24 Repeat K (3 times) L 27-29
Vessel conditioning M 30

< 0.8 x 1020 32 Repeat K (4 times) N 31-34
Vessel Conditioning O 35

........ ,,,,

< 0.2 x 102o 46 Low-Q and ICRF Experiments:
1 TNB Source, TPI, Two cycles (46 shots) per week P 36

230 Repeat P (5 times) Q 37-41
< 0.8 x 102o Vessel conditioning R 42

i

Tritium Cleanup S 43

Total (14 MeV) neutrons: 5 x 1020 Total Shots: High-Q 40
Mod-Q 64
Low-Q 276

Total T Shots 380
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consisting of four glove boxes, is capable of receiving, • Tritium Vault Cleanup System (TVCS). In the
analyzing, storing, and delivering tritium to the injection event of a tritium leak into the atmosphere of the
systems at a rate of 80 Ci per min at up to 2000 Torr Test CellBasement,Tritium Vault, Tritium Cleanup
pressure. Room, Waste Handling Area, or the Gas Holding

The year began with system operations, using he- Tank Room,the TVCS willbe capable of removing
lium anddeuterium as a transfer medium. System opera- the tritium, preventing tritium releases to the envi-
tions were fine-tuned and numerous operating proce- ronment. This year the last phase of its construc-
dures were prepared, used, and tested. With the excep- tion was completed. The system flows havebeen
tion of the uranium getter beds and the associated established and ali control loops were fully tested.
heaters, ali process equipment satisfied the design re- With the helium leak testing outstanding, compo-
quirements. The uranium getter beds will be perfor- nent andsystem performance testing will becom-
mance tested in FY91. pleted next year.

There are three candidate "users" for tritium on
TFTR. They are the Tritium Gas Injection (TGI) system,
the Tritium Neutral Beam (TNB) system, and the Tritium Maintenance ;-- ' •",,,an,pu,ato,
Pellet Injection (TPI) system. These systems are still in The TFTR Maintenance Manipulator, a six-link ar-
the preliminary design phase. Major efforts are planned ticulated arm, isdesignedto attach to TFTR at Bay Rand
for FY91 and FY92. access the TFTR vacuum chamber +180 degrees from

In addition to these major tritium delivery systems, an antechamber through a nozzle. The maintenance
TFTR employs three tritium cleanup systems which manipulator was delivered from KfK (Kernforschung-
remove elemental tritium from various gas streams, szentrum-Karlsruhe), West Germany in August 1988.
including the plasma exhaust, and combine the tritium The controls for the maintenance manipulator and the
with oxygen in a controlled environment. This occurs in associated vision and lighting system, from CEA (Com-
catalytic recombiners with the catalyst being platinum or missariat Energie Atomique) Fontenay, France, were
palladium on an alumina base. These systems are inan installed ina newcontrol room. this control roomand the
advanced commissioned stage, test set-up for the maintenance manipulator are in the

TFTR Mock-Up Area.The maintenance manipulatorwas
The three cleanup systems are: set up on a temporary steel bridge and twenty wood
• Tritium Storage and Delivery Cleanup System hoops were arranged to simulate the TFTR torus. The

(TSDCS). The prime purpose of this system is to testsofthesysteminairwereperformedusingthecontrol
maintain a pure argon atmosphere in the Tritium roomtooperatethemaintenancemanipulator.Asixteen-
Storage and Delivery Glove Box, free of oxygen, foot vacuum chamber extension was attached to the
moisture, and tritium. The major activities com- antechamber to allow space for the manipulator to be
pleted in1990 include the operation of therotating articulated at highvacuum.
equipment, system helium leak testing, and full The Maintenance Manipulator Program was very
operation using argon, its normal gas, as the active in the first six months ofcalendar year1990.1n the
transfer media. With the exception of the latter half of 1990work on the Maintenance Manipulator
recombiner, which in the absence of tritium can- was halted due to the manpower requirement of the
not be evaluated, and the heater performance, ali TFTR shutdown. Activities during the earlier part of the
system design requirements were satisfied, year focused on completing the "Final Acceptance Test-

• Torus Cleanup System (TCS). This system will ing" of the Maintenance Manipulator. Testing was ex-
ecuted on ali subsystems and on the complete assem-collect the plasma exhaust gases, after regenera-

tion of the neutral-beam cryopanels, and various bly in various conditions. Mechanical, electrical, con-
other tritium containing process gases. After con- trois, and vacuum characteristics were tested, docu-
vetting the tritium to tritiated water, the water will monted, and reported. Adraft of the final test report was
becollected on molecular sieve bedswhich will be generated and distributed. A final version will be re-

leased in early 1991.shipped off site for long-term storage. Fiscal year
1990 markedthe completion of theconstruction of

the TCS. The system was successfully commis- Environment and Safetysioned and systemdesign flows have beenestab-
lished. After instrument calibration and control In FY90, the TFTR Project continued its efforts to
loop testing, efforts continued on helium leak ensure that the Safety Office reviewed ali proposed
testing to ensure a leak tight system. This activity changes to TFTR configuration through membership on
is over 95% complete, the Configuration Review Board, An Action Description
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Memorandum and Environmental Assessment for the
TFTR D..T Program were prepared and submitted to
DOE. The Environmental ProtectionAgency, throughthe
DOE Princeton Area Office, was requested to approve
the use of the National Oceanicand Atmospheric Admin-
istration (NOAA)tracer gastest results inannual airborne
dose calculations for demonstrating compliance with
EPA's National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants.

A project was initiated in FY90 to eliminate outdated
TFTR Safety Requirements and incorporate useful infor-
mation into other PPPL and TFTR documents [e.g.,
Health and Safety Directives, Final Safety Analysis Re-
port (FSAR), etc.]. This project is approximately 75%
complete andwilt be finished by the end of FY91. Prepa-
ration and review of a revised Amendment to the TFTR
FSAR, as well as responses to DOE comments on the
1988 Draft FSAR Amendment, continued.

Occupational Safety and Health Administration in-
spections were initiated by the Safety Office, and TFTR
staff is working on coming into 100% compliance with
these requirements.

Many procedures were added to the Health Physics
Procedures Manual in FY90 to be in compliance with
various DOE Orders and because of an increase in

operational health physics requirements.
Reducing the volume of low-level waste beyond :,,"

original compaction was examined during FY90 as one Figure 45. The center of a wastebarrel after compaction
means of supporting DOE's waste minimization efforts, using the retainer rings. (91A0202)
The use of"hold down disks"for _nerad-waste compactor

resulted in additional volume reduction of about 70% of York City in early FY91to conduct neutron dose equiva-
compactable solid waste (see Figs. 44 and 45). lent and spectroscopy measurements outside the TFTR

The Health Physics Branch plans to assist DOE's complex. The measurements are being supported by
Environmental Measurements Laboratory (EML) of New DOEthrough the PrincetonArea Office andwere initiated

in direct response to the results of an August 1990 DOE
Review of the TFTR D-T Plan. The Environments Mea-

A.. . ' ".". :.i." ..'_:_._, surements Laboratorywill perform D-Siteboundary mea-,._ surements during high-powered D-D shots to character-
.\-_' ize the neutron spectrum and dose equivalent in and

about the D-Site boundary. This information will be
valuable for future D-T experiments and also will be
beneficial to the Compact Ignition Tokamak, the Interna-
tional Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor, and other

future generations of tokamaks for purposes of shieldingdesign. More importantly, the D-T physics operations

scenario will be validated function of dose
as a projected

b

equivalent from D-T plasmas.
' .... The EML will also perform neutron spectrum studies

.... inside the TFTR Test Cell to support PPPL neutronics,

_" ..... modeling for TFTR using various activation foils. In
addition to the planned EML measurements, the Health
Physics Branch will conduct various film badge gamma

Figure 44. Steel retainer rings used in enhancement of and neutron dose equivalent studies inside and outside
wastecompaction. (91A0203) the TFTR facility inconjunction with the EML's activation
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foil experiment. The results will be useful for the future D- 1990 (Proc, 13thInt, Conf,, Washington, DC, 1990), Vol.
T experiments along with modeling of shielding for other 1 (IAEA, Vienna, 1991) 589.
fusion devices. 9 J.L. Terry, E,S. Marmar, R.B. Howell, etal., "Impurity and

The use of diborane gas was Introduced into the Deuterium Pellet Studies on TFTR," In Plasma Physicsand Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research 1990 (Proc.
TFTR vessel with better than expected physics and 13th Inr. Conf., Washington, DC, 1990), Vol. 1 (IAEA,
operational enhancements. The safety reviews were Vienna, 1991)393,
extensive and provided an excellent example of TFTR's 10 K. McGulre, V. Arunasalam, C.W. Barnes, et al,, "High-
configuration control process with proper hazard analy- Beta Operation and Magnetohydrodynamic Activity on
sis at the front end of a project. Industrial Hygiene the TFTR Tokamak," Phys, Fluids B 2 (1990) 1287.
monitored the safe implementation of this project. They 11 D.L. Jassby, C.W. Barnes, M.G. Bell, et al., "High-Q
also monitored the use of a methylene chloride rinse of Plasmas in TFTR," Phys. Fluids B 3 (1991) 2308.
the cooling channels during the repair and maintenance 12 E.D. Fredrickson, K. McGulre, A. Cavallo, etal., "Ballistic
of TFTR toroidal coils. Contributions to Heat Pulse Propagation on TFTR,"

The Area Safety Coordinator program continues to Phys. Rev. Lett. 65 (1990) 2869.
provide the project with excellent line overview of safety 13V. Arunasalam, N.L. Bretz, P,C, Efthlmlon, et al., "Self-Consistency of the Principle of Profile Consistency Re-
on a daily basis. TFTR management continues to foster suits for Sawtoothlng Tokamak Discharges," Nucl. Fu-
safety awareness of ali its employees and subcontrac o. sion 30 (1990) 2111.

tors, and this effort has been verified by having a record 14K. McGulre, V, Arunasalam, C.W. Barnes, et al., "High-
of over two years without a lost-time accident. Beta Operation and MHD Activity onTFTR," Phys. Fluids

B 2 (1990) 1287.
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COMPACT IGNITION TOKAMAK

I

be unwise both for the U.S. fusic,n effort a=_dalso for the

Project Overview world program."
A newmissionstatementwithassociatedsupporting A significanteffortwas directedduringthe fiscalyear

objectivesbroadened thegoals of the Compact Ignition towardsthe reevaluationof the magnetdesign forCIT. A
Tokamak (CIT) ProjectinFY90. The new missionstate- "bucked"magnetconfigurationwas developedand con-
ment says: "Determine the physics behavior of self- trasted withthe wedged approach.The buckedconfigu-
heated fus;Jn plasmas and demonstratethe production rationfeatures a load sharingbetweenthe toroidal-field
of substantialamountsof fusionpower."The supporting (TF)andpoloidal-field(PF) magnetsthrougha structural
objectivesare" interface between the TF and the PF solenoid. This

evaluationconcludedthat the wedged TF configuration
• Demonstrate the productionof fusion power in offeredthe optimumroutetoalow-development,reliable

excess of 100 MW, at fusion-reactor-levelpower magnet.
density. The CIT remote maintenance requirements were

• Determine the confinementphysics, operational increasedto includethe capabilityfor remote removal
limits,and alpha-particledynamicsof self-heated and replacementof a tokamak sector. This change in
fusion plasmas with alpha power greater than requirements was the productof an assessment that
auxiliary-heatingpower, contrasted the cost associated with the change in re-

• Demonstrateheating,fueling,andplasmahandling quirementswiththe benefit ofbeingable to recoverfrom
techniques necessary to produce reactor-level a magnetproblem.An importantdesign improvementto
power-density,self-heated fusionplasmas, facilitate magnet replacement is the modular design

• Optimize plasmaperformancein the rangeof Q = concept.Theeighteentoroidal-fieldmagnetsaregrouped
intosix moduleswith the correspondingvacuumvessel

5 to ignition,with fusionpower up to 500 MW. (VV) segments. This design approach has the added

This newlydefined missioncontinuesthe past emphasis benefitofsimplifyingmachineassembly.Figure1 shows
a cutawayviewof the CIT configuration,whichatthe end

of studyingburning plasmas,while notingthe important
physicsand engineeringworkwhichwillcontributeto the ofFY90 hada major radiusof2.57 m,a 9 T toroidalfield,
world-widefusion program, and 11.8 MA plasma currents.

DuringFY90, the FusionPolicyAdvisoryCommittee
(FPAC), commissioned by Secretary of EnergyJames D. '...............
Watkins,considered thefuturecourse of fusion research ................ •. _ _ _ ._'........'........

_ _!i, _-.... _and development in the United States. A great deal of . ii_ .lh.)
time and effort were devoted to presenting the case for ' 't1_Jl_'_-_'
the Compact Igrition Tokamak to this Committee. After ,_'_ I_ m:m"Ik_' . i ._

systematic _nd detailed investigation, the FPAC con- _ 'llz_tl_'_l

cluded t,",c.tfusion is indeed a very important potential T_'r;_ _j '_ :, _i .......

energysource, andthattheUSisnowreadytoembark ......, ii_i _ ' _i I , '

on two major magnetic fusion energy projects, the CIT i i,:i,i_,.......

and the International Tokamak Experimental Reactor ' _1 ! ' _',i
(ITER): "The Committeebelieves thatboth CITand ITER t;_ , ................are essential to proceed into the 1990's with the confi-
dence to meet our statedgoal of an operatingdemonstra- .:.
tion power plant by 2025. We have come to the firm cot,_Ac_,Gt_ON_OKAt_AK
conclusion that a strategy which selects either one of
these program elel,_entsover the other would certainly Figure 1.Cutawayviewof the CompactIgnition Tokamak.



Organization NationalLaboratory (LLNL),andtheUniversityofCalifor-niaat Los Angeles (UCLA).

and Management Substantial strides were made during the year in the
In December 1989, the position of Head of Project physicsdesign. Studies of MHD(magnetohydrodynamic)

Physics was assumed by Dr. Robert Goldston of the equilibrium and stability focused on deeper analyses of
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL). The posi- plasma shape and position control and ori increased
tion of Deputy Physics Head for Engineering Physics experimental flexibility. Plasma performance projections
went to Dr. G.H. Neilson of the Oak Ridge National moved forward with both empirical and theoretical stud-
Laboratory (ORNL), and the position of Deputy Physics ies. The divertor and first wall design were supported by
Head for coordinating National Physics R&D (research detailed modeling, and substantial R&D was planned in
anddevelopment)wasfilled by Dr. RonaldStambaugh of these areas. The Ion Cyclotron Heating (ICH) physics
General Atomics (GA). Dr. Bruce Montgomery of the work focused on developing a conservative basis for
Massachusetts Institute,of Technology (MIT) was ep- assuring successful coupling of the available radio-fre-
pointed the Tokamak Systems Manager for the Project. quency (rf) power into high-confinement mode (H-mode)

A Physics R&D Requirements Document was is- plasmas. Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) studies con-
sued, and steps were taken to fill needs with elements of centrated on ray-tracing analyses to assure that heating
the national fusion research program.The Configuration profile controlcan beprovided with this system. A revised
Management Plan (CMP) received Department of En- physics Operations Plan was constructed andemployed
ergy (DOE)approval. This document describes how the in development of the schedule of activities for CIT.
CIT Project will establish documented design require- Finally, the diagnostic design was revised to reflect the
ments and control changes to the financial, scheduler, increased emphasis on physics studies of plasma in the
and technical 0aselines. burning state and to reflect the new, modular configure-

Figure 2 shows the CIT Project organization chart, tion of CIT.
_lc,ee0i

co...c. Plasma Performance
_ ........ Three approaches have been taken to project the

,,,._, i. ,,-:_r.-i performance of CIT plasmas. They are: (1) the empirical
" _'_:_";"'-------J; approach, based onestablished scaling relations and the

_ experimental data base for plasma profiles and impurity

" -_ content,(2)the nondimensionalanalysisapproach based
............._,--I l_,o.--_,w-_-iI ,_._,:_I _-_ i on extrapolation in = pi/a at fixed and _, and (3) the
_,.,_,-T_,L_ _,,_1, _L_____II',.,o,-_,-I....... one and-one-half-dimensional (1-1/2-D) transport mod-

--F__.____I_1 =_L_..,,,,_,_,,,._J_ eling approach, which uses theory-based models cali-

_q i_,,_,,_.__ __ ._,,_ p_,:_ brated to experiment. At the present time approach #1_ l_,',_"-""""-' '.......... _ -__ ......... has received the most use, especially for projecting the

___F_ __ l,ot;_._._,l| .... J rangeof performance. Approaches #2 and#Scontinue to.= ....... __ be developed as they provide certain advantages at

.. r, ,,_m w,lt4,J _,,,o_,HJ,,_,nt
__ Lj--_:_ _ present (such as a more sound theoretical basis or

.............. ._ .___.:Z___"'""[_.____. projections of detailed effects such as electron-ion cou-
i--_:._-1| _:o_,s:_-J...... piing and pellet penetration), and because they have

.... .. - _.-_-_,_r-__ promise of greater utility in the future.

_::t Empirical Projection
, :=_z-_- In many respects, the planned operating mode for
!f_ _,._....o ,,, ,_._,; CIT falls within the standard operating range of present-

',_:_ dayH-modetokamaks: q95~3.2,_95~2, [$~2 x 10.8I/aBo,

Figure 2. CompactIgnition TokamakProject organization <n> ~ 5 × 1013 ip/(_a2)(ali Standard International units of
chart. (90P0001) meters, amperes, Tesla), and double-null divertor. The

nondimensionalparametersB'_E(O_c'[E)andnT'[E/B([_(Oc'[E)

Phy (see Rdf. 1)give physically meaningful measures of thesics Overview ex_.rapolationbeyond the present-day tokamak. Inthese
The national physics team for CIT includes partici- variables, CIT stands midway between the Joint Euro-

pants from PPPL, ORNL, GA, MIT, Lawrence Livermore penn Torus (JET) and ITER, and so represents useful
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extension. The high-field of CIT attains nT'_Evalues (ap- support the idea that strong central fueling can be used
proximately equivalent to energy multiplication) compa- to maintain steady-state peaked density profiles during
rabletolTER, andaboutl0timesthoseattainableinJET, the H-mode. The temperature profiles are taken to be

The primaryreference forprojecting theperformance trapezoidal, with a flat central region extending to r/a =
of CIT is the ITER89-P scaling relation,2 coupled with a 1/q95,consistent with Iow-q H-mode data from DIII-D
multiplicative factor to take into account the enhanced (Doublet III-D at General Atomics in San Diego, CA). No
confinement observed in the H-mode. This approach is enhanced alpha losses are assumed in these estimates,
justified by the observation that tokamaks as small as since the experimental study of alpha-heating efficiency,
JFT-2M (a = 0.28 m, Bt = ! T) and as large as JET (a = including the effects of anomalous alpha losses, will
1.2 m, Bt= 3 T) see rather similar H-mode signatures and have a large step forward with the CIT experiment.
confinement enhancements over L-mode (low-confine- The results of the Monte-Carlo study for a set of CIT-
ment mode). Review of the available data on quasi- like devices with R/a = 3.24, Bt = 9 T (approximately
steady-state,relatively low-q,H-mode performanceleads constant engineering difficulty), and R o_lp (for fixed q),
to the conclusion that enhancement factors (C._)in the are shown in Fig.4. The CIT has an acceptable probabil-
range of 1.85 can be expected (Fig. 3). ity of reaching Q > 5, where alpha heating P(zexceeds

PPPi #91X0408

H-mode Data Span a Wide Range in BI:E Self-heated Regime ": ..... '
lOO FVa- 3.24

:ii JDivertor I . ,;,_;" .,,41 Re_o_
q _eJ Lmo,e J_-':# .'""/ I _'_' , o._0
•i x1.85 ±0.31 *mli_ ;-->_/ i (Fixed physics

1.0 t _,__ i!.- Q 10- and engineering
i Dll,.D . _.u/..." t constraints)

II sec)

0.1 - PBX-M i-

0.01 :_ .......... l ...... _ T- -_ -_-_................ _...... _-" l ....

o.0_ 0._ _o _.o Figure 4. The results of a Monte.Carlo study of thesuccess of a range of CIT-like devices. Themachine as
proposed reaches the desired alpha.heated plasma re-
gime even at 1_negative.

Figure 3. Measured high values of the nondimensional
parameter BrE((OcrE)versus thatpredicted by a standard auxiliary heating Paux.Center-of-the-error-bar projection
scaling relation Br_TERa_P. gives Q = 30, with fusion power about 500 MW. Under

these circumstances, alpha-heating efficiency can be

The CIT Project employed a Monte-Carlo technique3 studied at Q > 5 over a very wide range of plasma and
to sample over a Gaussian distribution of Zeff (1.65 _+ alpha physics parameters. An identical analysis for the
0.35), density profile shape [n o_(1 - r2)v, where v = 0.5 ITER conceptual design, for inductive long-pulse opera-
_+0.5], and confinement enhancement factor relative to tion at 22 MA,with 10% helium ash accumulation and2%
ITER89-P (C_= 1.85 _+0.43) in order to estimate both carbon, gives the same Q = 30 as CIT at 11.8 MA,with
the median expected fusion gain and its range of uncer- 3% helium and 2% carbon (Zef f = 1.65). Experimental
tainty. The Zefl is taken rather low due to the obser- operations and optimization studies on CIT should con-
vation that the existing compact, high-field tokamaks tribute considerably to confidence that ITER will be able

to operate at the slightly above-nominal performancemaintain low Zef f at the high plasma densities and sur-
face power densities accessible at high Bt/R. The den- required to attain long-pulse ignited operation. Both
sity profile shape ranges from flat to parabolic, to take devices require only about 2.05 _ ITER89-P during L-
into account the observation that many H-mode plas- mode operation for ignition, under the other standard
mas have rather flat density profiles, while, on the other assumptions listed above.
hand, CIT will be equipped watha high-speed (4-5 km
sec1) deeply penetrating pellet injector, which may per- Nondimensional Analysis
mit significant peaking of the density profile. Recent During FY90,a key objective of CIT work on confine-
results on the rokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR)4 rnent was to develop a first-principles method based on
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nondimensional analysis to increase confidence in ob- half dimensional (1-1/2-D) transport modeling using
taining high-Q operation. As mentioned above, basic theory-based transport models; and analysis of fueling
plasma physics supports the conclusion that tokamak and pumping requirements.
plasma discharges with the same nondimensional pa- Power Balance Analysis. Ali the global power bal-
rameters should have confinement time scaled to the ance computer codes at PPPL with prespecified plasma
gyroperiod. (Atomic and surface physics are not consid- profiles now use a single, consistent set of physics
ered in forming this statement.) Aspect ratio, elongation, subroutines. These codes are'

safety factor, plasma beta, collisionality, and relative • The POPCON codeplots auxiliary power contours
gyroradius (but not relative Debye length) are the asafunctionofplasmatemperatureanddensity as
nondimensional parameters most often considered, lt is shown in Fig. 5. Also shown in this plot are con-
not practical to create, at this time, the laboratory dis- tours of fusion Q (fusion power produced divided
charges nondimensionally equivalent to ignition. To ob- by auxiliary power plus ohmic power) and various
tain a useful scaling at least one nondimensional param- operational limits, including the theoretical bound-
eter must be changed, namely the relative gyroradius, ary for the onset of toroidal Alfv6n eigenmodes
Discharges varying only the relative gyroradius could be (TAE threshold). The darkly shaded region indi-
called dimensionally similar, lt can be shown that if the cates the expected operating space that could be
transport mechanism is short (or long) wavelength in reached with up to 20 MW of auxiliary heating
nature, then itmay be expected the confinement timewill power.
scale as "_o_Ba5/2(or '_= B1/3a5/3)with the ignition pa- • The PATH code8 follows the time evolution of the
rameterscaling as nT-_ B3a5/2(ornT't,_B7/3a5/3).These plasma given a prescribed confinement scaling
can be called gyroBohm-like (or Bohm-like) scaling. If and other assumptions. This code can be used to
one or the other of these extremes could be established, determine how quickly the plasma heats up to the
there would be a powerful wind-tunnel-like method for desired operating conditions, as shown in Fig. 6.
scaling to burning plasma experimental devices. Here, the total plasma heating power (alpha plus

A program of theoretical and statistical studies as auxiliary plus ohmic) reaches 100MW (the normal
well as controlled experiments was started to determine operating limitof themachine) at about 12 seconds
which scaling best characterizes present-day tokamaks, after initiationoftheplasma (about halfway through
Nearly ali theories yield a gyroBohm-like diffusion pro- the flattop).

cess, whereas statistical studies of global confinement • The probability-of-ignitioncodesamplestherandom
time tend to be Bohm-like.5 Dedicated experiments on variation of a number of the operating parameters
DIII-D6 and the TFTR7 were designed to make dimen- (confinement scaling, profile shape, impurity
sionally similar discharges at high- and low-magnetic concentration, etc.) to construct a probability
field (B) to measure the scaling of the local diffusion distribution for the predicted per-formance of the
coefficient. Both experiments showed that the global device.9 Results from this code were shown
confinement time has the expected Bohm-like global previously in Fig. 4.
scaling. The DIII-Dexperiment showed a gyroBohm-like _,,,_×o_
scaling for the local diffusivity. The poor scaling of con- o.6
finement time was attributed to thechange in the neutral- a_EENWAL.DDENSITYLIMIT

beam injection (NBI) penetration accompanying the o.5 "-
magnetic field scan. The TFTR experiment agreed with
this only in part, A high density scan with large changes _ 04

E
in penetration was most consistent with gyroBohm-like
diffusion, but a low density scan with little change in o o3
penetration strongly suggested a Bohm-like diffusion. _ TROYON_ETALIMIT[31/(aB)]r" .,,11....
Since understanding the effect of the heating profile on v o.2
global confinement is crucial to resolving the basic scal- • p,_-:.._ooMw
ing, a series of experiments was planned for DIII-D in o._ i Q'_
FY91 to make dimensionally similar discharges with the _AET.RE,_,_OL.t:,
heating profile rigorously fixed, o ....J.................l.....[i......L._Z_.......L__,,:;_I

0 4 8 12 16 20

< nT > / < n > (keV)

Transport Modeling
The transport modeling effort was concentrated in Figure 5. POPCONcodeplot showing level contours ofauxiliary-heating power as a function of volume-aver-

tnree areas: Power balance analysis using confinement aged electron density anddensity weighted temperature
scalings in zero-dimensional (0-D) codes; one and one- for CIT with 1.85×ITER89-Pconfinement scaling.
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e=xal 12 Fueling and Pumping. In simulationsof CIT, it is
found that the tritiuminventoryis minimized by start-

100 P,,+Paux+PoH[ _ ing with a deuterium plasma and then injecting com-
binations of deuterium and tritium pellets after auxil-
iary heating is applied. High velocity pellets are ex-

_- 75 pected to be necessary to implement this strategy,
since the pellet penetration depth decreases sharply

rr" with increasing plasma temperature and density. In
LU 50 order to improve the accuracy of these simulations, a

pellet penetration model has been calibrated againstO
n new data from JET 12 in which pellets with different

velocities were injected into nearly identical plasmas.
25 The CIT simulations stilt represent an extrapolation

from the existing data base, but reasonable penetra-
tion (a/2) should be achievable even at current tem-

0 peratures above 10 keV.0 5 10 15

TIME (SEC) Alpha-Particle Physics
Figure 6. Time evolution of thevarious heat flows for the The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
ClT plasma heated with 27 MWof auxiliary power. The Technical Committee Meeting on "Alpha Particles inenergy confinement time is taken to be 1.85× ITER89-P
scaling, expressed as a function of plasma energy con- FusionResearch" in Kiev, USSR (October1989), offered
tent (rather than heating power). Here, Ps is the alpha- a "snapshot" of CIT-related understanding of alpha
heatingpower, Pauxis theauxillary'heating power, PoHi_ physics. A detailed conference review13and many
the ohmic-heating power, and Pradis theradiated power, individual pz,pers were published.14

The alpha topics covered were collisior.al and
The same physics subroutines used in tile codes anomalous fast-alpha transport, influence of alphas on

described above are also implemented in the "systems MHD modes, ignition and burn control, helium ash
code" used by engineers to survey various CIT design removal, alpha diagnostics, and alpha simulation
options. The systems code also considers stress lim- experimentsinpresentmachines.Acollectionofimportant
its, heating limits, and the radial build of the coils, findings included: alphas in the trapped-circulating

1.1/2-D Transport Modeling. Combinations of boundary are particularly easily unconfined by ripple
theoretically derived transport models have been quite losses, by parallel Alfven resonances, and by other low-
successful at predicting the temperature profiles ob- mode number MHD fluctuations. These findings are
served in tokamak experiments such as TFTR, ASDEX demonstrated both theoretically15 and experimentally
(Axially Symmetric Divertor Experiment) , DIII-D, and (e.g., in TFTR, cf. Ref. 16). On the other hand, static
JET. lo,ll lt has been found that the same core model helicalperturbations with a single-toroidal-mode number
can be applied to H-mode plasmas, provided the trans- do not necessarily destroy alpha confinement.17On the
port is suppressed at the edge, as observed in experi- other hand, unconfining the epithermal helium ash is not
ments. The model has been calibrated on a prelimi- yet a solved problem. The Toroidal Alfven Eigenmodes
nary basis against highly elongated H-mode tokamak (TAE) resonate predominantly with fast alphas 2 MeV _<
experiments. E_<_3.5 MeV which may lead to undesirable losses of

When this theory-based transport model is applied not-yet-thermalized alphas. 15Externally inducing lower-
to CIT using the 1-1/2-D BALDUR transport code, it is frequency fishbone oscillations has been proposed. 18
found that the fusion power increases with plasma TheuseoflCHtoproducealphadistributionasymmetries
density. In these simulations, it has been found that the leading to neoclassical outward flux of helium was
alpha-heating power can exceed 90 MW as the vol- presented theoretically.19
ume-averaged density is raised to 4 x 102om-3,which The experimental Alfven frequency discoveries in
is just below the Greenwald Limit. This level of perfor- DIII-D20and TFTR,21which were stimulated by the Kiev
mance is achieved in spite of the fact that sawteeth are theory results and performed 6-12 months later, were a
broad, with mixing radius covering more than half the majormilestone inalpha physics studies in FY90.Having
plasma, and the density profile is relatively flat. Such shown thatsuper-Alfv_nic alphas canbe resonantly lost,
conditions are observed in DIII-D experiments with the theoretical emphasis has recently shifted to the
similar plasma elongation and magnetic q value, exploration of stabilizing mechanisms.22
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Experimental verification of the alpha-induced and JET, tt_ereby conceptualizing the relevant alpha
ballooning mode turbulent transport theory23 is still physics for definitive testing at Q > 5 in CIT.
outstanding (andbecause of the high mode numbers n _>

10 involved, more difficult). MHD Equilibrium and Stability
Concerning operating point control (which may be-

come an issue for CIT at Paux>-5 MW, 1;E -> 1.85 X MHD Equilibrium Analysis
ITER89-P), alpha-ripple loss control via major radius The roleof MHDequilibrium analysis in the design of
expansion was proposed.24Fast-alphadiagnostics were CIT is to compute optimal PF coil current distributions,
proposed and discussed for use in CIT.25 consistent with engineering constraints and the plasma

Regarding alpha simulation experiments: Besides guidelines givenin the General RequirementsDocument
the importantdemonstration of vii(fast)> VAifvenexcitation (GRD).30The results of this analysis are used in Toka-
of the toroidal Alfven eigenmode spectrum mentioned mak Simulation Code (TSC)31fiducial discharge simula-
above, fast-ion ripple-loss theory was tested in TFTR,26 tions, vertical stability calculations, disruption analyses,
aswasthefusionproductslowingdown16withandwithout divertor and limiter design, and in the coil and power
sawtoothandMirnov-likeoscillations. InDIII-D,apressure- system design process. Equilibrium calculations are per-
driven component is suspected in addition to the TAE formed using the VEQ 32 and CM 33,34 codes. These
destabilizing mechanism, and in both DIII-D and TFTR codes are capable of computing solutions with pre-
the critical 13(fast) to excite the Alfven frequency feature scribed plasma current, field-on-axis, plasma position
is much larger than the pure TAE theory predicts. Thus, (major and minor radius), ptasma flux linkage (volt-
additional damping mechanisms may exist, but without seconds), various combinations of, shape parameters
eliminating the fluctuations. (e.g.,_, 8,x-point coordinates, divertor strike points),and

Beyond the strong stimulus of the Kiev conference, constraints on profile parameters (e.g., pp, 1l/2). The
the planning for the TFTR deuterium-tritium (D-T) opera- reference operating modes are the double-null (DN)
tion phase contributed to an increased awareness of a divertor, the single-null (SN) divertor, and the inner wall
broad spectrum of alpha physics issues ultimately ex- limiter, however, a wide variety of robust equilibria have
pected to occur in CIT. Capitalizing on the fact that #c_is been demonstrated using the CIT coil set. These include
a strongly increasing function of ion temperature Ti equilibria needed for possible high-elongation operation
(rather than Q) and TFTR's ready ability to access the with the x-point on the divertor tile surface andequilibria
high-Ti regime, it is now understood that TFTR can forsingle-nulloperationwithanextendeddivertorplasma.
provide a first opportunity before CIT to move in and out Also included in this demonstration are equilibria needed
of the stability regions of the alpha ballooning modes, the fordischargesinvolvingdynamicswitchingbetweensingle
TAE, and (with a combination of NBI and ICH) the alpha null top and bottom, double null, and limiier, or involving
fishbone regime, multiple sweeps. In addition, it has been demonstrated

The preparation for the 1990 IAEA conference in that a wide range of plasma pressures and a variety of
Washington precipitated a series of fresh calculations of current profile shapes can be handled in this device,
alpha collective effects and their stability boundaries (in including those well outside the expected range. The CIT
plasma operations contour space spanned by <n> and poloidal-field system is capable of considerable flexibility
<nT>/<n>) for the design parameters of CIT. The con- from an equilibrium standpoint.
finement physics, alpha physics, and certain plasma
engineering topics (divertor sweeping and vertical dis- Positional Stability and Control
placement events)were presented at the Washington Vertical stability of CIT plasmas is assessed by
IAEA meeting.27 determining the growth time for plasma configurations

A burning plasma physics review paper developing insidethe toroidallycontinuous vacuumvessel structure.
the subject and making the case for a CIT-type machine "Theeffectiveness of the vessel for slowing down the
before proceeding with an ETR (Engineering Test Reac- plasma vertical rnotion depends on the plasma current
tor) appeared in Nuclear Fusion.28 distribution, the proximity of the plasma to conducting

In FY90, after a R&D needs assessment for CIT, a surfaces, the electrical resistance of the conductors, and
R&D Plan document was issued29 containing alpha- the plasma elongation. The TSC code has been the
particle physics. One of the important recent develop- primary tool for analyzing the vertical stability and control
ments concerns the increasing insight that the fast-alpha requirements cf CIT. Additional calculations have been
power at birth cannot be expected to couple to the bulk performed independently using the linear N©VA-W35
plasma with 100% efficiency, due to fast-alpha anoma- and LLNL codes. Active feedback control is required to
Ious loss mechanisms. The weak coupling is being fully stabilize the plasma vertical position. This is accom-
exploredtheoreticallyandexperimentallyonDIII-D,TFTR, plished using the internal control (lC) coils located be-
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tween the vacuum vessel and toroidal-field coil (Fig. 7). - i I i i i i i
The current and voltage requirements for these lC coils (a)

havebeen investigatedusing TSC. The feedback control _" 0.0 \'_ "_d= 2 msec,/'%', _'Cd = 4 msec -
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' with (a) various time delaysand fixed feedback gains and
ii _ (b) with a time delay of 4.0 msec and various maximum

voltages and fixed feedback gains.

Figure 7. TheCITpoloidal-field (PF) system. External PF
coils provide ohmic.heating flux, shaping, position con- required voltage across IC1. The voltage maximum in
trol, and divertor sweeping. Twopairs of internal control this plot is set to 500 volts per turn.(lC) coils provide fast-time scale position control.
(gOX0633) Radial feedback control issues have also been ad-

dressed. In particular, the requirement that CIT be

is a classical two-level proportional-derivative-integral equipped with a radial control feedback system suchthat
an instantaneous change in pp of -0.2, such as would(PDI) scheme, where the difference in flux between flux
follow from a minor disruption, results in a radial position

loops located up and down symmetrically inside the
change A(R-a) < 3 cm (to avoid inner wall contact) has

vacuum vessel determines the required feedback cur-
been demonstrated as possible if the IC2 coils (the pair

rent, and the difference between the required feedback
of control coils closer to the midplane) are capable of

current and the actual _urrent in the IC1 coils (the pair of
currents of 480 kA.T withdriving voltages of 500 volts percontrol coils farthest fromthe midplane) is used to deter-
turn. A two-time-scale feedback strategy has been dem-

mine a voltage that is applied to the coils. From the onstrated to eliminate cumulative currents inthe IC2coils
simulations, it has been shown that if the IC1 coils have

in simulations where initially the IC2 coils react to keep
the capability of providing at least 300kA.T (kilo amperes the plasma radially positioned during a minor disruption,
times turns) of current at a voltage of 500 volts per turn, while an outer PFcoil, (e.g. PF7) responds inconcert on
with a maximum effective time delay of 2 msec, then
vertical stability can be assured for ali times during ali a longer time scale.
standard operating modes. An example of the calcula-
tions is shown inFig.8, which shows the effect on vertical Fiducial Discharge Simulations
control of various time delays betw6en receiving the flux The TSC codehas been used to simulate the current
loop signals and activating the power supply to drive the rampup, flattop, and rampdown stages of several nomi-
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nal CIT discharges. The simulations include: (1) a Pfus= episodes and act as a time-dependent plasma driver for
500 MW DN divertor, (2) a Pfus = 100 MW DN divertor, the SPARK 3-D eddy current a,nalysis code 36 that per-
and (3) a Pfus = 500 MW limiter simulation, forms a load analysis of the three-dimensional (3-D) CIT

The DN divertor configuration is the primary CIT structures. The sensitivity of net VV forces to dip/dr and
operating mode. The evolution of the plasma/vacuum tovariousinitialconditionswas_nvestigatedtodetermine
interface at various times during the discharge is shown the disruption events that produce the most severe loads.
in Fig. 9. The plasma is grown from an outboard limited Considerable effort has been placed in modeling the
circular plasma at t = 0.0 sac, becomes diverted at t = 4.0 conductive current transfer from plasma to vacuum vus-
sac, and achieves a maximum elongation of _:95= 2.1 at sel through the plasma halo, 37 a low-density, low-tem-
the beginning of flattop (BOFT). During the flattop, the perature mantle surrounding the plasma where force-

free currents develop and flow along open field lines that
PPPL,_,×o,o_ intersect the VV. Both the halo temperature T Hand width

-'----' ......'....."---'-_' ........I' ................'......_--['--_ .......'....._....... W H as a fraction of initial plasma poloidal flux are vari-..............

3 ,_.,___, 1 abies that are specified by the TSC input. A typical

_"] [_i_i_J I snapshot during a simulation is shown in Fig. 10, which

2 _ 1 is a simulation of a vertical disruption with <dlp/dt> = -0.6
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Figure 9. Snapshots of the plasma and vacuum interface at ,..
various times during the evolution. _ 9o°0

elongation is decreased to 2.0 while the plasma triangu- "_
larity is increased from 895 0.25 to 0.44 at end-of-burn, .u - 1

= .5 00 oin order to effect a 20-cm sweep of the outboard separatrix "5 e o
strike point across the divertor plate surface, while main- ":>
taining q95 ->3.2. The discharge simulations are used to > - 1.5
predict the evolution of coil currents and divertor heat

loads for engineering design analysis. The 500 MW I 2700

double-null divertor case, in particular, is used to gener- t
ate a detailed divertor sweep scenario accompanied by - 2 t ............................

self-consistent heat loads for purposes of evaluating 0 9 0 18 0 270 3 60
divertor performance. The 100 MW double-null divertor
case is used to determine the volt-second requirements VV Poloidal Angle
for the PF coil design.

Figure 10. Snapshot of vacuum vessel poloidal current
versus vacuum vessel poloidal angle for a CIT VDE

Disruption Modeling (vertical displacement event) simulation with <dlp/dt> =
The design ofthe CITvacuumvesset (VV) isstrongly -0.CMA/msec. lnitially, lp= 11.8MA,[J=2.1%,[Jpo / =0.36,

RO= 2.59 m, a = O.79m, _95= 1.93. The difference between
driven by the need to withstand disruption-induced forces top and bottom currents is due to conductive poloidal
produced by sudden plasma motion and current decay, current flow between plasma and vessel. (ORNL-DWG
The TSC code has been used to simulate disruptive 91-2352 FED)(92E0425)
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results that have been found is the observation that a mated to beabout5 mm, based ontwo-dimensional edge
plasma halo retards vertical motion and current decay, modeling (usingthe Braams B2code39)with perpendicu-
For example, maximum vertical velocity was reduced lar heat diffusivities Xi= 1 m2/sec,Xe= 3 m2/sec,consis-
from the no-halo value of 330 m/sec to 150 m/soc for tent with DIII-D experimental results.4o The energy e-
<TR> = 1.5 eV during the quench and to 50 m/sec for folding distance increases to about 5 cm at the divertor
<TR>= 4.5eV. Also, extreme vessel radial forces are not plate, due to expansion of the magnetic flux surfaces.
highly sensitive to <dlp/dt>, but the magnitude of the The swept divertor makes the uncertain scrape-off width
extreme net vertical force is 25% larger for the slowest a much lesscritical parameter for CITthan foran equiva-
current decay than for the fastest current decay. Slower lent static configuration. The exact time-varying mag-
plasma currentdecayratesgivemoreseverenetvertical netic geometry of the divertor is obtained from TSC
loads because the plasma current decay occurs when discharge simulations. The x-point remains at least 10
the plasma has moved further off-midplane than is the cm from the inner divertor strike point and at least 15 cm
case for faster decay rates from the outer strike point throughout the sweep. The

DIII-D measurements41 show that up-down asymme-

Impurity Control tries of 1.2:1 in the total heat loads can be maintaiiled by
careful vertical position control. In-out asymmetries of

and Materials Physics approximately 1:4 are observed in Dill-D, PDX,42 and

Power Handling ASDEX data. Using these results as guidelines, 100MW
Under burning-plasma conditions in CIT, up to 100 of power loss results in a maximum of 26 MWto either of

MWof thermal power (from alpha plus auxiliary heating) the outer target plates. Allowing for a toroidal peak-to-
must be exhausted through approximately 100 m2 of average asymmetry of 1.5:1, which can be achieved
plasma surface area. The surface-average heat flux of through the use of a new "sawtooth" tile configuration (to
approximately 1 MW/m2 is characteristic of what will be eliminate exposed leading edges) and rigorouscontrol of
desirable in an economic fusion reactor. In the divertor fielderrors, the instantaneous peak local heat fluxes are

configuration, this heat flux is strongly peaked near the projected to be in the range of 50 MW/m2.The effects of
intersection of the separatrices and the divertor target thesehighheatfluxesaremitigatedbytheswept-divertor
plates, and so constitutes a major engineering-physics operation, such that the heat source passesover a given
challengeforCIT, ITER, and future reactors.To minimize spot on the divertor surface in a short time, and thus the
the impact on plasma performance due to fuel dilution by graphite temperature never exceeds 1700 °C at any
impurities and due to Bremsstrahlung radiation, low Zef f location.
(approximately 1.65) is required. This is reflected in the The calculated divertor power-handling capability
CIT design in the use of high plasma densities and low- permits a 3 sec flattop ignited burn at 500 MW of fusion
Z first-wall materials, operated at a preshot temperature power, or 10sec flattop operation at Q = 5, with 100 MW
of 350 °C. The relatively short pulse length required to of fusionpower, inaddition to a 3 sec power risetime and
study alpha-heating efficiency permits the use of a pas- 2 sec fall time inboth cases. Inner-wall limiterdischarges
sive heat removal system employing high-thermal-con- can sustain similar power loads. Estimates of the net
ductivity graphite divertor plates. The separatrices are erosion for the divertor conditions, obtained using the
swept poloidally across an approximately 20 cm wide REDEP43code, are less than 300A per shot,or lessthan
area to maintain a surface temperature less than 1700 1 mm for the lifetime of the machine. Even with a
c'C,sinceTFTR38shows sharp increases in carbon influx conservative estimate for electron temperature at the
above temperatures in that range,consistent with the strike point (65 eV), the erosion is found to be limited
expected effect of radiation-enhanced sublimation, because of: (1) the short pulse length, (2) the divertor

Estimatesof the target heat flux densities depend on sweep, (3) the high calculated plasma density (7 x 1020
a numberof factors: (1) the fraction of power lost through m-3)in front of the divertor plates (giving a short-mean-
radiation, (2) plasma transport in the divertor channels free path for eroded carbon), and (4) the field line geom-
just outside of the separatrix, (3) magnetic and compo- etrywith the poloidal magnetic field nearly perpendicular
nent geometry in the x-point region, and (4) up-down, in- to the divertor plates. Further self-consistent analysis
out, and toroidal asymmetries. Guidelines for these fac- (e.g., including radiation in the divertor channels) is
tors in CIT are based conservatively on experimental required for a more confident assessment of divertor
results where they are available. For power-handling erosion rates.
purposes, it is assumed that only 40%of the power is lost The efforts of the Impurity Control and Materials
through radiationu20% in the form of core Bremsstrahl- Physics Task Group were also directed to the identifica-
ung and 20% as edge and divertor line radiation. The tion of the CIT R&D needs in the area of impurity control
energy e-folding width at the outboard midplane is esti- and materials physics, and development of a R&D Plan
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to address those needs.The task group worked primarily will need to keep in close contact with the results from
on the issues of divertor geometry optimization and wall foreign machines such as JET, JT-60U, ASDEX Up-
conditioning. Significant contributions were made in the grade, andJFT-2M. This collection of machines (bothUS
areas of plasma edge andscrape-off layercharacteriza- and foreign) are a veryconsiderable resourcefrom which
tion and innerwall operation. Although the final R&D Plan to draw information.
was not issued until January 1991, most of the prepara- The followingexperimentsto addressthe R&Dneeds
tion of the document was completed in FY90. are planned: (1) x-point position experiments, (2) impu-

' rity generation and transport studies, (3) divertor plate

Divertor Geometry Optimization R&D shaping experiments, (4) divertor pumping and baffling
Operation of a machine like CIT with a fusion power studies, (5) divertor heat loadsand heat loadasymmetry

of 500 MW leads to high heat and particle loads on the studies, and (6) divertor material selection comparisons.
divertor plates. The design of the divertor plates must be
optimized in order to satisfy the many constraints on the Wall Conditioning R&D
design. In general, three objectives mustbe achieved in Since CIT will operate at high density, special care
the design of the divertor: the heat load must be mini- must be given to conditioning the walls to avoid exces-
mized; high particle recycling must be realized; impuri- sive contamination of the plasma by wall impurities
ties generated at the divertor must be isolated from the (particularly oxygen). In addition, the Zef f of the plasma
mainplasma.Typically thex-pointto platedistance (Dxp), must be less than about 1.7 in order to meet the ignition
the inclination of the plate to the plasma flow, and the requirements for CIT. We also need to be able to rapidly
sweep rate of the strike point across the plate are some recov,.;rgood plasma conditions following a disruption
of the geometric parameters that can be optimized for because of the long time between pulses. The tritium

power handling. Ashort Dxpon the inside is preferred for inventory in thevessel must be controlled becauseof site
TF coil design, but may cause impurity control problems, inventory limits and safety considerations. The standard
Particle recycling and impurity control can in principle be techniques now employed include vacuum bakeout at
accomplished by control of Dxpand through the use of 300 to 350 °C; discharge cleaning (Taylor-type, helium
baffles. The present baseline is for an open divertor with glow, and highpower); amorphous coatings of carbon or
no baffles. The sharingof power between innerandouter boron and carbon; beryllium gettering; and high-power,
plates, up and down power ratios for a double-null low-density helium plasmas. These techniques ali have
operation, and toroidal power asymmetriesmust also be oneor moredrawbacks.The coatings(includinggettering)
defined. Optimization of the divertor geometry has lm- are thin and mustbe periodically renewed which leads to
pact on several major machine systems: the PF system, eventual peeling problems. Discharge cleaning is very
the vacuum vessel system, the remote maintenance time consuming and only prepares the machine for
system, and even the TF coil system, operation after a majoropening. Helium-glow wall condi-

There are several questions related to the x-point to tioning performedbetweendischargescan leadtovacuum
divertor plate distance. The power and particle flux den- valve bellows failures and/or metal contamination prob-
sity variation with Dxp is not well understood beyond lems due to helium sputtering. While vacuum bakeout is
those which are due solely to geometric effects, e.g., flux very useful for cleaning the machine after an opening,
surface expansion. The maximum allowed surface tem- continuous operationof a machineat300to 350°C,while
perature is likely a function of Dxpbecause the allowed shown to be very beneficial for machines that have
surface temperature depends on the transport of impuri- graphite plasma facingcomponents, maycause vacuum
ties in the edge plasma and the erosion mechanisms vessel problems in high current machines like CIT. Low-
(which are temperature-dependent). The surface tem- density helium plasmas can reduce particle recycling,
perature depends on engineering issues such as mate- but the ratio of helium conditioning plasmasto highpower
rial choice and cooling method. This question bridges plasmas can be 2:1. The success of JET with beryllium
physics and technology R&D. The impurity screening means that CIT should seriously consider the implica-
and exhaust efficiencies need to be determined, and tions of using beryllium for wall conditioning.
extrapolated to CIT. The screening is likely a function of The following experiments will be conducted to ad-
Dxp.The H-mode power threshold, ELM characteristics, dress the R&D needs in the area of wall conditioning: (1)
and energy confinement also vary with Dxp. electron-assistedglowcleaning on DIII-D, (2)boronization

There are only two operating divertor machines in onTFTR, DIII-D,and PBX-M, (3)helium-glowwall clean-
the US program at this time. They are DIII-D at General ing in DIII-D, (4) deposition of low-hydrogen-content
Atomics and PBX-M at PPPL. The Alcator C-Mod at MIT boron films on TFTR, (5) alternate materials such as
and TEXT (Texas Experimental Tokamak) at Texas boronized graphite at UCLA, and (6) electron-cyclotron-
University will soon be operational. Because of this we resonance-assisted glow cleaning at the MIT.
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Ion Cyclotron Heating with no scrape-off plasma, Xs = 0. lt is found that at the
nominal separatrix location, ds = 4 cm, the minimum

This year's activities in ion cyclotron heating (ICH)
were dominated by completion of the revised Physics loading is 8.3 _,;_/m.
Design Description. Mucheffortwas put into establishing The baseline antenna is of a "hybrid" design with the
the system requirements and &,riving at a baseline current straps and feeders inserted through a port, while
system design which is self-consistent and has a high the Faraday shield assembly will be mounted on the
confidence of meeting the established requirements, vacuum vessel wall from insidethe device (see Fig. 11).

The radio-frequency (rf) system will provide at least The rationale for this is to maximizethe radiating area of
20 MW coupled to the plasma throughout the frequency the antenna by permitting the electrically active, current
range 50-100 MHz for pulses at least 15sec long. This is strap components to fill the port area. This optirnizes the
to be provided by 16 power sources having a power kll spectrum within the limitations of port size, but allows
capability of at least 2 MW per unit at 82 MHz. The the electrical assembly to be removed through the port
baseline tral_smission and matching system provide for
quick frequency changeoperation in two frequencybands
centered at 82 MFtzand 54.7 MHz, with operation at any
frequency in the tuning range available upon recon-
figuration of the tuning system. We are working to estab-
lish the requirements for dynamic matching in response
to changing plasma parameters and are considering
other designs for the tuning and matching system which
will provide more continuous frequency coverage.

One of the most urgent needs was to determine the
loading resistance and launched kll spectrum for various
antenna concepts, including wall-mounted designs and
antennas inserted through the ports. Fora givenantenna
design with specified voltage limits, the power which can
be coupled to the plasma per antenna is proportional to
the antenna Ioa,d resistance. This quantity can vary over
a wide range, depending on antenna design and details

of the plasma density profile. Therefore, considerable Figure11. Perspectivevlewofion cyclofron heatinganten.
effort has been invested using the ORNL 'recessed has with Faradayshieldassembly. (ORNLPhoto8270-91)
antenna modeling code RANT and codes at the Univer- (92E0462)
sity of Wisconsin in determining the "worst case" density
profiles, determining loading for these profiles, and in- for ease of remote maintenance. There are four current
vestigating the sensitivity of loading to variations around straps (a 2 x 2 array) in each antenna unit and a total of
these difficult profiles, lt is known that ICH loading typi- four antenna units. The Faradayshield is a single layer,
cally drops during L- to H-mode transitions and that H- open design (33% optical transparency) which is pas-
mode density profiles tend to be very flat with steep sively cooled. The material is high-conductivity carbon-
gradients just inside the separatrix and with low plasma carbon tiles mechanically attached to Inconel rod. For an
density in the scrape-off region. To model this, a piece- estimated "worst case" specific antenna loading resis-
wise linear model is usedwhich is flat from the axis out to tance of 8.3 _;Em(discussed below), the maximum rf
a distance & inside the separatrix, then drops linearly to voltage inthe systemfor20MWof coupledpower is33 kV.
a value at the separatrix which is 10% of its peak value. One of the important byproducts of ICH heating in
Outside the separatrix the density is assumed to decay previous experiments has been the suppression of
exponentially with characteristic length Xs. At relevant sawtooth oscillations due to the presence of a hot,
densities, loading is a decreasing function of volume- perpendicular minority tail population. Work has begun
averaged density <ne>, a decreasing function of profile by Kaye, Hammett, and Phillipsto examine the possibility
steepness l/A, and an increasing function of scrape-off ofproducing atailin CIThotenoughtosuppresssawteeth.
length Xs, The critical issue is loading at the highest The tail distribution is calculated using a 3-D ICH wave
volume-average density with steep profiles (A ~ 0) and field and Fokker-Planck calculation for several different
with very little plasma in the scrape-off layer. Therefore, plasma conditions.
the reference profile for specification of the rf system is Engineering difficulties ofdesigning a Faradayshield
taken as the "worst case" of a flat density profile, A = 0, for CIT are challenging. Heat loads from the plasma are
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large and for certain materials, such as graphite, ohmic of a hydrogen plasma at B = 7 T was found to be a viable
dissipation of the radio-frequency fields provides addi- scenario in CII.
tional heat loads.The shield must also withstand disrup- During FY90,work was also carried out on the topic
tlon loads. Inwork carried out by the Lodestar Research ofMHDcontrol via Injectionof electroncyclotron waves,47
group in collaboration with JET, theoretical modeling One of the key questions in this area concerns Iocaliza-
and correlation of calculations with experiment have tion of the rf power deposition profile, This depends on
indicated that local ICH Impurity generation Is doml- focusing the injected microwave beam, geometrical dis-
nated by energetic ion impacts caused by enhanced, rf- tribution of the incident microwave beam in the port, and
driven sheaths, The CIT Faraday shield design makes possible scattering of the incident EC rays by low-fie-
use of the principles of impurity minimization indicated quency fluctuations,
by this work--the front surface of the shield blades are Initial studies indicate that by controlling the Incident
made of carbon, a Iow-Z material with self-sputtering beam angles in the poloidal plane while sweeping the
yield of less than one at ali energies with normal inci- toroidal angles of incidence, excellent radial localization
dence, the shield blades are tilted and contoured to of the EC beams is maintained nearthe q = 2 surface, In
minimize the radio-frequency magnetic flux linkage of particular, radial localization of order approximately 1 cm
field lines which intercept the shield structure, limiters was achieved. In a different set of studies, Introducing a
will be strategically placed to minimize the plasma Iow-frequency turbulent region of Ar/a =0.2, with (Sn)/n=
density near the Faraday shield, and the system has 0.05, the spread of the rays in the poloidal direction was
sufficientloading resistancetopermttfull-coupling power at most Ay =12 cm, which is significantly less than the
with dipole phasing of the current straps. Nevertheless, vertical plasma dimension (2b = 3.2 m). Therefore, con-
work will continue in this area to maximize survivability clusions from these initial studiesare that the necessary
of the antenna structure and to minimize deleterious IocalizationofrfpowerdepositionforMHDcontrolcanbe
effects on the plasma, achieved with ECH.The necessary power for stabilizing

m = 1 or m = 2 modes is not yet determined.

Electron Cyclotron Heating
During FYg0, development work was finished on a Physics Operations

combined ray tracing and 1-1/2-D transport code The Operations Plan covering the period from first
(BALDUR-TORAY) so that self-consistent profiles of plasma to the initial experiments with self-heated plas-
electron cyclotron heating (ECH) absorption could be mas was revised and circulated to relevant WBS (Work
calculated.44The so-called ITER89-P empirical confine- Breakdown Structure) managers as the design and con-
merit scaling law (with the H-mode "multiplier") was structionschedule evolved throughout the year. The plan
implemented in thetransport package, as well as various has continued to aim at achieving D-Toperation and the
theoretical formulations for the electron thermal capabilit7 to begin studies of the high-Q regime within
diffusivity,45a sequence of 1-1/2-D MHD equilibria with threeyears fromthe start of plasma operation. In orderto
growing plasma size were incorporated in the simula- meetthis schedule, it is necessary thatali power supplies
tions of plasma startup, and a more realistic ECH beam and auxiliary heating systems be installed prior to the
model was implemented in the ray tracing calculations, start of plasma operation to providesufficient experimen-
Also, simulations have been carried out with this model tal time to confirm the physics predictions which underlie
for ECH-as_isted ignition in the new geometry of the CIT the design.

(a = 0.79 m, RO= 2.59 m, lp -. 11.8 MA, and Bo = 9 T). lt Review of the design of the plasma initiation phase
was found that by controlling the nii spectrum,46 oi" by of the discharge continued during the year. This element
steering the antenna, the power deposition profile could of the design remains critical becauseof the necessity of
be controlled during ramping of the magnetic field B from achieving very reliable startup to avoid wasting the avail-
(7.2 to 9.0 T), even with a fixed frequency source (252 able full-field shots. The results from experiments on
GHz). Howew;r,central heatingcould be easily achieved plasma initiation in DIII-D using very low-inductive volt-
evenat constantvalues of nii (or a fixed angle of injection) ages andassistance by electron resonanceheating were
if the field was ramped only in the range B ~8-9 T during monitored. These experiments are encouraging for the
ECH. In these heating scenarios, the density profiles planned design of CIT.
were varied from parabolic to square-root parabolic and Requirements for research and development insup-
a sawtooth period of ts = 0.3-1.3 sec was assumed, port of CIT physics operations were developed for incor-
Using the parabolic density profile and -el!= 2"_.!E_"_r', poration into the CIT R&D Needs document. Areas of
ignition was easily achieved at P~20 MWof ECHpower, concern include the plasma startup, power handling on
Inaseparateseriesofstudies,electroncyclotronheating the divertor and first wall, methods of cleaning and
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conditioning the first wall and for controlling the recycling were completed using the CADD-based design system.
of hydrogenicand impurltyspecles, disruption avoidance Detailed designs of several individual coil types and
and mitigation, and the use of intelligent control systems schemes for routing electrical leads were' presented. A
to assist in achieving the desired plasma conditions concept of encapsulating the magnetic elements in heat
rapidly, shields which are thermally sunk to the vacuum vessel

was developed in order to reduce the thermal environ-
ment of the magnesium oxide conductors to the range of

Diagnostics 500 oc In the presence of a backface tile temperature
The layout of the diagnostics on CIT was revised to peak of 1600 °C. Thermal modeling of this concept was

reflect the modular design concept for the machine and performed including estimates of the nuclear heatingof
recent changes in the CIT mission. The CIT mission themagneslumoxideconductor.Threemajorissuesthat
statement places more emphasis on physics studies, in require near-term resolution were identified whioh in-
particular, detailedfluctuation studies which continuethe volved minimizing the physical dimensions of the mag-
transport initiative underway at the present time. This netics, providing remote handling, and incorporating
implies a need for more detailed profile measurements vessel current measurements. Design of the CIT mag-
and other diagnostirs which were not included in the netics diagnostics is ongoing, with the present effort
existing preliminary diagnostic set. At the present time, being focused on reducing the size of the components.
adequate space to accommodate the diagnostic needs A one-year subcontract with UCLA for participation
exists with the large horizontal ports flared in both the inselected areas of the CIT diagnostic design effort was
horizontal and vertical directions. This geometry pro- initiated. The selected areas encompass "wave-based"
vides additional viewing access that is utilized by diag- diagnostics such as electron cyclotron emission (ECE)
nostics which do not absolutely require a perpendicular systems, reflectometry, millimeter-range interferometry
view of the plasma. Using the flared port concept, a and scattering, as well as spectroscopic and bolometric
satisfactory layoutof the preliminarydiagnostic set of CIT measurements.

has been achieved. A workshop onthe topic of diagnostic R&D needsfor
Workcontinuedonupdatingtheprevious"strawman" ITER and CIT was held in Hyannis, MA on May 10-11,

diagnostic concepts. Progress was made in establishing 1990 following the Eighth Topical Conference on the
a CADD-based set of conceptual diagnostic layouts Diagnosticsof HighTemperature Plasmas.As expected,
which incorporated the current baseline CIT machine a close parallel exists between most of the diagnostic
features. The plasma TV, horizontal neutronandgamma development needs for both devices. Basically, the pre-
collimators, and vertical infrared interferometer (shown viously stated priorities for CITwere reaffirmed; Namely,

. in Fig. 12), and internal magnetics layouts have been that near-term R&D should address: (a) selection and
completed, characterization (electrical, thermal, radiation proper-.

_,.,,,2xo,,_ ties) of a dielectric material suitable for the CIT magnetics
requirements and (b) development of a vacuum window

(,INFRARED INfEFIFEROME let!

"-J i _ _r"_"_-\"=-_-_"" "<'_ "__ "_" " "_-- " " " :: able to survive the thermal and radiation environment of

;ilit i,,_-__ _ _._]_^,_s CIT. There was no funding of the above noted R&D'." during the reporting period.

Multi pl R&De
The term "Multiple Purpose R&D" denotes effort

,... ,_ supported directly by the Office of Fusion Energy (OFE)
!:_1".....[.;['_'l,t" " " [.i_i},l_i ...[ forthebenefitofClTandotherprograms. EarlyinFY90,

OFE and CITagreedon a management plan covering the
Figure 12. Design concept for the horizontal neutron following elements:
detectors, gamma detectors, neutron collimator, and
vertical infrared interferometer on CIT. • Ion Cyclotron Heating: rf source and antenna de-

velopment, plus delivery of one source and one

The Conceptual Design Review (CDR) for the CIT antenna module.
magnetic diagnostics was heldon April 27, 1990.Isomet- • ElectronCyclotron Heating (ECH): rfsource devel-
ric layouts showing the number and location of the flux opment using both the gyrotron and the Induction
andvoltageloops,Mirnovcoil:; andmagneticfield probes, Free ElectronLaser (IFEL) approach.
Rogowski coil, diamagnetic loop, and locked-mode coils • Pellet injector, including delivery of an injector unit.
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• Diagnostic R&Dfor radiation hardening, new com- frequency source design. The objective of 1.5 MWfor 5

ponents, and alpha-particle diagnostic develop- sec was achieved and exceeded. Efficlencles greater
merit, including production of an alpha-diagnostic than 60% were measured.
system.

• First-wall and divertor materials R&D. Varian
• Physics R&D. Testing of the 140-GHz prototype tube ended, and
The elements of the management plan were: CIT thelastconflgurationwassenttotheLawrenceLivermore

establishes technical scope and milestones; multiple- National Laboratory for use on the MTX (Microwave
purpose program managers, CIT, and OFE work to- Tokamak Experiment), both as a driver in the Induction
gethertodefineaspecificprogram;andsubsequentjotnt Free Electron Laser heating program and as a power
management includes quarterly reportsto CIT,as well as source for heating experiments. The testing program
less structured communicationS,with the goal of effec- reached powers near400 kW for times near 0.5 sec, but
rive execution of the program, at these levels thermal problems were encountered in

Physics R&D needs were newly documented, and various areas, most recently the beam tunnel and the
requirements on the ICH antenna and pellet fueling were collector. The tube was confirmed suitable at 370 kW for
modified. 20 msec for the long-pulse heating experiments to be

Highlights in technical progress in the "Multiple Pur- performed at LLNL.
pose R&D" areas are as follows:

Massachusetts Institute
Oak Ridge National Laboratory of Technology

Experiments with a two-stage light gas gun for pellet Short-pulse experimental work with very high mode
fueling achieved 3 km/sec at 1 Hz repetition rate for numbers, as needed by the' gyrotrons desired for CIT,
plastic pellets. This achievement supported a proposed continued at a range of powers and frequencies. Power
increase in the pellet fueling requirement to 4-5 km/sec levels of 537 kW at 267 GHz were achieved in the
maximum speed at 1.5 Hz. Previously, the maximum transverse electric mode of 22 azimuthal and 5 radial. A
speed was 1.5 km/sec, physics prototype suitable for commercial development

The calculation of rf eddycurrent heating of Faraday at 1 MW for long pulse was prepared for FY91.
shields was advanced with 2-D and 3-D codes, and Microwave scattering, one of the promising tech-

applied to the evolving CIT antenna designs. The persis- niques for measuring confined alpha particles, moved
tent finding was that for graphite-coated shield rods closer to an experimental test. A 56-GHz, 200-kW gyro-
packed in two rows at a density to eliminate line-of-sight tron and power supply were obtained from a canceled
between the plasma and the current strap, the eddy program, and moved to PPPL storage in preparation for
current heating was uncomfortably large for a design anexperiment on TFTR. A receiver systemwas success-
relying on passive cooling. Alternatives of beryllium fully tested on TFTR for noise background, and it was
shields, looser packing, andactive coolingwere studied, found that the desired signal should be observable.

Loss tangent measurements on alumina near 100 However, priority will be given in the future to an experi-
MHzwere made duringgamma irradiationat 1.2xl07Rad ment on JET using a 140-GHz, half-megawatt gyrotron
per hour and neutron irradiation at a damage rate of 1x purchased from Varian.
10-7displacements per atom (dpa)/sec. Preliminary re-
sults suggest an effect from neutronflux that can be sig-

nificanttothesystemdesign, andmoreexperimentswere Project Engineering
planned for the coming year. CIT Engineering activity during FY90 was focused

on two major variants of the baseline design: (1) investi-
gation of a "bucked" configuration that could, inprinciple,

General Atomics result in increased performance for a given major radius,
The Varian EIMAC x2274 power tetrode was tested and (2) investigation of the feasibility of remote recovery

in the JAERI (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute) from a coil failure. These studies were completed during
JT-60 system at 131MHz for times upto 6sec. Thistube, this period with the following conclusions:
which uses pyrolytic graphite grids and a recently im- Thebuckedconfiguration, where thecenteringforces
proved anode capable of 2.5 MW dissipation at 200 gpm ofthe TFcoil are used to reactthe radial expansion forces
water flow, is the central element in the CIT radio- of the PFsolenoid, introduces design problems that tend
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to compromise the reliability of the tokamak. The major The test cell configuration provides a center cell to
area of concern is the TF/PF interface where relative house the CIT with fixed wall and floor shielding and a
motion between the two systems is required in the rolling shield roof over the center cell, which is closed
presence of 50 ksi interface pressures. The Project during CIT pulsing and can be opened during shutdown
adopted the weclgedconfiguration where the TF and PF for maintenance. North and south cell space provides for
systems are independently supported, systems which must be close to the CIT, but which

The coil remote replacement study was undertaken require protection from ionizing radiation. The Diagnos-
when it.became clear from experience on existing large tics Neutral Beam (DNB) system and the Tritium Fuel
tokamaks that the need to replace a coil curing the D-T Pellet Injection (TFPI) system will occupy the north cell,
phase of the program was a credib'.e possibility. This and Diagnostics will occupy the south cell space. A 400-
studywas conducted by atask force with representatives ton overhead bridge crane and an overhead remote
fromthe Project, from other laboratories, and from indus- manipulator will reside in a high bay space over the test
try experienced in remote cutting and welding opera- cell and will service the test cell spaces and the mainte-
tions. The conclusions of the task force were that remote nance cells.The rollingshield roof over the centercell will
replacement of a failed coil was feasible, that it would protect the high bay area from ionizing radiation and
take app,oximately two years, and that it would add allow manned maintenance of systems located in that
approximately $40 M (not including spares)to the cost of space. The north and south cell areas will have fixed
the Project. They also noted that a modular design roofs allowing their occupancy during periods when the
facilitated remote replacement of the coils, center cell is open for remotemaintenance. Access to the

north and south cell areas will be by overhead access
hatches and transverse shieldea personnel door open-

Conventional Facilities  ngsAli systems which require hands-on maintenance

Defined as the new buildings, modifications, and will be located external to the center cell. The torus
utilities which will house and accommodate the CIT vacuum pumping system shall be close-coupled to the=

Project, theconventionalfacilitiesinclude:theCITbuilding CIT through the test cell basement. Special shielding
which will house the CIT and auxiliary systems; the TF around the vacuum pumping ducts will be provided to
power conversion building; the motor generator pulse reduce neutron streaming through the duct openings to
power storage building; TFTR facility modifications; and the basement.
CIT support utilities. The CIT Facilities Site Plan, Fig. 13, The Toroidal-Field Coil Power Conversion (TFCPC)
shows the site It_youtof the existing TFTR complex and building will have _,qproximately 32,000 square feet of
thelocationoftheproposednewCITconventionalfacilities, usable space, and the motor generator pulse-power

The CIT building will have approximately 132,000 storage building will have approximately 96,000 square
J square feetof usable floor space located directly west of, feet of usable space. The structural and architectural
= and immediately adjacent to, the existing TFTR test cell. features of these buildings will be identical to the existing

Tills building will house the 2.59 m major-radius CIT ]FTR power conve,,sion and motor generator buildings.
within a large radiation-shielded concrete test cell. The facilities to be modified will include the RESA

building; the Neutral Beam Power Conversion Building

: _i_,,_'_:..,i:,£!*_T,_i_-_.:!i_ (NBPC); TFTR Basement corridor and wall and the
_'___-_":_,",_,-.:_i_:_"' TFTR Tritium Vault.
: .._1_,_,}_;_ _ The CIT support utilities will be located in new

,, ', ]_._._ ,' , ..i

,t[t,_,,_.!<, ,, , /

i I__: i1_'_. '''''' Ji _' underground utility corridors. Space will be provided for
i. _j_ i " the following utilitiesfire protection water; potablewater;steam andcondensation;plant air; sanitary sewer; storm

• " sewer; perimeter ground drains; pulse power ducts;
i;! _ _ ....." !ill. facility power; and liquid and gaseous nitrogen. A sepa-

' _<i:_,_ ii, rate underground vault will be provided for the test cell
<_ gaseous nitrogen holdup systern.

Systems Engineering
De_ign Integration

Much of the work inengineering in FY90was related

Figure 13.Compact ignition Tokamakfacilities site plan. to modular assembly, disassembly, and remote coil
(91A0424) replacement.
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Considerable effort was devoted to development of Assembly, Installation, and Test Planning
configuration options which permit disassembly. The The largest effort in the assembly, installation, and
most attractive concepts have a modular construction, test planning area during this period was related to the
Development of a modular design is being continued for remote coil replacement impact study. This effort in-
the wedged option. However, the concept of a modular volved the definition of basic assumptions to resolve a
design is also germane to the bucked option. An inte- number of technical issues pertaining to the design, the
grated, three toroidal-field coil modular concept with a developmental procedures, and generation of the cost
totalweld interface between modules is shown in Fig. 14. and schedule information which will aid in determining

the feasibility of remotely replacing a failed TF coil

...... c,_ .-,,oD_,_ _/-_......-"'-' module. Industrial involvement was important to the

...._ ......'_"' ""__" ..../ ........_,v_, study. Contact was madewith PCIEnergyServices, Inc.,

_ CO_L_. _-_,

_.... LakeBluff, Illinois, to solicit their input on remote tooling.

_{_ii__"*_i_....._ '"*" The Laboratory entered into a contract with PCl (Power
. J--__ .........._,i_l .. Cutting, Inc.) to provide conceptual ideas for machining

• _-- .. _ apart andwelding of the TF modules, as well as machin-
.....•,JLii ILtl Li_::._,.._,_,_,_ ing of the bore. These tooling conceptswill have applica-T "1[ lt I} _ll_J_.... w._LL,,,,....,,,.,,_,,_.,_,, tion for the initial assembly and hands-on maintenance,

_'........_ .... as well as for remote placement of a failed TF coil.
A reviewof the remote coil replacement impact study

was held in July 1990 and a report issued. The project
• sH_s _L_TED W_THE_.,', concluded that remote replacement of a TF sector mod-

AFTERWE'Di_G_. AL_GHM_/'_ ule was feasible, that it would take approximately two

Figure 14.Alignment and welding of a three.toroidal-field years and add$41M to the project cost (not including the
cell module unit. (91E0905) cost of spares or scope that can be deferred until the coil

replacement is required).
The module consists of three TF coils, two large horizon- A complete set of general configuration geometry
tal ports, two oval vertical ports (top and bottom), and definition drawings of the device core components, and
smaller horizontal auxiliary portsat the module interface, defining basic geometry and interfaces was developed '
Further configuration development is being carried out for the bucked design.
on the modular concept considering both welded and With the adoption of awedged design, a new release
mechanical module-to-module interfaces, of the general configuration drawings was developed to

Facility impacts were investigated to study the define the wedged design.
laydown requirements for disassembled components,
the largest of these being the cryostat dome and the Systems Analyses
poloidal-field coils. Two approaches are being pursued: Systems Engineering continued the development of
providing space in the center cell or expanding the high 3-Ddisruption loads usingthe SPARKcode. The SPARK
bay with a shielded addition, code was modified to handle the increased number of

elements in the vacuum vessel structural model with

Maintenance Integration rounded corners on the ICH ports. A study was per-
Machine equipment arrangements were developed formed with SPARK to provide inputs to Ebasco Ser-

for the 18-coil, 6-module configuration based around 4 vices, Inc. (ESI) in order to determine the effect of mesh
ioncyclotron heatingsystems installed in midplane ports, size and shape on disruption loads in the port area. In
The total number of heatingports, including future ECH, addition, several vacuum vessel load cases were issued
is six.One arrangement assumedthat two ABM's (Articu- for inclusion in the design analysis. Disruption loads on
fated Boom Manipulators) will be required for ',n-vessel the ICH launcher and on the cryostat were calculated for
handlingof Faraday shields, the other that a single ABM a fast radial disruption load case and issued to the
is required. Two scenarios were investigated. For the appropriate technical group.
case that assumes sector replacement during hydrogen Cost algorithms developed by the WBS managers
operations, storage of the cryodome and the upper PF and Systems Engineering were incorporated into a code
coils is on the ro_f shield. For the case that assumes which runs in conjunction with the CIT systems code or
sector replacement during D-Toperations, the activated in a stand-alone mode. Preliminary trade studies were
dome andcoils maybe stored inanexpanded center cell, performed using the systems code and cost code to
or in a shielded extension of the highbay. For both cases, determine the cost sensitivity-to-aspect ratio assuming
a 400-ten crane is required for sector handling. ITER89-P scaling. A modest aspect ratio (3.2 to 3.6)
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appears optimum on a cost basis as shown in Fig. 15. Vacuum vessel and first-wall disruption loads for the
Otherconsiderations such as port access, rf heating, and 2.138 m design were developed. Subsequent to the
plasm,_ shaping favor lower aspect ratios. Thus, the design change from2.138 m to 2.59 m,a 60°model of the
present aspect ratio (3.2) seems to be a very reasonable vacuum vessel was developed from the Ebasco struc-
choice.Thisaspectratioisalsorepresentativeofthedata tural model. An equivalent axisymmetric model of the
base from which current confinement scaling expres- vacuum vessel was developed for use with the TSC
sions are derived (Fig. 16). code. Work was then started on developing vacuum

vessel disruption loads for the 2.59-m machine.
PPPL#91 X0404

1.20 T [ [

Tokamak Systems
_. Poloidal-Field Coil Design
03
© 1.10 The poloidal-field coil design effort is being con-
0 ducted at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
w During FY90, thetokamaktransitioned from a bucked>
0,_ /'- to a wedged design, and the major radius increased from<
J 1.00 2.1mto2.59m. Inconcertwiththischange,theconductorw
rr of the central solenoid (PF1-3) is now self-supporting in

the radial direction, resulting in hoop stress at the inside
diameter of PF1 of about 60 ksi. The baseline conductor

0.90 _.-__ chosen to withstand this hoop stress is C17510 HS, a
2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 high strength beryllium-copper alloy with a nominalroom

temperature conductivity of 58% IACS (International
ASPECT RAfIO Annealed Copper Standard). The conductor is available

inplate form,although production in the needed 80"x 80"Figure 15,Relativecost versus aspect ratio for CIT.
x 1" size has not been demonstrated. Plates of the

Trade studies were performed to determine the required size are presently on order with the supplier.
Preliminaryfatigueandcrackgrowthdatafromtheongoing

optimum aspect ratio for CIT design based on ITER89-P R&D program on C17510 I-IS specimens from smaller
scaling. 7he results did not appear qualitatively different plates have indicatedthe likelihood of meeting thedesign
from previous studies which assume KAC (Kaye-all- criteria. More data is necessary and, particularly, the
complex) scaling. The present aspect ratio of 3.2 is
neany optimal from a cost standpoint. Other consider.- ability to achieve similar properties in the larger plates
ations such as access, heating, and plasma shaping must be confirmed. By purchasing the conductor inplate
favor lower aspect ratios. form, the turns can be created by the water-jet..cutting

process, which was developed in FY89 on the Copper-
PPPL,91xo4o_ Alloy 718 laminate, an earlier conductor candidate. A

3.5 f 1 , , , , , water-jet cut plate is shown in Fig. 17.

3.0 - [] [] Structural analysis of the solenoid for the wedged
machine is well underway and has fed back into theoo

2.5 - [] CIT conceptual design. The solenoid is preloaded in corn-[]

pression at room temperature to about 20 x 106pounds,<
rr 2.0 - with ten five-inch-diameter Alloy 718 tie rods that run
rr [] [] [] through the solenoid bore and are bolted to stainless
©_ 1.5 - D [] [] steel structural end covers. This preload is needed to[]

< | [] [] [] enhance the shear carrying capacity of the pancake-to-

:S 1.0 1 [] []u_ []
_ [] _ pancake insulation The upper end cover forms the hub

[] [] o _ [] of an assembly that consists of an I-beam bridge which
0.5 I- D_ [] [] spans and captures the PF4U coil. The bndge is bolted

.0 [--......_1 J .__t _ __ _ _L____ outboard of PF4U to a set of linkages, and the linkages
2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 are bolted to the upper TF coil case. This arrangement is

ASPECT RATIO part of a larger structural configuration which reacts ali
poloidal-field, toroidal-field, and vacuum vessel vertical

Figure 16.Aspect ratios of existing tokamaks, electron magnetic loads through the TF coil case.



unit approach and a modular concept that would allow
remote change out of a failed TF coil. During this period,
conductor materials suitable for the design were identi-
fied and characterized. These include over-aged beryl-
lium copper, dispersion- strengthened copper C15715,
Elbrodur (a variant of C18100), and hard and half-hard
C10700 copper. Tensile and fatigue data, at load ratios
appropriate for the design, were obtained. Case materi-
alswere investigatedincluding316LNand21-6-9(Nitronic
40). Filler weld materials and appropriate processes for
these alloys were also investigated at ORNL and the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).

With the above design and developing material data
base, a reviewwas held in theearly summer of 1990.This
review resulted in the design moving to the wedged

Figure 17.Acoil for thecentralsolenoid in which thespiral approach withmodular TF coils at RO= 2.59 m, Bo =9 T,
conducting path is formedby a waterjet cut ina so/idplate, and lp = 11.8 MA.
(92E0422) During thelast third ofthe year analysis modelswere

upgraded to handle the wedged design. These models
The external ringcoils (PF4-7) were also redesigned led to the incorporation of the welded and shear and

in FY90 for the 2.59-mwedged machine. These coilswill tension box as a key structural element.
be fabricated from copper strip conductor andwound in For the wedged design, R&D identified beryllium
a conventional fashion. The ring coils have been de- copper as the baseconductor material. Work was begun
signed to be self-supporting in the radial direction. The on a program to produce a full-size plate (1.1" x 50" x
PF4L and PF5U and L coils are housed in steel cases 245") and also to explore a"high performance" version of
which are bolted directly to theTF coilcase. The PF6and C17510. (High performance = yield strength > 100 ksi,
7 coils have been designed to be supported vertically by elongation > 14%, and conductivity > 68% IACS--all
structural columns, and this entire outer ring coil and values at roomtemperature.)The case material chosen
structural assembly is bolted to the TF case through was 316 LN. The program at ORNL resulted in a prelimi-
spherical bearings below PF6L. A new requirement was nary choice of INCO 82 as the filler material.
added in FY90 that ali coils be designed for remote Early in the year, the final report of the RAD I
replacement. This replacement for the upper ringcoils is insulation program was issued. This showed little effect
conceptually straightforward and for the lower ring coils on commercial sheet insulation at dose levels in the low
isfacilitatedby"storing"sparesinthefloorofthetestcell. 1010 Rad range. Spaulrad sheet and a vacuum and

rhe internal control coils (IC1-2) have been de- pressure impregnation (VPI) system of dry glass was
signed in U-shaped segments, with each segment span- chosen as the baseline insulation system. Work on
ning a TF module. These segments must be jumpered conductor primers for this system and testing of shear
together to form a continuous coil. The development of with no compression and shear with compression of
these jumpers is underway in the R&D program, irradiated and unirradiated samples, continued. 'Thede-

The PF system electromagnetics were updated in velopingdesignwasbasedonnotrequiringashearbond
FY90 to match the 2.59-m wedged machine configura- (dueto maxshear valuesfromthe above program with no
tion. Coil current, voltage, flux, and temperature rise compression of 6-8 ksi), but locking with friction in the
calculations have been made for several scenarios in- nose of the turn. Here tests show the insulation system
volving both divertor and limiter operation. Calculations capable of 15-18 ksi shear with 50 ksi compression.
relating to the control of the plasma during startup were

performed, and coil power and energy requirements Vacuum Vessel Remote
were coordinated with the power supply design activity.
Closure with the TSCcode ha',_been completed for some Maintenance Systems
configL_'_tions,and will be continued in FY91. Ebasco Services, Inc.is responsible fordesign of the

vacuum vessel system which consists of the vacuum
Toroidal-Field Coil Design vessel, divertor, first-wall, and in-vessel remote

During the first two-thirds of FY90,design andanaly- maintenance systems. Fiscal year 1990 efforts were
sis concentrated on the 2.1-m bucked design. Two alter- concentratedontechnicalassessmentof changing design
nates of this design were considered: an aliwelded, one- concepts, analysis of the vessel structure, definition of
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the heating and cooling requirements, development of ...............
the VV bolted joint testing program, further definition of
other R&D programs, analysis of the power-handling . .............
capability of divertor and first-wall components, and ,-. ,, ..

development of divertor and inboard limiter materials. / \" \ ....\ ..... I
Divertor and inboard limiter efforts were focused on _"" / .... __:_"",,-,_ ::: i_

developing conceptual designs that could withstand the /-i, '/ l "'"'"' ! 1

intense heat and mechanical loads expected for CIT. '.... ,_ ' . ii"""! ,.....,[..'.,-]_.........- ......._tjt_Because of the large plasma disruption loads caused by . ' _'.:[:,,:
induced eddy currents and halocurrents, the reference ......
designs consist of modules constructed from relatively
small tiles mounted to metallic frames. An examination of

Figure 18.Plan view with theArticulated Boom Manipula-
alternate divertor power-handling approaches led to the tor (ABM)in stowed and fully deployed position.
conclusion that, for the relatively short burn time of CIT,
the reference design approach which uses passively
cooled, high thermal conductivity, carbon-based tiles is A,, :1;,-_ i, Facilities
the preferred concept. To maximizethe power-handling ry
capability of the passively cooled tiles, several different Auxiliary systems for CIT are the cryogenic system
types of carbon-carbon materials were fabricated and and the water cooling system. The cryogenic system is
tested to determine their thermal properties. The thermal needed to provide liquid nitrogen for cooling the coils to
conductivity of these materials exceeded those of exist- about 80 K prior to each pulse, thereby taking advantage
ing composites and were shown to provide acceptable of the drop in conductor resistivity at low temperatures.
performance for CIT applications. A plan for further An important design consideration is that tile nitrogen
material development activities was created. This plan is within the coils during a pulse will be activated by neu-
aimed at improving thermal performance, as well as trons, producing nitrogen-13, which has a half-life of 10
examining other critical properties, minutes. This gas cannot be released into the environ-

The VV design was impacted by changing the major ment without a sufficient decay period (90 minutes). For
radius from 2.1 mto 2.59 rn, changing from a bucked TF this reason, the nitrogen that cools the coils will be
coildesign to a wedged design, andchanging the plasma contained within a closed (primary) circuit and will be
profileandTFcoil geometry. AIIofthesechanges required cooled in a condensing heat exchanger. Nitrogen on the
newdrawings forthe vacuumvessel structureand heating other side of the exchanger (in the secondary circuit) will

not become radioactive; lt will be evaporated within the
and cooling arrangement. In addition,definition of a new
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) model, reanalysis of the exchanger and will be discharged to the atmosphere.
structural stresses and reanalysis of the heating and Conceptual design of the cryogenic system was

continued during the year, with emphasis on further
cooling system flow and heat distribution were required.

Remote maintenance requirements analyses and design of the condensing heat exchanger, design of a
equipment conceptual designs were prepared during liquid nitrogen subcooler, and investigations of various
FY90. In-vessel remote maintenance will be performed cryogenic equipment such as pumps,blowers, and liquid

nitrogen storage containers and transfer lines.
by a 180'-'reach Articulated Boom Manipulator (ABM) Because the CIT water cooling system is primarily a
with a Slave Manipulator (SM)attached (refer to Fig. 18). modification of existing TFTR water cooling equipment,
The ABM and SM will be capable of remotely repairing only a small effort wasexpended in FY90on this system.
and replacing hardware located inside the vacuum ves-
sel (i.e., divertor and first-wall tiles, diagnostic equip-
ment, vacuum seals, port welding repair and/or replace- Power
ment). Special End Effectors (EE) have been identified The evolution of the tokamak design to 2.59 m
for replacing ICH antennas and for joint alignment follow- increased the pulse energy required to 26 GJ for full 9 T
ing a sector replacement. Maintenance viewing and operation. The conceptual design of the power system
lighting will be accomplished by periscope deployment reliesondirectutilitypulsingtoprovideupto 300MWwith
through 7-inch diameter and 4-inch diameter ports, re- a pulse energy yield of more than 7 GJ. Newflywheel and
spectively, in each of the 6 vessel segments. Special alternator energy storage units will be needed to supply
tools will be required for tile replacement and alignment, about 15 GJ. A survey of manufacturers of flywheel and
vacuum seal and port cutting andwelding, and measure- alternator(hydrogenerator)equipment isbeingconducted
ment verification of tile alignment to the magnetic field, to assess the available machine designs and the cost of
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such a system. Thp.study ofthe use of lead-acid batteries .......
in the energyand power supply has continued,This study Table I. Powerand EnergyRequirementsandSources.

showsthatbatteries are a viablealternativeto generators, CITElectrical Demand

Main Poloidal-Field Coil Power System PeakPower (MW) Energy (GJ)
The growth in tokamak parameters, use of beryllium

copper for solenoid windings and increased operational TF 750 18.400PF-1 250 2,560
flexibility have caused the power and energy require- PF-2TO PF-7 450 3,590
ments of the PF system to exceed the capacity of the ICRH 7._....._5 1,125
TFTR energy storage and conversion systems. 1525 25,675

The operational requirement to support single-null
divertor operation has resulted in the need to provide Notes:
independent power to the upper and lower coil packs of (a) Abovep01oidal-field(PF)maximumsarefar 100-MW
three of the main PF coils. This feature, in combination double-nullscenario. ,,

with the requirement to support either upper or lower (b) Peakpowerlevelsare notcoincident.
single-nulldivertor operation, addsto therectifiercomple-
ment that is needed. The total rectifier complement CITElectrical Source Utilization
requiredhasgrown to the equivalent of98 TFTR units, 24
more than are available. The resolutionof ali ofthe above PeakPower (MW) Energy(GJ)
is a planto power PF1 with new rectifier unitsthat will be Source Required Rated Required Capacity
fed by the new energy storage equipment. TFTRAlternators 450.0 665.0 3.590 4.250

NewAlternators 800.0 800.0 14.585 14.585
Toroidal-Field Power System DirectUtilityPulsing 280.0 280.0 7.500 7.500

The TF system involves the merging of utility pulse 1530.0 1745.0 25.675 26.335
power and power from the new energy storage system. . ................
This is to be accomplished by dividing the dc voltage

requiredto powerthe TF into thatwhich can besupported Engineering (ORNL)by the utility, within the limit on peak power, and voltage
from rectifiers that are powered by the new alternators. Ion Cyclotron Heating

The basic constraint on the utility source is that the The main activity for FY90 was the study of different
pulse load must produce no more than a 1% voltage antenna concepts for the CIT ion cyclotron heating sys-
modulation as seen by any other utility customer. Utility tem. A "hybrid" antenna design was selected, in which
systemmodeling has shown that the proposed 300-MW- the Faraday shield is mounted directly to the vacuum
pulse loadcan besupported only if the powerfactor of the chamber wall covering the opening to a main horizontal
pulse load at PPPL is maintained near unity. A plan has port, and the current straps and vacuum coaxial trans-
been devised to accomplish this requirement that relies mission lines are inserted through the horizontal port,
onlow-impedance transformers and powerfactorcorrec- mating with the Faraday shield (see Fig, 11).
tioncapacitor banks, some of which are switched intothe The present design for the system consists of four
circ[,it as needed. These measures addsomewhat to the current straps mounted in each port, each current strap
cost of the system, but do not threaten the cost advan- delivering 1.25 MW of rf power to the plasma, for a total
tage that utility has over on-site storage, of 5 MW per port. For a required plasma heating power

of 20 MW, four ports are required. Table II gives the
Other Power Systems design parameters.

The remainder ofthe power system concept remains The hybrid concept has several significant advan-
unchanged from that of last year, Additional refinements tages over the previous port-mounted design'
in details and incost estimating have increased the level Greatly Increased Plasma Loading. Calculations
of confidence in those designs. For example, in the by Batchelor, et al. (ORNL) indicate that the plasma
control coil circuit, close examination of the effects of a loading resistance seen by the antenna increases by a
minor disruption or vertical displacement event on the factor of approximately 2.5 for the hybrid antenna over
systemsproposed to drive the control coils indicates that the port-mounted version. This is primarily due to the
each such event will reduce the available voltage for an increase in the width of the antenna structure. For the
immediate successor event by only 10%. present design, the cavity in the Faraday shield is now

Table I summarizes sources and destinations of approximately 29-cm wide, compared with less than 15
electrical power and energy, cm for the port-mounted design.
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....... ments on the thermal shield have also been reduced,

TableII. IonCyclotronHeatingSystemSummary. which makes the modulardesign more credible.
In parallel with the design effort on the thermal shield

Antennas: is a research and development program to identify thor-
Total Power 20 MWminimum mal insulation materials that will remain effective after

at 85 MHz exposure to the high neutron flux. Several candidate
Numberof Antennas(i.e,,ports) 4 materials havebeenidentifiedthrough a literaturesearch,
AntennaType Hybrid and these materials will be irradiated and tested for

(1m x 0.6m)
CurrentStrapsperAntenna 4 deterioration of thermal and mechanical properties.
RadialMotionCapability None
FaradayShieldConfiguration DoubleLayer Ex-Vessel Remote Maintenance System
Far,_dayShieldMaterial Graphiteon The ORNL remote maintenance engineer who had

InconelRod assigned to the JET for approximately two and one-half
FaradayShieldAngle =15°

years returned in September for reassignment to PPPL
Power Units: to coordinate the remote maintenance interfaces with

Numberof Transmitters 16 other work tasks. Hecontinues to serve as a liaison in the
PowerOutputof EachTransmitter 2 MWat 85 MHz exchange of technology with JET.
VoltageStandingWaveRatio A task force was organized to study the impact of
(VSWR)at RatedPower 1.5 requiring remote replacement of the PF and TF coils.

TuningRangeof Transmitters 50-100MHz Issues considered as part of the study included: design

DesignParametersforthe ICHSystem: changes that could be identified to facilitate coil replace-
PowerperCurrentStrap 1.25MW ment; the need for additional mockups to demonstrate

(toplasma) design acceptability; hardwarenecessary to perform the
Radio-FrequencyPowerFlux (avg) 8.5MW/m2 tasks; costs associated with this requirement; and the
DesignPlasmaLoad(at85 MHz) 5 _/m time required to perform a module replacement by re-
DesignMaximumVoltagein System 50 kV mote means.

PeakVoltageat DesignLoad =37 kV The PFsolenoid isthe mosthighly stressed coil inthe
Pulse,Duration 15soc PF system and, therefore, the most likely to encounterTime BetweenPulses 60 minutes

problems. The solenoid can, in principle, be removed
-- .................. vertically if provision is made to remotely disconnect the

electrical, cooling, and support connections. In addition,
Lower voltages and currents in the antenna sys- provision must be made to remove a small section of the

tern. Because of the increased loading resistance, the cryostat above the solenoid. The removal of the solenoid
voltages and currents needed to deliver a specified will have minimal impact onthetoroidal-field magnet and
amount of power has decreased significantly, vacuum vessel.

Decreased power density on the Faraday shield. The replacementof atoroidal-field magnet orvacuum
The area of the Faraday shield has increased by almost vessel sector will requirethe replacement of one ofthe six
a factor of 3 over the earlier design, so the rf power flux modular units that comprise the machine. The remote
through the Faraday shield is significantly reduced, maintenance study identified approximately 200 indi-

The Faradayshield must beinstalled by the in-vessel vidual steps thatwould be required to replace a tokamak
manipulator system, this is a new requirement, module.

The time to carry out these steps was analyzed in
Thermal Shielding detail, lt was concluded that the total duration was about

The original thermal shield design consisted of a two years, if the replacement components are available
double-wall, all-welded-sandwich structure with thermal when needed.
insulation between the walls. This design offered good After considering the conclusions of the study, the
stiffness, low-thermal mass for cool down and double Project has recommended that CIT require remote re-
containment for the nitrogen. Access to the coil set and placement of a failed coil. As a result of this recommen-
structure in this approach, however, is very difficult from dation, operational methodologies and equipment de-
a remote maintenance viewpoint. A new design philoso- sign concepts are being generated to remotely perform
phy has evolved which requires access to any part of the the steps inthe remotereplacementof eachcoil. TheOak
device with a minimum amount of interference from the Ridge National Laboratory continues to have significant
thermal shield. A new, modular approach to the thermal involvement with the designers of other systems that
shield design will be undertaken. The pressure require.- must be capable of remote replacement.
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Vacuum Pumping As before, itappears that the Environmental Assess-
The CIT vacuum pumping system design has been ment will conclude with the statement: "These conclu-

modified to accommodate the increased volume and sions indicate that, from an environmental standpoint,
surface area of the torus. Two radial pumping ducts will either the proposed action of siting the CIT at PPPL, or
be used instead of one, and each duct will be connected the alternate action of siting at a large nuclear reserva-
to four magnetic-bearing turbomolecular pumps (TMPs) tion, as represented by the ORR [Oak Ridge Reserva-
providing a total net pumping speed of slightly over 5000 tion] site, would be acceptable."
liters/sec. The TMPs will be backed by a common rough-
ing system consisting of two pairs of scroll pumps in
series. The base pressure requirements will be metwith o... _,,.,l.,ec,a, Studies
this system only ifthe total impurity gas load iskept below The Special Studies activity investigates new con-
10-6Torr-liters/sec. This will require extremely rigorous cepts and design approaches that may be useful in
cleaning and baking procedures to maintain a low out- improving the performance of the CIT device. These
gassing rate andverycareful manufacturing and assem- efforts include both different operational modes and
bly procedures to minimize the leak rate into the torus, alternative designs for subsystems.

A major part of the CIT vacuum pumping system The Special Studies group has studied the impacts
design effort is the verification of the series scroll pump of alpha-particle heating efficiency on CIT goals and
performance parameters for pumping fuel gases (hydro- performance. A new parameter q_, which represents the
gen, deuterium, tritium). Experience in operating these ratio of alpha-particle heating power transferred to the
pumps is necessary to ensure that they will perform plasma to alpha-heating power produced, was intro-
reliablyandaccordingtothe assumptions ofthe analysis, duced. The impact of different values of _lo_upon fusion
A research and development program is planned to gain Q was investigated. Trade-offs between require-
procure representative pumps, install them in a test ments on q.cand q_zwere determined. Effects of different
stand, and run performancecharacterization tests. Com- values ofqc_upon thermal runawaytimesand burncontrol
munication and collaborationwith other laboratories and are being investigated. The experimental determination
programs [including Kernforschungzentrum Karlsruhe ofqczis being given increased emphasis as a key goal for
(KfK) and JET] will continue to be beneficial. CIT, and this parameter is now being incorporated in the

description of physics objectives.
New options for long-pulseoperation have also been

Environmental stud_ed The CIT design approachwas changed in 1990

Assessment to a design that is very similar to the LITE (Long-PulseIgnited Test Experiment) design with wedged, beryllium-
The Department of Energy determined that the level copper magnets in a TFTR-size device. This change

of documentation required for CIT under the National opens up possibilities for long-pulse operation using
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) was an "Environmen- cooling channels in iile magnets and steady-state mag-
tal Assessment." This type of document presents analy- net cooling. Design approaches for use of cooling chan-
ses of numerous environmental effects of the construc- nels in the beryllium-copper magnets are under investi-
tion and operation of a facility and the probabilities and gation. Previous work on the LITE configuration provides
consequences of accidental events, a starting point for the study of these possibilities.

The Fusion Safety Program group at the Idaho Steady-state water, liquid nitrogen, and helium cool-
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) was selected to ing are under consideration. Aspects of longer pulse D-
prepare the Environmental Assessment. Princeton was T operation are being analyzed. Steady-state magnet
chosen as the primary site for CIT, and the Oak Ridge operation at reduced field may also be very useful for a
Reservation was considered as an alternative side, as variety of long-pulse and steady-state hydrogen plasma
representative of another large government installation, investigations. Studies of ohmic-heating transformer

The INEL completedthe Environmental Assessment operation for much longer pulses are underway.
in August, 1989, and submitted it to the DOEfor review.

Fortunately, the essential conclusions on the envi- Otherronmental impacts appear to be essentially unchanged,  rulem
with some areas showing substantial reductions in envi- '." ' P',neveno'men*sronmental impacts, lt is anticipated that the review pro-
cess will resume in 1991 followed by a "Finding of No A meeting was held with PCIEnergyServices, Inc. in
Significant Impact." This finding is needed before de- April. An overview of the CIT Project program was given,
tailed design can begin, including the detailed design proposal and methods of
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assembly. This is an example of the ongoing effort to Washington, D.C., 1990), Vol. 2 (IAEA, Vienna, 1991)
265.

incorporate industrial experience into the Project. A con-
clusion from this review was that remote welding is a 12W.A, Houlberg, "Pellet Ablation Results fromJET," ITER
viable approach to module connection Physics Report ITER-IL-PH-9-0-U-3, presented at the

' ITER Workshop on Fueling, Garching, July 1990.
A general plan was established to support the En-

13Ya.l. Kolesnichenko and D.J. Sigmar, "Alpha Particles in
ergy Systems Acquisition Advisory Board (ESAAB) re- Fusion Research," Nucl. Fusion 30 (1990) 777.
view process. Detailed tasks are being developed in 14 Fusion Technology 18 for November and December
support of this plan. 1990.

The Project continued on schedule in preparation for 15 D.Sigmar,C.T. Hsu, C.Z.Cheng, and R.E,White, "Alpha
the Conceptual Design Review (CDR) to be held at PPPL Particle Losses from Toroidicity-lnduced Alfven
in early spring. Eigenmodes," Massachusetts institute of Technology

ReportPFC/JA/89-58 (1989) 13pp; (RevisedSeptember
1991 report submitted to Physic of Fluids B.)
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PRINCETON BETA EXPERIMENT-
MODIFICATION

Introduction regime oftokamak operation, one that would befree of an
MHD instability called the "ballooning" mode, has been

The Princeton Beta Experiment Modification (PBX- predicted for "bean-shaped" plasmas._ With its unique
M),1,2shown in Fig. 1, is a nonctrcular tokamak device of capability of producing such discharges, the ultimate
major radius R = 1.65 m and midplane width am_d=0.3 m, goal of PBX-M is to explore access to this so-called
with strong indentation at the smaller major radius side. "second stability" regime in a controlled manner, and
More than 70% of thesurface boundary is surrounded by thereby suggestconcept improvements for commercially
an aluminum conducting shell of thickness 2.5 cm to attractive fusion reactors. Various new diagnostics for
stabilize surface magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) activity, measuring plasma profiles and fluctuations have been
especially external kinks. The experimental program of developed in the PBX-M project, in order to advance
PBX-M isaimed atclarifyingtheadvantagesofnoncircular understandingby comparingdetailedexperimentalresults
crosssections,controlofthecurrentand pressureprofiles, with theoretical models in a realistic fashion.
and close-fitting conducting shells on the MHD stability Discharges with volume-averaged toroidal betas
and transport properties in plasmas with high toroidal (<13t>)of up to 6.8% were achieved in FY89._Because of
beta (13t)andhigh poloidal beta (13_).Accessibility to a new their tendency to terminate disruptively, however, they

were notamenable to scans requiringreproducible shots
fordetailed spatialandtemporal measurements.Plasmas
with lower <13t>were thus explored as weil, since they
also had the potential for reachingtheoretically predicted
MHD stability limits but tended to more reproducible and
collapse more slowly instead of disrupt as these limits
were approached. These discharges had the following
parameters: ion temperature T_(0)= 3-5 keV, electron
temperature Te(0) _ 2 keV,and13o=4.5%-m-T/MA (where
13ois the normalized beta, defined as <#t>/(I/aB),where I
is the plasma current in MA, a,,_ is half the width of the
plasma on the midplane in meters, and Bt is the toroidal
magnetic field in Tesla). Because these discharges were
characterized by poloidal beta values of up to 2.4, they

_i,_,, are labeled as high-beta poloidal (13,) plasmas to
distinguish them from the high toroidal beta cases.

A newly developed diagnostic to measure the pitch
angle (tan-1 Bp(r)/Bt), Motional Stark Effect (MSE)
polarimetry,4began to provide the most crucial data for

I. assessingdischargeequilibriumandstability--the internal
magnetic constraints that havetypically been unavailable
forthe reconstructionofequilibriainotherhightemperature
plasma devices. The technique has also provided the
safety factorprofile, a critical measure of plasma stability,
for high-13and high.-l}pplasmas.

The main objectives in FY90 were to utilize the
resultsof q measurementsin transportandMHDanalyses.
These analyses led to an evaluation of the present

Figure 1.ThePrincetonBetaExperiment.Modification(PBX. experimental limits relativeto the second stability regime.
M). (91E0441) The physics analysisalso includedstudiesof the fishbone
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instability onset and the effect of passive stabilizers on werewithin a few centimetersof them.The growth
high-# disruptions, The main results of this analysis are rate of a precursor just before the disruption was
as follows, reduced to the order of the L/R time constant for

both oscillatory modes and locked r,lodes, The
• The transport analyslsshowedthatthe ionchannel analysis concluded that the skin time does not

is the dominant heat loss for high-13,plasmas, dominate this time constant,
The ion heat diffusivity in the core plasma was
reduced by a factor of 2-3 from the L- to the H- Other activities for FY90 included the following,

mode (low and high confinement mode) even for • The ion Bernstein wave (IBW) heating system
the high-13pregime, This led to global confinement was upgraded to 2 MW. The primary role for this
times which were higher by a factor of 2 than heating method is to control the plasma pressure
those in the L-mode. profile.

• The magnetic field pitch angle determined by the • The preparation for 1 MWof lower-hybrid current
Motlonal Stark Effect q measurement allowed an drive (LHCD) for q-profile control continued,
assessment of models for the plasma resistivity.
lt was found that the data are more consistent • Development continued on diagnostics to study

with the Spitzer resistivity than with neoclassical the MHDactivity nearthe secondstabilityboundary
and the imaging of suprathermal electronresistivity.

• Since the spatial dependence of the plasma distributions during LHCD,
pressure and current profiles can affect the local

stability of a discharge against MHD modes, an MHD Analysis at Highaccurate equilibrium reconstruction process

requires detailed internal constraints like the Poloidal Beta with
observed pitch-angle radial distributions we

obtained for high-13pdischarges. The neutral- Measured q(0) Values
beampressure profiles,derived with theTRANSP
code from the known heating PBX-M heating MHD equilibrium configurations consistent with
beam parameters, also contributed to reducing experimental conditions were reconstructed using
the uncertainty in this process. This improved measured magnetic-field pitch-angle profiles and total
modeling allowed us to determine that the outer plasma pressure with the beam pressure profiles

available from the TRANSP analysis. This additionalplasma volume (about 1/3oftotal volume) has an
equilibrium whose stability against ballooning information has greatly reduced the uncertainty in
modes place it in second stability regime. The computing theMHDequilibrium (using aGrad-Shafranov
analysis also concluded that giant ELMs (Edge equation solver). The beam pressure given by the
Localized Modes) are not exclusively a plasma TRANSP analysis tended to be morepeaked on the axis,
edgephenomenainPBX-M.The internalinversion MHD stability was analyzed with the PEST5 and

CAMINOBcodes to identify the equilibrium relative toradius (in analogy with a sawtooth crash) of a
giant ELM took place near the region where q = ballooning and kink instability limits.

3-4 rather than at edge(qo_ge= 5-6). This may be Figures 2(a)-2(d) show the shear versus pressure
related to the uniqueness of PBX-M, which has gradient (s-o_)diagram for the ballooning stability at the
passive stabilizers against surface ideal and surfaces corresponding to safety factors (q) of 0.85, 2.0,
resistive kinks, and 3.3, where an equilibrium point with only the

contribution from the thermal pressure was used. Under
• The fishbone instability studies, which included these circumstances, the pressure profile was not as

internalq measurementsforplasmas withvarious peaked at thecenter of the plasma as when the pressure
shapes, indicated that details of the q profile, contribution from the heating beams was included, so it
particularly the magnetic shear near the q = 1 is referred to as the "flat" profile case. The reconstructed
surface, are important for fast ion losses, equilibrium indicated that the central q is approximately

• Theeffects ofthe passivestabilizers on disruptions 0.7. Near the axis (at q = 0.85), Fig. 2(a), the equilibrium
weredeterminedby comparing the"looselyedge- point for the flat profile remains deeply in the first stability
coupled"circular plasmas, or those whose regime, and the peakedprofile withthe beamcontribution
boundaries were several centimeters away from is marginalagainst ballooning modesandMercier modes.
the stabilizer plates, to "tightly edge-coupled" At the q =2,0 surface [Fig. 2(b)], the marginal curves
bean-shaped plasmas, where the boundaries arestillsimilarfortheseprofiles. However, theequilibrium
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Figure 2. Theshear versus pressure gradient or s-c_diagram with CAMINOcodeanalysis near q =0.85,2.0,and3.3 are
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pointfor theflatprofileseems tobe locatedInthe marginally transiently contained in, the outer area with the onset of
unstable area, partly due to the high local 13value near the ELM, Ina fashion similar to what occurs at a sawtoothP

the q = 2.0 region, if ballooning modes are the major crash. An Important difference is that the plasma center
causeof MHDactivity, the surface nearthe q =2,0 region is not involved in the ELM crash, lt is Inmresting to note
can be unstable according to these results, For q > 2.7, that the Inversion radius is not located at the plasma
as shown in Fig. 2(c) for q = 3.3, the experimental boundary as was the case for experiments on PBX
equilibrium s-values are well below the marginal curves. (Princeton Beta Experiment), but farther inside from the
Thestablecondltlonforballooningmodesexistsuptothe plasma edge. The corresponding q surface was
plasma edge (q= 5), regardless of the choice of pressure determinedby aninversionmethodwith the reconstructed
profiles, indicating a clear access path to the second equilibrium. Figure4 shows also that the inversionradius
stability regime, relatively Independent of the pressure is nearthe q = 3-4 regime with edge q _>5, confirming that
profiles [p(_)], for this q(u/)profile, the giant ELM in PBX-M reflects actMty not confined

The PESTanalysis showed thatglobal modes with n exclusively tn the edge.
= 2 were marginally unstable, while modes with n = 1,3 PPPL,91xo41_
remainedstable, although the marginalstability condition _ _ r i - _ - _ _ _ _ I
strongly depended on the location of passive stabilizers. 6
This indicates that the equilibrium point is very close to
the onset of external kinks. --(c)

An interestingobservationat high13pwastheexistence 4
of an inversion radius at the giant ELM crash well inside

from the plasma edge. As shown in Fig. 3, the soft X-ray 2'
amplitude S,(z = 56 cm) increased in the edge region,
while the amplitude was unchanged in the plasma bulk
region [seeSx(Z=0 cm) andSx(z=23cre)].This indicates
that the onset of mode and the crash transfers some of 0
the inner stored energy to the edge region. Figure 4 _ _ _ I J _ ___t _ J i J J....
shows the normalized change in the soft X-ray profile -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60
before andafterthe ELM crash,where $1 isthe amplitude z (cm)
beforethe ELMcrash(501.2 msec)and$2 tsthe amplitude
at 0.5 msec after the crash (501.7 msec). The plasma Figure4. Thenormalizedsoft X.ray signal before (S1)andafter ($2) a giant ELM (edge localized mode) crash and
edge corresponds to z = 62 cre.This result indicates that q(z): (a) (S1 . S2)/S1 with an inversion method with
thermal energy was rapidly transferred toward, and reconstructed equilibrium; (b) ($1 . $2)/$1 before the

Inversion method was applied; and (c) q profile of the
reconstructed equilibrium.PPPL#91X04|2
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4oo............ During FY90, stability analyses of the data from
20oD___L,!, _ ......... ---_,_-,._'_"-__. fishbone experiments on PBX-M were performed. The

40 I J plasmas under investigation had moderate indentation20 X-ray al z=56 cm I , _ ....

.... L_................ ,--'-_'--._ _"- early in the neutral-beam heating period, and as the100

_o x,,y,,,_.._...... ----f'""_'L"-J_ beaminjectioncontinued,these dischargessubsequently
_5 l...__.___j- relaxed to a more D-shaped form. In Figs. 5 and 6, the
_o x,,,y,,,_.o,.... .-i---,--I Mirnov signal and the charge-exchange flux near the

n,p,ol_Mvv_ _ "_.... injection energy are shown below the equilibria
3 ,_ --''"_'-" corresponding to these two phases. Although fishbone_-j,-.,-_,-.-,_T,-_._-,-,-,-,-,-r.... __,-,_,-,-,-,-q_-,-,-,-,-,-,-,-_

250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600 oscillationswere presentin the Mirnovsignals throughout
•riM[-(n,sec) the discharge, bursts in the fast ion flux occurred only

during the period when the plasma was less shaped.
Figure 3. Time evolution of a typical high./3p plasma
discharge: (a)poloidal/J, (b) plasma electron density, (c) Internal magnetic field values wereobtained with the
D_,(d) X-ray at z = 56 cre, (e) X.ray at z = 23 cm, (f) X.ray MSEdiagnostic for these plasmas, and they were used
at z = 0 crn,and (g) NBIpower (MW). with data from flux loops and pressure profiles derived
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Figure 5. Equilibrium contours, Mirnov signal, and charge.

exchange flux for moderate indentation plasma phase. Figure 6. Equilibrium contours, Iltimev signal, and charge.
exchange flux for later ("D.shaped") plasma phase.

from Thomson scattering (TVTS) measurements to

determine the equilibrium. The equilibria were analyzed _,,_o_
using PEST, and both phases of the discharge were .................................................................................
found to be kink-unstable. Because of the importance of 4.0 -1

3,5 ......... early time f
energetic ions as the free energy source for the mode, an .........latetime /
analysis including kinetic effects 7 was also performed. 3.0.

2.5

These effects are dependent on the hot particle beta (13h), "_ 2.0

and the kinetic analysis indicated that the Ph was 1,5 __j_J/
sufficient to destabilize the fishbone mode throughout 1.o ....._-_._ ..... -_::_..........................
the discharge. The measured q profiles as a function of 0.5 --_--_-- ....... ,..........-_..........,.........
flux surface and major radius early and late in the beam 0.0 0.2 0.4 o.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
injection per!')d are shown in Fig. 7, and they indicate that _,(norm)

the q = 1 su rfacewas at a larger minor radius _t the later 4.0: ......./-_-- ..........................................time when the fast ion bursts occurred. The fast ion 3.5. //:' ,'ly time
losses thus do not seem to be dependent on the MHD or 3.0. _ •........,,,_e_ime II

kinetic stability of these plasmas, but instead, must be -c- 2.5. \/ _/
related to the way differences in the internal profiles "_ 2,0 k_ I........... q=l late .......]}

\',"_1 ,- -q=l early -i i///
affect the fast ion orbit drifts. These were calculated for 1.5. "."_---.....i I/'1/
the two cases, and the correspondence between the 1.o:......... _._.....-_:.:. ........:ji-:::_i
predicted and observed presence or absence of fast ion 0.5 ........ ,-, . _ , , . , .... _, .1.3 1.4 1,5 1.6 1,7 1.8 1,9 2,0
losses was confirmation of the mode-beam ion resonance

theory for fishbones. _The relationship between the fast MAJORRADIUS(m)

ion losses and the measured broadening of the q profile Figure 7. The q profiles for moderate indentation and "O.

--
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Analysis of Effect access for neutral-beam injection and horizontalmidplane diagnostics. In order to allow helical eddy
O1" Passive Stabilizer current flow from the toD plate to the bottom plate, ten

electrical connection bars are located between the top
on ni qn-p __ u,srupilons and bottom of the outermost plates (hockey sticks),

every 36 degrees in the toroidal direction. ThP.induced
The effectiveness of the passive stabilizing plates on

current was measured icy Rogowski coils mounted on
high-13/Iow-qplasma disruptions was studied by utilizing these electrical jumpers. In the "extended poloidal
eddycurrent measurementswithRogowski coils mounted

coverage"configuration, electrical jumpers were added
on the passive stabilizer electrical junctions. The study between the outermost plates (hockey sticks) and
includes (1) a comparison of the MHD behavior for two

poloidally adjacent plates (outer cone plates) for
configurations of passive stabilizers, "normal" and

electrical connections in the poloidal direction. This
"extended poloidal coverage" at large major radius, and arrangement increased the poloidal coverage for the
(2) uvaluation of the effectivene._sof the distance from helical current from 20% to more than 50%, andextends
the passive stabilizer plate and the plasma surface by the L/R time from 10-20 msec to 30-50 msec.

comparing "loosely coupled" circular plasmas to "tightly Figure 9 shows a comparison of the eddy current
coupled" bean-shaped plasmas, pattern between weakly and strongly coupled passive

The PBX-M passive stabilizers are poloidally plates. The nearly circular plasmas withq = 2 disrupted
segmented into five elements with one break in the with growing sinusoidal oscillations having a 100-200
toroidal direction. Figure 8 shows these five plates,
named according to their geometrical shapes as the t.isec rise time. For the bean-shaped plasma

configuration, an n = 1 locked mode is shown growing
"inner cone," "cylinder," "ring," "outer cone," and "hockey over 10-15 msec and disrupting with an n = 1 and 2
stick" plates in order from the smaller to the large major mode combination. The precursor duration times are
radius location. A 40-cm separation exists between the

summarized in Fig. 10, where the "+" symbol
top and bottom hockey stick plates to provide physical corresponds to the nearly circular "loosely coupled"

discharges, and the remaining points are for the "tightly
t,@0xool0
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Figure. 8. Schematic of cross sectional view of PBX.M
showing bus feeds to passive stabilizers (Hockey Stick, Figure 9. A comparison of eddy current pattern between
OuterCone,Ring, Inner Cone,and Cylinder) and divertor, weaklyand strongly coupled passive plates.
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coupled"bean-shapedconfiguration. In the bean-shaped exists to control profiles actively and avoid the strong
configuration, the data marked with the solid symbol are thermal loss associated with the final disruption.
for the "extended poloidal coverage" configuration with
oscillatory precursors (circles) and locked mode

(squares), while the data marked with the open symbol" -------/ranspon: and
are for the "normal" configuration with oscillatory
precursors (circles) and locked modes (squares). These Confinement Analysis
results show that the tightly coupled configuration had a in High-Beta Poloidallong-lived precursor between the onset of the instability

and the disruption, even for the locked modes and Plasmas
independent of the amplitude. This time interval for the
"extended poloidal coverage" geometry was longer by a A typical plasma equilibrium for a high-13pplasma dis-
factor of two compared with the "normal configuration" charge is shown in Fig. 11 and the arrangement of the
for both oscillatory modes and locked modes. The passive stabilizers and additional internal hardware are
oscillatory modes, furthermore, persisted fortimeswhich shown in Fig. 8. Figure 12 summarizes the achieved '_E/
were longer by a factor of two than the locked modes. "_TERpversus<13t>/13c(= #n) in the high-13pregime, where "_E
These results suggest that the growth time was on the is the energy confinement time, ,_ER.Pis a measure of the
order of the L/R time. Even locked mode stabilization enhancement of confinement time2 <13t>is the exper-

took place on the L/R time scale, which was much longer imentally determined beta value from the poloidal flux at
than the skin time of 1-2 msec. nine poloidal locations and the actual coil currents. The

The passive plates provide a means for slowing value of Pa increased by a factor greater than or equal to
downthegrowthtimeinthegrowthphase;theopportunity 3 for heating powers at the 4.5-5 MW level. The

enhancement of about 2.5 over'c2ERPwas achieved even

in highest 13pplasmas. This enhancement corresponds to
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Figure 10. Precursor duration time where the "+" symbol
is for the nearly circular "loosely coupled" plasma dis-
charges and the rest of them are for "tightly coupled" -0.8
bean-shaped configurations. In the bean-shaped con. 1.2 1.6 2.0
figurations, the data with the solid symbols are for the
"extended poloidal coverage" configuration with oscilla- X (meters)
tory precursors (circles) and locked mode (squares),
while the data marked in the open symbols are for the
"normal configuration" with oscillatory precursors Figure 11. The Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification
(circles) and locked modes (squares). high-#p equilibrium configuration.
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a value of approximately 1.5-2.0 relative to the ,,_;aye-Goldston Figure 13. The electron and ion heat diffusivities at minor
L-modes in this parameter regime, radii of a/3, a/2,and 2a/3. The uncertainty in the diffusivitiesare on the order of+__0.5m2 per sec.

Figure 3 shows the time evolution of a high-13pplasma

discharge. Plasma current was constant (approximately sec), and H-mode with the continuous MHD mode present
300 kA) after 300 msec. Neutral-beam injection (NBI) (0.49 sec). In the L-mode phase, the ion and electron
was staggered from 250 msec to 400 msec, with the two d/flus/v/ties (%_and Xe,respectively) differed by a factor of
tangential beams injected first. Full neutral-beam power 2, i.e., X._->2Xe.When the L-mode phase changed to the
was from 400 msec to 550 msec with the addition of two H-mode phase without MHD, the ion diffusivity decreased
near-perpendicular beams. The H-mode transition by a factor of 3 at r = a/2, even with an extra one MW of
occurred at 375 msec, and coincides with the small drop neutral-beam heating added at 0.4 sec. The %_profile was
on the D trace. The stored energy reached a maximum relatively flat compared with the inverted profile in the L-
at 440 msec, and an MHD mode developed that was mode phase. With the onset of MHD (t > 0.46 sec), the %_
continuous, instead of appearing (tikefishbonesor ELMs) profile was inverted again, but with smaller values than
as periodic bursts in the detected signals of fluctuation the initial L-mode phase. This analysis indicates that the

diagnostics. As the mode developed, the stored energy high-confinement regime existed at high-I_pconditions, but
saturated and eventually decreased. Isolated ELMs that, with onset of MHD activity, the enhancement factor
started at 455 msec. The main objective of the TRANSP was reduced, although not to L-mode values.
code transport analysis at high I_pwas to identify the
dominant loss channel by utilizing input from ali of tile
profile diagnostics. This analysis included electron
tempsrature profile Te(x)and electron density profile Current Penetration
ne(x), with Thomson scattering time points at 240,270, Studies
300,330,400,460, and 490 msec. Ion temperature T_(x)

and toroidal rotation velocity V(x) from Charge-Exchange A fundamental question in tokamak physics is "to
Recombination Spectroscopy measurement (CHERS) what extent can current penetration in plasmas be
were obtained every 20 rnsec from 360 msec to 460 explained by either the Spitzer or neoclassical resistivity
msec, and also at 490 msec. The time-dependent effective theoretical models," knowing the current profile is crucial

impurity-Zdata, theZe, profiiesfromthevisiblecontinuum to determining the plasma equilibrium, stability, and
diagnostic, and the radiation profiles from bolometer consequently, confinement. Measured and calculated
measurements used in the analysis were taken from magnetic field line pitch profiles from several different

representative high-#p shots, types of plasma discharges in PBX-M have been
The electron and ion heat diffusivities are plotted at compared for the purpose of addressing this issue. The

minor radii of a/3, nj2, and 2a/3 in Fig. 13. The lack of radial profiles of magnetic field line pitch were measured
smoothness in the data is due to limits in their time by the Motional Stark Effect diagnostic. Model field line
resolution. The discharge experiences three phases: L- pitch profiles were computed by solving the fully time-
mode (0.36 sec), H-mode with no MHD activity (0.46 dependent poloidal-field diffusion equation in thel'RANSP
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code using measured electron temperature Te, density The system, with 1 MW of radio-frequency power at 4.6
ns, and Z_, profiles and assuming either Spitzer or GHz for 0.5 seconds, will be ready in the beginning of
neoclassical resistivity. Deuterium discharges were FY92andwillbeusedtomodifythecurrentdensityprofile

studied for this comparison, with plasma current lp=350 to improve plasma stability toward the second stability
kA, deuterium beam power injected P,oj= 2.5-5 MW, <ns> regime. The coupling to the plasma will be achieved via
= 6 x 1013cm3, and To(0) < 2 keV. For many of the a 32-waveguide array, pictured in Fig.14,which will allow
dischargesstudied, littledifferencebetweenthecalculated the launching of narrow kll spectra. Some innovations
Spitzer and neoclassical resistivity model profiles could from traditional lower hybrid systems have been
be discerned, because of the finite current penetration introduced:
timeand therelatively shortdischarge duration (lessthan
or equal to 0.75 sec). However, there did exist cases in
whichthe magneticfield linepitchprofiles were measured
near the end of neutral-beam injection when the current
profile had enough time to equilibrate and expose
differencesbetweenthe Spitzerand neoclassicalmodels.
For those cases, the measured field line pitch profiles
were in bestagreementwith the Spitzermodel, especially
in thecentral regions of the plasmas,although the results
of this initialcomparison also indicatedthatsome aspects
of the current diffusion may be anomalous.

Hardware Preparations
PBX-M/UCLA Biasing Figure 14.Photograph of the PBX.M32-waveguidelower-hybrid current.drive antenna.

Experiments
Modifications to PBX-Mduring the shutdown include Each of the 32 waveguides in the array coupler has

the installation of hardware for the PBX-M/UCLA a digitally programmable rotary ferrite phase shifter. The
(University of California at Los Angeles) biasing studies, rotary phase shifter has no discontinuities and can be
In the proposed experiments, the outboard scrape-off programmed to follow phase profiles during the radio-
layer is biased positively with respect to the inboard side. frequency pulse. Tile fast characteristics of the rotary
Control of edge plasma profiles, recycling, poloidal phase shifters will allow variations in the kll spectrum in
transport asymmetry, and fluctuation-inducedtransport less than one millisecond. Variations carl be
(e.g., low-confinement mode to high-confinement mode preprogrammedor maybe derivedfrommeasuredplasma
transition) might be achieved by enhancing the outboard parameters in real time.
plasma electrical potential. Reduced edge plasma Closed-loop control of radio-frequency power is
transport has been observed in the PISCES plasma provided in the LHCD system. This capability will allow
device at UCLA and found consistent with a two- radio-frequency power to be dynamically changed.
dimensional fluid simulation of a biased scrape-off layer. Changescan bepreprogramrned orderived from plasma
The PBX-M internal vessel modifications as shown in parameters in real time.
Fig. 8 include the electrical isolation of the divertor Multiamplifierphase-tracking problemsare minimized
chamber, the addition of boron nitrideand mica shielding by a novelapproach tothe high-powerwaveguide design.
in the divertor area to reduce unwanted current paths, Phase profiles at the coupler are unaffected by phase-
and electrical bus connections to each passive plate to tracking errors at the high-power amplifiers.
allow a variety of biasing configurations. Additional Progress has been achieved inthe integration of the
diagnostics include a fast reciprocating midplane triple Lower Hybrid Ray Tracing Code into the Tokamak
probe, a poloidal rotation diagnostic, divertor pressure SimulationCode (TSC) and TRANSP Code. Multiple ray
gauges, divertor thermocouples, and divertor visible and tracing andquasilinear damping hasbeen generalized to
infrared camera systems, bean-shaped plasmas. Instead of solving a two-

dimensionalFokker-Planckequationfor thedrivencurrent,
the approximation to the generatedcurrent as developed

Lower-Hybrid Current Drive by Karney and Fisch_°is used. The result will be fed into
Construction of the Lower Hybrid Current Drive the TSC, modeling, and analysis codes, which solve for

(LHCD)System hasnearedcompletionduring this period, the evolution of the equilibrium.
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Ion-Bernstein Wave Heating heatingefficiency particularly in the high-density regime.
Theperformance ofthe second antennawill becompared

An Ion Bernstein Wave Heating (IBWH) System is with the original noncoated antenna. In order to improve
beingpreparedfor PBX-Mforauxiliaryheating(in addition the tuning capability for a wider frequency range, the
to the 6-MW neutral-beam injection heating system) to tuning elements are being upgraded for both antennas.
aid the entry of PBX-M high-_plasmas into the region of
second stability. The TFTR (Tokamak Fusion Test
Reactor) ion cyclotron range of frequencies transmitter
power (4 MW)has beer, _:_u_,!plielr,,{itoPBX-Mby means of "-""'4""upur=,u,=_ to
high-power radJo-frequ_n,c,/sv,fi_tch£sand transmission The single-channel prototype Motional Stark Effect
lines, providing a cost-er.'r:eC(i;,feradio-frequency power diagnostic, diagrammed in Fig. 16, was replaced with a
sourceforPBX-M.The IBWHS_;stemwiiltestthepossibility system having more spatial channels and optics with
for modifying the pressure profiles by means of localized improvedthroughput for better countingstatistics. This is
plasma heating, in order to stabilize high-13plasmas. In expected to result in q profiles with increased time
addition, the IBWH antenna, with its oscillating radio- resolution,with fewer shots needed to obtain them. Also,
frequency current flowing predominantly along the a hard X-ray imaging tube was purchased to replace the
ambient magnetic field lines, could exert a considerable phosphor screen and image reducer on the soft X-ray
ponderomotive force onto the plasma. Theoretical pinhole camera, while retaining its image processing
analyses1_suggest that the ponderomotive force can electronics and the data acquisition system. The new
stabilize possible deleterious external modes, which are system is intended to determine suprathermal electron
expected to occur at high-13conditions and cause distributions duringprofile controlexperiments with lower
enhanced energy losses from the plasma. The hybrid current drive, which are planned for fiscal year
ponderomotiveforcecouldalsocontrolthe plasmascrape- 1992.
off region providing a useful means for controlling the
power flux density into the divertor plate which is an

important technical problem for the future tokamakssuch \
asthe InternationalThermonuclearExperimental Reactor _ PBX-M VACUUM VESSEL
(ITER). During FY90, the PBX-M IBWHsystemcapability \
was upgraded from 1 MW to 2 MW and a second
megawattIBWHantenna,pictured inFig. 15,was installed

DIAGNOSTIC
on PBX-M. The Faraday shield surfaces of the second NEUTRALPROBEBEAM
antenna were coated with a thin layer of carbon (20 60-6'5 keV H°

microns thick) to reduce the influx of metallic impurities.
The reduction of metallic impurities should reduce the
central radiation losses and, thus, could improve the PLASMA
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Figure 15.Photographof thePBX.Mupgradedantenna for Figure 16.Schematicdiagram of theMotionalStark Effect
ion.Bernstein wave heating. (MSE)diagnostic on PBX-M.



Graduate Studies University, the University of Illinois, and Los Alamos
National Laboratory and the University of Maryland.

and General Education PBx-M features such as plasma indentation, a close-
fitting conducting shell, arid high-[_ plasmas with good

r-rogrums confinement are important elements of the ARIES at

An important component of the PBX-M program is UCLA design effort, which involved Princeton Plasma
the instruction of graduate students. The stability analysis Physics Laboratory's Theory Division as well as outside
with the MSE polarimetry data is a part of the thesis institutions. In the ion Bernstein wave heating effort,
research ofDonaldRoberts, who is expected to complete PBX-M staff have worked with the General Atomics
his dissertation in January, 1991.EdwardPowelldefended radio-frequency group, and there is an ongoing

collaborative relationship with the JIPPT-IIU project inhis thesis on time-resolved X-ray pinhole camera
measurements of plasma shape and central q in October, Nagoya, Japan.
1990. Keith Voss is preparing an electron cyclotron
emission diagnostic for a dissertation on the time evolution

of suprathermal electron distributions during lower-hybrid References
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CURRENT DRIVE EXPERIMENT-UPGRADE

The research program of the Current Drive Experi- CDX and CDX-U, indicating the extension of the operat-
ment-Upgrade (CDX-U) is devoted to the experimental inglimits possible with the CDX-Udevice. Principally, the
study of advanced concepts for tokamaks. These con- newdevice has a much larger minor radius, which allows
cepts involvevarious hardwareor operational alterations a higher plasma current to flow without reaching the
for tokamaks which might improve their performance or Kruskal-Shafranov limit of stability. Whereas plasmas in
viability as a reactor. In FY90, three major areas of CDXwererestrictedtocurrentslessthanonekiloampere
research were being pursued: dc (direct current) helicity at qa = 5, CDX-U plasmas will be able to carry 100 kAat
injection, low-aspect-ratio physics, and injection ofripple- the same qa.
trapped electrons into toroidal plasmas. Direct current
helicity injection is a proposed method of current drive
which may allowdc power supplies to drive steady-state Table I. Comparison of CDXand CDX-UDevices.
plasma current in tokamaks. Low-aspect-ratio physics Parameter CDX CDX-U

covers a broad range of phenomqna present in low- Majorradius 59 cm 33cm
aspect-ratio toroidal plasmas, including trapped-particle Minorradius 4 cm 25 cm
modes and bootstrap current. Ripple injection of elec- Verticalelongation 1 1.5
trons isa possible method of creating and sustaining the PlasmaCrossSection 50cm2 3000cm2
radial electric fields that cause the "H-mode" (high- Plasma volume 2 x 104 cm 3 6 x 105cm 3

confinement mode) in tokamak plasmas. Plasmacurrentatqa=5 1 kA 100kA
During FY90, the laboratory facilities of the CDX-U ..........

project were extensively rearranged to accommodate In the three months prior to the disassembly of CDX,
the installation of the new CDX-U device; these ali major components of CDX-U were fabricated and
rearrangements, and details of the CDX-U device, are
described below. Initial experimental results are detailed tested. In particular, the outer sections of the toroidal-
in an snsuing section, followed by a brief description of field coils (see Fig. 1)were assembled and placed in their
work done withvarious collaborators and plans for future casings, and the conductors in the center stack were

soldered to the appropriate junction blocks for attach-
investigations, ment to the outer sections.

The dismantling of CDX required only two days.
Thereafter, various components of CDX-U were then

"'--_nanges in Facilities brought into the laboratory and assembled. Within two
weeks, the vacuum vessel was completed, and a

and Hardware pumpdownwas performed to check for leaks. No signifi-

Installation of the New cant problems were encountered, and assembly contin-
ued with the toroidal- and poloidal-field coils. Various

CDX-U Device detailswereattended to, including buswork connections,
At the beginning of January, 1990,the CDX (Current cooling water for the coils, and gas feed to the chamber.

Drive Experiment) device, commissioned ten years prior On February 15, 1990, CDX-U obtained its first plasma,
as ACT-I (Advanced Concepts Torus-I), was dismantled only six weeks after CDX had been shutdown.
to provide space for the installation of the CDX-Udevice. After first plasma,work was begun on miscellaneous
The CDX had se_ed well as a testbed for dc h_licity hardware and diagnostic systems for CDX-U and some
injection concepts, but had reached its limit of perfor- rearrangementsofelectronicequipmentinthelab. Bythe
mance. Recognizing these limits, the Applied Plasma endof FY90, the followingdiagnostics were installed: the
Physics program of the U.S. Department of Energy's Rogowski coil, a diamagnetic loop, several flux loops,
(DOE) Office of Fusion Energy (OFE) had, in March and a 2-mm microwave interferometer capable of mak-
I989, approved the fabrication of CDX-U. Table I pro- ing density measurements along both horizontal and
vides a comparison ofthe parameters of thetwo devices, vertical chords.
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Figure 2. Plasma current versus cathode voltage for the
initial operation period of CDX.U. The different symbols

I I IIII .

denote different discharge conditions, as follows: solid
circle--vertical field plus inward radial field; open circle--

Figure 1. The cross section of the CDX.U device, showing vertical field plus divertor field; open triangle--vertical
thepoloidal.fieldcoils, theoutertoroidal.fieldconductors, field plus divertor field plus outward radial field; solid
the vacuum vessel, and the toroidal-field center stack. In diamond--vertical field plus divertor field plus outward
the interior of the vessel, flux surfaces for a lO0-kA radial field with lower base pressure; cross--vertical field
discharge are depicted, plus divertor field plus lower shaping coil; and open

diamond--toroidal field reversed, cVvertorat upper outside.
In May, 1990, during shakedown operation of the

device, water seepage into the center stack damaged the PPPL_91X0338

insulation of the toroidal-field conductors there. Heme- HorizontalView.../"
dial measures were taken to restore the coil to opera- /

tional condition. These measures included heating of the
center stack to drive off any remaining water, sealing of
the top of the center stack with epoxy to preclude future .-.
seepage, and reconfiguration of the toroidal-field circuit _'E 7.5_ m_-/"- -40
to eliminate the affected conductors. Fortunately, the ._ 5.0- _./f30 _

repair was accomplished in such a way that the Taxi- _ "-/20. _ec'°
mum toroidal field of the device was not reduced. _ 2.5- _ .,_,o

Since the failure, an inspection procedure for testing ,-_ . , ,.the toroidal-field insulation has been instituted in order to ,----, 0 ,,,--30-20-10 0 10 20 30

prevent future recurrences, z (CT)

Initial Results Vertical............................. J
The initial period of experimentation on CDX-U cen-

tered chiefly upon getting a significant plasma current. / /

After some effort, amaximum current of 3.7 kA was __//'__/

reached. Figure 2 displays the plasma currents that were _ /"
obtained under several conditions in CDX-U, as a func- ,Lo 1.5 . 40
tion of c;_thode voltage. In CDX-U plasmas, the "stacking z 1.o /_/J_/,/'/_I_./3o #bc°''

ratio,, ip/linj (where lp is the total plasma current and linj is o ._l/_j_j/./._ _//j//E _1 i .z._2o _\.,_the current injected by the cathode) was observed to be _ 0.5

as large as 110 in some cases. Fo: the discharges with _ 0 ,/, ___o 4,_'"
the largest currents, it was 30. On CDX, this value rarely 20 30 40 5o 60
exceeded 8 in high-current discharges. R (CT)

Interferometric data was also taken on these plus-
Figure 3. Density versus position along both horizontal

mas. Typical horizontal and vertical profiles of the line- and vertical chords through the plasma, as measured bya
integrated density appear in Fig. 3. Comparison of the 2-mm microwave interferometer in a 2200.ampere
data in the horizontal and vertical views SUClg_.ststhat the discharge.
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plasma is quite elongated in the vertical direction. The low collisionality that populations of trapped particles
horizontal path length is about 40 cm, yielding a line- exist, lt mayeven be possible to do this in an open-field-
averaged density from the horizontal chord measure- line configuration. Measurements of bootstrap current
ment of ne = 1.2 x 1012cre-3. The vertical extent of the densities, trapped-particle populations, and instabilities
plasma could not have exceeded 75 cm, given the driven by trapped particles could then be attempted.
arrangement of the cathode and limiters. Fromthe verti- In a related area, efforts will be made to couple
cal chord data, a slightly lower averaged density is electron cyclotron radiation to the plasma to exciteelec-
estimated, ne= 8 x 1011cre-3.This density is consistent tron Bernsteinwaves. If these waves can be launched at
with the values measured on CDX, meaningthat roughly such a low aspect ratio, an antenna may be designed to
the same number of electrons are created for a given drive current with them. Virtually every other type of
amount of input power whether in CDX or CDX-U. Den- plasma wave has accessibility problems at low aspect
sities in CDX were a factor of ten higher (no = 1 x 1013 ratio, so the electron Bernstein wave may be the best
cm -3) because the volume of the plasma was ten times choice for heating or current drive indevices of this sort.
smaller. Finally, a prototype electron source for ripple injec-

tion, schematically portrayed in Fig. 4, will be built and
tested on CDX-U. If this system is capable of producing

Ct her Act iv it ies electrons with predominantly perpendicular velocity such
that they can be mirrortrapped ina field ripple,then radial

The collaboration between the CDX-U and Contin- electric field generation in a CDX-U plasma will be
uous Current Tokamak (CCT--at the University of Call- attempted. If the prototype is successful, the method will
fornia at Los Angeles) groups continued in FY90. The be tried on the CCT.
principal result of the year was a repeating of the 6-kA
cathode-driven discharges that had first been observed TopView (fromPlasma)of PPPL#91X0339
in July, 1989. ' Electron RippleInjector

The CDX-U group sent two representatives to two
workshops on low-aspect-ratio tokamak physics and ECHW,veQo_,Cavity

BT
device design as part of ajoint US-Brazilian effort to study

the benefits of low-aspect-ratio configurations. Atten- I [ Idance at these meetings provided the opportunity for Rlpple Magnet Panel Cathode Ripple Magnet.....

some stimulatingdiscussions on possibleexperiments to r

try inCDX-U.The proposal to try electron Bernsteinwave L_ECHWavegul_ecurrent drive (see Future Plans) came from a discussion cav,ty
at one workshop on the difficulty of rf (radio-frequency)
heating andcurrent drive at any frequency in low-aspect- S_deWowof

Electron Ripple Injector

ratio devices. _ B°
Plasma

Future Plans
In FY91 and beyond, three principal areas of re- Mag

search will be pursued' dc helicity injection, low-aspect-

ratio physics,and ripple injection of electrons to generate +- _ ECH Source
a radial electric field. SlJd,_gSho,t

In dc helicity injection, efforts will be made to in-

crease the plasma current above 10 kA, and then mea- Figure4. Thepreposed ripple injection systemforaltering
sure its characteristics in detail (density, temperature, the radial electric field in a tokamakplasma.
stacking ratio, etc.). Installation of a series of magnetic
pickup coils and flux loops will permit computational

reoonstr.Jctionof the current profile of the discharge. A -.,,-, -,ye'mm°r"sm_-,31,mL,veable Rogowski coil on a probe will, if it is not
excessively perturbing, provide direct measurements of In FY90, the experimental facilities ofthe CDXgroup
the current profile. This information should illuminate the were upgraded significantly by the installation of the
patterns of current flow within the plasma. CDX-U machine, a low-aspect-ratio toroidal plasma

With regard to low-aspect-ratio physics studies, at- device. The new facility provides an ideal testbed for
tempts will be made to produce plasmas of sufficiently several areas of plasma physics research, including
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extension of the dc helicity injection investigations started References
onthe CDX device, study of the effects of large populations
of trapped particles in toroidal plasmas, and investigation i D.S. Darrow, M. Ono, C.B. Forest, et al., "Properties ,

of dc Helicity Injected Tokamak Plasmas," Phys.of nontnvasive means of altering radial electric fields in a
Fluids B 2 (1990) 1415.

tokamak plasma.
2 C.B Forest,G.J. Greene, and M. Ono, "CDX-U Two-A failure in the toroidal-field system was encountered

Dimensional Scanning Microwave System," Rev.
in the early phase of CDX-U operation, and major repairs Scl. Instrum. 61 (1990) 2888.

were performed, delaying experimentation. Results from 3 R.J. Taylor, M.L. Brown, B.D. Fried, et al., "H-Mode
preliminary operation were obtained late tn FY90, includ- Behavior Induced by Cross-Field Carrents in a Toka-
ing plasmas with currents as high as 3.7 kA. mak," Phys. Rev. Lett. 63 (1989) 2365.
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INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION

Joint Torus PPPL#91X0382

c::uroDeun , ,---T---r ,-Pellet+ RF
Enhanced Core _ _'
H-mode - 1990 &Introduction _ _Pellet + NBI

The Joint European Torus (JET) pellet collaboration H-mode-1989

' has been establishedas a jointUS Department of Energy _.
(DOE)/JET effort to develop an extended pulse, _ 2- i = -
multibarrel, multiple pellet injector system, to conduct _ I_ellet+ RF I I!II_B

' Enhanced Core J I_ li
pellet fueling experiments on JET using this injector E L-mode-1988 _ II-ll_ll_lll

system,andto evaluatethoseexperimentsusingTRANSP o 1 / [] _ - i == -and other, data analysis codes. The parameters and
magneticconfigurationoftheJETdevice, plasmacurrent _ 0,5 RFOnly IO 0011 - IIo=o•
of 3-6 MA and auxiliary heating power of 20 MW radio- _'_ L-mode| O_ •

r-- 1988 '_ •
frequency and 20MW neutral-beam-injection(NBI) heat- t • e
ing in a limiteror x-point (divertor) plasma some 100 m3 •
in volume, make these experiments particularly relevant 0.2 -
for the next-generation devices_the International Ther-
monuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) and the Com- 0.1 I i _i .._j_______
pact IgnitionTokamak (CIT). The general areas inwhich 2 4 6 8 10 14 20
experiments are conducted are confinement in peaked TI(0)(keV)
density profile pellet-fueled plasmas, fueling of limiter Figure 1. Improvement in the triple product,
and x-point plasmas using extended multipellet fueling no(O)Tl(O)_E(a), and central ion temperature obtained

during the collaboration using a pellet-fueled target
sequences and ablation and deposition of pellet mass in plasma followed by central ICRF heating. Improvement
high temperature plasmas. Duringthe initial phase of the follows initially from the use of pellets to produce
collaboration, experiments were conducted as part of a enhanced-coreconfinement inL.modedischarges (1988),
specific pellet task force. In FY89, pellet experiments and subsequently from the combination of this pellet-enhanced core confinement regime with the enhanced
were integrated into the JET program. In FY90, pellet global confinement of the H-mode (1990).
experiments continued as an integrated par_ of that

program. Experiments in FY90 concentrated on the profile using deep pellet fueling, such a regime could be
combining of pellet-enhanced core confinement with H- exploited to obtain improved plasma performance using
mode (high-confinement mode) operation, high-power central radio-frequency (rf) heating.

In FY89, pellet experiments were begun as part of
Combined Pellet-Enhanced th_scollaboration which soughtto combine the enhanced-

Core Confinement and ' core confinement of pellet-fueled discharges with the
enhanced global confinement of the H-mode. During

H-Mode Operation -_ FY89 however, formation of the x-point configuration in
During successive experiments over the period from JET was possible only late in the discharge, after the q =

FY88 to FY90,experiments on JET conducted under the 1 surface was well established. Under these conditions,
pellet collaboration have lead to the successful combina- pellet fueling often ledto inverted density profiles peaked
tion of pellet enhanced core confinement and H-mode near the q = 1 surface. Symmetric, strongly peaked
operation. Figure 1 illustrates the improvements in JET density profiles, similar to those obtained in the limiter
performance obtained in this series of experiments, configuration, were not produced. Nonetheless, com-

Experiments conducted as part of this collaboration bined pellet and high-power neutral-beam injection did
in FY88 and reported at the 12rh IAEA Conference on establish an H-mode plasma with moderate density
Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Re- profile peaking and some enhancement in performance
search in Nice, France1established that when a regime as Fig. 1 indicates.
of enhanced core confinement was produced in a large In FY90,combinedH-modesandpellet-fueledpeaked
tokamak following the formation of a peaked density density profiles were obtained2using a newly developed
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(for JET) low-voltage plasma start-up procedure. In this PPr_L,_lXO378
scenario, an early x.polnt configuration was produced 15 -- ---"-T_[
prior to the onset of sawtooth oscillations. This x-point
configuration was then used as a pellet-fueling target.
This operation reproduced, in the x-point configuration, a
plasma similar to the q(0)_>_1 plasma target used suc- /k
cessfully In limiter pellet experiments. In these experi-
ments, pellet enhancement of core confinement has /k
been combined with H-mode enhancement of global _ 10- ----
confinement. The strong enhancement of the central
plasma parameters, obtained with pellet injection and o _/k/k/k ,
subsequent auxiliary heating, are found to persist well
into the H-mode phase. The H-mode Is found to persist _ _& z_ ,
aftertermination of the pellet enhanced phase.As shown z z_0
in Fig. 1, these Pellet Enhanced Profile H-mode dis- _ _
charges, termed "PEP-Hmodes," have attained nDTI'_E _ '_
products approximately 7 x 1020m-3sec keV.This level z 5-- ---.

of performance Iscomparable to that obtained in the best <3 _
JET hot-ion H-mode plasmas, TI(0) >> Te(0);but, in the
pellet-fueledcase, the performance hasbeen obtained in <> +

the regime of equal ion and electron temperature in <_ ,,T._ .

discharges heated predom_,latelyby ion cyclotron reso- ,4,,,.;_ +++_,+p+_+++' t +nance heating. C,entral temperatures of 10 keV are
obtained ata central deuterium density of approximately 0 _ _ "_'_ _:_.-[-
8 x 1019m-3with a global confinement of about 1 soc. 0 5 10
These parameters project to a QDTof approximately 0.4 STOREDENERGY(MJ)
forthenarrowprofilesofdensityandtemperaturepresent Figure 2. Increase in neutron rate wlth plasma stored
in pellet-enhanced core discharges, energy for pellet.enhanced confinement L- and H.mode

discharges and for normal L. and H.mode discharges:
The compatibilityof these two enhanced-confine- Stars (*)are radio-frequency L-modedischarges, crosses

ment regimes, the radio-frequency H-mode and the (+) are radio-frequency H.mode,diamonds (0)are pellet-
Pellet Enhanced Mode, is important in the context of enhancedcore L.mode, triangles (z_)are pellet-enhanced
tokamak ignitionstrategies in future devices, In addition, core H.mode.

the apparent preservation of thecharacter ofeach mode density or shear could affect confinement, the precise
in the presence of the other indicates that results ob- mechanism remains to be e3tablished. This issue will be
tained on each mode separately will apply to the com- the subject of experiments in FY91 and subsequent
bined mode. detailed transport analysis and modeling.

The particular significance for H-mode discharges of
enhanced-coreconfinement is indicatedby resultsshown
inFig.2. Neutron rates forpellet-enhanced L-mode (low-
confinement mode)and H-mode discharges are com- ASDEX
pared with nonenhanced H-mode plasmas. The data is
taken from discharges which are predominantly radio- Introduction
frequency heated, therefore discharges in which the In August 1990, the ASDEX (Axially Symmetric
"nonthermal"neutron rate is small. The figure shows that Divertor Experiment) was shut down to allow ASDEX-
in JET radio-frequency-heated H-mode discharges with Upgrade to operate. That was the official end to a three-
a ccmparable stored energy of 7 to 8 MJ, neutron rates yearcollaborationwhich sawthe Institutf(JrPlasmaphysik
in PEP-Hmodes can exceed those obtained in non-PEP- at Garching, Germany, ENEA-Frascati, Italy, and the US
Hmodes by roughly a factor of 5due to the improved core Department of Energy perform a Lower Hybrid Current
confinement in the PEP mode. During combined PEP Drive (LHCD) experiment on the German machine. The
and H-mode operation with rf heating, a peak neutron Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL), which
rate of approximately 1 x 1016sec-1has been obtained, acted as coordinator of the DOE participation, loaned

Regarding the pellet-enhanced mode itself and the three klystrons with ancillary equipment, built three
mechanism or mechanisms which producethe enhance- vacuum windows, and participated in [he experiment
ment, although changes in the radial profiles of either with several man-months of labor.
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The experiment addressed a wide variety of LHOD- F,r,,,9_::o2,9
related problems,while thePPPL participationwas mostly -T T [ [ 1 I
devoted to the study of the control of the current density 1,4
profile, The results were presented at a workshop in
Frascati in December 1990, A summary can be found in 1,2
the paper "Review of Lower Hybrid Experiments on -_ _.0
ASDEX,,,3 o

0,8

Current Profile Control /708Lower hybrid waves haveshown the ability to modify _ 0,6
the current profile of the plasma. Typically, a small _" 0,4 !

13.
change in internal inductance _l isobtained by launching 0 - o,7
low-nii (high phase velocity) waves, while a larger lZi 0 0,2
change is obtained by launching high-nii waves. A de-
crease of internal Inductance means a broadening of the 0

current density profile, while an increase is an Indication 4,2 L - 0.6
that more current flows in the central region. The 9.I

P90 o+ P18o o

change is obtained by varying the phase relation among -0.4 Pg°°I j. L 0.5the waveguides, A small phase difference in the I ___ I
waveguides is veryefficient in driving currents due to the 1,0 1,2 1.4 1,6 1,8 2,0
high phase velocity and to the large direct vity of the TIME(sec)

spectrum.' Conversely, for large phase difference, the Figure 3. Loop voltagein thefine.lined tracescaled on the
waves drive only a small portionof the current. On the left and the difference of zt and diamagnetic beta in the
other hand, for the faster waves it has proven difficult to heavy tracescaledon theright. Both quantities areplotted
predict where the damping occurs_the so-called prob- versustime.Also Indicated Is thetime-developmentof the
lem of the spectral gap; while for the slower waves, the current drive power.

damping location is a strong function of nii and the elec- The interpretation is that the high-nii spectrum is
tron temperature profile and is, therefore, easy to catcu- absorbed in first pass at a somewhat outer location. This
late. In ASDEX, we made use of both characteristics in causes a distortion in the electron distribution function

order to achieve a good degree of current profile control, sufficientto causedamping of the low-niispectrum,which
taking advantage of the fact that the two launchers were otherwise would occur near the axis. Note that the

independent, addition of the b',gh-nll spectrum does not appreciably
Figure 3 shows a typical situation. Plotted are the change the fiaction of current driven by the radio-fie-

loop voltage and the quantity equal to thedifference of A- quency because of the symmetry of the spectrum itself.
Shafranov and the diamagnetic beta, _DIA. This quantity Figure 4 shows the variation of the quantity (A- _DIA)

is proportional to the sum of the pressure anisotropy (1311 versus the power in the high-nii spectrum, keeping the
- 13_L)and the internal inductance (-Qf).Once the asym-

metrybetween1311and13Lisestablished (orderof 20msec), ,;,,,.,,,,o_,
the longer time variations are due to changes in "£-i, o.lo_------_---q----_------_
therefore giving some indication in the profile changes.

These conclusions have been confirmed by lithium- o,os
beam measurements. __

Inthis shot, initially only onecoupler isenergized and _ o ...... _ ....................................
is phased 90°, corresponding to a spectrum centered at _' •

nii =2.2.The quantity (.A.-13DIA)increases, partly because '_ -o,o_
of the beta anisotropy, and to a smaller degree because
most ofthe radio-frequency-driven current flows nearthe _ •

-0,10 •

axis of the discharge. At t = 1.3 sec the power from the

second coupler is added with A_I)= 180°, corresponding •
to nit = 4.4. In spite of a further increase in diamagnetic -o._s.....__,...... ,........ L ......., , ._....0 100 200 300 400 500 600 '00

beta, (A- _DIA) exllibits a sharp decrease,corresponding
to a broadening of the current density profile. This can P_8°'(KW)
easily be seen also in the loop voltage undershoot, since Figure 4. The change in the difference of zt and
the total current is kept constant by a feedback system, diamagnetic beta versus power in the high.nii spectrum.
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power in the low-nii spectrum constant. From this, it can The TRANSP transport code is being used to an-
be seen that a continuous variation of (A - _DIA)can be alyze TEXTOR discharges. The goals are to check the
obtained by varying the power. Finally, by varying the consistency of the experimental measurements and to
phases it is possible to obtain diffcrsnt shapes for the compute particle and energy transport coefficients. An
current density profile. Several cases have been studied area of particular interest is that of helium exhaust since
with the lithium-beam diagnostic. Whilethe principle has the helium ash must be removed from fusion reactors to
been proven, a detailed survey of ali possibleconfigura- prevent extinction of the reactions. Helium, which was
tions has yet to be done. injected into TEXTOR in short-duration gas puffs, was

observedto reachthecenter of the plasma. Resultsshow
that most of the helium was removed from the plasma in
approximately one second.

TEXTOR and Tore Supra
The PrincetonPlasma Physics Laboratorycontribu- References

tions tothe US Department of Energycollaborationswith 1 The JET Team, "Heating of PeakedDensity Profiles
experiments involving TEXTOR (Tokamak Experiment Producedby Pellet Injection in JET," (presentedby
forTechnologicallyOriented Research,J0_ich,Germany) G.L.Schmidt)in PlasmaP_iysicsandControlledNuclear

FusionResearch1988(Proc.12thInt.Conf.,Nice,France,
and Tore Supra (Superconducting Torus tokamak at 1988),Vol.I (IAEA,Vienna,1989)215.
Cadarache, France) are in the area of transport model-
ing. The goals are improved understanding of plasma z B.J.D.Tubbing,B. Balet, D.V. Bartlett,et al., "H-Mode

ConfinementinJETwithEnhancedPerformancebyPellet
transport and confinement. In FY90, the efforts were PeakedDensityProfiles,"Nucl.Fus.31 (1991)839-850.
concentrated on TEXTOR experiments with the ALT-II

3 S61dner,F. et al.,"Reviewof LowerHybridExperimentspumped limiter. The work was inclose collaboration with on ASDEX,"in PlasmaPhysicsand ControlledNuclear
physicists at the KFA in J01ich,Germany, and at the Oak FusionResearch1990(Proc.13thInt.Conf.,Washington,
Ridge National Laboratory. D.C.,1990)paper IAEA-CN-53/E-1-1,to be published.
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X-RAY LASER STUDIES

During FY90 significant progress in X-ray Laser length characteristic ofa lasing medium, the wavelength
Studies was made in several areas: scaling of the pump power is as severe as po<_-4 SOthat

• Apowerfulsubpicosecond (PSP) laser,developed a decrease of a factor of 10 in operating wavelength
with the aim of generating X-ray lasing in the 1-5 implies an increase in pump power of four orders of
nm (10-50 A) region, now operates routinely magnitude. Fortunately, the transitions being pumped
producing single or multiple pulses on target with are short-lived so the pumping time can be significantly
focal intensitiesontheorderof 1018W/cm2.Initial reduced. To generate the high power requirad, it is
experiments have been done with the PSP laser advantageoustoincorporateashortpulse(subpicosecond)
both alone and ina pre-formed plasmagenerated pump laser.3-5Still further increases in pump intensity

are possible by using an ultraviolet pump source since
by a neodymium (Nd) glass laser. We have this has better focusability and would utilize lower order
observed high temperature, high density plasma
conditions in solid target interaction studies and nonlinear processes that are likely to be invoked in the

absorption mechanism.
initiated low jitter (about 1 nsec) two-laser exper- This line of reasoning led usto developthe PSPlaser
iments that indicate enhancement of plasma operating at the KrF* wavelength of 248 nm. Our basic
emission, approach to generating gain in the 1-5 nm region is

• Continued progress was made in the develop- referred to as the "Two-Laser Approach." Here high
ment of a "portable" small-scale soft X-ray laser, ionization states are readily obtained with a long pulse,
Heregain was generated at 182,&,ina small-scale high energy laser and the population inversion condition
system over a greater length (0.8 cm) than previ- generated using the PSP laser.
ously. Sustaining gain over a substantial length The lasers and target chamber for this experiment
(approximately 1 cm) is crucial to achieving an are now in place with cdtical issues of timing jitter and
output energy appropriate for applications, target alionment resolved. The subpicosecond laser en-

• Progress in the development of a 60-nm laser in ergy has been measured to be 150-250 mJ per pulse,
the relatively unexplored vacuum ultraviolet _e- and the output power of the system is 0.5-0.9 TW
gion with important applications to chemistry. (terawatt). A single shot measurement of the focal spot
Experimental evidence for photopumping was size indicated focal spot dimensions of less th_n 4 x 10
observed. #m. Using these measurements the focal spot intensity

is determined to be about 2 x 1018W/cre 2. A description
• The development of a soft X-ray laser based

of the measurement of the laser pararneters is in theimaging microscope. The multilayer-coated
Schwarzschild objectives have been tested and FY89 annual report.6
the first images of a test grid obtained with a

magnification of a factor of x22. Initial Experimental Results
Two review articles of progress at this Laboratory

and elsewhere have been published.1,2 Initial experiments in the two-laser approach have
been performed. The geometry is shown in Fig. 1. A thin
blade target of either aluminun_or Teflon was used. A

__r_ small (300 !urndiameter) alignment pin-hole was placedproach Towards nearthe edge ofthe target. A3-nsec, - 10-J,neodymium-ml' _ rlBiV

gth glass laser pulse was brought on target to the alignmentShorter Wavelen p  -ho,efrom one direction. The PSP laser pulse, fo-

(1-5 nm) X-Ray Lasers cused with a simple lens at f/10, was brought from theopposite direction. The alignment method ensures that
In the development of shorter wavelength X-ray the lasersare tocusedto the same location. The target is

lasers one is primarily concerned with the requirements then lowered to a position where the thickness of the
placed on the pump source. To maintain a specific gain- blade is significantly less than that through which the 1-
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_1xo3._,2 in Fig. 2(a). Five shots were averaged to obtain this
YLF/Glass spectrum. Here, however, thesignal intensity is dramati-

Alignment Laser cally higher ttlan that obtained at lower intensities. More-
Pin-holes over, the satellite lines are much more clearly identified.

To X-Ray TheCVI 3-1 transition isalso apparent although there are
Streak no significant satellite lines associate,d with it. Using the
Camera RATIONcode7an approximate measure of the ternpera-

PSP-Laser ture and density from the ratios of these lines indicates"----...Thin,
Blade that the lin,_emission isoccurring at nearsolid density, ne
Aluminum ~ 1023cre,3.
Target Ali the above spectra were taken under spatially and

Figure 1. Target geometry used in initial "two.laser temporally integrated conditions. With certain orienta-
approach"experiments, tions of the spectrometer a small degree of spatial

resolution was obtained, allowing a view of the plasma
closer to the target surface. The result, shown in Fig.

I_Lmlasercan burn.A transmission grating (inthe spectral 2(b), is marked by an extremely broad CVI 2-1 emission
region 150-200 A) is placed perpendicular to the interac- and no CVemission whatsoever. The implication here is
tionregion and a50 nsecstreak ofthe spectra is obtained that the emission is occurring under still higher density
with a soft X-ray streak camera. The long duration conditions. Although analysis of these spectra is not
plasma emission produced by the interaction of the long complete, additional broadening processes may be
pulse laser is clearly seen on the streak photograph (not present due to the extremely high electric field associ-
shown here). The time of onset of the short pulse PSP ated with the, laser.
laser is also clear--indicated by enhanced emission
across the spectral region.

Spectra obtained from the interaction of the PSPlaserpulse with solid slab targets were obtained from the

interaction with a Teflon target. With corrected f/3focus- Soft X-Ray Lasers
ing optics, the focal spot intensityon target isdetermined

The original recombination-pumped 182 A laser
to be 2 x 1018W/cm2. Spectra obtained from the inter-
action of this laser pulse with a Teflon target are shown developed at Princeton in 1984 was based on a

magneticallyconfinedCO2-1aser-producedplasma.While
this laser continues to be used for applications

PpP,,_lx03_3 development, efforts have begun to improve its
_,_ cv_2.1 performance by increasing the energy with additional100 - 33.7 A

C

i_- _,2_2p 4oV__ amplifiers. To this end, we are developing amplifiers
c vi3-_ /_-ls2s , pumped with a line focused neodymium(Nd) laser. Initial

_ 7_ 283A _,J_ _ ......i,_ results yielded a gain °f 8 cml°n theCV1182'_ transiti°n
__ using a pump laserenergy ofonly 15Jon target.8 Inother

50 _- _ ,z __,_. , , ___" experiments,9gainof4.5cm -1at 182Awas obtained with_z only 6 J of driving laserenergy. This is a remarkably low25

.1______ _ f _ _ _ _____. pump energy and has very favorable implications for the
_00--<b_ cw2-1 future widespread use of these devices. The target

33.7 k
_- length in this case was restricted by the diameter of
=.8o access ports in themagnet. Although thegain per cm was
e_ _ _l high, the relatively short target length limited the gain-

length to GL = 2-3 and hence the output intensity of the60

z stimulated' emission was only several times that of the
_- 40 spontaneous emission. Clearly, from the pointof view of

J .L _ _ _ applications we would like to be in the region of GL = 5 or
28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42

WAVELENGTH (Angstroms) morewhere the output isorders of magnitude higher than
spontaneous emission.

Figure 2. PSP-laser interaction with Teflon target A new target chamber was installed outside the
accumulatedover five lasershots at intensity of about2 x

solenoidal magnet that enabled longer length targets to10_8W/cm2.(a)Spatiallyintegratedspectrashowingstrong
satellite lines. (b)Plasma viewedcloser to target surface be used. In order to maximize the gain and confine a
showing broadened line. plasma, the interaction regionof a target was surrounded
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I
800 + Fe IX 171 A el -

Targ Line Focused Laser I

Bevel StainlessSteel • C VI 182 A a
Gear Blade & Side Walls O C VI 135 A t

14.4J I
600 I g=4.5/cm

, _f_____> Mask & Slot Stainless Steel __ I

Soft X-Ray _, =,! Blade & Side Wall _ /" Z I

Spectrometer Carbon _, LU /
Target I- 400 /

J!_! "_ Viewing Slot Z //
_L!ii.- 800 pm /

Magnified Axial View _ /200 /

Figure 3. The rotatable target system. The neodymium _,,," _
laser enters through a stainless steel slot 400_m wide. The ,. ." _
plasma is surrounded by flexible stainless steel walls to
provide additional cooling, and the view of the axial 0 J I _ l
spectrometer is restricted to the region shown in the lower 0 2 4 6 8 10
axial view. Part of the upper blade and side wall has been LENGTH(mm)
cut away in the drawing to display the target.

Figure 4. Intensities of the CV1182A and 135A lines versus
plasma length and (dashed line) a least squares fit to the
gain equation given in the text with again of 4.5 cm .1for the

by a miniature chamber with stainless steel walls (Fig. 3). 182 A line.
Gain is generated by recombination after the plasma is
first ionized by the drive laser. The recombination rate

fitted by a nonlinear regression model that performed aand hence gain generated depend strongly on the cooling
rate. The stainless steel walls confine the plasma and least-square fit of the data to the relation: lo
provide additional cooling both by radiation losses from I(L) o_[exp(GL)-I]3/2/[GL. exp(GL)] 1/2

iron impurities in the plasma and by thermal conduction. This describes the output intensity of a Doppler-
A 67-cm focal-length spherical lens and two cylindrical broadened, homogeneous source of amplified sponta-
lenses were operated to produce a <100 #m x 11 mm line

neous emission of gain-length product GL. The fit yielded
focus on a length-varying cylindrical target. A square a value of the gain of 4.5 cm -1 on the CVI 182 A line.
apodiser was used to control the Nd laser beam cross These results at remarkably low driving laser energy
section to improve the uniformity of the line focus. The augur well for the commercial availability in the near
target lengths used in this experiment were 2.5, 5.0, and future of relatively inexpensive soft X-ray lasers for a
7.5 mm. A 0.2 x 2 mm slot in a mask located 10 cm away variety of novel applications.
from the target in the axial direction, selected a limited
spatial region that was viewed by an axial soft X-ray ir,_ ...i ._ A .i.

spectrometer equipped with a multichannel detector. In uevulopiTlen[
the experiments the slot was placed in such a way that it of a 60-nm Laserselected a spatial region 0.4-0.6 mm from the target
surface. In the race towards X-ray lasing at shorter and

Encouraging progress was made in overcoming shorterwavelengths, the very important vacuum ultravio-
practical obstacles such as plasma uniformity and refrac- let (VUV) region near 60 nm has been often overlooked.
tion of the stimulated emission beam to maintain gain A laser at this wavelength (photon energy about 20 eV)
over larger lengths. Preliminary results, obtained with a is ideal for various experiments in chemistry, for which
14-J, 3-nsec laser pulse, are shown in Fig. 4. The CVI 182 the photon energy of soft X-ray lasers is already too large.
,&,line (3-2 transition)increased nonlinearly while the CVI A VUV laser can, in principle, be operated at a high
135 A and some other lines increased linearly as ex- repetition rate, and this is often a necessary feature for
pected from optically thin spontaneous emission from a the effective use of such lasers in chemistry.
homogeneous plasma of length equal to the length of the In the search for an appropriate lasing scheme near
target. ]his was a clear indication of gain on the 182 A 60 nm, the approach proposed by Feldman and Reader 11
line. The difference in the length dependence of the 182- seems to be quite realistic. They pointed out that there is
A and 135-A lines here is very important. The data were a unique line coincidence for two different ions of the
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same element; namely a MoXll transition at 13.65 nm is
PPPL_I X0354

coincident with a MoVll transition. Both linesare strong _ 900 (,)
lines to the ground level, and are therefore well suited to =o
the photopumping scheme. The pumping line of MoXII o -
originates ina more central part of the plasma where the
temperatureanddensityare higher thanthe outer regions _ 450 -

Mo VII
where MoVII is abundant. This photopumping can be _ Mo VII 67.77 nm

used to create a population inversion and gain on the _ rMo Vi IMoVII transition in the vicinity of 60 nm. Z IA_ . | _LU

Inour approachtowardstherealizationofthe Feldman I.- 0 I__and Reader scheme, we have been using a 10-J, 150- z _ _ i
nsec CO2 laser pulse, spilt into two beams and focused ..-..

900 (b)
on the target with significantly different power densities E = ._
for the generation of separate MoVll and MoXll plasmas o= --_ - >o o t o0 >o > "= _[

("c°ld"and"h°t"plasmas)'T°°btainasufficientlyh°t "d _i _1 ___1 I _

plasma for a high fractional abundance of MoXlI, one _ 450
beamwas focusedto a smallspot. The secondbeamwas ""
more weakly focused for the generation of a cooter _ f_ ' f(

plasma of MoVll ions. Radiation from a limited region in Z_ 61--_i _" "_/_ _v' _J _l_J "L__the "cold plasma" (MoVII) was selected by a mask and LU 3.89nm 67.77 nm0
recorded on a VUV spectrometer. A key point from both Z _ _ _
successfulandunsuccessful photopumpingexperiments -- 63.71 65.34 66.88 68.48 nm

was good control over the cold plasma temperature and NANOMETERS
density for the maximization of the abundance of MoVII
ions.Asecondconcern wasthe distance betweenthe hot FigureS. Spectrafrom (a) "coldplasma" onlyand(b) "cold

plasma" pumped by MoXll.
and cold plasmas. The MoXll pump flux was stronger
when the two plasmas were closer; however, the contri-
bution of collisional excitation was also larger.This made andcold plasma pumped by "hot plasma" [Fig. 5(b)]show
the photopumping effect less clear and, more impor- strong enhancement of MoVII lines at the time corre-
tantly, increased the population not only of the upper but sponding to the peak of the pump emission. When the
also the lower potential lasing levels, molybdenum (Mo) target was replaced by zirconium (Zr)

In most experiments, the grazing incidence VUV in the "hot plasma" the enhancement of MoVII lines was
spectrometer was equipped with a 600 grooves/mm very small. This small enhancement was primarily due to
grating for the wavelength range 30-70 nm, however in collisionalexcitationfromtheinterfering zirconiumplasma.
several experiments a 1200 grooves/mm grating was In the MoXII pumped plasma, enhancement of several
used. A multichannel microchannel plate detector regis- other MoVII lines was also observed. Although transi-
tered a spectrum in one shot and the spectrum was tions from the upper levels of these lines do not coincide
displayed on a Macintosh PC. In more recent experi- with the MoXl113.65nmpumping lines, they lie belowthe
ments a gating system was installed to obtain time- 4p5 6s levels of MoVII (upper lasing levels) and may be
resolved spectra. The gating system operates in a vari- populated by collisional transitions from these levels. In
able (from 20 to 100nsec) window mode or ina mode in the near future, we plan to increase the photopumping
which the signal was integrated up to a selected time. In rate by increasing the MoXll pump radiation intensity.
this second mode, the microchannel plate highvoltage is This will be achieved by adding to the experiment a 5 J
clamped to ground at the selected time. (20-nsec pulse) ruby laser. We will also measure the

Inphotopumpingexperiments, timedependent spec- population of the upper and lower lasing levels.
tra in the 60-nm region were recorded for different target
configuratiops. The most encouraging results were ob- 1____1_1 1 II

of the 182tained for a molybdenum target consisting of a 1-mm ppllcal:lon A
wide and 1-cm long blade located 1 mm from a second Soft V !'_ .. LaserMoXll target. The "cold plasma" with MoVll was gener- ^-nay
ated on the 1-mm wide target by a CO2 laser line focus to
about 1-cm long and the "hot plasma" (with MoXllions)
was generated by a smaller focal spot on the second The first application of the 18.2-nm laser was for soft

target. Spectra from the "cold plasma" [Fig. 5(a)] alone X-ray contact microscopy of biological specimens.12,13
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The ultimate goalof our X-ray laser microscopy program
isto obtain images of livingcells. Very impressive images
of cells have been obtained using soft X-rays from i .: ,......._ .., .... , . i!_.:
synchrotrons; however, the exposure time isa fraction of
a minute. The special advantage of the Soft X-Ray Laser
(SXL) is that the short pulse (of the order of nanosec- __
onds) offers tne potential of observing a cell that's alive 8' .................. -..... - --, ...._ .......
the instant before the flash exposure from a SXL records _ /-,L_Zr__.:'_i_ : '_ _
its image. The necessary radiation dose levels make it _.. _ __ _.i'.,_. !.'_,.j _,i: .:W
unlikely that the cell will survive the exposure, but expo- _._ __' _:_;.............. -;. . ._. _. _".........
sures of several similar cells in identical conditions taken _ .... ,' "..i_"_" , _ / :: _''

at certain time intervals should allow new information to '": '- _: ;_____ _!'-_ ' _"_Bbe obtained about dynamic processes inside cells. ,_, : ..........;._,-.

The "water window" region between the oxygen and __.
carbon K edges (2.3-4.4 nm)is customarily regarded as __.!
ideal for X-ray microscopy; however, at 18.2 nm the
absorption cross section of oxygen is three times that of Figure 6. ImagingX-RayLaserMicroscopeinstalled in the

Soft X.RayLaser. (90X3258)
carbon, providing good contrast between the carbon in
the cell proteins and the oxygen in the surroundingwater.

Although, up to now, most of our knowledge of the and consists of 10 pairs of layers of molybdenum and
internal structure of cell has been learned from electron silicon each 9.25-nm thick. The wavelength of maximum
microscopy, there are questions about the fidelity of the reflectivity is shifted on the convex mirror relative to the
image to the original living cell. In order for a cell to be concave mirror by 0.4-nm, and this makes the effective
observed in an electron microscope, the cell has to be reflectivity at 18.2 nm about 10% from each surface. A
stained with metals, dehydrated, andsliced, lt is obvious second identical Schwarzschild objective is used for the
that some information about the living cell is lost or interferometric alignment of the condensor and speci-
distorted in this process. In the soft X-ray region, there is men (but not zone plate). In our initial experiments with
sufficient contrast between the different components of IXRALM, we have encounter difficulties with the very
biological cells so that only minimal preparation is re- precise positioning required of the zone plate with re-
quired. Of course, a livecell can be viewed withan optical spect to the specimen and condensor. Therefore, we
microscope with high fidelity but the resolution is much reassembled our imaging systems with the zone plate
Iowerthan with electron orX-ray microscopes. Presently, replaced by a second Schwarzschild objective. Now ali
our work isconcentrated on experiments with livecells in systems can be prealigned with a visible laser beam and
a wet environment and on the development an Imaging the SXL beam is required only for the final adjustment of
Soft X-Ray Laser Microscope (IXRALM). the system. Recently, we have obtained the first images

A magnification of a factor of 100can be obtained in of a test grid using this system illuminated by the soft X-
an imaging microscope, by using soft X-ray optics based ray laser in which the image of the grid was magnified by
on Schwarzschild objectives with multilayer coating and a factor of x22.
microzone plates. This allows the use of relatively low
resolution film or CCD (charged-coupled device) detec-

tors that are about 106 times more sensitive than pho- Graduate Studiestoresist. Although losses in the optical components of
IXRALM maydecreasethe photon densityat thedetector The X-ray Laser group continues to provide an
by a factor of 103,nevertheless, the overall sensitivity of excellent environment for graduate study. A graduate
the imaging microscope is expected to be about 103 student has the opportunity to acquire "hands on"expe-
times higher than the contact microscope. Inthe imaging rience with many aspects of modern laser and plasma
microscope, a small-scale"portable" SXL ofenergy 10#J techniques and to become responsible for operating
can replace the millijoule SXL used for contact micros- small-scale experiments and analyzing the data.
copy. The first prototype of IXRALM, installedon SXL, is During FY90, K. Ilcisincompletud mostof theexperi-
shown in Fig.6. In IXRALM, a Schwarzschild objective is mentalwork forhis thesis onthe development of a 60-nm
used as a condenser and has a numerical aperture (NA) VUV laser. K, Krushelnick investigated the interactionsof
matching the zone plate. The multilayer coating on the the PSP laserwith solid targets andpreformed plasmas.
Schwarzschild objectives was provided by N. Ceglio's W. Lee investigated the quenching of Einstein A coeffi-
group (at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), cients due to the radiation field in argon ion laser pins-
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mas; this has important fundamental implications for the Powerful Subpicosecond KrF* Laser," Appl. Phys. B 50
physics of radiative decay in atoms in a strong radiation (1990) 275.
field. J. Hung developed a computer model of the atomic 6 Princeton University Plasma Physics Laboratory Annual

Report PPPL-Q-47 (October 1, 1988 to September 30,
kinetics on argon ion laser plasmas which illuminated 1989).

some of the issues in the quenching experiment. She is 7 R. Lee, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, RA-
now working on the 60-rim laser experiment. D. Reiner TION code, personal communication, 1990.
developed an electron spectrometer for above threshold 8 D.Kim,C.H. Skinner, G. Umesh,andS. Suckewer, "Gain
ionization (ATI)experiments using the PSP. Measurements at 18.22nm in CVI Generated by a

Nd:glass Laser," Opt. Lett. 14 (1989) 665.

9 C.H. Skinner, D. Kim, D. Voorhees, and S. Suckewer,
Referenoes "Development of Small-ScaleSoft X-ray Lasers: Aspects

of Data Interpretation," J. Opt. Soc.Am. B7 (1990) 2042.
1 S. Suckewer and C.H. Skinner "Soft X-Ray Lasers and

Their Applications," Science 247 (1990) 1553-1557. lO G.J. Linford,E.R. Peressini, WoR.Sooy,andM.L. Spaeth,

2 C.H. Skinner "Review of Soft X-ray Lasers and their "Very Long Lasers," Appl. Opt. 13 (1974)379.
Applications," Phys. Fluids, August 1991. 11U. Feldman and J. Reader, "Scheme for a 60 nm Laser

3 W. Tighe, K. Krushelnick, E. Valeo, and S. Suckewer, Based on Photopumping of a High Level of Mo6+ by a
"Toward Shorter Wavelength X-Ray Lasersusing a High Spectral Lineof Mo11+,.j. Opt. Soc.Am. B6 (1989) 264.
Power Short Pulse Pump Laser," in Proceedings of the 12 D.S. DiCicco D. Kim, R.J. Rosser, C.H. Skinner, S.
Second International Colloquiumon X-ray Lasers, to be Suckewer, "Contact Microscopy witha SoftX-ray Laser,"
published by lOP Publishing Ltd., Bristol, England, 1991. Optical Society of America Proceedings on Short Wave-

4 W.Tighe, C.H. Nam, J.Goldhar, L. Meixler, J. Robinson, length Coherent Radiation: GenerationandApplications,
E. Valeo, and S. Suckewer, "Powerful Subpicosecond R.W.FalconeandJ.Kirz, Eds.(OpticalSocietyofAmerica,
KrF Laser for X-ray Laser Development in the 1-5 nm Washington, DC) Vol. 2 (1988) 277.
Region,"in FemtosecondtoNanosecondHigh-lntensity 13C.H. Skinner, D.S. Dicicco, D. Kim, R.J. Rosser, S.
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SPACECRAFT GLOW EXPERIMENT

Spacecraft in low Earth orbit, about 150 to 300 km, The device built at PPPL for producing low-energy
travel through an atmosphere consisting primarily of neutral beams is based on this method of acceleration
atomic oxygen. A spacecraft's surface collides with and neutralization. A cross-section view of the facility is
oxygen with high relative velocity and the oxygen atoms shown in Fig 1. lt has two basic parts, a plasma chamber
carry about 5 eV kinetic energy with respect to this and, orthogonal to it, an experimental chamber. The 4-
surface. Spacecraft orbiting at these altitudes are thus kGauss magnetic field in the plasma chamber is pro-
exposed to highly reactive energetic oxygen with a flux duced by two sets of coils in a Helmholtz-like configura-
ranging from 1013 to 1016 /cm2/sec, depending upon tionl Plasma particles travel along the field linesfrom the
altitude. Observed effects of this bombardment include coaxial source to the neutralizer plate in a well-confined
the productionof anoptical glow surrounding the forward cylindrical column. The neutral beam travels across the
surfaces (the "spacecraft glow" phenomenon)1 and the magnetic field into the experimental chamber.
erosion of exposed surface materials. 2 Structures The beam Sourcewas constructed over two years
intendedto remain in service in low orbit for many years, ago andsincethen has undergone extensivediagnostics _
such as the Space Station and astronomical telescopes, to characterize the beam energy and flux. An energy
must employ protective surface materials and coatings

which can withstand this chemically active flux. There is Magnetic FieldCol_ #90x0049
a need for a laboratory source of "hyperthermal" (4-10 ...... ; _ _;_. _

eV) atomic oxygen beams to study the effects of the
energetic neutral bombardment and for accelerated test-
ing of candidate materials and coatings,simulating years
of orbit exposure in a few days.

Besides their application to spacecraft environmen-

tal effects, these low-energy neutral-beam sources are CoaxlalRF NeutralizerplateIons
useful for other purposes. Likely research spinoffs for Source

these atomic beam techniques include: beam-surface Plasma _#__ Wafer
interactions, atomic scattering, gas phase "hot" atom --_
chemical reactions, and materials processing and sur- Reactive
face modification technologies (such as semiconductor Atoms
etching). ',;;

The Princeton Plasma Pnysics Laboratory (PPPL), E_t-!,_f_-_:,

with funds from the National Aeronautics and Space Magnetic Coils H
Administration(NASA),has developeda noveldevicefor Sample

producing high-flux low-energy neutral beams.3 The Target

methodutilizesa metalsurface incontactwitha magneti-
callyconfinedplasmatoaccelerateand neutralizeplasma
:ions.The metal plate is biased negative with respect to _ ,
the plasma potential, and plasma ions are accelerated _ H
onto the surface. The ions are neutralizedvery efficiently
by picking up an electron from the negatively charged
metal and are reflected from the surface. If the atoms of ii_i_i!_T_

the metal surface are much more massive than the ions, Figure 1. Cross-sectional viewof the low.energy neutral-
the reflected neutrals will retainalmost ali of their incident beamfacility. Inns travel to the neutralizerplate confined

by the 4-kG magnetic field, after acceleration and
kinetic energy, forming a beam of superthermal neutrals neutralization they are reflected into the diagnostic
of adjustable energy, chamber.
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Table I. Reaction Efficiency of Atomic Oxygen Exposed Materials.

Kapton-H Black Kapton Lexan HDPE

Spece 3(-24) 8(-24) 6(-24) 4(-24)

PPPL
5 eV O Beam 11(-24) 8(-24) 5(-24) 4(-24)

MSFC
Plasma Asher 4(-26) 6(-26) 5(-26) 2(-25i

Reaction efficiency in units of cm3/atom; numbers a x 10-bexpressed as a(-b).
Data from Ref. 5.

Ii i II

analyzing quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) has In addition, many materials intended for use in space
been used to detect and measure the energy distribution have undergone testing on the PPPL facility. We have
of atomic beams produced in the PPPL source. Figure 2 carried out a number of experiments in which samples of
shows an example of the energy distribution for argon various materials have been exposed to bombardment
atoms produced by ion neutralization and reflection from by neutral oxygen atoms. 5 The results of these are
a tantalum neutrali,_er plate, shown in Table I which compares tests on the PPPL

These measurements of beam energy are also lm- _xygen atom facility with the measurements made in
,

portant for studying plasma-surface interactions, in par- space and with a plasma asher. The PPPL results are in
tlsular those that play a role in particle recycling in verygoodagreementwiththosemadeinspace,whilethe

use of an oxygen plasma does not simulate the behavior' PPPL#9',X0421

1.5 .... -q _ u _ of atomic oxygen.
We also completed the construction of a high power

coaxial exciter incorporating an actively cooled center
1.0 _ conductor. This exciter will produce about ten times more

I flux than the existing device. Once installed it will make
possible the simulation within a few days on the PPPL

0.5 _ facility of 20 years of exposure to atomic oxygen in space.
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PLASMA PROCESSING:
DEPOSITION AND ETCHING OF THIN FILMS

Plasmas are used extensively in current high-tech- to high energy ions (200-500eV) and rely on the deposi-
nology applications to fabricate advanced materials. A tion of a polymer passivation layer on sidewalls, our
prime example is in the field of microelectronics where approach utilizes low energy (10-50 eV) ions with no
plasma etching of complex patterns andplasma deposi- sidewall passivation. This eliminates or reduces the
tion of conducting, semiconducting, and insulating films damage caused by the higherenergy ions, andalleviates
play a large and vital role in the fabrication of advanced contamination of the substrate by passivation polymers.
semiconductors for computers, communications, and Our interest is in gaining a more fundamental under-
consumer electronics. Similar plasma processing is standingof thecomplex homogeneous plasmachemistry
employed in the fabrication of micro-optical and micro- and heterogeneous substrate surface chemistry that
engineered components, the latter including important occur during etching, including the effects of ion bom-
future applications of microsensors and microscopic bardrnent. In this regard, we are exploring a number of
medical components that could be used within arteries, methods for controlling both the homogeneous and
Other materials deposited with plasmas include heterogeneous chemistries to increase our capability to
antireflective coatings on glass for architectural and fabricatesubmicronfeatureswithverticalsidewalls. These
automotive applications, coatings to reduce friction and techniques are also applicable to the deposition of thin
wear, as in an oil drilling bit, magnetic and magneto-optic films, including those that must cover complex submi-
coatings for data storage, and catalytic coatings in the cron topographies.
chemical industry. The major activities, which are discussed in detail

The utility of plasma processing derives from two below, are the development of an electron cyclotron
general characteristics of low temperature discharges: resonance (ECR) plasma etch reactor, along with diag-
(1) electrons in the temperature range of 2-10 eV, which nostics suitable for characterizing the discharge and
can break chemical bonds to form reactive species for homogeneous chemistry in order to relate them to the
deposition or etching, and (2)directed ions with energies etching results. Work in these areas has been done
of 25-200 eV, which can be used to sputter materi_:lfor within the NewJersey SEMATECH Center of Excellence
deposition, or synergistically influence thin-film dep3si- for Plasma Etching. This is one of nine national centers
tion and etching. In the case of etching, this synergism establis',.ed by SEMATECH (Austin, Texas) to provide
underlies the ability to produce anisotropic features, supporting research in areas critical to the fabrication of
which are essential for achieving the high density of advanced semiconductor devices.
devices present in memory and logic chips.

The present focus of plasma processing work at the
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL), which is ECR Plasma I=',¢ .,. L.,....u

done jointly with the Department of Chemical Engineer- ,"ten ing
ing within Princeton University's School of Engineering
and Applied Sciences, is on developing the reactors and Objective
associated processes to effect the etching of devicesand Etchtools based upon electron cyclotron resonance
structures of submicron dimensions. A key objective is (ECR) plasmas offer a number of potelttial processing
the capability of etching anisotropically to produce struc- advantages for meeting advanced semiconductor pro-
tureswithverticalsidewallsperpendiculartothesubstrate, cessing requirements. At present, however, the full po-
These structures have vertical dimensions equal to or tential for ECRetching has notbeen realized,owing to an
greater than their lateral dimensions, as is required for incomplete understanding of the very complex ECR
advanced devicesandsuchthings as opticalwaveguides, processing environment. Th_.primary objective of this
This is accomplished by forming a lowpressure (typically work is to investigate generic ECR issues with clear
1 mTorr) plasma which produces chemically reactive process implications, including microwave coupling, lm-
etching species, and ions, directed perpendicular to the purity control, discharge conditioning, and optimization
substrate, to enhance the vertical etching rate. Unlike of the source configuration. Additional goals are to inves-
older methods of anisotropic etching which use medium tigate methods for controlling the homogeneous plasma
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chemistry by microwave power modulation and for con- Figure 2 shows the time dependence of the F/Ar
trolling the heterogeneous wafer-surface chemistry by emission ratio during etching with the wafer 40 cm from
cryogenic wafer cooling. Our process vehicle is an SF6/ the source.The measurement was made with the optical
O2/Ar al_isotropic etch of polysilicon with selectivity to multichannel analyzer in the ECR source region. The gas
oxide (gate electrode etch). This process is convenient flow composition was 20 sccm (std cm3/min) of SF6, 1
for investigation of the generic issues, and, with the sccmofO2,and6sccmofAr, withatotalpressureof1.25
enhancement expected from modulation and cryogenic mTorr. The microwave power into the plasma was 990
operation, may achieve favorable etching results with a W. There was no radio-frequency bias on thewafer. The
wide process window. F/Ar ratio rises rapidly at 70 sec when the polysilicon film

begins to clear. Oxide endpoint is reached at 185 sec.

Results From these data and thefilm thicknesses, we determine
the polysilicon etch rate to be 0.42 microns/rain, with a

A number of enhancements were made to the ECR selectivity to oxide of 8.5. In addition, from the time
plasma etch tool which was initially operated last year. between the abrupt changes in slope of the signal when
Includedare: (1)a newcorrosion-resistantvacuum pump- the polysilicon film clears, we can obtain an estimate of
ing system; (2) a wafer chuck for 100 mm wafers, the uniformity, which in this case is + 3%.
including helium backside cooling (2 Torr), radio-fre-
quency bias (500 Wat 13.56 MHz),and adjustability from 1.0 PPPL_lX0344
10 cm to 40 cm from the ECR source; (3) an optimized |
microwave coupler (described below); and (4) new diag- -._Polysilicon> _ Oxide--_ <100>SiliconWafer

nostics, including, a gridded parallel ion energy analyzer --..0.8 _j " " _

and two optical multichannel analyzers (OMAs). A sche- ._(._

matic of the tool is shown in Fig. 1. _ 0.6
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Figure 1. Schernaticof the electron cyclotron resonance Using resist-patterned wafers, we completed a
plasma etch tool. screening experiment, designed using RS/1 statistical

software. Seven tool control parameters were varied,
Initial etching results1 have been obtained with including total pressure, SF6 flow, 0 2 flow, microwave

unpatterned 100 mm (100) silicon wafers with a 0.5 power, radio-frequency chuck bias voltage, wafer posi-
micron thick polysilicon film (n-doped, 20 ohms/square) tion, and downstream magnet coil current. Thirty-six
over a 0.1 micron thick SiC2 film. Etching rates for both patterned wafers were run, using 18 treatments. We
polysilicon and SiC2 are obtained by monitoring the wereabletodeterminethesevenmaineffectsandseven
actinometric ratio of flourine emission at 703.7 nmto that interaction terms. From the data, models were con-
of argon at 750.4 nm. For constant argon concentration, structed for the polysilicon etch rate, oxide etch rate,
this ratio is proportional to thefluorine atom density in the selectivity,and anisotropy.Models werealso constructed
plasma.The fluorine concentration in thepie,smRis lower for a numberof plasma characteristics, including total ion
during polysilicon or silicon etching, compared to SiC2 power to the wafer, ion current, and fluorine concentra-
etching, because thehigher silicon etching rate results in tion. Our conclusions are that polysilicon etch rates
a greater consumption of the fluorine atoms. The end- depend primarilyon SF6flow andmicrowave power, and
point of both the polysilicon and SiC2 etching is clearly correlate well to the fluorine concentration and the ion
discernible in the actinometric signal, current to thewafer. Oxide etch ratedepends primarilyon
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microwave power, radio-frequency bias, and position of PPPL#91X0345

the wafer. This rate correlates well to the total ion power 3 SF6 1 mTorrplasma
to the wafer. We find that at room temperature, for
anisotropic etching, the maximum selectivity is approxi- NewCoupler
mately 10, with poly etch rates of 0.5-1.0 microns/min. _ R/HCPTEll

This study will provide a benchmark comparison for o..9.E2 /,' •
future cryogenic etching work. ^ • ,

In addition to the etching work, we have also ex- • •
plored a number of ECR plasma etching operational v 1 •

characteristics that arise due to new plasma operating O_ O O_,
regimes and tool configuration. These characteristics • Unpolarized
have been investigated in the context of SF6 etching of
polysilicon and oxide. 0 _o q) ,O O CouplerTMol

Electron cyclotron resonance plasma discharges 0 500 1000 1500 2000
are sustained by right-hand circularly polarized (RHCP) POWER (Wl

"whistler" waves that can propagate through the plasma Figure 3. Line-averagedelectron density, measured with
and are absorbed in the vicinity of the electron cyclotron the microwave Interferometer in the ECRsource region,
resonance, The left-hand circularly polarized (LHCP) as a function of the microwavepower for theunpolarized
mode is not absorbed, passing through the plasma for TMol coupler with a quartz window and the RHCP-TE11
densities n less than the LHCP cutoff density which coupler with a quarter-wave alumina window. The data

are for an SF6 plasma at 1 mTorr.
occurs at approximatelytwice the criticaldensity, nc (=
7.5 × 101ocm-3for2.45 GHz waves) and reflectingfrom
the plasma for n greater than approximately 2nc. function of the net microwave power for both a conven-

Microwavepoweriscommonlycoupledtotheplasma tional coupler, launching an unpolarized TMol mode
by some structure which launches waves through a through a thin (less than quarter-wave) quartz window
dielectric vacuum window. Typically, the launched wave (open circles), and our new coupler, launching a RHCP-
is unpolarized, i.e., an equal combination of RHCP and TEll mode through the quarter-wave alumina window
LHCP modes. Owing to the reflection of the LHCP mode (closed circles). The measurements were made in the
for n >2n c, and to the almost factor of 10 impedance source region of the tool with the microwave interferom-
mismatch between the RHCP mode in the launcher and eter. External tuning was used to minimize the reflected
in the plasma, external tuning is required to minimize the power for each data point taken with the unpolarized
reflected power. Such tuning is complicated, however, TMol mode coupler. No external tuning was performed
and difficult to automate. Furthermore, retuning is re- for the RHCP-TE11 mode coupler. Reflected power for
quired for any new plasma condition orchanges that may this coupler was less than 5% of incident power for the
occur during processing, entire range. Differences in the magnitude of the line-

We have implemented a new microwave coupler averaged densities between the two couplers may be
design which eliminates the need for external tuning, due partially to plasma profile differences. The main
thus simplifying control of the ECR tool operation. This advantages of the RHCP-TE11mode coupler compared
coupler launchesa RHCP-TE11modethrough a 0.98-cm to the TMol modecoupler are the absence of tuning and
thick alumina vacuum window. The window functions as the smooth, linear increase of density with power. In
a quarter-way? transformer andhas thecorrect dielectric contrast, the TMol mode coupler exhibited nonlinearity
constant to maintain the reflected power below 5% of the and hysteresis at lower densities (less than 1.5 x 1011
incident power without external tuning for plasmas with cm-3),even with tuning, owing primarily to the presence
densities between 3 x 1011cre-3and 3 x 1012cm-3.The of the LHCP mode which is transmitted through the
density range of favorable matching can be altered by plasma without absorption for densities below approxi-
small adjustments of the magnetic. Since the RHCP- mately 2nc,and reflected above thatpoint. Similar results
TEll mode rotates at the microwave frequency, the have been obtained for argon discharges.
coupler launches a wave which is azimuthally symmetric Plasma impurityproblems associated with thestrong
on processing time scales. Complete details of the con- interaction of ECR discharges with the vacuum vessel
struction of the improved coupler, including a coupling walls were investigated spectroscopically. We conclude
model which predicts the coupler performance accu- that deposited layers on the vacuum vessel wall that
rately, are reported elsewhere.2 arise from etching operations can, under some circum-

Figure 3 shows the line-averaged plasma electron stances, cause the adsorption of large quantities of
density for an SF6 discharge at 1-mTorr pressure as a water. The water may be released at the initiation of the
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discharge, resulting ina source of hydrogen that lowers increases monotonically with power over the range of
the fluorine atom concentration by reacting to form HF, 750 W to 1500 W andwith pres,.,ureover the range of 1
This causes slower, more erratic etching, to 8 mTorr. Downstream, however, the average density

Dischargesrun inH2 and argon are both effective in peaks in the 2-3 mTorr range, depending slightly on
removing the water from the walls. These discharges are power, and then decreases rapidly with pressure. This
also effective inconditioning thewalls so that subsequent falloff islikely due to inelastic processes which reducethe
exposure to atmospheric water vapor during dry nitrogen electron temperature and density as the scurce plasma
venting of the vacuum system do not cause impurity drifts into the downstream chamber. The ion current to
problems, the wafer, which is proportional to the electron density,

Measurement of the plasma density scaling with will decrease strongly with pressure as well as with
power and pressure in the source and downstream distance from the source.
regions of the ECR tool were performed, and shown in

Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The density in the source region Plasma Diagnostic
60 Development- SF6(95%)/02(5%) .1500W

50 SourceRegion Objective

1200W Plasma diagnostics are essential in determining the
E 40 1000W correlation between plasma parameters and etching

characteristics. They are also necessary for process
T_ 30 750W monitoring and tool fingerprinting. Ultimately, diagnos-

tics will be the basis for real-time process control. Our
objective in this task is to develop diagnostics for triode,c- 20v

_ magnetically enhanced, and ECR plasma etch tools

10- used within the NJ SCOE (New Jersey SEMAtECH
_ Center of Excellence);to coordinate diagnostic develop-

0 J J _ I J I _ I _ i ment with ongoing efforts at SEMATECH and member
0 2 4 6 8 10 companies; and to identify monitors suitable for finger-

PRESSURE (mTorr) printing of manufacturing plasma tools.

4 PPPL#91 X0347 Results
SF6(95%)/02(5%) Anumberof diagnostic enhancements were madeto
Downstream

3 Region the ECR plasma etch tool described above. These in-
clude radio-frequency current and voltage probes on the

E chuck, two optical multichannel analyzers (one in the
,-,_ source region and one downstream), a gridded parallel
_o 2 ion energy analyzer in the downstream region, and a,...._.,

A "% samplingresidual gas analyzer (RGA). In addition, radio-
c frequency current andvoltage probes were installed on
v 1 the second electrodeof a triode parallelplate tool, already

. equipped with such probes in the first electrode.

29ov_5°° _ _'_.-_. _ In the area of radio-frequency current and voltage
0 ,_ uw _ _. _ '--[ measurements, we preformed a SEMATECH Gauge

0 2 4 6 8 10 Capability Study to qualify the probes for measuring
PRESSURE (mTorr) plasma impedanceand true power input. Thiscomprises

Figure 4. (Top) Line.averaged electron density In the a simple,but very effective, fingerprinting diagnostic. We
electron cyclotron resonance source region measured havealso obtained impedance measurements on triode
with the microwave Interferometer as a function of mi. plasmas. We have modeled the plasma as an arbitrary
crowave power and gas pressure, for SFe(95%)/02(5%) two-po,"t network, from which we can determine the
discharges. (Bottom) Line.averaged electron density tn characteristicimpedancesof both sheaths, as wellas at
the electron cyclotron resonance downstream region 20
cm from the source measured with the microwave inter- the vacuum vessel wall.
ferometer as a function of microwave power and gas We investigated the feasibility of using Thomson
pressure, for SF6(95%)/02(5% ) discharges, scatteringto measure electron temperature inthe ECR
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plasma etch tool. This diagnostic technique measures a factor of two. Note that though the etch rate is higher
the Doppler broadening of scattered laser lig_lt to deter- afterconditioning,thefluorineconcentrationis alsohigher,
mine electron motion. Our calculations indicate that for indicating that before conditioni_lg the fluorine may be
electron densities typical of the ECR source region (1-2 consumed by reactions other than etching.
x 1012cm-3), the Thomson scattering data acquisition Figure 5(b) shows the Si-_(637.1nm)/Ar ratio for the
time would be 100-200 sec, which is long compared to two wall conditions. The Si+concentration is assumed to
process times. Based onthese results, Thomsonscatter- be proportional to the etch rate. These data corroborate
ing was judge to be impractical for an ECR plasma etch the F/Ar data in that before conditioniilg the Si+/Ar signal
tool. rises very slowly compared to the situation after

Optical emission spectroscopy using optical mul- conditioning.
tichanqel analyzers has been used for a variety of mea- PPPL#91X0348

surements. As a basis for this, we have identified a 0.5/
number of spectral features from plasma species. We .-.

have surveyed th_ s_ectral range of 200-900 nm with a oo_0.41-300 grooves/mm grating for SFs/O2/Ai" etching dis- f---\ /_'AfterConditioning

charges and for H2/Ardi:._hargecleaning plasmas. The :::3 / y
plasma species identified include S, S+, S2, F, O_, Ar .....Jand Ar.. Impurities identified include H, OH, HF, and Cr. <: 0.3

Etch products identified include Si, Si+, SiF, and SiO. _ t
Applications of optical emission spectroscopy include _ /.-,,'"""-"-'._"-"' ---"---'-"z0.Z
endpoint detection, impurity detection indications or LU I, "J \

' P- if" Before Conditioning

wall conditions, and tool/process finger printing by line z

ratios. Details are as follows. _: 0 1
We have measured in the downstream chamber the _- " /

time evolution of the emission from a variety of species
during the etching of unpatterned silicon wafers with a 0.0/ _ .......l, _ i i
0.5-micron thick polysilicon film over a 0.1-micron thick 0 50 100 150 200 250 300
SiO2 film. We follow the etching through the clearinc of TIME (sec)
both the polysilicon and SiO2 films into the silicon
substrate. 0.3 r PPF,t.,9,xo35o

We have considered two cases which depict wall |
conditions beToreand after a discharge conditioning _.
process described in the next section. For both cases we ._

used a gas flow composition of 20 sccm of SF6, 1 sccm 4_ 0.2
of 0 2, and 6 sccm of Ar, with a total pressure of 1.25 _ /',tier Conditioning

mTorr. The microwave power was 1200 W, and there _
was noradio-frequency bias onthe wafer. Inalicases, we z_
report the ratio for the emission of the species of interest
to thatof the 750.4 nmargon line usedas an actinometer, z O.1 It,i,-,.

We assume that this ratio is proportional to the concen- +
tration of the speciesof interest. Although the application L5 ,/'" '--" .. .
of argon actinometry has not been validated for ali of the o.o _" _ _.L Before_ Cond_tlon0ng__

species we consider here, the actinometric ratio can be 0 50 1oo 150 200 250 300
expected to reflectthe correct trends in the timeevolution TIME (soc)

of the species concentrations, and, in particular, the Figure 5. (Top) F/Aractinometric signals as functions of
differences that exist between the two wall conditions time during the etching of unpatterned polysilicon/siii.
that we have studied, con oxide/silicon wafers (see Fig. 2). Thebroker, c_,'rve

In Fig. 5(a) the F(703.7 nm)/Ar spectroscopic signal was taken under unfavorable wall conditions which ox.
' isted before thedischarge conditioning procedure, while

is shown as a function of time. Before conditioning the solid curve was taken after discharge condition_'ng.
(brokenline), the F/Arsignalrises slowly over 50 sec, and (Bottom) Si+/Aractinometric signals as functions of time
the etch rate is relatively slow as evidenced by the long during the etching of unpattemed polysilicon/siY,con
time for the polysilicon film to clear. After conditioning oxtde/silicon wafers (see Fig,2). The broken curve wastaken under unfavorable wall conditions which existed
(solid line), the rateof riseof F/Ar is much more rapid(less before the discharge conditioning procedure, while the
than 10 soc) and the etchingrate is increased by almost solid curve was taken after discharge conditioning.
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Comparing the 0(777 nm)/Ar, H(656.3 nm)/Ar, and initial rise in oxygen and hydrogen, they both fall much
F/Ar signals in Fig. 6(a) for etching before conditioning, more rapidly than they did before conditioning.
we see that the oxygen and hydrogen concentrations From these data, we conclude that before condition-
increase rapidly at the beginning of the discharge, with ing, the walls retained a large quantity of water vapor
:he hydrogen falling on a time scale of about 50 sec and which was injected into the plasma when the discharge
the oxygenfalling on a somewhat slower time scale. The was initiated. The hydrogen from the water reacted with
rise in fluorine concentration correlates with the fall in fluorine atoms, reducing their concentration, and result-
hydrogen. From Fig. 6(b), which shows the same quan- ing inslow,erratic etching. In contrast, after conditioning,
tities a"er conditioning, we see that although there is an much less water was injected into the discharge, and it

affected only the initial 10 sec of etching.
1.0 PPPL#91x0349 Thepoorwall conditions which resulted inthe delete-

3efore Conditioning rious impurity behavior seen in Figs. 5 and 6 occurred
it",, after a water vapor leak from the wafer chuck. The leak

0.8- .... / _ caused the partial pressure of water in the vacuum

_ / ',,, O/At I _ systemto riseto 5 x 10-4Torr. After the leak was repaired,
_", a_ ,....,._j / ii the base pressure had increased to about 4 x 10.7Torr,

,,v_ _ and the pumpdown time was considerably longer than
._._ _ _ the six hoursnoted previously. The residualgas analyzer
>- _ t_-."- (RGA) showed prominent peaks at masses 18 and 20I-- I

0.4 ] which were taken to be H20 and HF, respectively.
uJz _ F/Ar The water-vapor leak occurred after approximately
_z two monthsof operation, duringwhich SF6/O2/Ardischar-

0.2 ges were used to etch polysilicon andsilicon oxide films.
We believe that during this time, fluorine-containing
compounds, possibly involving sulfur, oxygen, and/or

! _ I I I I
0'00 50 100 150 200 250 300 silicon, deposited on the walls, creating surfaces which

TIME (sec) could adsorb large quantities of water. Without a dis-
charge present, thewater desorbedslowly, as evidenced

PPPL_lX03S_ by the slow pumpdown and promif_ent mass 18 RGA
2 peak. lt is also likely that the adsorbed water was the

After C_nditioning hydrogen source for the HF which was observed. At the
initiation of a discharge, a large quantity of water was
released by plasma bombardment. This scenario is sup-

_" ported by the impurity behavior depicted in Fig. 6(a), the
_ _ discharge conditioning results discussed in this section,
= _ _"P_ and by the base pressure and RGA data noted above.

1 _ _ _ To ameliorate the poor wall conditions, we explored"" l I l
:>_ l I l

,,,, _ _ O/Ar a variety of plasma discharge cleaning methods. To

caz "_., _,._,, ,, _./ .,,,,.,,.___ determine the effectiveness of a given method,we noteduJ changes in base pressure and RGA spectra before and
z_ - after discharge cleaning. We also observed hydrogen

- _,. _F/Ar _...._ andoxygen atomic emission and an OH molecular emis-
• _ .... _. ,.F- H/Ar sion feature centered at 309 nrn. We took the ratio of the... emission features to the line-averaged electron density,

00 _ J _ _ _ measured bythe microwave interferometer, as an indica-50 100 150 200 250 300
TIME (sec) tion of the rate of removal of water from the walls.

Our results indicate that discharges in inert gases,
Figure6. (Top)F/Ar, O/Ar,andH/Aractinometricsignals likeargon andhelium, are noteffective in removingwateras functions of time during the etching of unpatterned
polysilicon/siliconoxide/silicon wafers. Thecurves were from the walls. Similarly, running with a typical etching
taken under unfavorable wall conditions which existed combination of SF6, 02, and Ar was also ineffective at
before the discharge conditioning procedure. (Bottom) improving the wall conditions. We have found, however,
FiAt',OIAr,and HIAractinometric signals as functions of
time during the etching of unpatterned polysilicon/sili, that discharges in mixtures of H2 and Ar are effective at
con oxide/silicon wafers. Thecurves weretakenafter the conditioning the walls and alleviating the problems asso-
discharge conditioning procedure ciatedwith wall irnpurities.Although wedid notundertake
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a formal optimization, we found favorable discharge ditionlng," was taken just before the H2/Ar discharge was
conditioning plasmas with a gas mixture of 11sccm H2 terminated after four hours. The OH feature is absent,
and 4 sccm Ar, with a total pressure of 1.0 mTorr and and the HF feature has been reduced substantially.
microwave power of 1500 W. Figure 7 shows the optical Subsequently, we obtained the favorable etching results
emission spectra in the downstream region forthe 200-400 shown in Fig. 6(b).
nm spectral region. The graph labeled "Before Discnarge The favorable etching results and impurity behavior
Cleaning" was taken at the start of the H2/Ar discharge persisted after subsequent nitrogen venting to introduce
cleaning run, showing the prominent OH feature at 309 new wafers according to the procedure described previ-
rim. In addition, we see a large broad HFemission feature ously. Even with the dry nitrogen venting, it is likely that
extending from 200 nm to 320 nm. After about two hours the vacuum vessel walls were exposed to some level of
of discharge cleaning, the OH emission feature disap- atmospheric water vapor. We conclude, therefore, that
peared. The second graph in Fig. 7, labeled "After Con- the discharge cleaning procedure not only removed the

water which was the immediate problem, but also condi-

1.0 PpPLelxo356 tioned the walls so that additional exposure to water

_(11_/ vapor at a low level did not produce the unfavorable

OH Emission results that occurred after the water-vapor leak. We

0.8 anticipate that in time the buildup of wall deposits along
with the accumulation of water vapor from successive

_ atmospheric exposures will necessitate additional dis-
•E= ,/" _ (" Before

0.6 charge conditioning. However, more than 60 wafers havebeen etched since the discharge conditioning without
cO

any noticeable deterioration of etching characteristics,

z_ 0.4 nor spectroscopic evidence of wall impurities,

Z
- 0.2
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THEORETICAL STUDIES

The Theoretical Division performs many functions. Princeton Iterative
Itscalculations serve in the interpretatiun of experimental
results and in suggesting innovative experimental ap- Equilibrium Solver Code
proaches, lt is involved incollaborations with andsupport Over the past few years, experimental evidence has
for experiments around the world, as well as at the accumulated that resonant error fields of order 6B/Bt
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL). lt has ..10-4 can produce significant effects on tokamak
developed computer codes in the course of its work that discharges. Some of the observations raise serious
are used by other divisions within PPPL and at other concerns for the next generation of tokamaks. Islands
laboratories. New ideas are generated for improved produced by error fields are believed to cause
approaches to nuclear fusion and plasma physics. The nonaxisymmetric heat deposition on divertor plates, By
methods employed are diverse and represent many increasingthe peakheat load, this effect exacerbates the
branches of physics, mathematics, andengineering. The already serious problemof d{vertorheat load, Error fields
results developed in the Theoretical Division represent also are believed to increaseplasma disruptivity through
the cutting edge of plasma physics, in both basic and mode locking. This is an issue because disruptions
applied forms, and have been applied in the design of cause,many problems for tokamak design and operation.
many experiments, ii:eluding the Compact Ignition To- For example, the divertor plates can only tolerate a
kamak (CIT) and the International Thermonuclear Ex- limited number of disruptions due to ablation of material
perimental Reactor (ITER). from the divertor plates during disruptions. In addition to

This survey is divided into four major areas: (1) the practical issues, error field effects also provide a
magnetohyGrodynamics (MHD), (2) anomalous trans- testing ground for some interesting physics. A small,
port and confinement, (3) current drive and r_dio-.fre- resonant magnetic field perturbation affects the plasma
quency (rf) heating, and (4) nonfusion theory, significantly only in a narrow region about the rational

surface, allowing us to test our understanding of the
physics of magnetic islands,

... _ . __......_,Manne_oh,,_ro_,,namics We have studied the effects of small, externallyimposed error fields using both a cylindrical, analytical
The ideal, resistive,andkinetic MHDlevelsof descrip- model and using the PIESthree-dimensional equil!brium

tion for plasma equilibrium and stability analysis have code. Ouranalyticalcalculation, assuming narrow islands
proved to be extremely useful over the years for design and tokamak ordering, is ageneralization ofthe nonlinear
and analysis of experiments. The major MHD codes are tearing mode theory to include the effects of a fixed
concerned with the equilibrium and stability of 2-D (two- external perturbation. Details of the calculation are pre-
dimensional) systems (the PEST code), the equilibrium sented in Ref. 1. Figure I shows schematically what the
and stability of 3-D (three-dimensional) equilibria via a solution looks like.The helical flux atthe rational surface,
reduced 2-D system (STEP), the equilibrium and evolu- _l_(rs),is plotted as a function of a profile parameter, with
tion of3-D configurations (PIESand MH3D), hightoroidal /vassumed to increasemonotonically as a function ofthe
modenumber MHDballooning-modestability (CAMINO), parameter,
and the evolution of axisymmetric equilibria on the trans- The dashed lines in Fig. 1 show the solution in the
port time scale (TSC). In addition, the nonvariational absence of an error field. For A' > 0, nonaxisymmetric
NOVA codes are used to investigate stability of MHD solutions appear, corresponding to saturated tearing
modes including nonidealeffects such as energetic par- modes. As A' -,. 0 from the right,the island width goes to
ticles (NOVA-K), plasma resistivity (NOVA-R), and wall zero. The point A' = 0 corresponds to a bifurcation point
resistivity (NOVA-W), of the solution. The solid lines show the solution for finite
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Figure 1. Solution for tp(rs) with finite _. The dashedfine POLOIDAL ANGLE 0(radlans)
indicates the solution in the _= 0 limit. Figure3. Poincareplot for a toroidalsolution with Ria=3,

= 1,anderror field as described in the text.

error field. The externalperturbationbreaksthe bifurca-
tion at A' = 0, so that the solutionnow consistsof two circularcross section, withoutand with an error field.
independentbranches.The solutionfor A'< 0 now goes (We cautionthat the origin of our coordinate system
smoothlyintothe locked-modesolutionforA' >0. This is does not lie on the magneticaxis, so the regionabout
the branch thatwe are interestedin. the axis lookslike an island, but is not an island.) The

One thing thatwe wouldliketounderstandaboutthe tearing mode is unstable for these parameters.In the
solution of Fig. 1 is whether the plasma amplifies or absenceof an errorfield, there are saturated islandsat
diminishestheerrorfield whenA'< 0. To geta feelingfor the q =2 and q = 3 rationalsurfaces,withthetotalisland
that, we consider a specialcase where thingssimplify width across the midplane about 6%. The solution in
somewhat. We assume thatthe islandis inthe vacuum Fig.3 has an errorfield imposed.The coilcurrent and

regionoutsidethe plasma.We finda criticalvalueA'=A_, shift were chosen to approximatelyreproduce the re-
at whichthe island width isjust that due to the vacuum ported n=l errorfield spectrumon DIII-D (DoubletIII-D
errorfield. When A' issufficientlylargeand negative,the atGeneralAtomics,San Diego,California),withan n=1,
plasmaisself-healing.When A'<0 approacheszero,we m=2 amplitudeof about 5.5 x 10-5Bt (Ref. 3). With the
get amplification, imposed error field, the islands are larger and more

Ournumerical resultshave been obtainedwith the numerous.The total island widthacrossthe midplaneis
PIES three-dimensionalequilibriumcode. An extensive now about23%.
set of numerical computationsis presented in Refer- Our analytical calculationsuggests that the pres-
ence 2. Figures2 and 3 show Poincareplots for solu- ence of an error field broadens the range of plasma
t/cns with R/a = 3, some particularcurrent profile, and parametersover which deleterious tearing effects are

seen. This is consistentwith the observationthat the

error compensationcoilon DIII-D effectsthe thresholdPPPL_lX0367

_.o for _heonsetof low densitylockedmodes.The numeri-
...._-_-___-_:.!_:i.:-.:7:._i::-::-__ cal results indicate that the saturation amplitude of a--_-._7_---_-_.'-.' :-_-.--i-:.--.k:_.-_-_F.'_''-''-------

0,8 ___c_';._-_:;_;__:;_-__ tearing instability can be sensitive to the presence of a
__ ...._ -_ .... ._----.------.___" 1.7%_._:--;-_-_i-_i_#_z;-_._.___ relatively small error field, This is consistent with the

--- _": _.:--_:_-_.--=_:_-_-_'---__._-;-_= general belief that locked modes tend to grow to larger
<
n-rr. __A__._._._ _ - 4.3% amplitude and to disrupt more readily than rotatingtear-
o _.:.S_.__=_-_i_._:: ing modes.We conclude that experiment and theory arez 0.4

"_ _;__'_'-_-_-::-.'-__ presenting us with a consistent picture indicating that
_--;:._.>_-.__._.'.<._'_. ,.'?_..--
..-+_:m-:_..-_._--I .----_,_-,:-----_-_.::_,_ error fields of the magnitude that exist in present-day0.2 ..... Y-_- ' < .... : ...."'" __" '_.......

...._- .-._<_.----_---:---<'-_:-"..-:-'_ tokamaks are having significant effects Improved un-
0.0 ' :;/;":';"_(-C_c_-"__-'h__ magneticaxis derstanding of error field effects will play a role in the

-3.0 -2.0 ._.0 0 _.0 2.0 3.o design of the next generation of tokamaks in terms of
POLOIDALANGLE0(radians) suggesting construction tolerances and possibly in terms

Figure2. Poincareplot for a toroidal solution withRia =3, of suggesting the desirability of trim coils for tuning out
_,= 1,and no error field, residual field errors.
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Two-Dimensional enabled us to use up to 800 flux surfaces and 800 theta
points to obtain accurate solutions of the equilibrium

Equilibrium Studies equation up to very high values of beta, well into the
During the last year, renewed interest in second second regime of stability, These accurate equilibria

stability equilibrium in conjunction with both the PBX-M have enabled us to perform stability studies at high beta
(Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification)and the ARIES for the first time, changing considerably our picture of
(a University of California at Los Angeles design study second stability, 4 An example of one such study in
for a hypothetical reactor) programs have led us to which the accuracy of the equilibrium had a large effect
reexamine and improve the accuracy of our flux- is given in Figs, 4 and 5, Figure 4(a) shows the toroidal
coordinate equilibrium codes at very high beta values, current contours and the computational grid for a 200 x
We increased the efficiency of the algorithm used to
iterate the nonlinear elliptic Grad-Shafranov equation PPP,,0_x03,o

expressed in flux coordinates when the surface-averaged 20 - f-J---'_- "_.--_
current density and pressure functions are specified, __ C.Ooonverged
and added ghost points outside the computational LU
boundary to enforce the solution of the equilibrium 769 zones

equation centered exactly on the plasma-vacuum -1- Ek_...._ "--._._
interface. A third new capability is respacing the flux _ 10 __.___

ocoordinate grid so that finite difference points accumulate rr 385 zones
in regions of large gradients. These improvements have LL

o
LU

<

PPPL#91X0369 (_

(b) e0
193 zones

-10 _- ' I ' I '

9 10 11 2

BETA (%)

o _ Figure 5. Results of PEST study of the growth rate of the

beta. Results for 193, 385, and ;'69 zones, and converged
for an infinite number of zones.

_.____..'_L_......:_Y_._.:::_z ..... 400 zone problem. In Fig. 4(b), we have plotted every
0 36 4o 44 4a-_s_:-_ 20th flux surface on top and the midplane values of the

R(m) toroidal and poloidal current density on the bottom.

Toi_/al-Cu_reni .........(c)-i_ _ ...............foroi_la_-Curr-en-t-id_) Figures 4(C) and 4(d) show a blowup of the ten points on
._ -0.23 Density / == ............... Density the left and right sides, to show that the toroidal current

// _7 --.. actually vanishes at the boundary, but inside a very
,t;- // "- ..... narrow layer. Figure 5 shows the results of a PEST(.9 _\

-0.2s . e 6 _ study of a family of such equilibria in which we are

z _; calculating the growth rate of the external kink mode as
cc /
rr -0.27 5y a function of the plasma beta. Using the relatively coarse-
o _ zoned equilibrium in the calculation (193 zones) seems

3.50 3.52R(m)3.54 3.56 5,4975S.4_5 S,4_S to indicate that the unstable kink mode restabilizes at
R(rn) sufficiently large values of the plasma beta. However,

Figure4. (a) Toroidal current contours and the computa, repeating this study with successively finer zoned
tional grid for 200×400 zone problem; only every eighth equilibrium and converging to the limit of an infinite
zone in _ and (-)is plotted for the computational grid; (b) number of zones, shows that in fact the external kink
top is every 20th flux surface, bottom is toroidal and
poloidal current density across midplane; (c)blowup of mode growth rate continues to increase as beta is
toroidal current density at left-most 10 points; and (d) increased and does not exhibit any second stability
right-most 10points, feature at all.
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NOVA-W Code positions 2 and3 are not,with position 3 being the worst,

Qne of the major MHD code development projects A feedback system using loop position 3 as a sensor will
completed this year was the NOVA-W code, This was a be unstable regardless of the gain, This reflects the fact
modification to the linear MHDstability code NOVA, that that the plasma can deform In such a way that lt can
includes the effect of a resistive wall and of electromag- displace Its center from the midplane, but keep the
netic feedback systems in the vacuum region, This code perturbed flux at location number 3 near zero so that the

motion will go undetected. This code is unique In theis especially well-suited to calculating the effects of
international fusion community and has found wideplasma deformation on theaxisymmetric instability inthe

presence offeedback stabilization, As an example ofthe application in the US and in Europe,
application of the NOVA-W code, we consider in Fig, 6
the study ofthe effect of flux loop detector position onthe
stabilization of the axisymmetrio Instability in CIT, We r,_s=_ur_-unv_n Resistive
evaluated theeffectivenessof fourdifferentplacements Modes in Tokamaks
of the fluxloopsasdetectorsinthefeedbacksystemnow

The MH3D code5solves the nonlinear compressible
envisioned for CIT, Loop positions number 1 and 4 are resistive MHD equations in a three-dimensional toroidal
effective to use as sensors of the plasma motion, but

geometry, The code uses conformal coordinates, trans-

formed from the original toroidal coordinates (r,(_,_).This 'L
PPPL#91X0365 allows the code to treat a shifted-coordinate origin and

2 #3 (a) shaped-plasma boundaries. The time step is limited by

{__' the shear-Alfven wave, The compressional wave is sta-•_-Active bilized by making implicit the tridiagonal part of matrices

1_ / / ""_ Feedback Coil which result from the oompressional wave in the differ-

I/ '_X_ enea equations.

The MH3D code Isused to study high-beta effects on

E" 0 _CIT Vacuum sawtoothoscillationsandpressure-drivenresistivemodes
N" |_ Plasma// Vessel Wall in tokamaks. The sawtooth simulation at highbeta shows

J,\ that the helically twisted hotspot has a prominent toroidal

_1_ 1 _/'_#. 4 bulge at the large major radius side, characteristic of ahigh t_p instability.6 This agrees well with experimental
,_ .=./ .<-Active measurement as shown in Fig. 7 (Ref. 7), This bulge
' _#3 FeedbackCoil drives various magnetic islands resulting in a stochastic

-2 ' ;_ ' 3 ' 4[ annular regionas shown in Fig.8. This interpretationcan

R(m) resolve the sawtooth heat pulse "anomaly," in which the
sawtooth heat pulse propagates outward faster than

60 (b) would be expected from the perpendicular thermal con-

40 ,9oxo152

Reconstruction of ECE Data MH3D Code Simulation
uJ
I--- 20 _ .... .-_..

O -20tr' \
/

-40 .......

t i 1 i' i t '-'-T'---'I I 1 l i I 1 I 1 }1 2 1,65 3,25
FEEDBACKGAIN { ._) MAJOR RADIUS (m)

Figure 6.(a)Showsplacement of different detector loops Figure 7. Contours of constant electron temperaturedur-
in the Compact Ignition Tokamakexperiment. (b) Shows ing a sawtooth crash are compared between the experi-
linear growth rate versus feedback gain using loops #1 mentalelectron cyclotron emission measurementand the
for a; #2 for b,c; #3 for d; and #4 for e. MH3Dcode result.
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.PPL.oxo3. Center (NMFECC)] supercomputers, Application of the

, ____ STEP code to the analysis of data from Hellotron-E has

_,- beenmade,9Work isalso underwayto computestellarator
R equilibria for Hellotron-E and ATF (Advanced Toroidal

// , ,' ...','."_:._.:.<:""i-'_:i::::!:..,._>, .=.::"_.."i_.:""!_;":'.....-,.i\ Facility)for several values of beta, This hasalready been
/,' "::" ":" i_i:i!iil;!,ii:_i.:.ii"_i!_:i'.ii:: ""_::"::":,\ dose for the TJ-II heliac,/

, , .,., .1;._.:_ . _, ..... _, ": , .. .

z ., / _,'.%C ..' .... \
/ / .,' _..._, .:. ,-,. \
/ , __.,,;_..-,, \ . . ,

' ' \ Dampingof Tormdtctty-lnduced
t ,V,tll. ;ii Shear.AlfvenEtgenmodes' _ :";' ";"f';:t_,',\ ' ', ,t.,1,'..:":'J" t'. 1

/ __ ii:' / In the IdealMHD limit, the toroldiclty-induced shear-
\ _ __._!:_-, .; / Alfven eigenmodes (TAE) aremarginally stable with real

_ _ '_ _' ",.'_.q_'.£JX'_I ""............ ,,' ,'.__ .:_.'=_',?_,,_i' '\ \','__i"_". /
; ', ..--.;; ,' :L',. _u,._._ _'*._',,,'_ .: 'u," )' ! : ' '\ \__,.,, .._. _... / frequencies _o= VA/2qR,where vA Is the Alfven speed,\ _':=.:.. : , , .,. I

_, ._ . . ,,,,,. ., ._. , ' " i" " ' ' /\ -__\.,,:/.., / Since, in Ignitedtokamaks, the 3,5-MEV alpha-particles
\ ' '_,i::" / have velocity typically greater than vA, one finds that• . , '>_.'-_ ............:... . .....,,'... Vc_

" .... ' " .- ' " high-nTAE Instabilities can be readily excitedvtao_- kllvll

"_..._:_. ....::_.i:.::.:_ wave-particle interactions.10,11While electron Lando,udamping does provide some stabilization, its effect is

Figure 8. Puncture plot of magnetic fields from the MH3D generally very small10,11 such that [Jc_,crlt~ O (10-3). Inthe
code, showing a stochastic annular region, present work, it is demonstrated that another significant

stabilization mechanism is the damping associated with
resonant Alfven absorption which occurs when the TAE

ductMty.7 At very high _l_p,the stochastic region can frequency matches the shear-Alfven continuum._2 For
essentially fill the whole plasmaand can result ina "high- typicaltokamak parameters,thisAlfven-resonancedamp-
[_disruption,"wherethe plasmadisrupts right after a large ing can be an order of magnitude larger than the electron
sawtooth crash. Landau damping and, accordingly, raise the critical I_ to

Line_:'rstudies of pressure-drivenresistive modes _,crlt ~ O (10-2).
giveresultsconsistentwithvarious MHDeffects measured
in"supershots," Nonlinearstudiesshowthat the pressure

tends to be destabilizing with multiple low-mode-number Profiles Marginally Accessible
singular surfaces, 8 One low-mode-number singular to Ballooning Modessurface is often stabilizing. Insupershot-type discharges,
finite pressure induces many islands and stochastic Unless equilibrium profiles are constrained in detail,
regions, resulting in many spikes on the pressure profile, the results of parameter studies for stability against
This would cause anomalous electron heat conductivity ballooning modes should depend on thefunctional forms
and may also explain the "beta collapse" phenomenon, chosen. In fact, analysis using the CAMINO code13

shows that the plasmas are usually either ali or partially
in the second region throughout their radial profile, and

Stellarator Expansion Codes detailed changes in the profiles within the stable regions
Work is continuing on a program to couple two- could quantitatively alter the stability picture.One wayto

dimensional and three-dimensional codes for study of make these profiles more unique is to construct them
the stability properties of stellarators. In collaboration such that the plasma Is "marginally stable at the acces-
with the group at the Kyoto University Plasma Physics sibility point for every flux surface." This point is chosen
Laboratory in Japan, higher order terms in the aspect tobeattheminimumofthestabilityboundarycurveinthe
ratio have been incorporated into the STEP stability s-<zplane. This procedure gives unique prescriptions for
code. An averaging of the Oak Ridge VMEC equilibrium P'(10andq'(_) and sincewe requirep(a)= 0then p010will
code output that can be used as input to the STEP be unique, but q(tl_)will be determined only to within an
stability code has been developed. Calculations of the arbitrary constant which is taken to be q(0). This, as is
Iow-n stability properties of Heliotron-E equilibria, com- well known,strongly influencesthe stability ofthe equilib-
puted withVMEC andwith STEP,show good agreement, rium. The constraints that the current or the pressure
The codes are presently working on Japanese gradient vanishattheplasmaedgecannotbeimposed
supercomputers andare being convertedto the NERSC on these CAMINO profiles. In practice, we seek profiles
[National Energy Research Supercomputer Center for- that are only, "atworst," marginally stableeverywhere. In
marly the National Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer particular, since a balloon stable plasma at t) = 0 is
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objective In the magnetic fusion program, The Theoretl-
Table I. Results from the Calculations cal Divisionhas continued to make major contributions to
of the MarginallyAccessibleProfiles. progress in this difficultarea of research via:

...... Circle ....... Dee • Linear and Quasilinear Kinetic Analysis: calcula-
q0 3,0 2.0 1,5 2,0 tions of realistic thresholds and the spectral excita-

..... tlon range of the relevant microinstabilities, along
qa 12.9 6,1 3,2 29.0 with quasilinear estimates of thermal, particle, and
f-_av,% 0.47 1,4 2.7 1.1 momentum fluxes.
131 1.2 0.95 0.66 2.4

• Nonlinear Analytic and Numerical Analysis: Deter-CT 2.0 2.9 3.3 3.4
q0CT 5.9 5.7 5,0 6.7 mination of the spectral shapes, saturated ampll-
Shlft/a 0.37 0.34 0,29 0.43 tudes, and anomalous transport associated with

.. microturbulent activity,

In addition, transport code simulations Involving the
generally infinitelystable there, we seek marginal stabil- BALDUR and TSC codes (discussed in other sections)
ity beginning only at a finite distance away from the axis, havebeen carried out, with application of physics-based

The results of obtaining these CAMINO profiles for thermal transport models with empirical elements (e.g,,
two shapes--a circular, and a D-shapewith K=1.5 and _ profile constraints) to simulate experimental confine-
= 0.3, both with aspect ratio 3,0 are shown inTable I. For ment results, Also, a Hamiltonian transport analysis has
the circular case, as qo Is decreased, qa decreases been carried out, with applications of single-particle and
sharply, thusflattening the current profileandcausing the generalized Balescu-Lenard (gBL) dynamical transport
edge currentto increase,The averagedbeta f_av,together theoriesfor calculatingenergetic particleand ripplelosses.
with the Troyon factor CT, increases such that qoCT Joint theoretical-experimental efforts to apply theo-
approaches a constant inaccordance with the results of retical models of drift-type microinstabilities to the inter-
Ramos,14even though J(a) ,,,0 for these cases. Except pretation of anomalous transport trends observed In
for the vicinity of the originthe entire circular plasmas are TFTR experiments proved to bevery productive inFY90.
ali marginally stable, whereas the D-shaped configura- Examples include investigations of temperature-depen-
tion is marginal upto about 0.8 ofthe flux and stable from dent transport 17and ion temperature gradient (ITGorHI)
then on. Further iterations are neededto makethe restof mode marginal stability issues.18The principal theoreti-
the latterconfiguration completely marginal ali the wayto cal tool used in these studies was a comprehensive
the edge.This would enhancethe shearat theedge even toroidal kinetic code19which carried out self-consistent
more than that implied from the table, ballooning-formalism eigenmode calculations including

trapped particles, ali resonances, finite beta, etc., and
could be interfaced with realistic numerical MHDequillb-

Calculation of Delta Prime riaandalso with non-Maxwelllan energetic-particleequi-
In work done in collaboration with General Atom- Ilbriumdistribution functions, Using proper toroidal equl-

ics,15we have examined the viability of the generalized Iibria and physical parameters specific to perturbative
Green's function method proposed by Dewar et al.16for transport experiments in TFTR,17a strong temperature
solvingthe singular differential involvedin the calculation dependence (varying as Te, withcz= 1.5to 2.5) was found
of A' by using a simple model equation. This method from quasilinear estimates of the local particle and heat
achieves very good numerical convergence and when transport coefficients, This was in general agreement
extended to the more relevant two-sided problem at with the corresponding experimental results deduced
moderate pressure gradients, a less stringent condition from a proper transport analysis of the data inwhich the
on the Frobenius expansion is required because the anomalous diffusivities were allowed to be functions of
principal value of the otherwise divergent integrals asso- density gradients, density, etc. In the tests of ITG mar-
ciated with the method is shown to exist, ginal stability,18density and temperature profiles were

dynamically varied in TFTR and the consequent trans-

Anomalous Transport responses observed. Results showed that the ther-mal transport losses were basically unchanged despite

and Confinement the fact that values of _li far above the threshold for
instabilityweregenerated. Working with these cases, the

Gaining an understanding of anomalous transport kinetic calculations indicated that the maximum growth
and the associated confinement properties in tokamak ratesandassociated wavelengths corresponding to con-
plasmas has remained the most challenging and vita; ditionsbefore andafter the qi-profile perturbations exhib-
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ited no significant changes. This trend supports the most Markovian closures that have been discussed turn
propositions that a rigid marginal stability picture for qi out to be "nonrealizable" Inthe presence of waves, which
modes is Inappropriate and that reconciliation with ex- of course are essential Ingredientsof the theories of most
perimental observations requires a proper kinetic analy- turbulent fluctuations In confined magnetized plasma.
sis of these Instabilities. The method of Langevin equations can be used to

Valuable insights into the nonlinear properties of construcl realizable Closures. The procedure involves
prominent microinstabilities were gained from analytic modifying the nonequilibrium dynamics In a way that
studiesof thecollislonlesstrapped-electron mode(CTEM) satisfies realizabllity, preservation of certain invlscld in-
and the ITG (_'11)instabilities. For the toroidal CTEM, a variants, and evolutionto a physically reasonable statis-
systematic weak turbulence analysis20 produced a sn- tically steady state.
turated spectrum resulting from local energy transfer to To test these ideas, the predictions of a realizable
long wavelengths via nonlinear Ion Landau damping and Markovlan closure have been compared 23to direct nu-
from nonlocal energy transfer to short wavelengths via merical simulations of a forced, dissipative Hasegawa-
trapped-electron precession resonances. Favorablecor- Mima equation. The simulations are typically 128 x 128
relations were found with the type of spectral shapes and are usually forced via a growth rate concentrated at
typically observed In microturbulence measurements one wavenumber kf. In the example, kf = 4. Hypervis-
and also with the dependencies on Ti/Te and density cosities are chosen so that there are dissipation ranges
profile peakedness observed in TFTR supershots. An- at both very long and very short wavelengths. The
other important finding is that the nonlinear physics expected inertial range of direct enstrophy cascade is
features here as well as linear features ignored in earlier clearly seen in Fig.9, as Isan energy-containing range in
simpler estimates can introduce appreciable local de- the vicinity of kf. Also shown in Fig. 9 is the prediction of
pendence on current for electrostatic drift microinstabill- the realizable Markovian closure for the steady-state
ties.21With regardto ITGmode turbulence, new analyti- wavenumber spectrum. Agreement is seen to be excel-
cal insight into the nonlinear nature of these instabilities lent, both for the magnitude and the shape of the spec-
has resulted from solutions to model nonlinear equations
governing the evolution of twisted eddies with broad PPPL_glXO37_
radial scale 221tis foundthat, instead ofthe linear Fourier _ _ _ _ _ _1 _ _ _ _ _

radial mode width used in most mixing length estimates _- _,_, I ' Initial
of saturation, the appropriate radial scale should actually lO-2 F/.,' _ ,,, I ................. closure
vary as ke1, _/; ..'"_ .. I.......... s,rnu,ation

Statistical Dynamics .
of Drift Waves  o-4

Substantial progress was made on formulating and _ "' ',
solving analytic theories for the steady-state fluctuation _" '._.- lO-6
spectrum andtransport indriftwave problems, lt haslong >_
been known thatquasilinear theory is inadequate for this --l-EZ.

purpose. Thedirect-interaction approximation is a useful o
starting point, but the resulting equations are very difficult c_
to solve.VariousMarkovianclosures havebeenproposed, z 10-8LLJ

but are seldom so!ved indetail. However, since these are
much faster to compute, the construction and utility of

Markovian statistical theories have been reconsidered. 10-10
One finds that a key concept in the theory of Mark- ,,

ovian closures has been missing from the plasma phys- ,,
ics turbulence literature. This concept is "realizability," ,, _
which meansthat _hesolutions for the two-point spectral 10-12 i i i = JJJ_I J _ _ = _ i i_
functions correspond to an actual underlying probability t 10 oo
distribution. Rsalizability ensures that important con- WAVENUMBERK (arb.units)
straints on the statistical se',utionare satisfied. The slm-

Figure 9. Comparison of realizable Markovian closure
plest is that the spectral energy-like quantity <1_12>re- with direct numerical simulation of a forced Hasegawa.
mains nonnegative for ali times in the solution to the Mima equation. Both curves have been smoothed with
closure. Realizability is quite difficult to achieve. Indeed, spline interpolation.
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trum. Notethat no adjustable constants were used in the standing of tokamak operation. The new temperature
spectrum, regime means that a large number of mildly relativistic

This and other similar results demonstrate that it is electrons will contribute to power loss through intense
feasible to construct analytic statistical approximations synchrotron radiation.Thesepower losses become more
whose solutions exhibit many qualitative and even ' severe If the tokamak plasma is subjected to wave
quantitative similarities to those of the actual turbulence, heating of electrons for the purpose of ignition or current
Notethat oncesteady-state spectra are known, transport drive.
coefficients can be computed. Therefore, this work A number of issues, therefore, deserve close scru-
provides a conceptual frameworkMrealizable Markovian tiny: Can this intense radiation be reflected back into the
closures derived from underlying Langevin amplitude tokamak plasma, either to preserve heat or redirect
equations in the presence of waves--within which one current? Do radiative transfer processes dominate con-
can begin to think about quantitative calculations of ventional particle and heat transport? Can the intense
transport coefficients due to steady-state turbulent synchrotron radiatlon be employed to informon tokamak
transport, plasma parameters, particularly near the plasma center,

where other means of measurement are unavailable or
difficult?

Energetic Particle Transport Central to our answers to these questions is the
Continuingapplicationof the action-angleformalism physicsof these mildlyrelativistic,radiatingelectrons.By

has been made to understandthe transportof_nergetlc mildlyrelativisticwe meanthoseelectronsinthetailofthe
particles intokamaks.24-26Usinga guiding-centercode, electrondistributionfunction,possiblywithvelocities4 to
a number of the theory'spredictions,for both rippleand 10 times the thermal velocityand with energies of per-
turbulent transport, have been verified and applied to- haps 50 keV to 1 MeV. These electronsoftenare found
ward understandingexperimentalobservationsof triton in an enhanced tail or plateau of the electron parallel
lossonTFTR.24The "orbitaveraging"effectp-e3ictedby velocity distributionfunction. By parallel we mean the
the theory to greatly reducethe turbulenttransport of directionof the largelytoroidaldc magneticfield in the

tokamak. The densityof these plasmas rangefrom 1012alpha-like particles has been numericallyverified.26 In
collisionless stochastic diffusion, toroidalprecessional cm-3 to 10TMcm-3 . The time it takes the energetic
drifts can cause the net radial step an alpha receives to electronsto thermalize by collisionsmightbe from 1 to
be taken away from itsturningpoint,contraryto earlier 100 msec.Typically,thenumberof such electronsmight
theories, and sufficientlylargeprecessioncan eliminate be less than a percentof the total number of electrons,
the diffusionaltogether.25,26An analytictheoryhasbeen butwhen the heatingof the plasma is accomplishedby
constructed, and verified numerically, accountingfor radio-frequency(rf)waves,thesuperthermalcomponent

of the electronpopulationis substantiallyenhanced.observed oscillations in the triton loss rate in the pres-
ence of MHD activity on TFTR.26 Despite their small number, these electrons domi-

nate several important physical processes, including the
synchrotron radiation. Fora reactor this can be a serious

Current Drive and Radio- coolingproblem,unlesstheradiattonisreflectedefficiently
by the tokamak chamber walls. During tokamak start-up,

Frequency Heat ing r,e yrelativistic electrons might be produced throughelectron runaway,whenthe accelerationby thedc toroidal
Heating and current drive by means of radio-fre- electric fieldin thetokamakovercomescollisionalfrictional

quency (rf) waves are important and established tech- forces. Eventually, the runaway electrons become rela-
niques in tokamaks now.They will be ofgreat utility foran tivistic. The current-drive effect, where rf waves produce
eventual fusion power reactor. The Theoretical Division an asymmetry in the superthermal electron parallel ve-
has long had an active effort in this area. Iocity distribution, might be the eventual way to achieve

steady-state tokamak operation. Indeed, the heating, in
any event, of a tokamak plasma to ignition, might be

Physics of Mildly Relativistic accomplished by the absorption of rf waves by the

Superthermal Electrons superthermal electrons; in the event that the absorption
is asymmetric, the current-drive effect can occur, lt

in a Tokamak Plasma should be noted, too, that the conductivity of the plasma
Tokamak reactors will operate in a far different itself can be significantly altered in the presence of a

temperature regime than have nearly ali of the experi- significant nonthermal population of electrons, such as is
mental devices that are the basis of our present under- produced during rf heating.
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lt is remarkable that the description of these elec- where '_cis the slowing-down time of an electron initially
trons is relatively manageable; the equations governing with velocity v. The second inequality states merely that
these electrons are often mathematically more tractable electrons are confined long enough to be slowed down
than those governing the bulk electrons and ions. The classically, something webelieve to occur because of the
interactionwiththerfwavesisdescribedwellbyquasilinear then remarkable fit of the theory to the data. The first
theory. The velocity space dynamics is also governed by inequality states that the effect of runaway electrons is
acceleration, possibly due to a dc electric field, and by less important than the effect of resonant electrons. To
classicalcollisions which for fast electronstake a particu- arrive at this inequality, consider that every resonant
larly simple form. The fast electrons are affected only electron supports the current ramp-upfor a slowing down
throughthe numberofbulkelectronsandionsand are not time, but works against it, with about the same efficacy,
affected by the bulk ion or electron temperature. Since for a confinement time in the event that it becomes a

the slowing down is over milliseconds, a process slower backwards runaway. The first inequality follows, since
than even the low-frequency turbulence that permeates that event occurs with probability R(v). Typical slowing-
the dynamics of the bulk electrons and ions, the fast down times inthese experiments were onthe order of ten
electrons do not respond to even the turbulent fluctua- milliseconds and typical runaway probabilities in the
tions in the background plasma density, resonant region were on the order of 0.1.

Twoareas of particularinterest recentlyare (1) to use
the radiation of these electrons to infer other plasma
parametersand(2)todesignatokamakreactorbasedon Current Drive by Fast Waves
rf current drive. Steady-state operation by current drive isan impor-

Because the collisional slowing down of the fast rant aspect of phase II of ITER (International Thermo-
electrons is a process with so few parametric dependen- nuclearExperimentalReactor)operation.Radio-frequency
cies, andsince these electrons can be observedthrough current drive by fast waves is being evaluated for this
their copious synchrotron emission, it might, in fact, be purpose. The concern i_ that the presence of trapped
feasible to d _ducethe plasma parameters on which the electrons will seriously degrade the efficiency of current
dynamics dLes depend by employing both knowledge of drive. Recent work, in collaboration with Argonne Na-
the electron dynamics and the emission data. These tional Laboratory and Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
parameters can be deduced by creating deliberately a has focused on an accurate determination of the role of
perturbation in the superthermal electrons using waves trapped particles. Feasible modes of current drive can
that penetrate to the plasma core and then observing the thereby be found.
change in the synchrotron signal, as a function of both
time and frequency.27One of the parameters that might

be diagnosed is the dc electric field, which is of particular Nonfusion Theory
interest in tokamaks with rf current drive, such as the

The knowledge gained from the plasma physics offorthcoming PBX-M (Princeton Beta Experiment-Modifi-
cation) experiment, fusion plasmas can also be used for astrophysical plas-

mas and visa-versa. The Theoretical Division has been
Radio-frequency-driven currents, as large as two

actively involved for many years in the area of astrophys-mega-amperes, using lower hybrid waves have now
ics. This work is supported mainly by the National Sci-been demonstrated. The prospect of using these waves
ence Foundation (NSF) and the National Aeronautics

forcreating a steady-state tokamak plasma is tantalizing,
but it is thought that these waves cannot operate at the and Space Administration (NASA).
plasma core under reactor conditions. What has been

overlooked, however, is that creating fast electrons with Kinetic Theory
these waves sway from the plasma core, may create
core current whenthe electrons diffuse acrossfield lines, of Geomagnetic Pulsations
Of course, the transport, though it must be finite, cannot Motivated by recent satellite observations, a com-
be too great, for then the electrons would be lost instead prehensive theoretical analysis has been carried out on
of carrying current. But that is exactly what can be the generation of hydromagnetic Alfvc_nwaves in a
surmised from current ramp-up experiments, particularly realisticmagnetospheric plasma environmentconsisting
the extensive PLT (Princeton Large Torus) experiments, of a core (approximately 100 eV) and an energetic
where one can deduce bounds on the confinement time (approximately 10 keV) component. The theoretical for-
%conf(V) of the fast electrons28: mulation employs the gyrokinetic equations and, thus,

retains anisotropy, finite Larmor radii, and magnetic
"_c/ R(V) > l_conf (v) > Tc , trapping, as well as wave-particle interactions inaddition
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to nonuniform plasma equilibria. A set of coupled equa- order to model a real space experiment such as the
tions for transverse and compressional magnetic pertur- Spacelab Electron Beam Mission. The present model is
bations is derived and analyzed for its stability, assuming fully three dimensional with a conducting boundary, and
equilibrium distribution functions which are interchange it is capable of simulating the Mission with real param-.
stable. The findings are: (1) Compressional and trans- eters. Results of such simulations are used to supplement
verse shear-Alfven oscillations are generally coupled in rather limited space diagnostics for better understanding
realistic plasmas. (2) In the decoupled limit, for the of the active experiments. 31,32
compressional wave branch, the drift-mirror instability is
recoverod due to the Landau resonances and "c- 1 + 4

(_)P_L/ B _JB)< 0. Here, P_L= P.L(_1/,B) is the perpendicular
pressure and _ is the magnetic flux function. (3) For the
decoupled transverse shear-Alfven branch, the drift- References
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TOKAMAK MODELING

The research activities of the Tokamak Modeling bination, and radiative decay. Various models for the
Group have been focused on the development of com- electron particle transport can be tested against the
puter codes which simulate a wide range of physical experiment with the TRIUMPH code.
processes in tolkamak plasmas, including energy and Two-dimensional transport codes have been devel-
particle transport, plasma current diffusion, auxiliary oped to study the interaction of the plasma with divertors
heating, MHD (magnetohydrodynamic) equilibrium and and limiters, since th_ properties of the plasma can vary
stability, and impurity transport end radiation. Consider- significantly along the fie_dlinesas well as across the field

,' able effort has been placed on the use of these codes to lines in these regions. Examples include the B2 and
model ongoing tokamak experiments at the Princetc,n PLANET codes, which are used to simulate plasma
Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) and other laborato- behavior in the scrape-off layer.
ries, as well as to project the plasma parameters which Finally, a three-dimensional Monte Carlo code,
may be attainable in the operating regimes planned for DEGAS-C, is maintained to model the transport of neu-
future experiments on existing tokamaks and in new tral atoms in complex magnetic geometries bounded by
tokamak devices currently under design. "l'he modeling realistic walls.
codes can bebroadlyclassified into four maincategories:
global codes, flux-surface-averaged transport codes, 2-
D (two-dimensional)transport codes, and 3-D (three- Global Plasma
dimensional) Monte Carlo transport codes.

Global codes (also referred to as 0-D or prescribed Performance Codes
profile codes) are used primarily in the projection of
plasmaparametersforfutureexperiments, such as those TFTR D-T Optimization
planned fo" the deuterium-tritium (D-T) phase on the The plasma optimization code SURVEY, which was
Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) and in the CIT developed to determine the plasma conditions which
(Compact Ignition Experiment), and in the comparisonof would maximizefusion power output ina tokamak heated
theoretically derived transport coefficients with those with neutral-beam injection (NBI) or ion cyclotron range
deduced from the experimental data. Examples include of frequencies heating (ICRF), has been used to study
the steady-state SURVEY code, the time-dependent long-pulse operation and D-T operation in TFTR. The
PLSMAX code, and the newly developed HYPED code. best results of the TFTR 1990experimental run provided

Flux-surface-averaged transport codes, such as the basis for updated D-T simulations of TFTR which
BALDUR and WHIST/RAZE, simulate the time-depen- were carried out with SURVEY in the development of the
dent evolution of a tokamak plasma by coupling one- new streamlined plan for D-Toperation. More emphasis
dimensional particle and energy transport equations, was placed on the optimization of the alpha pressure in
which describe the evolution of the plasma density, general (especially by the addition of substantial ICRF
temperature and current profiles, with two-dimensional heating) and the search forplasma regimes optimized for
algorithms fordetermining theequilibrium magnetic field the study of the alpha-driven TAE (Toroidicity-lnduced
configuration. These codes are used primarily in testing Alfven Eigenmode) instability inparticular. The SURVEY
various models for the thermal energy transport coeffi- codewas extended to calculate the neutral-beam-driven
cientsagainstexperimentalobservationsandinsimulating current, and it was found that the TFTR systems are
the plasma regimes which maybe reached inTFTR, CIT, capable of driving 1-2 MA in long-pulse operation.
and the International Thermonuclear Experimental Re-
actor (ITER). Evolution of the radial density and tem-
perature profiles for different impurity ions in different CIT Performance Studies
ct_argestates can be studied with the MIST code, which As in the past, global (zero-dimensional) reactor
features sophisticated models for the atomic physics performance codes have been used in 1990 to aid in the
processes associated with ionization, excitation, recom- design of CIT. A new package, PLSMAX, has been
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written to replace the physics performance calculation in ing modes,which dominate nearthe edge of the plasma;
the CIT engineering optimization (systems) code. (2) ion temperature gradient (qi) modes, which dominate
PLSMAXwas developed in three steps. First,techniques in the outer half of the core of the plasma; (3) trapped-
and subroutines used in the existing PIPEand POPCON electron modes, which contribute deeper in the core of
codes were incorporated into a new framework that the plasma; and (4) neoclassical transport, which is
essentially duplicates the capabilities of the old physics generally thesmallest contributor, except atthe center of
performance calculation. Namely, a steady-state analy- the plasma. The combination of ali these modes yields a
sis provides either the ignition margin (the ratio of the thermal diffusivity that increases nearly monotonically
alpha power to the total loss power) at a given level of from the center ofthe plasma to the edge, corresponding
confinement or the level of confinement needed to ignite to what is experimentally observed in low-confinement
(an ignitionmargin of unity). [he density andtemperature mode (L-mode) plasmas.
of the plasma used in this calculation are obtained by The results from a standard TFTR L-mode simula-
computing the intersection point of either a plasma beta tion (16.8 MW of power injected into a plasma carrying
or alpha power limit with either a limiting density or 1.8 MA of current) are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1
temperature. In the second stage of codedevelopment, shows the electron temperature, ion temperature, and
this procedurewas generalized to allowthe performance electron density as a function of major radius. Experi-
to be "optimized" within these limits, mental data points are shown together with the results of

The third step involved adding a time-dependent the transport simulation (solid lines). Here, the tempera-
subroutine based upon the PATH code.1As with PATH, ture profiles are predicted by the multimode transport
the usercan specify the auxiliarypower and the temporal
variationof various parameters andhave the codecalcu- PPPL#91X0342
late the time evolution of the plasma temperature. A new 6
capability has been introduced which allows the user to TL02Y1

specify the plasma temperature at a particular time and ,",-,,.
have the code compute the amount of auxiliary power ..-.. 4
required to reach that temperature within the given dis.. >(1)

charge scenario. _" 2 "

In order to further unify the physics assumptions
incorporated into the PPPL zero-dimensional codes, the
POPCON code has been rewritten using as many of the 0 .........
program modules from PLSMAX as possible. This has
led to a significant improvement in the code's readability
and will provide greater versatility in future applications. ..-.. 4
Inaddition, the graphics inthe POPCONcode havebeen >(1)

rewritten to increase portability. _" 2

Transport Modeling o .,, .,. ......
Theory-based Transport Models 6

For many years, researchers have tried to find theo- F- __'_,

reticallyderived modelsthatwould correctlyp_edicttrans- _ 4
port (the loss of heat and particles) in tok2.maks. This o
year, a combinationof theoretically derived thermaltrans- m2
port models, called the "Multimode Model''2-4has been c
found that hassuccessfully predicted boththe shape and 0 ' •..... • ' '
the magnitude of the electron and ion temperature pro- 1.6 2'.0 2.6 310 3.6

files in TFTR and other tokamaks over a wide range of MAJOR RADIUS (m)
conditions. Various versions of the multimode model
have been implemented in the 1-1/2-D BALDUR trans-
port code, ina subroutine that is thoroughlydocumented, Figure 1. Profiles of electron temperature, ion tempera-

ture, and electron density as a function of major radius
and is available for use in other transport codes, from BALDURsimulation TLO2Y1(solid curve)compared

Thepresent version of the multimodernodelconsists with experimental data points from TFTR L-mode shot
of a combination of transport due to: (1) resistiveballoon- 41326.05at time 3.65seconds.
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model, while a simple empirical particle transport model experiments. At thesame time, new theoretically derived
is used to match the density profile. Figure 2 shows the transport models, such as the theory of collisionless
thermal diffusivity (%TOT) resulting from the combination trapped-electron modes (CTEM) by Hahm and Tang5
of trapped-electron modes (x,TEM), qi mode (xni), and are also being tested in order to improve the theoretical
resistive ballooning mode ()(RB). The relative proportions foundation of the multimode mode,
of these different contributions is typical of L-mode plas-

mas. However, in plasmas heated with more power, the Predictive Transporttrapped-electron mode is larger, while in plasmas with
lower current, the resistiveballooning mode contribution Simulations
is larger and reaches further into the plasma. The BALDUR transport code has been used during

The multimodemodel is now being applied to a wider this last year to develop and calibrate new transport
variety of tokamak plasmas. For example, preliminary models to predict TFTR performance with D-T fueling
work indicates that the same core model can be applied and to explore the effects of transport on helium ash
to high-confinementmode (H-mode) plasmas,4provided exhaust in the Internati_c,nat Thermonuclear Experimen-
the transport is suppressed at the edge, as observed in tal Reactor (ITER) tokamak reactor design.

To make progress in understanding the physics
PPPL#91X0341 basis oftokamak transport, simulation studies with the 1-

8 ' I ' ! ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' I ' r D and 1-1/2-D BALDUR codes have been carried out to- test predictions from theory-based models for ion and
_ _ TL02Y1 /I- electron diffusivity against data from the TFTR and other

v e < 0.1 /_ - tokamaks.6 The profile-consistent model has been the6 - subject of much of this work and has been successfully/I appliedto alibuthighpowerTFTRcases. RecentBALDUR

Xe /I/'1 "_ simulationsto predictTFTR D-Tperformance werebased
4

on the profile-consistent model with empirical modifica-

//1_, _" tions. The 1-1/2-DBALDUR code has also been used for
_,,TOT _ /;(RB studies of the multimode model of tokamak transport

2 _._ _ ....,_.....J, discussed in the previous section. TheplasmasTFTRexperi-....,.._ ..,-'_'q,_ ', meats simulated included L-mode used to/

" _-_'" _'_" i ._-'_---/..i_ ' evaluate current scalingpredictions, as well as moderate0 "--" _ " and high power supershots relevant to TFTR D-T sce-I I I' I' I I'1' I'
8 narios. Inaddition, simulations of TFTR supershot and L-

' I ' I ' I ' 1 ' I ' I ' T-r-T -r- - mode plasmas were begunto testthe model developed
cJ co j _ by Hahm and Tang5 in a multimode formulation

II II II _
cr o" o'l_ " An extensive study of the performance of the profile-

6 - /l consistent model and several versions of multimode

_}_ transp°rt was recently c°mpleted'2 N° °he m°del was
" I " found successful in simulating ali three types of experi-

4 _' i /_,,"_,I \ I 1 meats on TFTR--ohmic, L-mode, and supershot.As part of the PPPL effort directed towards the study
- )(TCT//.," X*' i \i_ _..{ of D_Tperformance andprediction of nT._EforTFTR, one_

2" _,_/..,,r . RB iiti_,__1 dimensional BALDUR simulations were carried out with

.._, __,_./_.__xTEM X._I _,_ empirical and theory-based models. In addition, predic-tionsforprojectedalphaparticledensities and_ arebeing

J'_-- _ .,-'-:..-_;-. 't made, to predict the excitation and losses due to new
0 .. '1 ' I' I' I' I' I ' 1"" I' I_ alpha-driven plasma instabilities.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 Transport simulationsof helium ash exhaust in ITER7
RADIUS (m) have been mademore realistic by incorporating atheory-

based model for the sawtooth period developed by Park
Figure 2. Electron and ion thermal diffusivitles as a and Monticello,8 as well as the beta limit appropriate for
function of minor radlus from BALDURsirnulation TLO2Y1 ITER's nonoptimizedpressure profiles as specified by
of TFTRshot 41326at time3.7 seconds. Contributions to Manickam.9 The simulations led to predictions that he-the effective thermal diffusivities from trapped.electron
modeszTEM, _?imodez_l, and resistive ballooning modes lium edge recycling in ITER could be as high as 0.95,
ZRBare shown, as well as the sum of these 2(TcT. while maintaining sustained ignition, lo
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Simulation studies of ICRF-heated plasmas inTFTR molecular data. As an aid to this effort, the ALADDIN
and CIT with the WHIST/RAZE combined tra,,oport and atomic physics data base system continued to be ad-
heating code were continued. The WHIST/RAZE code vanced as an international standard for fusion atomic
has been developed andmaintained incollaboration with data exchange. TM

Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Work was begun on Studies of electron particle transport in TFTR this
incorporating a sawtooth-mixingmodel11for the fast ions year have taken advantage of several new develop-
created by the ICRF heating into the simulation package, ments in the TRIUMPH electron particle transport code.
The main effect expected fromthe sawtooth mixingofthe The most significant of these includes the development
fast ions is a broadening of the ICRF power deposition of a new computational algorithm, which provides nu-
profiles and, subsequently, a decrease in the projections merically stable and accurate solutions for transport
for the peak central ion and electron temperatures in models incorporating highly nonlinear transport coeffi-
future experiments with higher applied ICRF power, cients. This new numerical solver, together with other

code developments, such as new parameterized trans-
port models and extended access to time-dependent

Transport Model Testing profile data from the TRANSP code, have formed the
A need to more easily test plasma energy transport practical basis for recent detailed TRIUMPH modeling of

models motivatedthedevelopmentofa new code,HYPED particle transport in TFTR multiple pellet injection experi-
(for Hybrid Prediction of Experimental Data), which com- ments. Of particular interest in these continuing studies
pares predicted and measured temperature profiles in is the exploration of the dynamic properties and range of
TFTR. Parts of the analysis code SNAP were reorga- validity of highly nonlinear transport models, such as
nized, and extended to produce a post processor which those obtained from a regression fit analysis of the
is linked to the SNAP transport archives, lt is now derived particle flux in TFTR gas puff experiments. 15
possible to easily compareprediction and experiment for
hundreds of shots.The initial results agree with previous

Plasmawork for each of the 2-3 dozen TFTR shots which were ,/ransDor[
studied with BALDUR. The largerdata set now used

=

continues to showthat the Tang-Redi model workswell in the Scrape-off Region ,
in ohmically heated discharges, but the predictions fre- In the scrape-off region, the magnetic field lines are
quently do not match the measured temperature in L- open in the sense that they intersecta solid object (limiter
mode and supershot discharges, orwall) which completely changesthe nature of transport

The Rebut-Lallia transport model [developed for compared to the closed-field-lines region of the main
Joint European Torus (JET)]works well inboth the ohmic plasma. In particular, the very highparallel heat conduc-
and L-mode regimes of TFTR. However,this modelis not tivity transports the heat quickly down the field lines
reliably tested in the supershot regime because the accounting for the very rapidtemperature fall-off wittJthe
toroidal electric field is not well modeled by SNAP's (minor) radius. Another scrape-off feature is the often
steady-state algorithm, very strong interaction (ionizat:,on)of the surrounding

neutral gas with the plasma, leading to plasma recycling

Impurity and Particle at the places of contact with solid objects.
The two-dimensional transport code PLANET pre-

Transport Studies dicts the scrape-off plasma behavior, which includes the
The MIST multispecies impurity transport code has plasmatemperature, density, and the mass flow patterns

continued to be used for modeling and analysis of impu- important for impurity transport. The effects of ion drifts
rity behavior in TFTR, as well as for CIT, ITER. and on the properties of the tokamak scrape-off plasma have
experiments at several other fusion laboratories in the been recalculated16and the momentum transport has
United States and overseas. Notable MIST applications been found to play an important role in determining the
this year include modeling of helium ion transport in plasma flow pattern and its magnitude. In order to facili-
experiments on TFTR,12as well as on the TEXTOR tate these studies and make it much easier to include the
(Tokamak Experiment for Technologically Oriented Re- viscosity, currents, andother effects, a new time-depen-
search) tokamak in Germany.13The transport of He+2 dent version of the PLANETcode has been written. The
ions is of particular interest as it relates to the removal of new code is a very flexible piece of software and can be
the alpha particle "ash" from future D-T burning plasma easily expanded to treat a single impurity species or be
experiments and reactors.An underlying requirement for coupled to the existing impurity transport code IMPURE.
ali impurity transport modeling is the ongoing develop- The B2 code models a multispecies plasma in a two-
ment of comprehensive sets of accurate atomic and dimensional geometry. Its mainapplication is thesimula-
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tion of the scrape-off and divertor region in large toka- DEGAS-C Neutral Gas
maks, with interest in questions of plasma-wall interac-

tion, heat removal, and particle control. Transnort Code
Development w,.Jrkhas continued on the multi-fluid

edge plasma code B2, to incorpoFatethe ability to work Major modifications have been made to the DEGAS
with mildly nonorthogonal grids, as well as more realistic Neutral Gas Transport Code. The original prograrn was
boundary conditions in the form of inclined limiters and hard-coded in areas such as'source terms and wall

reflection models. Due to the importance of studyingdivertor plates. The ability to run the code using the
output of an equilibrium code directly, rather than having carbon (C) transport in the TFTR scrape-off layer and
to prepare a conformal map which captures the features predicting transport in divertor models, a new version of

the code has been created which is highly modular, with
of the desired equilibrium, has been added. This should

interfaces becoming defined and being standardizedmake the investigation ofdifferent phases of CIT or ITER
between initialization and flight sections of code andeasier. Test calculations have been done for both CIT
between flight and wall interactions. The revised code

and ITER using equilibrium data to define the mesh. allows eas_ addition of source terms (specific C source
An ohmic density scan was performed on TFTR and terms are indevelopment for sputtering and self-sputter-

some of these shots were then simulated using B2. The ing, sublimation and Radiation Enhanced Sublimation,
code was used to match the electron temperature and and methane production) and wall interaction modules
density profiles, as measured with a Langmuirprobe, by (as a preparation for handling new first wall materials
varying the temperature and densitysomewhat further in such as new carbon-carbon composites, beryllium car-
than the probe, as well as the thermal and particle bide, and boronization). Indexing was created or im-
diffusivities in the scrape-off region. Tile results seem to proved for species with multiple ion species (such as
tie down the particle diffusivity reasonably well with an carbon and helium). The handling of molecules and
approximate inverse dependence on density. Though molecular fragments was also modularized to simplify
the thermal diffusivities wereboth ratherhigh, the results adding new molecules (such as carbon dioxide orwater).
for theparticle diffusivity wereonly weakly dependent on Other improvements included allow the user more con-
changes in the thermal diffusivities, trol over input and output options.

During 1990,a large numberof B2 simulations of CIT
have been carried out. One set of runs investigated the
effects of varying the distance betweenthe separatrix x-
point and the divertor target plate. As this distance is
increased, the maximum temperature of the plasma in References
front of the divertor goes down, but the peak heat flux to
the plate goes up. Since short pulse devices such as CIT 1 D. P. Stotlerand N.Pomphrey,"PulseLengthAssess-
are most concerned with high heat fluxes the x-point in ment of Compact IgnitionTokamakDesigns,"Fusion' Technol.17 (1990)577.
these devices should be as close to the target plate as

2 E.M.Ghanem,C.E.Sirtger,G.Bateman,andD.P.Stotler,
possible, according to the results of this analysis. "Multiple Mode Model of TokamakTransport,"Nucl.

Many of the other runs of B2 made during the last Fusion30 (1990)1595-1603.
fiscal year have been associated with work on coupling 3 M.H.Reo:iandGlennBateman,"TransportSimulations
the B2 and DEGAS codes. Initial applications of the of TFTRExperimentsto TestTheoreticalModelsforXe
coupled B2-DEGAS codes have been made to a set of and Zi," PrincetonPlasmaPhysicsLaboratoryReport
TFTR discharges. The boundaryconditions in B2 can be PPPL-2694(1990),to appearin Nucl.Fusion.
determined from experimental data;values for the trans- 4 C.E. Singer et al., "PredictiveModellingof Tokamak

Plasmas,"in Plasma Physicsand ControlledNuclearport coefficients are assumed. Converged solutions can
FusionResearch1990(13thInt.Conf.,Washington,D.C.,

be obtained routinely in about five iterations between the 1990),Vol. 2 (IAEA,Vienna,1991) 265.
two codes. By comparing the resulting plasma profiles 5 T.S.HahmandW.M.Tang,"WeakTurbulenceTheoryof
from B2 and the H(,.information from DEGAS with the CollisionlessTrapped-Electron Driven Instability in To-
experimental data, the accuracy of the assumed trans- kamaks," PrincetonPlasmaPhysics Laboratory Report

port coefficients can be evaluated. PPPL-2721(October1990)28 pp.
Applying the B2-DEGAS codes to CIT has been 6 M.H.Redi,W.M.Tang, D.K.Owens,M. Greenwald,O.

m_re difficult because of the presence of the separatrix Gruber, M Kaufmann, "Transport Simulationsof Ohmic
PelletExperimentsontheTFTR,ASDEX,andALCATOR-

x.-pointand the higher divertor density. Single iterations C Tokamaks," Princeton PlasmaPhysics Laboratory
of the two codes have been carried out with good Monte Report No. PPPL-2525, Fusion Technology 18 (1990)
Carlo statistics; work on multiple iterations has begun. 223-239.
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7 M.H. Redtand S.A. Cohen, "Effects of Particle Transport 13 D.L, Hillts, K.H, Finken, J.T. Hogan, K.H. Dippel, R.A.
on Helium Ash Accumulation and Sustained Ignition in Moyer, A, Pospieszczyk, D, Rusbuldt, K. Akaishi, R.W.
the ITER Design," Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory Conn, H. Euringer, D.S. Gray, L.D. Horton, R.A. Hulse,
Report No. PPPL-2641 (January 1990) 28 pp; Fusion R.C. Isler,C.C.Klepper, P.K. Mioduszewski,A. Miyahara,
Technology (in press), and G.H. Wolf, "Helium Exhaust and Transport Studtes

8 W. Park and D. Monticello, private communication, with the ALT-II Pump Limltor in the TEXTOR Tokamak,"
9 j. Manickam, private communication. Phys. Rev. I.ett. 65 (1990) 2382-2385.

14 Russell A. Hulse, "The ALADDIN Atomic Physics Data-lO M.H. Redi and S.A. Cohen, "Influence of MHD Effects
and EdgeConditions on ITER HeliumAsh Accumulation base System," APS conference on Atomic Processes in
and Sustained Ignition," Princeton Plasma Physics Plasmas 1989(Proc. AlP Conference, Gaithersburg, MD
Laboratory Report No.PPPL-2703 (June 1990)18pp; J. 1989) Yong-Ki Kim and Raymond C, Elton, Eds., Pro-

ceedings No.206, p. 63-72.Nucl. Materials (in press).
15 P.C. Efthimion, C.W. Barnes, M.G. Bell, H. Biglari, N.

11CiK. Phillips,A. Cavallo, P.L.Colestock, etal.,"Sawtooth Bretz, P.H. Diamond, G. Hammett, W. Heidbrink, R.
Mixing Effectson ICRF Power Deposition in Tokamaks," Hulse, D.Johnson, Y. Kusama, D.Mansfield, S.S. Med-
in Radio-Frequency Power in Plasma (Eighth Topical ley, R. Nazikian, H. Park, A. Ramsey, G. Rewoldt, S.D.
Conference, Irvine, CA 1989), AlP Conference Proceed- Scott,J.D. Strachan, B.C. Stratton, E. Synakowski,W.M.
ings 190 (ALP,New York, 1989) 310. Tang,G. Taylor, M.C.Zarnstorff, S.J.Zweben, "Compari-

12 E.J. Synakowski, B.C. Stratton, P.C. Efflfimion, R.J. son of Steady-State and Perturbative Transport Coeffi-
Fonck, R.A. Hulse, D.W. Johnson, D.K. Mansfield, H. cients in TFTR," (submitted to Phys. Fluids).
Park,S.D. Scott,andG. Taylor, "Measurementsof Radial 16 M. Petravic and G. Kuo-Petravic, "Effect of Ion Drifts on
Profilesof He2+Transport Coefficients on the TFTR To- the Properties of the Tokamak Scrape-off Plasmas,"
kamak," Phys. Rev. Lett. 65 (1990) 2255-2258. Nucl. Fusion 30 (1990) 1148.
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INTERNATIONAL THERMONUCLEAR
EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR

Overview ..............TableI. InternationalThermonuclear
Underthe auspicesofthe InternationalAtomicEnergy ExperimentalReactorParameters.

Agency (IAEA), the US, Japan, the USSR, and the
European Community have begun a collaborative effort MajorRadius 6 rn
to design and construct a fusion engineering test reactor, MinorRadius 2,15 m
the International Thermonuclear Experiimental Reactor Configuration Elongationof 2 witha doublenull poloidaldivertor
(ITER). The goal of ITER is to carry out it,he physics and ToroidalField 4.85T
engineering experiments necessary to I:_rovidethe data PlasmaCurrent 22 MA
needed to design and construct a,demo_nstrationfusion FusionPower 1100MW
power plant. About fifty scientists and engi_neersfrom ali
four ITERpartnersworked for three years 1988to 1990) ....
at the Max Planck Institute for Plasma IPhysics near
Munich, Germany to develop a conceptual design and
coordinate the Research and Developmenttprogram for
ITER. Theywere supported by about 200more scientists o =x3o8u

and engineers in thefour countries.The US participation "r H lE I T E R D EV I C E
in ITER was coordinated by the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL), with contributior,sfrom over
twenty US national laboratories, indust!ries, and (i_).. _.i_)
universities. //

Scientists and engineersfrom the Princeton Plasma

Physics Laboratory (PPPL) played an important role in (-_).... :-:TFFL:--tl,-__._--_-_-)the ITER team. PPPL scientists led the ITER physics .... "
team, and participated in the design of the power and

particle exhaust andplasma diagnostics systems and in ........(81)
the development of the requirements for energy confine-
ment and MHDstability.The major tokamak experiments c3

at PPPL, the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) and ............(i1911)
the Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification (PBX-M),
contributed important data for developing the physics
basis of the design. PPPL engineers made important (4 ......
contributions to the design of the superconducting mag- ......... "..........(.1.o
nets and tritium systems. PPPL senior management
participated in the standing international review panel for ..............
ITER and in the US oversight committee. (5-) . ....._'_I . '(1,i)....

-.iiIILLIIIIIJTI .....
The conceptual design of ITER has been completed f

with the parameters listed in Table I. The major design 1_ ...............0 _ _ _.,_,,
components are illustrated in Fig. 1 and the design is ,'"_',,%_,,"_#"
described ina seriesof 21 reports being publishedby the

I. [IN]PAl. _Oi.l_/_OIEl _- PIA!_t'IA_XHAU_T 9. I_I#_1 WALL

IAEA. Plans have been drafted to proceed with the de- ;__:,,[Lr,,,_,_KEt _,c,_,_t^t _0.D,vr_to_r,t^,'.
velopment ofdetailed engineering design of ITERduring _ _,L_'_MA :' _(_,v_CONT_,::,L_O,t_ ,. P_:L_,,C_At_,f,((,.,,,'.
the next six years and negotiations to implement these , v_(uL,._v_t,sEL-s,,LL_,_ ,,;,_'o,_,_.,,_;_._;,_:O,L_
plans are underway among the four governments. PPPL

will continue to play a major role in the physics_eamand Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the components of the
will increase its support of the engineering team. InternationalThermonuclearExperimentalReactordevice.
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Physics Coordination rentprofile,withthe resultthat the MHDstabilityrnarginsfor ITER appear to be greater than assumed in the prior
PPPL staff led the US and international physics guidelines, ITER groups at LLNL, ORNL, and JAERI

teams for ITER. The US has a strong tokamak physics (JapaneseAtomic Energy Research Institute) have used
program, b_th inexperimental physics and in theoretical the TSC to model the interaction of the ITER plasma and
and computational physics, PPPL coordinated the inte- the poloidal-field system to evaluate the design require-
gration of the UStokamak physics program intothe ITER ments for control of the plasma shape and position and
design, This involved organizingthe physics design work vertical stability, and to determine the effects of the
in the US, including analyses of the physics design re- plasma motion during disruptions,
quirements, design of the tokamaksystems such as the
divertor and plasma diagnostics, and integrating the
resuks of the tokamak experiments in the US into the Power and Particle
design requirements, lt also involved organizing the
contribution of the UStokamak research program to the Control
ITER Physics Research and Development (R&D) pro- During 1990, work on the four power and particle
gram. Finally, PPPL staff were responsible for being the control issues, namely power exhaust, helium exhaust,
physics spokesman for the physics aspects of ITER to impurity control, and plasma-facing component lifetime,
the various review panels and at international meetings, wascarried outbya PPPL-ledITERTaskforce comprised

of scientists from PPPL and many other US institutions.
The results fromthe work of the team members were

'---_nergy Confinement coordinated through a series of three workshops hela at
The determination of the expected confinement time PPPL: Power and Particle Control for ITER (January

forlTERremainsoneofthemostcrucialrequirementsfor 1990); Innovative Technologies for Impurity Control
determining the machine design. PPPL scientists con- (January 1990); and Edge Plasma Physics for the CIT
tributed to three major accomplishments in 1990. The (Compact Ignition Tokamak) and ITER (January 1991).
first was the development for two new scalings for L- Eachworkshop was attended by more than 50 scientists
mode (low-confinement mode)energy confinement, the from nearly two dozen different laboratories and
ITER89-Pand ITER89-OL scalings.These scalings were universities.
developed from the ITER L-mode data base assembled In collaboration with Los Alamos National Labora-
by PPPL staff as part of the ITER Physics R&D program, tory (LANL), improvements for the heat load specifica-
Tl_esecondwasthe identification ofthecollinearityfactor tions for the design were made using simulations of the
in the ITER L-mode data base responsible for the multi- ITERscrape-off plasma with the B-2 code, a two-dimen-

sional model for the plasma edge and divertor plasma.plicity of energy confinement scaling relations. This was
one motivation for the high-aspect-ratio-scaling experi- These studies included tests of the code sensitivity to
ments inTFTR and JT-60 that reduced the uncertainty of various input assumptions, e.g., viscosity, recycling, and
the aspect ratio scaling of "_E(confinement time). The density. A preliminary assessment of the roleof impurity
third was the collection and analysis of a data base of radiation energy losses in the SOL (Scrape-OffLayer)for
high-mode confinement (H-mode) confinement data re- reducing the peak heat loads was made using a conser-
suiting in a scaling for the H-mode. The ITER H-mode vative coronal equilibrium model in B2. The predicted
data base was coordinated by Joint European Torus peak divertor power load and sheath electron tempera-
(JET) staff, and PPPL staff contributed data from the ture dropped substantially. However, the magnitude of
Poloidal Divertor Experiment (PDX) and PBX-M to the these beneficial effects warns of the proximity of the
data base and participated in the analysis of the entire proposed operational space to the density limit. The
data base. requirements for helium exhaust and tritium reprocess-

ing werestudied with B2 simulations, coupled to DEGAS
codeneutrals calculations (performedat the University of

MHD Stability Illinois), and indicated that the initial requirements wereadequate and possibly conservative. Helium exhaust
PPPL has provided support for the use of two PPPL fromthe plasrnacore to the divertor pumpwas examined

codes, the MHD stability code PEST and the Tokamak with the BALDUR code. The model was refined by
Simulation Code (TSC), by other groups working for indirect coupling to SOL plasma transport simulations
ITER. Scientists at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and two-dimensional neutral exhaust models. Studies of
(ORNL) have used the PEST code to characterize .the the effect on ignition in ITERwere made for the various
dependence of MHD stability on the edge q and the cur- ratios of confinement time ('_E)to particle confinement
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time ('_p)and energy transport to particle transport (x/D) particle diagnostics, relateto entire systemswhich will be
measured on TFTR for L-mode and supershot plasmas, essential, butwhose development isat too early a stage
Sustained ignition was obtained---even including the to reliably assess for use on the ITER machine. Other
effects of beta limits and sawtooth--if the separatrix R&D items relate more to individual components of
helium recycling was less than RHo(separatrix) ...0,95. existing diagnostics which are presently unlikely to oper-
MIST code simulations were used to predict the maxi- ate in the ITER environment, for example, optical mate-
mum permissible impurity radiation energy losses, rials and fibers to survive the high neutron fluxes. PPPL

personnel led the coordination of such issues and devel-
oped a baseline R&D planto put forth for the Engineering

Plasma Diagnostics Design Activity of the ITER program.
PPPL scientists led the US ITER Diagnostics Pro-

gram, which was established to organize the USprogram Engineeringin diagnostics for ITER, to monitor the progress of the
design and other instrumentation, to propose necessary Members of the PPPL engineering staff participated
measurements for different phases of the operation of in two areas of the ITER program: an evaluation of
ITER,to instigate an R&D program for such instrumenta- toroidally nonsymmetric faults in the toroidal-field (TF)
tion, and to participate in the design aspects of diagnos- coils and the design of the ITER Fuel Cycle System.
tics for ITER during the planned engineering design of Toquantifythe effects of asymmetricTFcoilfaults for
ITER. ITER, a group of PPPL engineers, in conjunction with a

Therewere two majorworkshops in 1990to agree on representative from the Massachusetts Instituteof Tech-
conceptual designs for diagnostic systems for ITER. nology (MIT),generated a list of possible fault scenarios
During these workshops, PPPL personnel and other for the ITER toroidal-field dump circuit. To evaluate the
members of the ITER diagnostics group conducted effect of the four fault scenarios which were identified, a
reviews of the operating experience of present-day computational system linking electrical, magnetic, and
tokamaks to determine requirements for the set of diag- stress analysis computer codes to simulate the ITER
nostics sufficient to satisfy the physics and technology tokamak was developed.
phase needs of ITER and to provide for conceptual Using computationalmodelsfortheelectricalcircuits
designs of these systems, including their integration into and magnetic fields, the worst case fault scenario was
the ITER machine, specifying the needed sightlines identified. A global model of the ITER tokamak was
through the various ITER wall andblanket components, developed and evaluated for this fault scenario using the
and resolving interferences with other desi_q elements stress analysis portion of the code. The particular fault
outsidethevacuumvesselwall(cryostat, heatingsystems, condition chosen for structural analysis was that of a
coil supports, etc.), single TF coil shorted at the terminals followed by a TF

The planped diagnostics werecategorized into com- dump. Figure 2 highlights the TF coil response from the
ponents that were needed for (a) control, (b) safety, and global fault analysis as compared to the ITER end-of-
(c) plasma performance evaluation. These categories burn condition. The findings of the PPPL fault analysis
were further subdivided into those satisfying the needs of

f,f,Pt,r__1o_r,4

the physics phase and those satisfying the needs of the co,2(F,,utte,_co,)
technology phase of ITER operation. PPPL personnel /

participated in the detailed design of a number of sys- co,_,.N _ //co,3
tomsincluding neutrondiagnostics, magnetics,'Thomson ._q_-;_._--_--illf-7_,,,
scattering, photon spectroscopies, bolometry, scrape-off ["_'-_ |I _J_,_ _! lit i Illll _-;f -"%;;1

layer, divertor, and wall plasma diagnostics, heat flux i'-1_J_!i i!t )_/t _!

monitoring, erosion, and redeposition diagnostics, re- , ,

I, i/sidual gas analysis, neutral particle analyzers, and q-
profile measurements. Designs for some of these sys- . _ilJ
toms, in particular, those relating to the edge plasma M_n_or.To,o_,J,_ _ _,_r.R=J_a_
(probes, wall tile diagnostics, wall and divertor power o_,_,,_,,_t D_.,._t_,,,,.,v,,o_t)End-of.Burn--t, 3.3 mm End-of-Burn--4.5 mm

loading,erosion/redeposition markers)were ledby PPPL F,,o,,_co,-_8,_mm , _, F..Jt,_c0_-_4.5_
scientists and engineers, (Scale-Factor- 60,)

ASa result of the conceptual design, numerous R&D

items required to meet the needs of the ITER program Figure 2. Deformed shapes from International Thermo.
were identified. Some of these, for example, alpha- nuclear ExperimentalReactor fault analysis.
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were presented to the ITER Magnet Design Unit during I=nnineerinr, r,=sinn
their summer working session In Garching, Germany, I===ll _11 i _ mllJvV I1_

In support of the Fuel Cycle System design, PPPL Activity
engineers participated in the design of the ITER Fuel
Cycle System and in the design review of the entire PPPL staff will strongly support the US participation
system, The Fuel Cycle System consists of the vacuum in the detailed engineering design of ITER planned for
pumping system, the impurity removal and isotopesepa- the next six years (1991-1996), PPPL will continue Inthe
ration systems, the air detrltlatlon system, the gas pellet roleof coordinating the USphysics actlvltles insupport of
injection systems, and the safety systems. PPPL con- ITER. In addition, PPPL will have lead roles in the US in
tributions were mainly in the areas of vacuum pumping, the physics part of the power and particle control and
cryogenics, and tritium technology, diagnostics design tasks and in the technology R&D for

Following the design review, PPPL engineers con- diagnostics. PPPL will also be assuming a major role In
tributed to the writing of the Fuel CycleSystem Technical the US in the engineering aspects of the design, with
Report for the final ITER conceptual design, The report PPPL staff responsible for coordinating the design of the
describes the"referencedesign"components which have tokamak, and the design of the first wall plasma facing
been selected as meeting ITER requirements with a componentsandtheinstrumentationandcontrolsystems.
minimum of R&D,andalso alternative options,which may In addition to these coordinating roles, PPPI_ staff will
be chosen as reference designs following further R&D. support physics andengineering design efforts inenergy

confinement, plasma performance assessment, MHD
stability, power and particle control, heating and current

Physics R&D drive, disruptions, axisymmetric magnetics, diagnostics,fueling, magnet design, fuel processing, plasma facing
Experimental data from TFTR and the Princeton components, andcomputer control and instrumentation,

Beta Experiment (PBX)provided important contributions
to the physics basis of ITERthrough their participation in
the ITERPhysics R&Dprogram. TFTR staff conducted a
series of experiments to measure the plasma perfor- Publications
mance as a function of aspect ratio. The results of those The results ofthethreeyear ITERConceptual Design
experiments were useful in reducing the uncertainty of are being published by thelAEA ina seriesof books in the
the ITER89 L-mode confinement scalings. TFTR staff ITER Documentation Series. PPPL staff contributed to

also conducted a series of experiments which demon- the following documents in that series during 1990:
strated the importance of current profile control for lm-

No. 10 ITER Physics Design Guidelines
proving energy confinement. PBX-M experiments con-

No. 12 ITER Activity Status Report: April 1990
tributed important data on plasma motion during dis-

No. 14 Preliminary ITER Cost and Schedule
ruptions. These experiments confirmed, along with data Estimates
from DIII-D, the existence of "halo" currents during dis-

No. 15 Twin-loop for Vertical Control of Highly
ruptions. PBX-Mexperiments also indicated thatTroyon Elongated Plasma
coefficients of greater than 3 (thevalue used for the ITER

No, 16 ITER Activity Status Report: December 1990
design) could be obtained with the proper conditions.

No. 18 ITER Conceptual Design Report
No. 19 Physics and Technology R&D for' ITER

•lr',,, h i NIn R&D Conceptual Design
,,=cHnolo ly NO.20 Research and Development Needs for ITER

The requirements for power and particle exhaust Engineering Design
place some of the most severe demands on the ITER No. 21 ITER Physics
design. As part of the effort to develop improved con- No. 22 ITER Parametric Analysis and Operational
cepts for power exhaust, a series of small-scale experi- Performance
ments at PPPL were carried out to elucidate some of the No. 23 ITER Operation and Research Programme
physics aspects of the proposed liquid metal diverter No. 25 ITER Tokamak Device
concept. The results of the experiments were useful in No. 26 ITER Magnets
developingmodelsforcalculatingthemomentumtransfer No. 27 ITER Poloidal Field System
from the plasma "wind" to solid materials. The physics of No. 30 ITER Plasma Facing Components
this interaction is important for determining thestability of No. 31 ITER Fuel Cycle
the surface of the liquid metal films in the liquid metal No. 32 ITER Current Drive and Heating System
divertor. No. 33 ITER Diagnostics
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ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

The Engineering Department, which encompasses Attention will be directed to the engineering 'interaction
approximately 50% of the Laboratory staff, continued to within the Laboratory to create stronger bonds and coop-
meet its basic institutional role during FY90, as well as eration. Staff members will be encouraged to suggest
build improved capabilities for future needs, The organl- and implement new Initiatives of their own which can
zational structure instituted in 1988continued to develop, improve performance,
insuring engineering development and services of the Currently, the Electrical and Electronic Engineering
highest comPetence. Due to budget constraints, profes- and Mechanical Engineering Division personnel are ali
sional staffing levels held constant over the year with assigned to projects such as TFTR. Eng;neerlng actlvi-
short-term peak needs met through the use of subcon- ties for these divisions are reported under the project
tractors and consultants, sections. The Computer Divisionand Engineering Analy-

Initiatives were undertaken to improve efficiency in sis Division activities are operated in a matrix structure,
the "shops." A program to streamline the Machine Shop The work performed by those divisions is, therefore,
was approved, to be implemented in CY92. Several of included in this section of the report,
the smaller shops will be closed to better support the
other areas,which will continue to add modern facililties,

The closing of the smaller shops will also result in Computer Divisionimprovedenvironmental, safety, andhealth performance
(ES&H). Computer Division activity in FY90 focused on sup-

Drafting increased emphasis on the training of ali port for the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR). Sup-
staff in computer-aided drafting. The Drafting Service port was also provided for the User Service Center,
reviewed estimating and reporting systems to improve Computer-Aided Design and Drafting (CADD), and
resource planning. PPLnet Microcomputer Users, Experimental Projects,

In the Motor Generator (MG) area, a major initiative and the Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT),
wasto upgrade theC-Site MGsets. Two ofthe three sets, Support for TFTR by the Computer Division involved
which are over thirty years old, were treated by "corn-cob upgrades to accommodate increased data acquisition
cleaning," The work, which was performed by a contrac- and to improve performance and reliability. The Division
tor, was highly successful, replaced older mainframe technology with new CADD

Hoisting and rigging operations developed a com- workstations. The Microcomputer User Support Group
prehensive new improvement program which includes continued to assist Laboratory personnel who use micro-
staff selection, training, certification, and procedure gen- computers. A diagram of the current Princeton Plasma
eration. The program isrecognized as a leader in the US Physics Laboratory (PPPL) computing system is shown
Department of Energy (DOE) community, lt should be in Fig. 1.
noted that this work was done on a Lab-wide basis and

was strongly supported by ali major associated Labora-
tory activities. ,,so,o,

A problem of some significance occurred during this q_..,,,,x.m f\,: ','_-,', %,'.,*TJ
reporting period. A major transformer (XQT-2) of input [_) (0) .........
power from the 138 kV to 4.16 kV failed during an /
electrical storm. The fully rebuilt and repaired unit is ___ I_'_'_'_ Ii::_ --_'_'_ ,-_-_1 _-_o_

scheduled to return to service in CY91........

Two of the Department's senior management retired _ - ;' _""J
during this period. The transition will carry with it new
direction and goals. Some of the new goals will focus on
technical currency. The staff will be trained in relevant I__"_ [ ;_;,4

Htechnologies. Communications will be improved, espe- I; !,"_._,-,-........ ]1cialtywith those _'nemberswho are _.:_ssignedto long-term
projects. More contact and association will be promoted
at an engineering level with our sister DOE laboratories. Figure 1. ThePPPLComputing Systems Overview.
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TFTR Central Computer System tem) crates are monitored every two seconds and over
10,000 monitor points are controlled.

The TFTR Central Computer System consists of a
In FY90, TFTR-related computing capacity was en-

network of 12 on-line Gould/SEL computers, three DEC
hanced with the purchase of one Sun 4/370 workstation;

supermintcomputers, four DEC MIcroVAXII mlnicomput- the upgrade from a VAX 6320 to a VAX 6420; the
ers, and one Sun Microsystem 4/370 Workstation, The installation of additional Block Transfer Units; and the
Gould/SEL models 32/67, 32/77, 32/87, and Sun 4/370 addition of two VAXstatton 3100,s, Software modifica-
make upthe TFTR Control and DataAcquisition System. tions were Installed to speed archlvlng and to make the
A diagram of the TFTR Central ComputingConfiguration process morecost efficient. A diagramof theVAX Cluster
Overview is shown in Fig. 2. Configuration is shown In Fig. 3,

_IEO40_

_, '_,_, <',_o_o__ _ <%°,0) ,
ii.... 'i:i

Figure 2. The TFTR Central Computing Configuration
Overview. Figure3. ThePPPL VAXClusterConfiguration.Totaldisk

capacity is 23.6 GByte.
The revised TFTR program schedule has intro-

duced a postponement of tritium operation (presently The ability for remote collaborators to participate in
scheduled for 1993). During the additional years of thereal-timeoperationofTFTRwasimplementedthrough
nontritium operation, it is anticipated that new diagnos- hardware and software enhancements.
tics and upgrades to existing diagnostics will signifi- The Sun workstation was integrated into the online
cantly increase the amount of data acquired dlJringeach system to provide additional compute power for neutral
TFTR pulse, beam and associated operation.

TFTR currently produces roughly 65 MBytes of data The Power Conversion computer interface diagnos-
per shot. Approximately 400 waveforms are automati- tic softwarewas redesigned to provide enhanced reliabil-
cally computed from these data and are made available ity and maintainability. The PC software was integrated
for display. These waveform data are transmitted to the with TFTR Master Control software to allow for better
TFTR Data Reduction System (RAX), a VAX 6420, and overall coordination.
TFTR High-Level Data Analysis System (HAX), a VAX Test equipment was added to the Laboratory Pre-
8700, computers for subsequent reduction, high-level ventive Maintenance System. This provided calibrated
analysis, and archiving. Estimates of future data loads equipment traceable to National Institute of Standards
indicate a range of 100 to 200 MBytes per shot. Provid- and Technology (NIST) standards.
ing adequate facilities for acquiring, storing, analyzing,
and archiving data will be a continual challenge as the
data per shot increases. The TFTR Data Management General Purpose Systems
System (TDMX), a VAX 11/785, is dedicated to archival The PPPL Computer-Aided Design and Drafting
and retrieval of TFTR raw data on magnetic tape, data (CADD) system has changed notably during the past
compression prior to archival, and archival and retrieval year. The aging mainframe CADD system was replaced
of results data on an optical jukebox, with three powerful stand-alone workstations; new net-

Over70 distinct systems of diagnostic and engineer- working capabilities supp,_rtedfile transfers in seconds
ing applications are presently in operation. Approxi- instead of minutes;the entire CADD system (affecting 26
mately 17,000 hardware points in a total of 302 CAMAC workstations and users) was moved to two new loca-
(Computer-Automated Measurement and Control Sys- tions; and many improvements in support of the CADD
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,,Eo,o, support for the Sun- and PC-based CADD workstations.
F',,L._-,,,,,o., Dailybackup of files on the Sun system were performed.

_ f:____.__ ...... _ _ A new CADD Archiving System (CAS) was developed.

,_'_._'_ _,,,o,,, Fi!e transfer and conversion between the PC and Sun
"--_-J L _,_,,,,M CADD applications were serviced as needed.

_ | 2_ Elhornot Devek:cment

f_____ _,,,,:,,=,,,,,,,, '..... Applicationsoftwarerevisionswere installed.Memory
___ and disk capacity were increased to improve perfor-L _J.,/ !L,,_IEI,....,

] mance. A new color graphics terminal was installed as
..... 1 the system console.

CADDr_4

r ,_wv_,o__ ....._ In FY90 the Laboratory's UNiX-based capabilityLv,,...,,,_,_.....F-'_K J
....._ .... _._.',_, - ............... L__"_".J/ expanded to 10 workstations. General support was pro-P..,

pc,, ,,° - o., vided by the Division.

('1 1_ TOTAL) 13_ 111 (Z)

Network
Figure 4. ThePPPL Computer.AidedDesignandDrafting
Configuration, In FYg0, PPPL made a decision to vacate 305 and

307 College Road East and bring personnel back to
effort have been implemented. The current CADD con- Forrestal Campus. Approximately 200 people had to be
figuration is shown in Fig. 4. relocated. The move involved three office buildings and

Replacing the aging Computervision CDS 4001 two site locations. The Engineering Wing, located at C-
mainframe CADD system with three Computervision Site, is a newly renovated space that was cccupied in
WS42 workstations (based on the Sun SPARCstation I August. The Aero and the New Guggenheim buildings,
platform) impacted the CADD effort the most inFY90; the located at B-Site, were occupied in September.
Sun SPARCstation I platform is 10 times more powerful Networkservicesaffected included: PUCCandPPPL
than the CDS 4001 system. CADD users have been remote printing services; PPLnet terminal services; IBM
particularly impressed when performing compute-inten- terminal services;Ethernetterminalservices;and Ethernet
sive operations. Many operations previously taking for datatransferand Local Area Networks (LANs). Infor-
minutes now execute in seconds, mation from each user group was gathered to help

New networking capabilities--centered around choose the correct hardware solution to solve a number
TELnet, FTP, and NFS---have greatly improved file of requirement problems, including three separate build-
transfers. The FASTLINK interface was replaced with ings, shared printing and terminal service, and inter-
FileTransfer Protocol (FTP) capabilities. Applying NCSA building links.
TELnet for the PC, and MULTInet on the VAX, provided An Ethernetconnection was installed to providedata
direct transparent file transfers across various platforms communications to each of the three buildings. The new
and operating systems. CADD Sun workstations were Engineering Wing has an Ethernet Thinrail segment off
linked viaa dedicated CADD Ethernet network segment. PPPL's mainbackbone. The Aero Building isconnected
The Sun-based CADD system consists of a server, three to the Laboratory's Ethernet backbone via a T1 tele-
client workstations, and the three newly acquired stand- phone circuit.New Guggenheim isconnected to the Aero
alone workstations. The volume of network activity was Building via an Ethernet Fiber Optic link. Ali office wiring
high between the server and the clients, and the stand- is provided from one location point in each of the three
alone Ethernetsegment provided the isolation to insure buildings, creating a hubconcentration connection for ali
best performance. The server was configured as a gate- service requirements. Patching any service type to any
wayto linkthe stand-alone segmenttothe PPPL Ethernet user is easily managed, and trouble shooting has proved
backbone. The foundation to link ali of the IBM PC to be far easier than the daisy chain backbone and
workstations to the PPL Ethernet was established in thinwire topology.

FY90. Tie-in of ali CADD PCs is underway.
During August and September of 1990, the entire

CADD effort was moved from 307 College Road East to Magnetic Media Investigation
the New Guggenheim building on B-Site and the Engi- An investigation and evaluation of alternate mag-
neering Wing on C-Site. The move logistically divided netic storage media was started in FY90. This effort is
project use of the C&DD systems. The Computer Divi- driven bythe needto reduce mediacosts, off-site storage
sion supported both locations in FY90. charges, and on-site storage space. The media being

The full-time CADD System Operator and System reviewed are 4-mm DAT and 8-mm Helical Scan mag-.
Administrator provided basic operational and technical netic tape technologies.
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Wide-Area Networking Engineering Analysis
Two major events occurred during FY90 thatgreatly

enhanced PPPL'swide-areanetworking prestige within Division
the national and world communities. The first event was The role of the Engineering Analysis Division (EAD)
the registration of the Laboratory's network domain, is to support the physics programs of the Laboratory and
PPPL.GOV, with INTERnet, the global family of data the national fusion effort by providing evaluation and
networks. The second was the registration of the PPPL planning of new and upgraded experiments, conceptual
VAX Cluster within HEP/SPAN, which is the world-wide and preliminary engineering design services, and sys-
DECneto This enhanced networking capability has al- tems engineering services. The EAD also develops and
ready fostered serious remote collaborations with the maintains computer programs for design and analysis
TFTR scientific staff as well as providing access to and performs anaqysesin areas of technology such as
remote data and programs by the PPPL scientific staff, radiation,solidand fluid mechanics,heattransfer, vacuum
The primary transport capability is provided via the and cryogenics, electromagnetics, and magnetic field
Energy Sciences Network (ESnet) backbone, on which design. There are two technical units in the division: the
PPPL is a primary backbone site. Plasma Engineering Branchand the Thermomechanical

Branch.

Microcomputer User
Support Grot F Plasma Engineering Branch

In FY90, the Microcomputer User Support Group The Plasma Engineering Branch performs design
supported the 643 Macintosh personal computers, 288 analysis insystemsengineering, electromagnetics, elec-
IBM personal computers, 16 scanners, and 77 laser trical power and energy storage, plasma control and
printers at PPPL. Users in need of assistance with operational aspects of plasma physics, and nuclear
hardware or software, or answers to general questions radiation and shielding. Support for large experiments is
about their computers, found answers to simple and provided forali phases ofmachinedesign and operation.
complicated questions by calling the User Group. Users This year the activities were divided primarily between

the Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) and the Tokamakcall one number for on-line help. User requests are
handled immediately over the phone or by a servicecall. Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR). Some work was performed
Service calls completed for FY90 were approximately in support of the Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification
1,634 for both IBM and Macintosh computers. (PBX-M), the InternationalThermonuclear Experimental

Reactor (ITER), and the ARIES Reactor Study.The Microcomputer User Support Group manages
a Computer Resource Center, which is open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.rn. to 5 p.m. Users have access International Thermonuclear

to IBM PCs, Macintosh computers, scanners, and laser Experimental Reactor
printers. Software is available to convert IBM to Macin- Magnet safety studies were performed using the
tosh and vice-versa. The Center provided a quarantine GENET code. A circuit model was constructed and used
Mac and IBM PCto scan and disinfect a virus. Approxi- to calculate the response to toroidally nonsymmetric
mately 15new product demonstrations were held in the faults defined by the Princeton Plasma Physics Labora-Resource Center.

tory (PPPL). Worst-case inplane and out of plane forces
A staff member traveling on Laboratory business

were calculated for use in analyses by the thermome-
can arrange for portable equipment through the User c,hanical branch.
Group. Loaner equipmentwas provided for users whose
computers were being repaired. Short-term loans were
arranged when equipment was available. Compact Ignition Tokamak

Training classes were coordinated by the User Vertical stability and position control of the plasma
Group. Introductory classes for the Macintosh and IBM were investigated. Voltage and current requirements of
were offered upon request. A variety of instruction the internal control (lC) co!!s were assessed. As part of
options were used_in-house classroom instruction this investigation, Tokamak Simulation Code (TSC)
taught by PPPL employees, one-on-one training, in- analyses addressing gain search, voltage maximum,
house classroom instruction taught by a professional time delay, and power supply dynamics were run. Opti-
instructor, and self-paced training. One hundred and mum locations for magnetic flux loops were selected.
forty-six employees attended classes in fiscal year Forces on the IC coils during a major vertical disruption
1990. were examined.
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Radial position control during a minor (_p = 0.2) with respect to252Cf,D-D (deuterium-deuterium),and D-
disruption was investigated. Voltage and current re- T (deuterium-tritium)source neutrons were calculated.
quirements of the lC coils were defined. Numerical simulations provide results for the regions of

The power requirements of the poloidal-field (PF) parameter space that cannot be reached by available
system were analyzed as part of an effort to use the calibration sources. The accuracy of these detectors is
existing TFTR power supplies for the CIT poloidal-field essential, as they are the primary diagnostics for fusion
system. At present, the CIT poloidal-field power and Q. The Q-value is the ratio of fusion-power output to
energy requirements are roughly equal to the combined heating-power input.
TFTR toroidal-field (TF)and poloidal-field demand. A neutron diagnostic, capable of measuring D-T

Cost and benefit analyses were performed on three neutrons in an intense D-D neutron field, was proposed.
different TF power supply options. The first option was The detector system, consisting1of a plastic scintillation
a combination of storage batteries and the power grid, counter surrounded by a polyethylene/lead shield, has
the second used inertial (motor generator) storage, good detection efficiency and excellent discrimination
batteries, and the power grid, and the final option used against background D-D neutrons and gamma rays.
motor generators and the power grid. The Plasma Engineering Branch also performed

In concert with these analyses, small scale tests of many magnetic design analyses for new diagnostics on
the use of lead-acid batteries in pulsed (overload) use the machine.
were performed. The results indicated the applicability
of batteries, provided that voltage drops as large as half
of the supply voltage are tolerable. Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification

Magnetic field ripple calculations were performed, Work continued on a free-boundary plasma equilib-
and coil case eddy current calculations for the bucked rium code which uses measurements of magnetic flux,
three-coil modular design were completed. Eddy cur- magnetic field inside the plasma, plasma current and
rents in the vacuum vessel due to a plasma disruption, pressure to reconstruct equilibria.
and the resulting forces, were calculated. Also, the TF

system design code was used to calculate current ABIES Reactor Study
distribution, waveforms, and heating data which were Highly accurate equilibrium and stability tools were
used in thermal and mechanical analysis of the system, developed in order to assess operation of a tokamak

The Plasma Engineering Branch performed plasma in the second stability regime. Fixed-boundary
neutronics calculations in support of the CIT project. A

equilibrium, ballooning instabilities,and kink instabilities
shielding optimization study for the test cell building was were analyzed. Profile requirements for access to and
performed, resulting in a potential saving of $6.5M over

existence of second stability regions were defined. Ad-
the baseline design. In the course of the shielding vanced fuel (D-He3)and D-T reactors were addressed.
analysis forbuilding penetrations, an alternative method
of calculating the delayed gamma ray dose rate, useful
for complicated geometries, was developed. Detailed Thermomechanical Branch
three-dimensional nuclear heating calculations for the

The Thermomechanical Branch provides a broad
2.1-m design were completed, spectrum of capabilities in stress and thermal analysis

Research and development efforts on conductor and mechanical design. This year's activity was divided
materials continued, withemphasis on the development primarily between the Compact Ignition Tokamak project
of a beryllium copper alloy having mechanical and and the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor, with most of the
electrical properties tailored to the CIT design require- effort devoted to the Compact Ignition Tokamak. Some
ments. A development program at Brush Wellman, Inc.

work was performed on the International Thermonucle-
produced a set of laboratory-scale plates with different

ar Experimental Reactor. In addition, the Thermome-heat treatments and chemistries. Tensile and electrical
chanical Branch supported the ongoing effort to en-

conductivity specimens were cut from these plates for
hance the analytical capabilities of the Engineering

use in future test programs. Sufficient information was
Analysis Division.

gained from this program to enable selection of a
chemistry and heat treatment for a full-scale plate.

Compact Ignition Tokamak
Work proceeded on the 2.1-m major radius, bucked

Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor and fully cased toroidal-field coil design. Thermal and
Neutronics analysis was performed in support of stress analyses were performed for different conductor

TFTR diagnostics. Efficiencies of 235U fission detectors options including beryllium copper, Glidcop, Elbrodur,
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C107, and an Inconel-copper-Inconel laminate. Fatigue Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor
tests on the copper alloys were run in parallel with the Thenonlinearstack2 algorithmsofthecoil protection
analysis in order to determine allowable stresses rel- calculator (CPC), which predict critical coil stresses as
evant to the 3,000 full-power pulses required by CIT. In a function of coil currents, were revised. Existing
addition, four subcontractors each manufactured ase- algorithms provided linear approximations to coil
ries of five explosion bonded Inconel-copper-Inconel behavior for certain well-defined operating condi[ions.
plates with a geometry and size relevant to the 2.1-m The objective of the revision was to enable operation
bucked design. Results of this program indicated that across the boundaries of operating regions without
quantity production of full length plates might be feasible discontinuities in the predicted stresses. Eight possible
after further development work. combinations of boundary pressures on the two coils

As the design effort progressed, it became apparent were identified, and ali possible transitions from one
that the TF/PF interface problems would not be solved in state to another were defined. These transitions were

a meaningful time frame, and the design reverted to a examined, and a set for which smoothing algorithms
wedged/partially cased TF coil with a 2.57-m major would berequiredwasidentified. Nonlinearfiniteelement
radius, model simulations of these critical operating scenarios

Efforts to develop Glidcop and Elbrodur plates of the served as a benchmark for the actual CPC algorithms.
size required for the TF conductor led to the conclusion Stress analysis was performed on the radio-fie-
that neither material was a viable candidate for this quency (rf)limiter carbon-carbon tiles. Face and edge
application, and high strength beryllium copper was thermal loads were considered. Forces due to plasma
selected as the TF conductor material for the new con- disruptions were calculated from an eddy current analy-
figuration, sisof a set of electrically coupled tiles. Figure6 shows the

Finite element analysis was performed insupport of deformation of a limiter tile due to thermal loads.

trade-off studies of structural support configurations for Damageto the rf limiter mount clips was discovered
the toroidal-field coils. Beam and plate models of a 360° during theyear. An estimate of the electromagnetic loads
bucked configuration with solenoid, a 360° wedged
model (Fig. 5), and a two loroidal-field coil module were PPPL_lX0362
created.

A preliminary seismic analysis of the machine sub- UNDEFORMED SHAPE
structure was also performed using the modal synthesis __._,z__
and response spectra solutions in the NASTRAN finite
element code.

PPPL#91X0361

I OE O  eo
FACELOADEDTILE

,.,jfer- 4%'_,L

EDGELOADED"FILE

Figure 5. Beam and plate NASTRANmodel of the 360' Figure 6. Deformation of a TokamakFusion TestReactor
wedgedCompactIgnition Tokamakconfiguration, radio-frequency limiter tile due to thermal loads.
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which caused the damage was made, based on the _
r,.

distortion of the mounts, elasto-plastic behavior of the o ,,_L,,_lxo36_.E 1,2 _ i I I I --
mount clip, and measured durations of arcs from ma- _
chine tiles during rf plasmas. These loads were used in CUz1.0 GridxRadlaIP°int#1 _
the design of new mounts. " *PoloidalO

A modifiedbumper limiter mount was analyzed. The o 0.8 +Toroidal _rr
modification involved locking the middle plate of the w

_O 0.6bumper limiter to the vacuum vessel. Several tempera- _J

ture scenarios, including bakeout plus pulse-discharge ,,
O 0.4

cleaning, normal operation, and two fault conditions, co
were investigated. Figure7 shows stress contours onthe uJ 0.2
rearof the backing platedue to thermal loading. Dynamic :_
analyses, using worst case disruption loads, were per- o o .......... _ ...... _._-_......... --
formed Magnetic damping and modal damping equal to <_' 13..

12.5 percent of critical damping were considered in the co -0.2 1 I I I I0 0.5 1,0 1,5 2.0 2,5 3.0

analyses. Figure 8 shows the dynamic response at one TIME(soc)
location on the bumper limiter.

The Thermomechanical Branch lent support to vari- Figure 8. Displacement of point A in Fig. 7 on the
TokamakFusion Test Reactor bumper limiter as a func-

ous small tasks such as analysis of the diborane pyrolytic tion of time.
tube and the development of procedures for repair of
water leaks in the TF coils.

International Thermonuclear
PPPL#91 X0360 Experimental Reactor

t A global finite element model of the International. m. Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor tokamak was de-

_ E S__'__l veloped and used to evaluate toroidally nonsymmetric\ _ fault conditions. Loads resulting from a short at the

_t'_)"__"_2_-_, terminals of a TF coil, followed by a TF dump, were
. - applied to the model. Figure 9 shows displacements due
,_ _ _ :( to the applied loads. Results of the PPPL fault analysis

.=-f_
were presented to the ITER magnet design unit during

) _1_ " their summer working session in Garching.

1 ) :_I:_ f,:T Counter Stress (ksi) ......

1 ) 1 :_ _(j 1 -3.4 x 10' co,,2IF,.,,,,Ico,,,

_ 2 1.6x 103 l
;_ ---_} ( _ 3 3.3 x 103 co,._,._--T- " _ Co,.3

_._ :_LJ/_ ;_ 4 4'9x103 -_

-___! 5 6.6 x 103

6 8.2 x 103
7 9.9x 10 3 _/

8 1.5X 104
Maximum Toroidal Maximum Radial

Displacement Displacement (Inner Vault)
End.of-Bum--20.3 mm End-of-Burn--4.5 mm

A Fsutted Co11--16.5 mm . _-. ;-, Faulted Co11--14.5 mm

(Scale Factor 60 )

Figure 7. Majorprincipal stress contours due to thermal
loads., the TokamakFusionTestReactorbumperlimiter Figure 9. Results of the International Thermonuclear
backing plate. Experimental Reactor toroidal.field coil fault analysis.
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PROJECT PLANNING AND SAFETY OFFICE

Fiscal year 1990was a year that saw a major shift in completed by PPPL QualityAssurance andwere used as
Department of Energy (DOE) policy in regard to safety an effective tool to maximize available resources.
requirements, the most major being in the area of 100% Assessments of Health Physics low-level waste
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) management were completed by both Westinghouse
compliance. The Laboratory took a proactive stand in the Hanford (the designated site for radioactive waste stor-
environmental area and conducted a soil-gas survey age) and by DOE Headquarters. Assessments in both
over the entire DOE leased property.1 Environmental casesconsisted of an on.-sitevisit, tour of waste handling
status and monitoring results were reported to DOE and andstorage areas, documentation review, and status of
the general public through the eighth Annual Site Envi- compliance with applicable DOEOrders and other regu-
ronmental Report.2InlateFY90,PPPL (Princeton Plasma lations. PPPL's program was found to be satisfactory in
Physics Laboratory) was notified of a possible Tiger ali respects.
Team audit for FY91, and preparations began. Because of its experience in environmental tritium

The Safety Office coordinated documentation re- monitoring, the PPPL Safety Office was requested to
quired for compliance with the National Environmental review the environmental monitoring program for DOE's
Policy Act (NEPA). In addition, the Safety Office partici- Continuous Electron BeamAccelerator Facility (CEBAF)
pated in numerous design reviewsand other meetings to in Newport News, Virginia. PPPL agreed to participate in
support safety and environmental evaluations of the doing selective environmental analysis for low-levels of
Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) and the Compact tritium in water, soils, and biota.
IgnitionTokamak (CIT)systems andcomponents. Safety The Safety Office staff participated in and attended
professionals reviewed and commented on new and many DOEworkshops andconferences, such as Guide-
revised DOE Orders, DOE guidance documents, and lines for Natural Phenomena Hazards, Waste Minirniza-
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations for tion, and Occupational and Safety programs, so that
impacts on TFTR and CIT designs and operations, current DOE_.ifitlkingcan be quicklyimplemented in the
Formal proposals were made and DOE approvals re- PPPL culture.. The Safety Office also participated in
ceived for: PPPL's Summer Teachers' Institute.A local high school

teacher spent six weeks with safety professionals within
• Consistent radiation exposure limits and design the various disciplines. This program helped to develop

objectives for TFTR and CIT. and broaden the technical knowledge of the teacher and
• Consistent parameters for and applications of also served as a vehicle for informingstudents on scien-

natural phenomena (earthquake and tornadoes) tific career paths.
criteria for TFTR and CIT projects. During FY90, PPPL had an excellent record with

regard to lost-time accidents. PPPL lead the DOE facili-
The Health Physics Branchof the Safety Office has ties in regard to the safety index for over two quarters.

refined the nonionizing radiation program. Administra- PPPL's safety index, DOE's measure of on-the-job ac-
tively, procedures have been written to address ac- cidents and incidents, including restricted days, was
ceptedtechniquesformicrowaveradiationmeasurements more than three times better than the 1989 index.
and laser safeguards. The laser inventory was put into a
data base and is updated annually, and higher power
lasers and their operators are audited against applicable References
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) require- 1 D.Nelson,"FinalReport,OnTheFindingsof the Petrex
ments. In addition, the PPPL Laser Safety course has SoilGasSurveyConductedatPrincetonPlasmaPhysics

Laboratoryonthe ForrestalCampusinPlainsboro,New
been updated, and safety requirements now include Jersey,"NortheastResearchInstitute,Inc.reportdated
passing a written exam. Magnetic field measurements in September1990,11pp.
the vicinity of magnetic sources have been documented. 2 J.R.StencelandR.P.Turrin,"SiteEnvironmentalReport
Internal audits of Health Physics' Laser Safety and Ra- for CalendarYear 1989,"PrincetonUniversityPlasma
dio-Frequency and Microwave Safety programs were PhysicsLaboratoryReportPPPL-2739(1990)100pp.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE AND RELIABILITY

In FY90, Quality Assurance and Reliability (QA/R) cally, two the Emergency Preparedness Division, one
continued its support of the Tokamak FusionTest Reac- the Computer Division, and two for vendors. Figure 1
tor (TFTR) and the Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) by contains a plot of planned versus actual number of audits
providing support functions in the areas of Assurance for FY90.
Engineering, Quality Control, ProcurementQA, and Pro-
cedures. 2o.00 ,,,,r,L,,,xo4oo

O3
I---
-- 15.00
=3

Assurance Engineering °
O

Assurance Engineeringprovides several special- a: lO.OO
ized services for Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory _'"
(PPPL) projects, lt is responsible for the performance of :_D 5.00

audits, the collection and analysis of failure data, the z
collectionandanalysis ofdaily logdataforTFTR, reliability 0.oo

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apt May Jun Jul Aug Sep Octand availability analysis, and general quality assurance
and reliability support. FISCALYEAR1990

Figure 1.Graphof number of audits originally scheduled

lity tor FY9O(circles), number scheduled as of the end ofQua Audits _v_o (squares), and the number actually performed
The emphasis on increasing timenumber and scope (crosses).

of quality audits initiated in the second half of FY89

continued in FY90. The goal in FY90 was to conduct 22 The goal in FY91 is to expand the number of audits
audits of which 19 were completed, to 30, to include audits of more PPPL groups than in the

Seven of the audits covered safety issues, up from past, and to increase the scopes of the audits so that
six in FY89. The biggest difference between the FY89 more comprehensive reviews are performed.
safety-related audits and those of FY90 is that the audit For a description of the numberand types of training
scopes were significantly increased. For example, audit applicable to performing audits conducted in FY90, see
8903 covered selected aspects of the (PPPL) systems the Certification and Training section of this report.
for radiation protection and waste disposal and storage
and assessed compliance to PPPL procedures and
TFTR's Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). lt was Failure Reports
performed by one auditor. Audit9006 covered ali aspects The failure reporting system continued to improve
of PPPL's Health Physics program, identified in Depart- and has proven to be aneffective wayof reporting, fixing,
ment of Energy (DOE) Order 5480.11 and applicable to and sometimes preventing failures. Training sessions on
PPPL, and assessed both compliance to requirements the system were conducted with various TFTR support
andeffectiveness of the system, lt required four auditors, groups by Assurance Engineering personnel. This train-
lt is expected that this expanded scope trend will con- ing is part of the ongoing effort to improve the collection,
tinue into FY91. analysis, and use of information related to failures. The

In addition to the audits of safety activities, audits sessions covered the requirements for, and uses of,
wereperformed of otherquality-related activities, organi- failure reporting. This training has lead to failure reports
zations, and projects. Five audits covered areas that being filled out more completely and submitted promptly
spanned ali projects (Preventive Maintenance, Solder- with the results that fewer failures are unreported. In
ing and Terminations Certification, Configuration and addition,the Trend Analysis program has morecomplete
Drawing Control, Compliance to Drafting Standards, and data for detecting adverse trends and aiding in their
Lifting Equipment). Two audits covered TFTR specifi- resolution.
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While the failure reporting system has proven to be ability was 78.2%.) Within the four months, there were
a useful tool for TFTR, its implementation on a Labora- 3,766 attempted shots of which 3,171 or 84.2% com-
tory-wide basis has not yet been established. During pleted. There were 1,422 shots with injected-neutral-
FY91, efforts will be made to expand implementation of beam power, 225 shots with injected-radio-frequency
the system over ali Laboratory systems, equipment, and power, and 185 shots with pellets.
components which are required to directly support or TFTR experienced itsbest run ever during the period
operate experimental programs or are personnel or April 6, 1990 through November 3, 1990. Availability for
equipment safety related. Quality Assurance and Reli- this run was 79.7%. The system availabilities for this
ability staff will be contacting cognizant individuals period are given in Table II.
throughout the Laboratory to increase awareness and
participation in the system.

TableI.TFTRSystemsAvailabilityfor thePeriod
October1, 1989.February2, 1990.

Trend Analysis
System Availability

Trend analysis of failure report information is per-
formed every month for one and three month periods. AC/MG 98.7%
The analysis is used to detect chronic and recurrent Computing 94.1%

Diagnostics 97.3%
problems related by type of failure, piece of equipment, EnergyConversionSystem 93.4%
manufacturer,ordesign. Theobserved trendsarebrought NeutralBeams 98.8%
to the attention of project management for corrective Pellets 100.0%
action to preclude future failures. The analysis provides Radio-Frequency 98.7%
awareness of the changes in failure rates, and whether Tokamak 89.3%
those rates and repairs are under control or in need of ,
more attention. Failure trends that have been identified
include computer failures (both due to hardware and
vendor link software), problems in the Torus Vacuum Table II. TFTRSystemsAvailability for the Period
Pumping System (specifically with the Residual Gas April 6, 1990-November3, 1990.

Analyzer, theTurbo Molecular Pumps,and the Mechani- System Availability
cal Pumps), problems with the Multichannel Infrared
Interferometer diagnostic, and CAMAC (Computer-Au- AC/MG 98.6%
tomated Measurement andControl System) failures due Computing 96.8%

Diagnostics 98.0%
to aging power supplies. EnergyConversionSystem 96.1%

Like failure reports, implementation of the Trend NeutralBeams 99.5%
Analysis Programon a Laboratory-wide basis has notyet Pellp_s 99.8%
been established. Radio-Frequency 99.4%

Tokamak 89.3%

TFTR Availability Analysis ' '
There were two distinct TFTR run periods within The availability for the Tokamak System was lower

FY90. At the start of the fiscal year, TFTR was in a run than for the other systems due to problems with the coil
period which began on July 11,1989 and continued until water leaks, low readingson the hi-potting tests probably
February 2, 1990.Thesecond run began on April6, 1990 caused by the coil water leaks, and ground and loop
and continued until November 3, 1990. Since this latter faults.

run endedshortly afterthe start of the newfiscal year, this This run's plasma shot results far surpassed previ-
annual report will cover the entire second run period, lt ous runs. The total number of attempts this run was
should be noted that Quality Assurance shot statistics 9,042, with 7,829 (86.6%) completed. Of those com-
may differ from TFTR shot statistics as quantifying crite- pleted, 4,592 (58.6%) were ohmic plasmas while 3,237
ria are different. For physics' considerations, a shot is had either neutral-beam power, radio-frequency power,
counted if it rises above 400 kA; Quality Assurance pellet, or some combination of these injected.
counts a shot only if it is completed with no system The 125 days of this run averaged per day 72.3
malfunctioning, ohmic, 22.8 neutral-beam,3.6radio-frequency, 2.8pellet

For the four months between October 1, 1989 and (deuterium pellet injection and lithium pellet injection),
February 2, 1990, the TFTR systems' availability (Table and 0.2 neutral-beam and radio-frequency and pellet
I) was outstanding -- 80.4%. (The total FY90 run avail- plasma shots.
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Significant accomplishments of this run were the QA/R's most important role within the Project has
amount of neutral-beam power injected and radio-fro- been to keep the designers sensitized to the issues of
quency power injected. A new high of 33 MW of neutral- reliability and quality and their impact on machinecapa-
beam power was achievedfor shot 55806 onOctober 26, bility and availability.
1990. The maximum monthly average injection for neu-

tral-beam powerwas 18.21 MW (May 1990). A new high Special Reliability Studiesof 6.3 MW of radio-frequency power was achieved for
shot 50508 on July 12, 1990. The maximum monthly Two major reliabilitystudieswere performed by QA/R
average injection for radio-frequency power was 3.05 this year. The first was a study of the effect of ac power
MW (October 1990). outages on TFTR CICADA (Central Instrumentation,

Figure2isaplotofTFTRavailabilityversustimefrom Control, and Data Acquisition) availability. This study
October 1984 until November 3,1990. looked at data from various groups and sources and

attempted to correlate events between ac line faults and
problems inthecomputer systems. Nosignificant correla-, PPPL#9tX0399

loo -_,,, ........ -,-__'_ ,,", ......... ,, ..... tion was found. The second study was the continued
80 i_,.//_ tracki_qgof CAMAC power supplies reliability and root

_ " ' cause analysis. The CAMAC reliability study tracks the
._60 repair and replace-ment rate of the CAMAC power sup-.
_ 40 plies, as well as the impact of refurbishment efforts, to

determine the most cost effective approach -- refurbish20
the power supplies or buy new ones. A paper, "TFrR

o _-_-,-,,,...... ,, ................. ,_........ _ CAMAC Power Supplies Reliability "covering this topic10/84 2/85 12/85 4/86 8/86 2/87 6/87 7/88 5/89 10/89 4/90 8/90

October1.1984through November3.1990 was presented at the IEEE 13th Symposium on Fusion
Engineering.

Figure 2. Long-term TFTRavailability chart from October Inaddition to these two major reliabilitystudies, QA/R
1, 1984 through November 3, 1990. The dot is a two-week has also supportedfailure analysis and corrective action
run period in 1989.Thesolid line indicates thelong.term on TFTR for leaking water fittings on the tokamak and
trend of TFTRavailability, stuck microswitches inwater flow switches in thefield coil

cooling system.

Compact Ignition Tokamak
Thoughthe accomplishmentsof the CompactIgni- Certification and Training

tion Tokamak (CIT)are covered elsewhere in this report, In FY90 Quality Assurance and Reliability continued
QA/R's support and participation are covered here. its program of Certification and Training begun in FY87.

QA/R's active presence within the project has con- Significant progress continued to be made:
sisted of two major thrusts" Research and Development
(R&D) support and Quality and Reliability Programs • Three QA/R engineersbecame Certified Reliabil-
definition. The R&D support encompassed verification ity Engineers,a certification program established
inspection of mechanical test specimens, subcontract by the American Society for Quality Control
Statements of Work development for toroidal-field coil (ASQC).This is a peerrecognition programbased
conductor development, and performing vendor and on a combination of education, experience, and a
subcontractor surveillance and visitations. QA/R also written examination.

supported the assembly, integration, and operation of • Two auditor training sessions were held. Each
the Battery Test Facility by evaluating various batteries was approximately four hours in length followed
for high-current-pulsed operation. Defining the QA/R by a written examination. Nineteen people at-
programs for CIT was the other major thrust this year. tended the sessions, of which 18 passed the
This was accomplished via project level documents that course.

defined the scope andcontent ofthe QA/R programs:the • Four PPPL ernployees were certified as PPPL
CIT Quality Assurance Requirements; the Reliability, Lead Auditors.
Availability and Maintainability (RAM) requirements of

In FY91, Quality A,-_suranceand Reliability plans tothe General Requirements Document; the RAM Plan;the
continue certification and training activities by:

PPPL CIT Quality Assurance Plan; and the preparation
of QA plansforthe other majorparticipants-- Massachu- • Certifying at least two more PPPL employees as
setts Institute of Technology, Oak Ridge NationalLabo- Lead Auditors according to the in-house certifica-
ratory, and EBASCO. tion program.
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• Providing in-house training for aliQA/R personnel Control. Quality Control responsibility for these tasks
on general reliability and quality concerns and required daily monitoring during ongoing activities, weld
techniques., inspection, termination inspections, torque verification,

• Enhancing the capabilities of the PPPL Lead testing verification, assuring compliance to procedures
Auditors by training in OSHA (Occupation Safety and drawings, and final walk-down inspections. Major
and Health Administration) and NEPA (National activities under this category included the repair of the
Environmental PolicyAct) requirements, toroldal-field coils, installation of bumper limiter tiles and

several diagnostics inside the vacuum vessel, and re-
• Having the individual who passed the first part of pairs of loose bolts on the toroidal-field coli cases.

the NJ ProfessionalEngineering Examinationtake Fabrication shops throughout the Laboratory are
the second part. monitored on a daily basis with specific inspection plans

• Having ali members of the Scientific and Engi- (RAPs) developed for critical components and special
neering Staff oftheAssurance Engineering Group processes performed during the fabrication. Special ac-
become Certified Quality Engineers. complishments in this area included the qualification of

20 weld procedures specifications and 14 individuals

ity qualified to various weld procedures, ali to nationallyQual Control recognizedcodes andstandards. QualityControl verifies

Quality Control (QC) is responsible for ali on-site that alistructural and pressure-type welding isperformed
inspections of installations on researchdevices, fabrica- by qualified welders using qualified procedures.
tion inspection of critical components in shops, facility Inspections are also conducted on Facility Construc-
inspections, receiving inspections of components fabri- tion Branch projects. During FY90, 13 projects were
cated by vendors, and mechanicalcalibration of tools for inspected requiring the following types of activities: con-
eleven shops within the Laboratory. crete inspection and testing; weld inspections; electrical

and mechanical system testing; and final inspections.
Inspection of critical vendor components is per-

Work Permits formed either by an item-by-item inspection, sampling
The TFTR-instituted program for work permits re- lots, and/or vendor visits.

quires Quality Control to assure that: (1) ali work per-
formed in the Test Cell follows procedures and is ap-
proved by Operations prior to implementation; (2)the Mechanical Calibration
system and location where the work will take place is The Quality Control Division is responsible for the
identified; (3) the lead person and individuals performing calibration and maintenance of ali mechanical inspection
the work have been identified; and (4) work is inspected devicesthroughout the Laboratorysite. The calibration is
upon completion to assure that it has been performed typically performed on a quarterly basis_uring the opera-
correctly and that ali tools have been removed from the tional period of TFTR when inspection activity slacks off.
Test Cell. Quality Control was involved with approxi- During FY90, a total of 316 items were cleaned, cali-
mately 1,200 work permits during FY90. brated, and adjusted as necessary.

Inspection Activities Training and Certification
Inspection activities are based on the importance of The Quality Control Staff maintained certifications in

the task being performed. Due to limited resources nondestructiveexaminationfortheultrasonic, liquidpene-
(reduction of two full-time equivalents in FY90), only trant, mass spectrometer, andvisual examination meth-
those itemsconsidered to be critical are usually slated for ods. Inspectors were also trained and recertified for
inspection. In order to evaluate the importance of the radiation safety, confined space entry, electrical safety,
task, a Risk Assessment Plan (RAP)is generated for cardiopulmonary resuscitation, vacuum vessel work
each job.Within the RAP adetermination is madewhether practices, coil sealing, and crane inspections.
to perform an inspection and if so, what type of inspec-
tion. In some cases only a final inspection is performed,
while inother cases the t_.skis inspectedas theoperation Nonconformances
proceeds. In FY90, 166 Risk Assessment Plans were Whenever inspections identify a process or work
generated by Quality Control. performed different than that specified in drawings, pro-

The TFTR project generated 149 installation proce- cedures, or specifications, a nonconformance report is
dures during FY90 for various tasks involving Quality generated. A total of 49 nonconformance reports were
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generated in FY90, including 20 for material and Items ishedthe numberof discrepancies and improved vendor
supplied by vendors. Figure 3 identifies the types of performance. The need for vendor visits continues to
nonconforming conditions found during site inspections increase. Since PQA staffing is limited, moreuse is being

made of engineering and physics personnel to witness
,_ PPPt._91x0401 in-process and final inspections and tests, The attention
"_o 14 l J to hardware conforming to procurement requirementst_ .....................................................................................................

rr°_ 12 I ] before it leaves the vendor's premises has resulted in no
o increase in the number of nonconformance reports gen-

10 erated at receiving inspection despite the steady in-
o 8 crease in the number of parts being inspected. Vendors
t-
O are writing more nonconformance reports or they areo 6
"o motivated to better measure their own performance.
z
"6 4 In FY89, the procurement of fourldimensional car-

2 bon-carbon bumper limiter tiles was highly successful.
"QE Participation included identifying the quality assurance
"1

z 0 andreliability requirements for the Requestfor Proposal,
19 07 06 01 04 11 09 03 consultingforthe Subcontract ProposalEvaluationBoard,

Typeof NonconformanceReport aiding invendor selection, assisting the tileblank fabrica-
tor to "dc the job right the first time," providing surveil-

Figure 3. Nonconformance reports for FY90.There were lance at the fabricator, witnessing and performing finalforty-nine Nonconformance Reports(NCR's)for this time
period. Nonconformance categories were: Procedure inspection and test prior to tile shipment. Participation
Manual Violation (19); Out of Tolerance (07); Workman. with other PPPL groups resulted in the development of
shipNeeds Repair (06); is Deviation from Documenta- an effective Physics-Engineering-Procurement-QA/R
tion/Procedure (01); Safety Violation (04); Documenta- team. This FY89 accomplishment was carried on into
tion/Proceclure Inadequate(11); WorkIncomplete/Punch FY90 with the machining of the tile blanks into tiles. This
list (09); and Code Deviation (03). job was a textbook example of "how it should be done."

The bumper limiter tile job was successful because the

Procurement Quality drawing requirements were met, items were quicklyassembled into TFTR, and the result was a reduction in

Assurance the outage time frame.

Procurement Quality Assurance (PQA) performs a

number of functions as they relate to vendor requisitions Proceduresincluding continuing to improve the ProcurementJQA
system, working with requisitioners to assure that appro- The Quality Assurance and Reliability staff contin-
priate quality requirements are specified, visiting vendor ued to coordinate the development, review, issuance,
facilities to aid vendors in gettingthe job started properly and revision of Technical Operations Procedures for the
in the beginning, and issuing nonconformance reports Laboratory. In FY90, effort was concentrated on com-
and obtaining corrective action for those items which do pleting the remainder of the procedures to be developed
not meet the specified requirements, as well as revising existing procedures. The goal of these

Requisitioners continued to involve PQA indevelop- procedures is to standardize work practices and to mini-
ment of quality assurance and reliability requirements for mize the effort for repetitive tasks. Sixteen new Quality
their requisitions. This emphasis on "prevention" dimin- Assurance procedures were issued in FY90.
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WORK FOR OTHERS

Work for Others (WFO) is work performed by the ._........ ,_'
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) for entities
other than the DOE Office of Fusion Energy. Such work "_'____
must not compete with industry and not adversely affect __,
the mainline mission of the Laboratory. Procedures for .,,

implementing Work for Others were formalized in FY90.
In April 1990, an Office of Technology Transfer/Work

for Others was established with one and one-half full-

time equivalent staff. A Work-for-Others Committee was

established to evaluate proposed WFO. The Committee
is chaired by the PPPL Deputy Director for Technical
Operations and includes in its membership the Associate
Director for Research, the Head of Engineering, the
Head of Experimental Projects, the Associate Director
for Administration, and the two members of the Work-for-

Others Office. Figure 1. The photograph shows the uncovered two.
A summary of Work for Others at PPPL in FY90, color pyrometer soon after an experimental run in the

boiler of the PSE&G Duck Island Plant, Trenton, Newwhich totaled $2.6 M, is shown in Table I. Figure 1 is a
Jersey. This device was developed at PPPL and accu-

photograph of the two-color pyrometer, a device devel- rately monitors the flame temperature of a fossil fuel
oped for Public Service Electric and Gas (PSE&G) of power plant with a two-color imaging pyrometer.
New Jersey. (91E0327)

iiiinlulll i i

Table I. Work for Others for Fiscal Year 1990.

Industry ($357 K) University ($50 K)
Physical Optics Corporation State University of New York
Radiation Science Corporation
SEMATECH Federal Agencies/Laboratories: ($1854 K)
Public Service Electricand Gas of New Jersey (PSE&G) Departmentof Energy (DOE)

Argonne NationalLaboratory(ANL)
Foreign ($312 K) National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

Joint European Torus (JET) National Science Foundation (NSF)
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) National Institutes for Standards and Technology (NIST)

Total Work for Others in FY90 totaled $2573 K

i i i
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
i

Introduction Activities
Technology Transfer is one of the missions of the Industrial Awareness Program

Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL), Recent One of the major effortsof PPPL's Office of Technol-
legislation aimed at improving US competitiveness and ogy Transfer is to Increase the awareness of both the
productivitydirectsPPPLto work closely with companies private and public sectors of PPPL's technologies. In
in the private sector to translate the results of govern- FY90, two brochures were published to aid in this en-
ment-funded researchintocommercially usable products deavor. The first brochure, "List of Technologies Avatl-
andprocesses. The Officeof Technology Transfer (OTT) able for Licensing," names some two hundred recent
guides andenhances thetransferof PPPLtechnologles. patent disclosures that are available for purchase or
The OTT is headed by a full-time senior professional staff license.The secondbrochure, "Development of Levitatedmember with support selected from the Research and
Engineering Staffs and PPPL's Committee on Inven- SuperconductingRingMagnetsatPPPL_1967to1972,"

informs the private and public sectors with interest in
tionsoThe Head of the OTT is PPPL's representative to

magnetically levitated trains of the work previously done
the Federal Laboratory Consortium (FLC), a federally at PPPL in this area.
mandated organization of Technology Transfer Officers

In FY90, PPPL's technology transfer capabilitiesof ali laboratories funded by the Federal Government.
were described in the widely distributed "FLC Northeast

]'he purposeofthe FLCisto providea forumfordiscussion Regional Directory" of Federal Laboratories, Agencies,
of technology transfer issues, and Engineering Centers. Two technology transfer mar-

Technology transfer staff work closely with PPPL
keting sessions were attended by PPPL staff where 12

researchers and industry represer_tatives to plan and pertinent technologies were presented.
execute a variety of programs to transfer technology to
industry, including:

• Licensing of inventions or technologies. Subcontractor Program• Cooperative research projects, whereby industry
and PPPL researchers work together on prob- Involvement
lems of mutual interest. The Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory conducts

• Sponsored research (Work for Others), whereby a continuing program to involve industry and other fed-
industry reimburses the Department of Energy for eral laboratories anduniversities in its research program.
work performed. Dialogues are held regularly between PPPL staff and

• Employee exchange, whereby researchers from those sectors that are capable of making a scientific or
technical contribution to fusion research. With the initia-industry assume a PPPL work assignment or

PPPL staff work in an industrial setting, tion of the preconceptual design of the Compact Ignition
Tokamak, opportunities for cooperative research and

Other activities which support the transfer of technology cooperative technology projects should greatly expand.
include: Some of the major subcontractors presently involved at

® Consulting by employees with unique skills and PPPL include:

know-how. • Other Federal Laboratories: Oak Ridge National
® Workshops and seminars to provide information Laboratory, Los Alamos National Laboratory,

about new or emerging technologies. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Idaho
• Publications describing results of research and National Engineering Laboratory, Argonne Na-

development, tional Laboratory, etc.

• Visitsto PPPL by industry representativesor visits • Industrial Contractors: EBASCO Services, Inc.,
to a firm by Lab personnel. McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company,
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Grumman Aerospace Corporation, SPAR of • Toroidal Magnetic Detector for High Resolution
Canada, etc. Measurement of Muon Momenta.

® Universities: Massachusetts Institute of Technol- • Impurity Line Fluctuation Diagnostics.

ogy, University of Illinois, New York University, • Multiple Target Conveyor System,
Hunter College, University of California at Los
Angeles, University of Wisconsin, etc. • Injection of Electronswith Predominantly Perpen-

dicular Energy IntoanArea ofToroidal-FieldRipple

Patent Awareness Program in a Tokamak Plasma to Improve Plasma Con-finement.
The primary vehicle for protection of technological

developments at the Princeton Plasma Physics Labora- • Reflection Soft X-Ray Microscope.
tory Is the Patent Awareness Program.The Program was • Linear Position Measurement System.
introduced in1983 to stimulate the identification of poten- • Low Flow Meter.
tial inventions. The PPPL Committee on Inventions has
as itscharter the fostering ofthe disclosure of inventions,

the raising of the patent consciousness of the staff, and Results
the providing of appropriate recognition, as well as mod-
est monetary rewardsto inventors. During FY90, thirteen In FY90, three patent applications were submitted:
invention disclosures were filed, and 34 staff members "Fiber Optic Current Monitor" (Disclos[ "9 issued May26,
shared tnthe distribution of $4,000 in incentives. Titles of 1987), "Method of Measuring the DC Electric Field and
the disclosures are given below: Other Tokanlak Parameters" (Disclosure Issued October

• Plasma Momentum Meter for Momentum Flux 27, 1988), and "AnOptically Pumped CH3OHLaser with
Measurements. a StarkTuning Capability andwith a Fluid-CooledCavity"

• Entry Reader. (Disclosure issued November 8, 1988). Also, a License
was issued to Bi-Ra Systems Incorporated of Albuquer-

• Imaging Two-Color Pyrometer. que, New Mexico, for manufacture and sale of the "High
• An Automated Way of Check Sorting. SI.eed Block Mode Transient Digitizer Controller" (pro-
• _BI-directional, Co-axial Slghtline Device. prietary technology), and a Patent was issued for the
• Fast Tangent, Soft X-Ray Camera for Fluctuation "Differential Atmospheric Tritium Sampler," #4,935,196

Studieson Toroidal PlasmaConfinementDevices, (application submitted September 25, 1987).
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ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATIONS

Administrative Operations has two major organiza- Administrative Operations' Divisionswithout excep:
tional units' the Administrative Department and the tion distinguished themselves inproviding quality admin-
Controller's Office. Budget and staff reductions in FY90 istrativesourcesandsupporttothe Laboratory,itsprojects
affected the level of administrative activities and support and programs. United States Department of Energy
renderedto Laboratory projects.The cumulativeeffect of (USDOE) appraisals of Administrative Operations re-
these reductions required the elimination of many highly flected general compliance of DOE rules and regula-
desirable activities and a reduction in frequency of some tions.
essential services. Management and staffwereproactive
In undertaking reviews and setting work priorities to

ensure reasonable project support was maintained and Administrative
operating funds were effectively utilized.

Earlyin FY90,acomprehensive reviewof alldivision Department
operating costs was conducted. Cost reductions were
achieved in training and travel, vehicle maintenance, The Administrative Department's major organiza-
materials andservices, as well as labor costs associated tions units are: Plant Maintenance and Engineering,
with carrying out Administrative Operations' mission. Library, Information and Administrative Services, Per-
Plans for replacing aged equipment were also deferred sonnel, OccupationMedicine,Emergency Preparedness,

Procurement, and Materiel Control. Fiscal Year 1990
andthe number of vehicles assigned to dispatch opera-
tions was reduced, was characterized by significant adjustments to adminis-

Plans for the relocation of nearly 200 Princeton trative operations and support services, by notable cost
Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) staff from off-site savings achievements, and by revitalization of the
leased facilities (305 and 307 College Road East) to Laboratory's emergency preparedness responsibilities.
refurbished space on-site were implemented. This lease

cancellation provided a cost savings of approximately $2 Plant Maintenance
million over the remaining period of the lease. and l'", =.: : =.

Significant attention and effort was directed at envi- =ny,neer,ng
ronment, safety, andhealth (ES&H)considerations in the The Plant Maintenance and Engineering (PM&E)
workplace. Staff performance on ES&H is a part of the Division is a technical and admini[;trative support organi-
formal annual evaluation. The general grading across zation. Its function and purpose is to support Princeton
Administrative Operations was above average. Excel- Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) research programs
lence in ES&H is an Administrative Operations Goal. by operating, repairing, constructing, and modifying the

Anotable Laboratory milestonewas achievedduring Laboratory's physical facilities, systems, andequipment.
FY90 when the Hazardous Materials Section of the Support in FY90 was for B-, C- and D-Sites. Table I
Materiel Control Division completed the removal and shows the gross square feet (GSF) maintained by PPPL
disposal of almost 400,000 pounds cf PCB-contami- at eachsite. During FY90, off-site leased facilities at 305
nated items, and 307 College Road East were vacated and the staff

relocated to B-Site and the Engineering Wing.i iii llll III II

Table I. GrossSquare FeetOccupied
byPPPLat theendof FY90. Plant Engineering

The Plant Engineering Branch is responsible for theLocation GSF
planning, engineering, construction, and coordination of

B-Site 29,338 General Plant Projects (GPP), as well as for energy
C-Site 488,806 stUdies and energy conservation projects. Table II
D-Site 218,723 summarizes the number and value of active projects atModules&Trailers(C-andD-Sites) 21,148

year's end.
TOTAL 758,015 In FY90, major effort was involved in the renovation

........ of the Old Tech Shop to house personnel from 307
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Plant Maintenance
Table II.Fiscal Year1990ProjectEngineeringSummary. The Plant Maintenance and Engineering Division's

No.of Value work force was reducedfor the sixth consecutiveyear.
Projects ($K) Full-timeequivalentemployees within PM&E dropped

froma highof 150 inFY84to81 inFY90 (a46% reduction
EnergyConservation over the six years). This was done at a time when the

Retrofits
PreviousFiscalYear's 7 $1,728 Laboratorywas in fulloperation and greatdemands were
CurrentFY90 1 783 madeto providesmooth, uninterrupted operating timefor
FY91 0 0 the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR). Curtailment

of nonessential services, continued reductions in pre-
Studies ventive maintenance, careful selection of work projects,PreviousFiscalYear's 5 220

FY90 1 42 and work procedural chal_gesaimed atgreater efficiency
SUBTOTAL 14 $2,773 were initiated inorder to keep the level of operations safe

-- and acceptable.
The extra burden placed on the Laboratory, and

GeneralPlantProjects(GPP) especially PM&E, during FY90 in providing for the relo-Authorized
PreviousFiscalYears 9 $1,127 cation of ali of the PPPL personnel andactivities that had
CurrentFY90 9 1,450 been housed at 305 and307 College Road East caused

ProposedFY91 an increase in the work order backlog during the final
GeneralProjects 12 $1,065 quarter of the fiscal year.
ConceptualDesi§nStudies 10 1,500

In FY90, there were 5,933 service calls, 1,530 majorSUBTOTAL 40 $5,142
work orders (requiring eight or more hours of labor to

OtherEngineeringSupport 3 750 complete), and 562 preventive maintenance work or-
ders, fora total of approximately 57,469 scheduled man-

TOTAL(AliCategories) 57 $8,665 hours. See Table IV for a comparison of work orders by
fiscal year.

Early inFY89, PM&Ewas given singular responsibil-
College Road East.Continued emphasis was placed on ity for ali Laboratory Fire Protection Systems. (lt had
implementation of energy conservation projec':sand ad- been split among several groups, including PM&E). A2-
dressing energy conservation refinements in the physi- 1/2 year Fire Protection System Upgrade Program was
cal plant operation, initiated in January 1989 to update ali fire protection

procedures,inspections,testing,preventive maintenance,
Energy Conservation and drawings, as well as make minor corrections and

Significant cost savings were achieved in FY90 upgradeswhere required.
largelyattributedto prudentenergy management, the A dedicatedtask force was assignedto accomplish
TFTR Energy Optimization Program, Energy Manage- this needed endeavor;it includes six to eight persons
merit and Control System (EMCS)/Power Line Carrier workingfull-time.This heavydemand on resourceswill
Systems operations,and the in-piace energy retrofit continuethrough FY91 and FY92. A line item project
projectr;.A summary of the major energy savings for fundingapprovalisexpectedfor FY92 whichwill initiate
FY90 are given in Table III. the replacement of several out-dated fire detection

systems.
II_ I III I IIIIII]

TABLEIII. EnergySavingsinFYg0. Maintenance Training
During FY90 trainingwas divided into two areas of

Process emphasis: Safety and Technical.
EnergyUse, FY90versusFY85Baseline Down36.5%

Safety training was conducted according to the re-
_uli_L",qs quirernents and specifications of the Safety Office. Top-

NormalizedSavings,ElectricandFuel $ 643,300 ics included: Hazardous Communications, Confined
Process Space Entry, Hearing Conservation, Basic Safety, and

NormalizedSavings,ElectricandFuel 1,036,900 Proper Use of Fire Extinguishers.
InterruptibleElectricServiceContractSavings 875,000 Technical training was conducted to improve the

performance of facility systems and to maintain compli-
Total FY90Savings $2,555,200 ance with US Department of Energy (DOE) Orders and

...... to meet code requirements. Subjects included: National
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TableIV. Comparisonof Work Orders by Fiscal Year.

FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90

Typeof WorkOrder
ServiceRequests 4,512 4,425 4,503 4,962 4,461 5,933
MajorWorkOrder* 2,751 3,008 3,617 2,424 1,173* 1,530
PreventiveMaintenance 1,500 1,100 939 733 533 562

WorkForce(FTE)
(includingTemporaries) 127 108 118 96 86 81

*MajorWorkOrderswere reclassifiedto eighthoursor morein FY89.Ali previousfiscalyearswere fourhoursor more.
i i i ii i

Electric Code, HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, and Air Con- automating the circulation procedures at the Plasma
ditioning) Systems, Boiler Efficiency, Water Treatment, Physics Library. Our systems links to the main campus
Fire Detection and Suppression. library and information networks are now optimal.

Maintenance Safety Support
The PM&E Division supports the Laboratory's Information and Administrative

emphasisonenvironmental,safety,and healthissuesby Services Office
actively participating in training group meetings, The Informationand AdministrativeServices Office
inspections,and the Area Safety CoordinatorProgram. providesaliLaboratoryservicessupportingthe prepara-

Ten groupmeetingswereheldwithinthe fourshops,
with an average attendance of 72% Subjectsfor the tionanddisseminationof informationpertainingto PPPL's
meetingsincludedeye protection,treatingcommon in- program.Includedare photography,graphicarts, print-

ing, duplicating,technical information,and employee
juries,properuseof ladders,tools,andprotectiveequip- andpublicinformation.TelecommunicationService_.:;arement.

The PM&E Divisionalso has the responsibilityof alsoprovided.
correctingmany ES&H problemsand code violations

Public and Employee Informationthroughout the Laboratory.About 8% of the work re-
quests performedwere safetyrelated The Publicand EmployeeInformationSectionof the' Information and AdministrativeServices Office is re-

sponsibleforprovidingup-to-dateinformationonPPPL's
Library program for the publicnews media, representativesof

Libraryoperationsandactivitiescontinuedapace in governmentandindustry,andemployeesof theLabora-
FYg0 as 2,420 books, 619 journal articles, and 256 tory.The Sectionmaintainsan informationkitconsisting

of brochuresand informationbulletinsand digeststhat
technicalrep_rtswerecirculatedto PPPL staff.Atotalof

are writtenfor the layman. In addition,two employee936 items, or 28% of these materials,were borrowed
newsletters,the PPPL HOTLINE and News Alert are

from other libraries, most from within the Princeton Uni-
versity system. A total of 1,614 journal articles and 982 published. The staff coordinates a speakers bureau, a
technical reports were catalogued by the Assistant Laboratory tour program, as well as media relations and
Librarian and added to PPL CAT, a local database of community and educational outreach activities.
more than 13,500 fusion-related articles published since During FY90, thirty one issues of News Alert were
1986. issued along with twenty-one editions of PPPI.. HOT-

LINE. The News Alert was initiated in FY89 as a means

of minimizing the number of individual memosduplicated
Computerized Information and distributed to ali employees by consolidating this
Retrieval Systems information into one brief newsletter published on a

Accessto PPLCATand PrincetonUniversity'sOnline weekly basis. An information network was established
Catalog was greatly facilitated this year as 9600-baud during FY90 as a meansof improving the flow of informa-
dedicated lines were installed to both for use by library tion to the Information Services Office, particularly sug-
patrons. Dedicated lines to the Geac Computer in gestions for articles for the PPPL HOTLINE and News
Firestone Library were also installed in preparation for Alert.
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A TFTR Information Bulletinwas published in Febru- FY90,seventy-three PPPL Report Preprintsweredistrib-
ary 1990 summarizing the accomplishments by that uted, ninety-five articles published in professional jour-
project. A PPPL Digest on PPPL's SpacecraftGlow and nals, and two-hundred ninety-two scientific and technical
Erosion program was written, produced, and distributed reports presented at conferences. During the year, thir-
to news media, teen invention disclosures and three patent applications

InJune, 1990, major science writers were contacted were filed. One Statutory Invention Registration (SIR)
in an effort to increase the publicity received by the and one patent were issued. The PPPL Patent Aware-
Laboratory both locally and nationally. This effort re- hess Program recognized thirty-seven inventors for the
suited in major stories on Princeton's fusion program submissionof disclosures, patentapplications, andSIR's
appearing in the New York Times, the Wall Street and patents issued in FY90.
Journal, the Philadelphia Inquirer, the Newark Star
Ledger, and a number of local newspapers. Duplication and Printing

PPPL's Community Outreach Program, established Production in the PPPL Duplication Center during
in 1982, was continued during FY90. The Program is FY90 totaled 4.2 million impressions. The number of
designed to foster an understanding and broad base of individual printing procurements through the U.S. Gov-
local community support for PPPL's work. Several brief- ernment Printing Office in FY90 was thirty nine with an
ingswere heldduringtheyearfor representativesof local associated total cost of $43.0 thousand.
township and county governments, business, and envi-
ronmental groups. Thesemeetings included anoverview Telecommunications Services
presentation of the Laboratory, followed by presenta- The Telecommunications Services Section of the
tions on the environmental studies underway relating to Information and Administrative Services Division is
the use of tritium on TFTR and the eventual construction responsible for the provision of cost-effective voice
and operation of the Compact IgnitionTokamak (CIT) on communication services. The section recommends the
ForrestalCampus. Plansfor a 30-day public reviewofthe selection of carriers, systems, and hardware; supervises
TFTR and CIT Environmental Assessments were devel- andcoordinates repairs, installations, andbilling process
oped and approved by Princeton University and the US for service, equipment, and ali telephone and radio
Department of Energy. Release of the documents is requests. During FY90, the section processed 362
expected to occur during FY91. requests for moves, installations, and changes in

telephone service, and 108 requests for radio services.
Graphics Arts and Photography Several projects were undertaken and completed in

During FY90, the Graphic Arts staff continued to FY90, including the following:
develop their expertise in the utilization of Macintosh
personal computers for the generation of two and three • Cutover 1200 CENTREX lines from FTS to the
dimensional line art and the design of publications and new digital FTS 2000 network in April 1990.
forms using Pagemaker software. Graphic Services' fully • Moved over 200 CENTREX lines from the previ-
computerized line art submission and delivery system ously leased 305 and 307 College Road East
was successfully implemented. By the end of FY90, location to the Aero Lab and New Guggenheim
approximately 10% of ali artwork was submitted and buildings at B-Site at a cost of $19 K in June and
returned to customers electronically. A total of 1,500 September 1990.

pieces of line art were produced during the year. • Cabled New Engineering Wing for telephone ser-
The Photographic Services Section performs ali of vice and installed 110 stations at a cost of $10 K

PPPL's location and studio photography as well as ali in June and July 1990.

processing with the exception of color printing. During • Implemented CHIRPS notification and communi-
FY90, the Photographic Services Section processed cation procedures for essential personnel.
11,500 pieces, including black and white photographic
prints, color negatives, 35-mm color slides, and black
and white viewgraphs. This, together with location and
studio photography, comprised over 1,000 individual Personnel
jobs. Salary Increase Matrix

In the past, the Salary Increase Matrix, which is
Technical Information based on individual performance and position within

TheTechnical Information Section ortho Information salary grade, was divided into quartiles. This practice
and Administrative Services Office is responsib4e for created an impression among employees, and supervi-
administering the Reports and Patents function. During sors, that ali employees should reach the mid-point of
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their respective salary grade within a specified period of evaluation form used for those in supervisory positions.
time. lt also created a problem in managing individual Responsibility for Environment, Safety, and Health and
salaries becauseofthe abrupt shiftfrom thethird to fourth for other areas, such a Affirmative Action Plan Goalsand
quartile once an employee reached their mid-point. Objectives, received heightened emphasis in the evalu-

The Laboratory's goal is to manage individual sala- ation process. Input from managers and individual con-
ries to a range, nota specific point. To assist supervisors tributors was sought and used in the development of the
in meeting this objective, the Salary Increase Matrix was revised appraisal process.
modified by dividing it into thirds rather than quartiles.
This provides supervisors with flexibility to distribute Tuition Grant
salary funds in a more equitable and efficient manner, Effective July 1,1990 the faculty and staff children's
thereby providing them with the opportunity to manage tuition grant was increased from $5,000 to $5,400. The
salaries within a range target and not a specific point, grant normally is increased by an amount which reflects

the rise in Princeton's undergraduate tuition. The $400
Revised Workers' Compensation System increase represents an 8% increase over last year's

Individuals who are unable to perform their regular $5,000 maximum grant.
job as a resultof injury or disability sustained at work are
eligible to receiveWorkers' Compensation in accordance

with schedules prescribed by the University. Procedures Occupational Medicine
have been developed and implemented enabling the The Occupational Medicine Office continued to ex-
Laboratory to receive reimbursement for Workers' pand services while establishing management proce-
Compensation Claims from the Laboratory's Insurance dures and policy. The need to document disposition ofCarrier.

potentially hazardous medical waste materials resulted
in the creation of a specific manual and procedure

College Courses including licensingwith the state of New Jersey Depart-
As partof a continuing series of in-houseeducational ment of Environmental Protection, A program was initi-

offerings, PPPL sponsored a curriculum of college level ated to support the revision of the Laboratory's Crane
courses for credit. A total of 22 employees signed up for Operator Team Projectprocedure that assures thatpres-
the course, "Introduction to Business," which isoffered at ently assigned Crane Operators are in fact current in
PPPL by a local community college. As with other physical and professional certification. Laser operators
Employee Development Program courses, employees were identified and initial eye examinations were ob-
attendduring theworkday, either fully on Laboratory time rained anddocumented with the support of the Industrial
(for courses directly related to their work) or on a shared- Hygiene Branchof the Planning and Safety Office. Very
timed basis, noisy areas were monitored and involved employees

identified. These people now have current audiograms.
Employee Survey Two forms used in the Occupational Medicine Offic_

During the past year, PPPL elected to sample staff were modified and reissued. This is part of a program of
attitudes on a broad range of issues inaneffort to quantify form review and updating. During 1990, two blood donor
the impact of continuing budget cuts with resultant lay- drives were conducted. Both exceeded the Red Cross'
offs. A sample was developed and the information gath- goal. In excess of 10% of personnel provided blood
ering and collation process was initiated last March. during the October drive.
Results of the survey were reviewed by the Laboratory Work continued on the establishment of a Labora-
Council and responses prepared on a wide variety of tory-wide data base of personnel health evaluations
issues in an effort to address both misperceptions and performed and due.
issues which needed attention. The process is ongoing.

Performance Appraisal Emergency Preparedness
PPPL has made major revisions in the performance The Emergency Preparedness Division (formerly

appraisal processes used for the various staffs.Narrative the Office of Public Safety) supports the Laboratorywith
statements have replaced a "scoring" system which had emergency response capability 24 hours per day, 365
been in place for years. A series of responsibilities, such days per year. The Division consists of two primary
as Planning and Utilization of Resources, Delegation, operatingunits--a Security Unit, which provides security
Communication with Employees, etc., common to ali services and surveillance functions for the Laboratory
management positions, are a preprinted part of the andan Emergency Services Unit (ESU), which provides
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immediate emergency responseas well as fire protection completed as scheduled, but $750,000 of the construc-
systemtesting andoperationalcontrols.FYP0was marked tion effort was accomplished by small disadvantaged
as a significant year for emergency preparedness func- businesses.
tions for the Laboratory as anumber of important projects Early in the fourth quarter of FYP0, the Procurement
and changes took place, including: Division successfully underwent its triennial Contractors

Purchasing System Review (CPSR), conducted by per-
• In May, 1990, a Division manager was appointed sonnel from the DOE Chicago Operations Office.

to coordinate the emergency preparedness The automated data system was upgraded and
planning function for the Laboratory. The Office of validated to include subcontract data. The data base is

Public Safety was elevated to division status and currently being loaded into the system.
renamed asthe EmergencyPreparednessDivision.

• In October, 1990, the matrix organization consist-
ing of both Princeton University and Plasma Phys- Materiel Control
ics Laboratory personnel was consolidated into The Materiel Control Division provides stores,
one organization, now under the direction of the warehousing, property management, and hazardous
Laboratory. Close ties continue to be maintained material and transportation services in support of
with the Princeton University Public Safety Office. Laboratory operations. As has been the case irl recent

• A new "Emergency Preparedness Plan" was gen- years, budget and staff reductions in FYP0 once again
erated and approvedby the Department of Energy affected the level of service rendered to Laboratory
(DOE). Further efforts commenced on enhancing projects. The cumulative effect of these reductions
the Laboratory'semergency preplanning program, required the elimination of many services anda reduction
including the performance of a comprehensive in frequency of other services. Budgetand staffing issues
hazard analysis for the facility, notwithstanding, division management and staff were

proactive in undertaking activities to insure reasonable
• Heightened security measureswere instituteddur-

ing the Gulf war without incident, project support was maintained and operating funds
were effectively utilized.

• A new program for reporting "occurrences" (un- Early in FYP0,a comprehensive review ofali Division
usual events or incidents) was developed and operating costs was conducted. Cost reductions were
instituted. This program encourages a positive achieved in training and travel, vehicle maintenance,
attitude toward reporting occurrences to Labora- materials and services, as well as the other costs asso-
tory and DOE management to ensure both are ciated with carrying out the Division's mission. Plans for
kept fully informed of events affecting the Labora- replacing aged computers and m_.terielhandling equip-
tory. The division provided for the training of ali ment were also deferred and the number of vehicles

Laboratory staff to convey these requirements, assigned to dispatch operations was reduced. Major
operational projects completed during the year included:
development of a hazardous waste minimization and

Procurement source reduction plan, implementation of customer ser-
The Procurement Division is responsible for obtain- vicevisits to stockroom users, the move of personnel and

ing ali the goods and services, including construction equipment from 305 and307 College Road East, and the
necessaryfortheefficientandcontinuingoperationofthe preparation of the Materiel Control Computer Disaster
Laboratory. Furthermore, the procurement activity is Recovery Plan.Additionally, theDivision actfieved excel-
responsible for meeting the needs of the Laboratory in a lent ratings on audits and appraisals and had a "perfect"
timely manner and on the most favorable terms for the safety year with no time-lost accidents being reported. In
University and the Government. the Warehouse Operations Branch, emphasis was fo-

The continuing reduction of funding has caused cused on upgrading and refining policies and proce-
further retrenching of the Laboratory's programmatic dures, especially in the area of receipt, delivery, and
efforts. This included the relocation of nearly 200 people shipment of hazardous materials. Additionally, refresher
from off-site leased facilities to refurbished space on training in practical forklift operations and other safety-
campus. This relocation saved nearly$2 M of leasecosts related practices were also completed. The receiving
over the remaining period of the lease, area processed 5,000 purchase orders for over 9,000

A $1 M General Plant Projects for converting a line items in support of PPPL operations. Over 2,000
machine shop to office and small laboratory space on an shipments were made, both domestically and interna-
expedited basis was undertaken to accommodate some tionally, which included support for the Joint European
of the relocated personnel. Not only was this effort Torus, the International Thermonuclear Experimental
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Reactor, and the Compact Ignition Tokamak projects, allowed for the timely identification of potential safety
Storage and Distribution operations maintained service deficiencies. A separate maintenance contract for emer-
levels in mailand priority deliveries, including the delivery gency services equipment was awarded to ensure opti-
of over 1,800 major components of equipment and ma- mum operating capabilities for emergency equipment.
terial. The "College Road Move" entailed considerable The automated maintenance management program be-
efforts inthe receipt, processing, andstorageofthe many came fully operational during the fiscal year.
items of surplus furniture and equipment which were The Hazardous Materials Section played the lead
generated by this relocation. The Property Administra- role in the mitigation of several environmental projects.
tion Section maintained a very effective program to Thefinalphasesl,o!theLaboratory'sPCBreductioneffort
controlanddispose of government-owned personal prop- werecompleted with theremoval anddisposalof 390,407
erty. The capital and sensitive inventories were com- pounds of PCB-contaminated items. The section pro-
pletedwith adjustment ratesof 0.24% and0.47% respec- cessed over 1,000 requests for hazardous waste re-
tively. Over 9,000 transactions were processed into the moval, and initiated 200 off-site shipments for the dis-
Equipment Tracking andControl System (ETACS). DOE posalof 6,712,577 pounds and 15,175gallons of hazard-
approvalwasreceivedtoimplementatwo-yearsensitive ous waste. The unusual quantity of hazardous waste
inventory cycle in lieu of the previous one-year cycle disposal during FY90 was due to the soil remediation of
resulting ina moreefficient and lessdisruptive inventory, a leakingunderground storage tank. The Section contin-
The Excess Property Section held four sales of govern- ued to identify areas where hazardous waste reduction
ment propertywhere 2,000 itemsweresold orprocessed could be achieved. Substitute products were put into use
in addition to over 260 tons of scrap metal. This resulted that resulted in reducing employee exposure and haz-
in a combined return to the Laboratory of $50,000. ardous waste generation. A compactor was purchased
Reutilization of 295 equipment items valued at nearly and installed to reduce the number of drums shipped for
$400,000 was also accomplished, disposal.

The Stores Operations Branch maintained an effec-

tive level of service to Laboratory users during the past Controller's Officeyear. The two primary contributing factors were: (1) the
expansion of basic ordering agreements to increase The Controller's Office is responsible for financial
stock availability and reduced order and leadtime and (2) planning and budgeting, accounting for ali Laboratory
customer service visits were initiated with major stock- operations, developing and maintaining adequate sys-
room users to add new items to the inventory and ternsfor internal financial control, andproviding adminis-
eliminate obsolete stock. The on-hand inventory level trative information systems support. The Controller's
was reduced by $37 K and 200 square feet of storage Office is organized into the following three units: Ac-
space was transferred to the projects. In addition, the counting and Financial Controls Division, Information
office material subcontract was rebid and awarded, with Resources Management Office, and the Budget Office.
an estimated savings of $100 K to the Laboratory. Stock- FY90 was characterized by significant restructuring
roorn sales for the year were $806 K with 35,000 with- within each of the three organizational units as the
drawals processed. The Spares Section implemented Controller's Office attempted to maintain operations not-
two new computer systems. These systems enable per- withstanding the staff reductions thatwere effected dur-
sonnel to better track and control the $6.8 M in spares ing the past two years.
assets. Spares sales for FY90were $3.1 M with receipts Phasing staff reductions over a two-year period
totalling $175 K. provided management with the opportunity to absorb the

During FY90, the Transportation Services and the reductions by gradually reorganizing and restructuring
Hazardous Materials Sections were merged to form the their operations. The "no involuntary reduction" commit-
Transportation and Hazardous Materials Branch. The ment for FY90 had a positive impact on employee mo-
merger resulted in the elimination of one administrative rale, and the resulting employee participation and sup-
staff position and increased cross utilization of person- port was a key eienaent in our ability to absorb a 30%
nel. The Transportation Section continued to provide reduction with minimal impact on our ability to maintain
safe and reliable transportation services in support of existing services for the Laboratory staff and to be
Laboratory programs. Primary efforts this past year were compliant with applicable DOE rules and regulations.
to increase preventive maintenance inspections on ali The Controller's Office expended considerable
vehicles and equipment to once per quarter and replace resources during FY90 on improving the Laboratory's
the aging DOE-owned fleet with new GSA-leased ur_its, compliance with DOE financial andaccounting rules and
Increased preventive maintenance inspections have re- regulations. Ali outstanding audit recommendations,
suited in a reduction in vehicle repair costs and has resulting from the two major DOE Inspector General
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financial audits published in FY89, were implemented increase the department's performance level and to
and documented during the fiscal year. Additionally, a offset the significant reduction in staff that has occurred
number of other internal and financial control procedures during the past two years. The management staff was
were developed and implemented in order tostreamline reduced from four to two while procedures were
or improve the Laboratory's financial operations. A more simultaneously devel_ _edto manage the workload more
specific discussion of FY90 accomplishments is efficiently. The progran,ming staff is being trained in ali
represented under the headings of each of the three systems. As a result of the above implemented changes,
divisions, the Division's morale, work quality, and work volume has

In conclusion, FY90 was a successful year for the increased significantly.
Controller's Office. We believe we maintained financial IRM completed a number of DOE requirements and
services while following sound practices reflected in recommendations that were identified in past audits.
DOE's formal appraisal of our operations. They are identified below.

Table V provides a financial and staff summary for • The IRM Policies and Procedures Manual was
the Laboratory for the last five years, modified to meet the requirements of DOE Order

1330.1C. In addition, ali administrative software
Accounting and Financial developmentand maintenance is now channelled

Controls Division throughJRM.
tn FY90, the Accounting and Financial Controls • A standardformat for System Design Documents

Division successfully completed three of its major goals was implemented.
withoutsignificant interruption in the day-to-dayactivities. • The off-site backup of tapes was begun.

A complete revision was made of the Accounting • An IRM Operations Manual detailing the daily-
Policies and Procedures Manual. The new revision incor- weekly-monthly procedures was developed.

porates Accounting's latest practices and procedures, • A plan to implement a Disaster Recovery Plan
anda majoreffortwasput forthto ensure compliance with was developed and work commenced.
ali applicable Accounting and DOE standards.

• The Accountina and Stock Room (OASIS) Sys-Another major goal was the reorganization of the .-
tems were integrated in order to eliminate dataAccounting Division. This was done to create a more

effective operation through strategic redistribution of inconsistencies.
assignments and responsibilities, which resulted in IRM was ableto progress on the long-term project of
stronger internal controls via separation of duties, converting RAMIS code to FOCUS code. RAMIS is

Finally, a concentrated effort was made to revise, presently used to produce ali of PPPL's financial reports
strengthen, and implement various policies and proce- through a collection of programs called PUBSYS and to
dures, enabling PPPL to fulfill DOE reporting require- manage some of the major systems such as BUDGET
ments in the areas of Work-for-Others, lease accounting, and PERSONNELand PAYROLL. In FY90, the FOCUS
inventory accounts, and control of discretionary funds, code to generate the PUBSYS menus was completed
Accounting has also updated the handling of cost trans- and a number of PUBSYS reports were converted.
fers, blanket purchase orders, and established a policy PPPL's FIS code was also converted to FOCUS. FIS is
on fringe benefits cost distribution, used to translate PPPL's financial data into the format

In FY91, the Accounting and Financial Controls required for transmission to DOE's Financial Information
Division will continue to evaluate and improve upon the System.
various policies and procedures within its purview. Per- IRM wasable to purchase mostof the remaining IBM
sonnel througho_, the Accounting Division will be in- 4381 peripherals in FY90 within its FY90 budget, thus
volved in cross-training to allow for prompt handling of reducing the lease cost of the administrative computer.
critical functions during employee absences, and the The remaining peripherals are planned to be purchased
front end of the Personnel Data Basewill be redesigned in FY91 and the CPU in FY92.

to allow for greater efficiency and accuracy of the data In FY91, IRM staff will focus on completing more of
input function, the RAMIS to FOCUS conversion as well as proceeding

to develop the software needed to implement transfer of

Information Resource the PPPL systems to off-site Disaster Recovery hard-
ware. IRMwill also work on developing a linkbetweenthe

Management Division Laboratory's mainframe PMS system to a number of
The Information Resoul_e Management (IRM) PC-based systems on IBM and Macintosh personal

Division undertook a major reorganization in FY90 to computers.
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Table V. Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory Financial and Staff Summary
(Thousands of Dollars)

Financial Summary

FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90
Operating (Costs)
Department of Energy

TFTR Tokamak Operations 20,035 14,009 15,560 18,849 19,673
TFTR Diagnostics 11,343 12,779 11,050 12,356 11,384
TFTR Physics Program 6,179 3,085 3,642 3,804 4,406
TFTR Heating 16,091 24,896 19,446 18,956 20,873
TFTR Computer Facility 6,817 3,664 3,743 4,478 4,214
TFTR DT Systems 2,639 8,363 15,153 6,319 1,027
TFTR Other .... 2,075

Subtotal TFTR 63,104 66,796 68,594 66,837 61,577

Compact Ignition Tokamak 2,094 4,004 6,002 14,675 17,073
PDX/PBX/PBX-M 7,695 11,403 10,714 10,003 3,913
PLT 6,090 ....
RF Development 185 ......
ACT-I/C DX/C DX-U 269 301 405 524 440
S-1 3,047 2,566 381 --
Theory 2,629 2,773 2,611 2,771 2,597
Applied Physics 519 612 1,204 1,426 1,708
Other Operating 190 788 349 313 364
Change in Inventories (173) (295) 4 (224) 1,230
X-Ray Laser Development 1,543 1,327 1,534 1,308 1,004
Energy Management Studies 67 139 21 150 66
Environmental Restoration/Waste Mgt .... 451

Department of Defense 343 488 158 102
Work for Others 903 1,125 536 624 1,309

Total Operating $88,505 $92,027 $92,5'13 $98,509 $91,732

Equipment (Budget Authorization)
Capital Equipment not

Related to Construction $6,350 $4,555 $3,467 $1,861 $1,746

Construction (Budget Authorization)
Compact Ignition Tokamak -- -- $8,000 $3,500
General Plant Projects $874 $1,300 1,000 1,800 $1,479
Energy Management Projects 192 531 561 325 783

Total Construction $1,066 $1,831 $9,561 $5,625 $2,262

Staffing Summary

Faculty 2 2 3 4 4
Physicists 111 116 116 108 104
Engineers 207 209 216 191 173
Technicians 499 465 438 359 330
Administrative 110 120 124 109 102
Office and Clerical Support 111 98 87 78 73

Total 1,040 1,010 984 849 786
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Budget Office budgeting and cost reporting of Environmental
Restoration andWaste Management (ERWM) activities.

During FY90, the BudgetOffice provided analytical In response to a DOE Inspector General audit
support to Laboratory management for budget and recommendation, the Budget Office developed formal
manpowerplanningas totalLaboratoryfundingdecreased documentation supporting the Laboratory's indirect cost
by$10 millionfrom FY89.Laboratorystaffing wasreduced distribution system.
from 849 to 786, through a voluntary separation plan and The Budget Office provided direction and analytical
a reduction-in-force, support to other elements of the Laboratory during the

The preparation of the Field Task Proposals fourth quarter of FY90 to ensure that the Laboratory
requesting DOE funding for FY92 was routine and the achieved its budget goals. These efforts resulted in
proposals were submitted to DOE on schedule. During actual FY90 operating expenses being within $3 thou-
FY90, the Budget ( !ice assumed responsibility for the sand of the $89 million budget.
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PPPL Invention Disclosures for Fiscal Year 1990.
IIIII IIII I I I I II lBl I I

Title Inventor(s)

Plasma Momentum Meter for Momentum Flux Measurements F Zonca
S Cohen
T Bennett
J Timberlake

Entry Reader S0Yoshikawa

Imaging TwoColor Pyrometer G0Renda
G Lemunyan
J Lowrance

An Automated Way of Check Sorting S Yoshikawa

Bidirectional Coaxial Sightline Device A Ramsey
J Bartolick

Fast Tangential Soft Xray Camera for Fluctuation Studies S von Goeler
on Toroidal Plasma Cohfinement Devices M Bitter

R Fonck
E Fredrickson
K Hill
H Hsuan
K McGuire

Toroidal Magnetic Detector for High Resolution
Measurement of Muon Momenta P Bonanos

Impurity Line Fluctuation Diagnostics S von Goeler
M Bitter
E Fredrickson
K Hill
H Hsuan
E Hinnov
G Fussmann
K McGuire

Multiple Target Conveyor System D Voorhees

Injection of Electrons with Predominantly Perpendicular M Ono
Energy into an Area of Toroidal Field Ripple in a H Furth
Tokamak Plasma to Improve Plasma Confinement

Reflection Soft Xray Microscope SoSuckewer
R Rosser
C Skinner

Linear Position Measurement System L Meixler

Low Flow Meter L Meixler
li , ,,.,, ....
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GRADUATE EDUCATION:
PLASMA PHYSICS

Among the majorfacilities inthe world for research in mathematics, statistical mechanics, and kinetic theory.
plasma physics and controlled fusion, the Princeton Table I lists the departmental courses offered this past
Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) is unique in itsdirect academic year. These courses are taught by the mem-
ties and close proximity to a leading university. Formore bers of the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory's re-
than 30 years, PPPL has maintained an even and sen- search staff who also comprise the eighteen-member
sitiveb_lance betweeneducation, fundamental research, plasma physics faculty (see Table II). The curriculum is
and leadership in the fusion program. That almost forty supplemented by courses offered in other departments
top-notchgraduate studentsworkside-by-sidewith PPPL of the University and by a student-run'seminar series in
staff members isa circumstance that provides invaluable which PPPL physicists share their expertise with the
training and experience for these students and youthful graduate students.
stimulation and expert assistance for the research staff. Most students hold Assistantships in Research at

The Plasma Physics Program was first offered at PPPL through which they participate in the Laboratory's
Princeton University in 1959 and two years later was experimental and theoretical research programs. In ad-
incorporated into the Department of Astrophysical Sci- ditiontoformalclasswork, first-andsecond-yeargraduate
ences. In an environment that, over the past three de- students work directly with the research staff, have full
cades, has seen enormous changes in the fields of access to Laboratory and computer facilities, and learn
plasma physics and controlled fusion, the Program has firsthand the job of a research physicist. First-year stu-
consistently focused on fundamentals in physics and dents assist inexperimental research areas including the
applied mathematics and on intense exposure to con- Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) diagnostics de-
temporary experimental and theoretical research in velopment, the Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification
plasma physics. (PBX-M), the Current-Drive Experiment (CDX), Space-

Graduate students entering the Plasma Physics craft Glow Simulation, materials fabrication process
Program at Princeton spend the first two years in class- plasmas, and X-ray laserdevelopment andapplications.
room study, acquiring a firm foundation in the many In a similar fashion, second-year students assist in theo-
disciplines that make up plasma physics: classical and retical research.After passing the Department's General
quantum mechanics, electricity and magnetism, fluid Examination,students concentrate on research andwrit-
dynamics, hydrodynamics, atomic physics, applied ing a doctoral thesis, under the guidance of a member of
|li i

Table I. PlasmaPhysics CoursesOffered in FYg0and Instructors.

Course Number CourseTitle Instructor

Fall 1989

AS 551 GeneralPlasmaPhysicsI S.A.Cohen
AS 553 PlasmaWavesand Instabilities C.F.F.Karney
AS 556 AdvancedPlasmaDynamics R.B.White
AS 557 AnalyticalTechniquesin DifferentialEquations S.C. Cowley
AS 558 SeminarinPlasmaPhysics S. Yoshikawa
AS 561 SpecialTopicsin PlasmaPhysics S. vonGoeler

Spring1990

AS 552 GeneralPlasmaPhysicsII F.W.Perkins,Jr.
AS 554 IrreversibleProcessesin Plasmas N.J.Fisch
AS 558 SeminarinPlasmaPhysics S. Yoshikawa
AS 559 Turbulencein Plasma J.A. Krommes

iii ii i i =|
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Table II. Astrophysical Sciences/Plasma Physics Faculty.

Faculty Members Title

Thomas I-4.Stlx Professor of Astrophysical Sciences. Director, Program In Plasma Physics and
Associate Director for Academtc Affatrs, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

LJuChen Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor
Samuel A, Cohen Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor
Steven C. Cowley Staff Physicist and Lecturer
Nathaniel J. Fisch Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor
Harold P. Furth Professor of Astrophysical Sciences, PPPL Director Emeritus
Stephen C. Jardin Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor
Charles F.F. Karney Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor
John A. Krommes Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor
Russell A. Kulsrud Professor of Astrophysical Sciences
Hideo Okuda Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor
Masayuki Cno Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor
Francis W. Perkins, Jr. Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor
Paul H. Rutherford Lecturer with rank of Professor and Associate Director for Research, Princeton

Plasma Physics Laboratory
William M. Tang Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor
Schweickhard E. von Goeler Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor
Roscoe B. White Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer with rank of Professor
Shoichi Yoshikawa Principal Research Physicist and Lecturer wtth rank of Professor

III III ,I I I I III I

the PPPL staff. Of the thirty-five graduate students in fellowships are supplemented by partial research assis-
residence this past year, twelve were engaged in thesis tantships, Table IV lists the students admitted in FY90
projects--nine on experimental topics and three on and their undergraduate institutions,
theoretical topics. Table III lists the doctoral thesis projects Overall, the plasma physics graduate studies program
completed this fiscal year under the Plasma Physics in Princeton University's Department of Astrophysical
Program. Sciences has had a significant impact on the field of

Two students in residence during FY90 held Natural plasma physics, One hundred forty-three have received
Science and Engineering Research Council of Canada doctoral degrees from Princeton. Many have become
Fellowships, one student held a Magnetic Fusion ScF leaders irl plasma research and technology in academic,
once Fellowship, and three students held National Sci- industrial, and government institutions. And, this process
once Foundation Fellowships. In addition, other students continues as the Laboratory trains the next generation of
held awards from the Fulbright Foundation and the scientists, preparing them for the challenging and di-
Fannie and John Hertz Foundation. Some of these versified problems of the Twenty-First Century.

I I ' II I IIIII I III IIIII II I II

Table III. Recipients of Ph.D. Degrees.

Robert E. Duvall

Thesis: Topics in Action-Angle Methods Applied to Tokamak Transport and Multiphoton
Excitation of Atomic Systems

Advisor: Harry E. Mynick
i

Employment: Weizmann Institute, Israel

Thomas R. Harley
Thesis: The Computation of Resistive MHD Instabilities in Axisymmetric Toroidal Plasmas

Advisor: C,Z. Cheng and S.C. Jardin

Employment: National Center for Physical Acoustics, University of Mississippi

II IIII I II I ii
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Table IV. Students Admitted to the Plasma Physics Program in FY90.

Syed A. Azam
Undergraduate School California Institute of Technology

Major Field: Physics

Genze Hu
Undergraduate School: University of Iowa; University of Science and Technology, Hefel,

People's Republic of China

Major Field: Nuclear Physics

Zhihong Lin
Undergraduate School: University of Massachusetts; Peking University, People's Republic of China

Major F,eld: Physics

Ernest Lo
Undergraduate School: University of Toronto

Major Field: Engineering Science

Hui Long,
Undergraduate School: Utah State University;Universityof Science and Technology,Hefei,

People's Republicof China

Major Field: Physics

Qian Qian
Undergraduate School: Universityof Science and Technology, Hefei, People's Republicof China

Major Field: PrecisionEngineering
I II I IIII
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GRADUATE EDUCATION:
PLASMA SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

One of the most significantbenefits of the Princeton ' "
Plasma Physics Laboratory's (PPPL) association with Table I. ResearchAreasof the Programin Plasma
Princeton University is the existence of faculty and Scienceand Technology.
graduate students engaged in technology research ar-
eas which are related to areasof interestto the Laboratory
and which complement our own strengths. More re- Department ResearchAreas

cently, it has become apparent that the Laboratory's AstrophysicalSciences Divertors
expertise in plasma science is highly relevant and Limitermaterials
complementary to a number of Princeton University Surfacephysics
research groups which utilize plasmas for a variety of
applications such as the plasma processing of materials, ChemicalEngineering Plasmaetching
lasers, ion thrusters, and plasma sources for analytical anddeposition
beams. The Program in PlasmaScience andTechnology Plasmapolymerization
is a graduate program within the University's School of Microengineering
Engineering andApplied Science which providesa focus processesanddevices

for graduate studies involving the application of plasmas Chemistry Plasma-excited
in high-technology fields and provides a vehicle for beamsources
enhancing the collaboration between PPPL and the Surfacechemistry
science and engineering departments of the University.
These collaborations provide importantextensions ofthe CivilEngineering Stressanalysis
Laboratory's technology needswithin thefusionprogram. Coupledmechanical

andelectrodynamicforces
They also provide significant couplings for the transfer of Advancedgraphicdisplays
Laboratory technology to other plasma areas of near-

term applicationwithin industry.Oneofthe mostsignificant ElectricalEngineering Plasmaetching
benefits ofthe Program isthe production of studentswith Plasmadeposition
graduate degrees who have broad interdisciplinary of amorphoussilicon
training in the important field of plasma science and photovoltaics
technology. These students will fill important research

MechanicalandAerospace Advancedlasers
and development positions in fusion research and in

Compositematerials
other areas of plasma technology. Ionpropulsion

The Program is administered by an Interdepartmen- Microengineering
tal Committee. The Committee comprises faculty mem- processesanddevices
bers representing the departments of astrophysical sci-
ences, chemical engineering, chemistry, civil engineer- Physics Plasmaprocessing
ing, electrical engineering, mechanical and aerospace of thinfilms
engineering, and physics. Each of the members is en- , ....
gaged in research in areas pertinent to the Program and
each also serves as a departmental representative to During FY90, twelve students were enrolled in the
communicate the broader Program interests of their Program.Theyrepresentedsixdepartments:Astrophysical
respective departments. The current areas of interest for Sciences, Chemical Engineering, Chemistry, Civil Engi-
each department are listed in Table I. Additionally, the neering, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, and
Committee is responsible for ensuring that graduate Physics. Two students were supported by national fel-
courses are available within the participating depart- Iowships, six were supported by Laboratory funds, and
ments to cover the educational needs of the students, four were supported by funding from SEMATECH. Two
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students completed their theses during this year (see Etching. Irl addition to Princeton University, four other
Table II). In addition, the Program hosted a graduate New Jersey institutions participate in this Center: includ-
student from the University of Wisconsin who worked at ing the New Jersey Institute of Technology, Rutgers
PPPL forhis 12-weeksummer practicum researchwithin University, Stevens Institute of Technology, and the
the US Department of Energy's Magnetic Fusion Energy David Sarnoff ResearchCenter. The focus ofthis Center
Fellowship Program. is thedevelopment of plasma etching reactors and asso-

A number of students within the Program were ciated processes to fabricate advanced semiconductor
involved with two regional research consortia in which devices. Involvement with this Center has made avail-
Princeton University participates. The first is the New able to the students the siliconwafer processing facilities
Jersey SEMATECH Center of Excellence for Plasma and analysis capabilities of the David Sarnoff Research

Center and surfaceanalytical fac litiesat RutgersUniver-
............. sity. These facilities provide additional capabilities be-

TableII. Recipientsof GraduateDegrees. yond that of PPPL and the University, significantly en-
hancing the research experience of the graduate stu-

JamesC. Cross,III dents.The secondresearctl consortiumistheAdvanced
Department: ChemicalEngineering
Advisor: Y.G.Kevrekidis Technology Center for Surface Engineered Materials.
Degree' M.S.E. This Center, which also involves the same institutional
Thesis: ModelingStrategies participantsas the SEMATECH Center, is supportedby

forPlasmaReactors the New Jersey Commissionon Science and Technol-
ogy. Activitiesin thiscenter includethe developmentof

GlennisOrloff plasma etchinganddepositionprocesses forelectronics
Department: Chemistry and formicroengineereddevices.The latterfieldisa newAdvisor: S. Bernasek
Degree: Ph.D. area inwhichthe plasma fabricationtechnologiesdevel-
Thesis' Mechanismsof Laser-assisted opedwithinthe microelectronicfieldhavebeen appliedto

etchingof LiNbO3Utilizing the production of microsensors, small motors, and other
ScanningTunnelingMicroscopy mechanical devices used in a variety of areas, including

.... automobiles and medical equipment.
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SCIENCE EDUCATION PROGRAM

The purpose of the Science EducationProgram is to
use the facilities and resourcesof the Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory (PPPL)to improvethe science, math,
and technology education of students in elementary and
secondary schools in New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
The goals that the program seeks to meet are:

• Build students' interest and enthusiasm for
science.

• Encourage students to pursue their interest in
science beyond the scope of the traditional class- !

room experience.

• ' Encourage students to pursue careers in science
and technology.

• Develop quantitative reasoning skills in ali stu-
dents and demonstrate the applicability of these Figure I. Over2,400 students and teachers visit and tour
skills to other areas ofstudy. PPPLeachyear. Laboratory technical and scientific staff

serve as tour guides, taking the visitors around the
• Encouragethe participationof those traditionally Laboratory to see various experimentalareas, answering

underrepresentedinscience--minorities,women, questions, and providing Information. (91A0224-9)
handicapped--by focusing special attentionon
recruitingthem and theirteachers, studentsfrom the Central New Jersey area. Students

work in theory,diagnosticdevelopment,data analysis,
• Enhance the job satisfactionof science teachers surface science,and engineering.

by providingopportunitiesfor professionaldevel-
The PPPL UndergraduateResearch Programpro-

opment and personalgrowth, videdaneight-weekresearchopportunityto sixstudents
• Fosterthedevelopmentof scienceteachingskills from PrincetonUniversityin FY90.

by providingopportunitiesforteachers toimprove Two new initiativeswereadded to the ScienceEdu-
curricularmaterialsand demonstrations, cationProgram inFY90.

• Increase teacher knowledge and access to re- The High School Teacher Research Associates
sources, particularlyas related to new develop- (TRAC) Programprovideda six-weeksummer research
ments in science and emerging technologies, experienceat PPPL to eightarea high schoolteachers.

The participantsworkedinareassuchas data visualiza-
DuringFY90,PPPLcontinueditspopularScienceon tion,surface science, healthphysics,data analysis,and

Saturday program. Organized by members of the re- the X-ray laserand X-ray lasermicroscope.Discussion
search staff, a series of six lectures geared toward high sessions were held to enable the teachers to translate
school students but open to ali was presented in Febru- their PPPL experienceto their classroom teaching. Com-
ary and March. Over 300 students, teachers, parents, ments from participants indicated that the program was
and community members participated. Topics were se- highly successful and was viewed as an unique oppor-
lected from the forefront of research in a variety of tunity. Many said they had reevaluated th_,irperceptions
disciplines. The lectureswereprovided by scientists from of scientists and thework theydo,and that theexperience
PPPL, Princeton University, and industry, would allow them to bet*er advise their students about

PPPL ilso conducted its Summer Science Awards careers in science.

Program. Established in 1984 and enlarged in FY90, the A second program for teachers, the Summer
Summer Science Awards provide an eight-week Labora- Teachers' Institute, provided two weeks of on-site semi-
tory research experience for 16 outstanding high school nars, demonstrations, and workshops for teachers of
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grades 6-8. Modeled onthe American Instituteof Physics providing ideas, materials, and hands-on demonstra-
"Operation Physics" program, PPPL's Summer Teach- tions for effective classroom teaching.
ers' Institutefocused on topics in the physical sciences: During FY90, the Science Education Program met
_,lectricity and electric circuits, magnetism, heat, and with teachers and administrators in the Trenton New
energy, and included sessions on critical thinking, as- Jersey school system. As a result of the discussions,
tronomy, and amusement park physics. The program plansweredeveloped for the formation of an educational
was well received by the teacher-participants, who cred- partnership between the Laboratory and the Trenton
ited itwithbroadening their understanding of physics and district during FY91.
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Section Coordinators

Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor Engineering Department
Kenneth M, Young Charles Staloff

Computer Division
Compact Ignition Tokamak Sally Connell

Natalia Bayes Michaela Mole

Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification Engineering Analysis Division
MichioOkabayashi Robert A. Ellis, III
Robert Kaita

Project Planning and Safety Office

Current Drive Experiment-Upgrade Ellis D. Simon
DouglasDarrow Joseph Stencel

International Collaboration Quality Assurance and Reliability
Jet PelletCollaboration John DeLooper

Gregory L. Schmidt Judith Malsbury

ASDEX Collaboration Work for Others
Stefano Bernabei Milton Machalek

TEXTOR Collaboration
Robert Budny Technology Transfer

Joseph File
X-Ray Laser Studies Richard Rossi

Szymon Suckewer
Charles Skinner Administrative Operations

AdministrationDepartment
Spacecraft Glow Experiment LorettaWohar

William Langer Controller's Office
Edward Winkler

Plasma Processing: Deposition and Etching

of Thin Films Graduate Education: Plasma Physics
Joseph L. Cecchi Thomas H. Stix

Theoretical Studies Graduate Education: Plasma Science
Gregory Rewoldt and Technology

Tokamak Modeling Joseph L. Cecchi

Cynthia Kieras-Phillips Science Education Program
Diane Carroll

International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
Douglass Post, Jr.
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Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory Reports
Fiscal Year 1990

PPPL-2651, November 1989, 17 pp PPPL-2657, November 1989, 26 pp

Energy Confinement Time and Electron Density Some Considerations of "Cold Fusion" Including
Profile Shape in TFTR the Calculation of Fusion Rates in Molecules of

H.K. Park, M.G.Bell, R.J.Goldston, R.J.Hawryluk, Hydrogen Isotopes
D.W. ,Johnson, S.D. Scott, R.M. Wieland, M.C. S.C. Cowley and R.M. Kulsrud
Zarnstorff, M. Bitter, N.Bretz, R.Budny, H.F.Dylla,
B. Grek, R.B. Howell, H. Hsuan, L.C. Johnson, PPPL-2658, November 1989, 25 pp

D.K. Mansfield, A.T. Ramsey, J. Schivell, G. Tay- Cryosorption of Helium on Argon Frost in TFTR
tor, and M. Ulrickson Neutral Bearnlines

PPPL-2652, October 1989, 42 pp J.H. Kamperschroer, M.B. Cropper, H.F. Dylla, V.

Computation of Magnetic Coordinates and Action- Garzotto, L.E. Dudek, L.R. Grisham, G.D. Martin,
T.E. O'Connor, T.N. Stevenson,A. von Halle, M.D.

Angle Variables Williams, and JoKim
A.H. Reiman and N. Pomphrey

PPPL-2659_December 1989, 88 pp

PPPL-2653, September 1989, 13 pp Nonlinear Mechanisms for Drift Wave Saturation
Solution of the Fokker-Planck Equation with Mix- and Induced Particle Transport

ing of Angular Harmonics by Beam-Beam Charge- A.M. Dimits and W.W. Lee
Exchange

D. Mikkelsen PPPL-2660, November 1989, 16 pp

Study of Electron Density and Pressure Profile
PPPL-2654, November 1989, 17 pp Behavior in a Tokamak Plasma

Charge States of High Z Atoms in a Strong Laser
H.K. Park, R.J. Goldston, and G.TaylorField

S.M. Susskind, E.J.Valeo, C.R.Oberman, and I.B. PPPL-2661, November 1989, 15 pp

Bernstein Heating the Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT)

PPPL-2655, February 1990, 7 pp D.W. Ignat

How Temperature Gradients are Determined in PPPL-2662, January 1990, 46 ppToroidal Plasmas
Neoclassical Transport of Energetic Minority Tail

S. Yoshikawa IonsGenerated by Ion-CyclotronResonance Heat-

PPPL-2656, November 1989, 56 pp ing in Tokamak Geometry

The Tokamak as a Neutron Source C.S. Chang, G.W. Hammett, and R.J. Goldston

H.W. Hendel and D.L. Jassby PPPL-2663, November 1989, 12 pp

Canonical Hamiltonian Guiding Center Variables

R.B. White
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PPPL-2664, December 1989, 25 pp PPPL-2673, February 1990, 21 pp

A Measurement of the Local Ion Temperature Control of Alpha Particle Transport by Spatially
Gradient in the PLT Tokamak Inhomogeneous Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heat.-

J.A. Lovberg and J.D. Strachan ing
C.S.Chang, P.Colestock, K. Imre,and H:Weitzner

PPPL-2665, December 1989, 44 pp

1987 Calibration of the TFTR Neutron Spectrom- PPPL-2674, April 1990, 15 pp
eters High-I_Operation and MHD Activity on TFTR

C.W. Barnes and J.D. Strachan K. McGuire and TFTR Group

PPPL-2666, May 1990, 14 pp PPPL-2675, May 1990, 34 pp

Temperature Distribution of a Tokamak with a Parallel Electric Resistivity iri the TFTR Tokamak

Constant Heat Conductivity M.C. Zarnstorff, K. McGuire M.G. Bell, B. Grek, D.
S. Yoshikawa Johnson, D. McCune, H. ParklA. Ramsey, and G.

Taylor
PPPL-2667, February 1990, 32 pp

Simulations of Plasma Performance in a Beam- PPPL-2676, March 1990, 44 pp
Driven Tokamak Fusion Reactor with Q = 2-3 Image Reconstruction Methods for the PBX-M

Pinhole Camera
R. Budny, D.L. Jassby, J. Manickam, D. McCune,
and R. Wieland A. Holland, EoT.Powell, and R.J. Fonck

PPPL-2668, January 1990, 29 pp PPPL-2677, February 1990, 35 pp

Energetic Particle Effects on Global MHD Modes Numerical Simulations of In-Situ Neutron Detector
Calibration Experiments on the Tokamak Fusion

C.Z. Cheng Test Reactor

PPPL-2669, February 1990, 27 pp L.P.Ku,H.W. Hendel, S.L.Liew, andJ.D. Strachan

Development of Small Scale Soft X-Ray Lasers:
Aspects of Data Interpretation PPPL-2678, March 1990, 39 pp

The Effect of Prepulse on X-Ray Laser Develop-C.H. Skinner, D. Kim, D. Voorhees, and S.
Suckewer ment Using a Powerful Subpicosecond KrF* Laser

C.H. Nam, W. Tighe, E. Valeo, and S. Suckewer
PPPL-2670, February 1990, 57 pp

Status of Global Energy Confinement Studies PPPL-2679, March 1990, 57 pp
In-Situ Calibration of TFTR Neutron Detectors

S.M. Kaye, C.W. Barnes, M.G. Bell, J.C. DeBoo,
M. Greenwald, K. Riedel, D. Sigmar, N. Uckan, H.W. Hendel, R.W. Palladino, C.W. Barnes, Irl.
and R. Waltz Diesso, J.S. Felt, D.L.Jassby, L.C. Johnson, L.-P.

Ku, Q.P. Liu, R.W. Motley, H.B. Murphy, E.B.
PPPL-2671, February 1990, 15 pp Nieschmidt, J.A. Roberts, T. Saito, J.D. Strachan,

R.J. Waszazak, and K.M. YoungDiagnostic Applications of Transient Synchrotron

Radiation in Tokamak Plasmas PPPL-2680, March 1990, 25 pp

N.J. Fisch and A.H. Kritz Waves in Plasmas: Highlights from the Past and

PPPL-2672, February 1990, 10 pp Present
T.H. Stix

Control of Energetic IonConfinementby IonCyclo-
tron Range ' Frequency Waves

C.S. Chang
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PPPL-2681, October 1990, 19 pp PPPL-2691, May 1990, 33 pp

Cold Fusion Catalyzed by Muons and Electrons Kinetic Theory of Geomagnetic Pulsations I. Inter-

R.M. Kulsrud nal Excitations by Energetic Particles
L. Chen and A. Hasegawa

PPPL-2682, March 1990, 23 pp

Novel Target Configurations for Selective Ioniza- PPPL-2692, May 1990, 21 pp
tion State Studies in Molybdenum Propagations of Drift Waves in Toroidal Plasma

K.J. Ilcisin, UoFeldman, JoL.Schwob, A. Wouters, Systems
and S. Suckewer S. Yoshikawa and C.Z. Cheng

PPPL-2683, March 1990, 15 pp PPPL-2693, June 1990, 17 pp

The Effect of Plasma Density on the Behavior of Peaked Density Profile Circular Limiter H-Modes
the Plasma Boundary in Helium Discharges in the on TFTR

Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor C.E. Bush, R.J. Goldston, S.D. Scott, E.D.
S.J.Kilpatrick,C.S. Pitcher,M.G. Bell,D.M.Manos, Fredrickson, K. McGuire, J. Schivell, G. Taylor,
D.K. Mansfield, I. Nyberg, A.T. Ramsey, and B.C. C.W. Barnes, M.G. Bell, R.L. Boivin, N. Bretz, A.
Stratton Cavallo, P.C. Efthimion, B. Grek, R. Hawryluk, K.

Hill, R.A. Hulse, A. Janos, D.W. Johnson, S.
PPPL-2684, February 1990, 25 pp Kilpatrick, D.M. Manos, D.K. Mansfield, D.M.

Meade, H. Park, A.T. Ramsey, B. Stratton, E.J.
General Guiding Center Drifts inTRANSP Synakowski, H.Ho Towner, R.M. Wieland, M.C.
R.T. McCann, R.J. Goldston, and D.C. McCune Zarnstorff, and S. Zweben

PPPL-2686, March 1990, 72 pp PPPL-2694, August 1990, 52 pp

Loss of Alpha-Like MeV Fusion Products from Transport Simulations of TFTR Experiments to
TFTR Test Theoretical Models for Xeand ;Li

S.J. Zweben, R.L. Boivin, MoDiesso, S.E. Hayes, M.H. Redi and G. Bateman
H.W. Hendel, H. Park, and J.D.Strachan

PPPL-2695, June 1990, 26 pp

PPPL-2687, March 1990, 15 pp A ProposedDiagnostic for Time-Resolved 14MeV
Characteristics of High-Frequency Precursors to Neutron Measurements on TFTR

Edge-Localized Activity in the PBX-M L.P. Ku, R. Nazikian, and V. Prorvitch
S.M. Kaye, J. Manickam, N.Asakura, R. Bell, Y.T.
Lau, B. LeBlanc, C. Kessel, H. Kugel, S. Paul, S. PPPL-2696, July 1990, 19 pp

Sesnic, and H. Takahashi An Instrument for Measuring the Momentum Flux

PPPL-2688, July 1990, 13 pp From Atomic and Charged Particle Jets
S.A. Cohen, F. Zonca, J. Timberlake, T. Bennett,

Magnetic Reconnection of Plasma Toroids with
J. Cuthbertson, W. Langer, and R. Motley

Co- and Counter-Helicity

M. Yamada, Y. Ono, A. Hayakawa, M. Katsurai, PPPL-2697, June 1990, 16 pp

and F.W. Perkins Error Analysis of a New Asymmetric Abel-lnver-

PPPL-2690, May 1990, 55 pp sion Method
H.K. Park

Summaryof TFTR Diagnostics, IncludingJET and
JT-60

K.W. Hill, K.M. Young, and LoC.Johnson
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PPPL-2698, July 1990, 17 pp PPPL-2706, September 1990, 44 pp

Ballistic Contributionsto Heat Pulse Propagation Computation of Classical Triton Burnup with High
on TFTR Plasma Temperature and Current

E.D. Fredrickson,K.McGuire,A. Cavallo,R.Budny, P. Batistoni and C.W. Barnes
A. Janos, D. Monticello,Y. Nagayama, W. Park, G.
Taylor, and M.C. Zarnstorff PPPL-2707, June 1990, 16 pp

Measurementof IronTransport inTFTR ByCharge
PPPL-2699, June 1990, 18 pp Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy

Neutral Beam Emission Spectroscopy Diagnostic B. Stratton E.J. Synakowski P.C. Efthimion, R.J.For Measurement of Density Fluctuations on the ' '
Fonck, K.W. Hill, R.A. Hulse, D.W. Johnson, H.

TFTR Tokamak Park, G. Taylor, and J. Timberlake
S.F. Paul and R.J. Fonck

PPPL-2708, August 1990, 68 pp

PPPL-2700, June 1990, 14 pp Issues inTokamak/Stellarator Transport andCon-
Measurements of Radial Profiles of He2. Trans- finement Enhancement Mechanisms

port Coefficients on TFTR F. Perkins
E.J. Synakowski, B.C. Stratton, P.C. Efthimion,
R.J. Fonck, R.A. Hulse, D.W. Johnson, D.K. PPPL-2709, July 1990, 18 pp

Mansfield, H. Park, S.D. Scott, and G. Taylor The Application of Correlation Techniques to thee
Angular Spectrum of Scattered Radiation from

PPPL-2701,December 1990, 35 pp Tokamak Plasmas

Enhanced Carbon Influx into TFTR Supershots R. Nazikian
A.T. Ramsey, C.E. Bush, H.F.Dylla, D.K. Owens,
C.S. Pitcher, and M. Ulrickson PPPL-2710, July 1990, 14 pp

Near-field Characterization of Hydrogen and He-
PPPL-2702, July 1990, 41 pp lium Operation on the TFTR Diagnostic Neutral

Power Radiated from ITER and CIT by Impurities Beam

J. Cummings, S.A. Cohen, R. Hulse, D.E. Post, J.H. Kamperschroer, G. Schilling, and A.L.
M.H. Redi, and J. Perkins Roquemore

PPPL-2703, June 1990, 19 pp PPPL-2711, July 1990, 16 pp

Influence of MHD Effects and Edge Conditions on DiagnosticMethod forMeasuring Plasma-Induced
ITER Helium Ash Accumulation and Sustained Voltages on the PBX-M Stabilizing Shell

Ignition H.W. Kugel, M. Okabayashi, and S. Schweitzer
M.H. Redi and S.A. Cohen

PPPL-2712, August 1990, 19 pp

PPPL-2704, June 1990, 17 pp Dielectronic Satellite Spectra of Hydrogenlike Iron
A "New" Approach to the Quantitative Statistical from TFTR

Dynamics of Plasma Turbulence: The Optimum V. Decaux, M. Bitter, H. Hsuan, S. von Goeler,
Theoryof RigorousBoundson Steady-StateTrans- K.W. Hill, R.A. Hulse, GoTaylor, H. Park, and C.P.
port Bhalla
J.A, Krommes and C-B Kim

PPPL-2713, August 1990, 13 pp

PPPL-2705, July 1990, 18 pp Beta Optimization in the Context of Reactor Rel-
Deuterium Recycling, Confinement, and Limiter evant Tokamaks

Flux in TFTR J. Manickam
R.V. Budny, D.B. Heifetz, and TFTR Group
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PPPL.2714, August 1990, 16 pp PPPL.2715, August 1990, 20 pp

Measurements of the Heating Beam Deposition Finite Pressure Effects on Sawtooth Oscillation

Profile in TFTR W. Park, D.A. Monticello, E. Fredrickson, and K.
H.K. Park, C.W. Barnes, R. Budny, G. Taylor, and McGuire
M.C. Zarnstorff
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS,
ACRONYMS, SYMBOLS

A Ampere

/_, Angstrom unit; 10-8cm

ABM Articulated Boom Manipulator(s)

ABM Axisymmetric Beam Mode

ac Alternating Current

ACT-I Advanced Concepts Torus-I (nowthe CDX-U at the Princeton
Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton New Jersey)

ACWP Actual Cost of Work Performed

A/I) Analog-To-Digital

ADP Automated Data Processing

AI)PE Automated Data Processing Equipment

AHERA Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act

ALADDIN A Labeled Atomic Data Interface---an atomic physics data base
for fusion applications.

ALARA As Low As Reasonably Achievable

Alcator A family of tokamak devices being developed and built at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (from the Italian for tligh-field torus).

ALT=I Advanced Limiter Test on TEXTOR (J(Jlich,Germany); Version I

ALT-II Version II of ALT

amu Atomic Mass Unit

ANL Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois

ANSI American National Standards Institute

APS American Physical Society

ARIES Advanced Reactor Innovation Evaluation Study

ARPS Automated Receipts Processing System

ASC Area Safety Coordinator

ASDEX Axially Symmetric Divertor Experiment (Max-Planck-Institut f(Jr
Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany)

ASI)EX-U ASDEX Upgrade

ASE Amplified Spontaneous Emission

Asher A plasma magnetron. A device to create plasma using a longitudinal
magnetic field and a radial electric field.

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
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ASQC American Society of Quality Control

ATC Adiabatic Toroidal Compressor (at the Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey, in the 1970's)

ATC/SEM Advanced Technology Center in Surface Engineered Materials

ATF Advanced Toroidal Facility (a stellarator at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee)

ATF-1 Advanced Toroidal Facility..1

ATI Above Threshold Ionization

AWAFT Automatic Work Approval Form Transfer (system)

AWS American Welding Society

i

BALDUR A Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory one-dimensional tokamak
transport code.

BBGKY Bogoliubov Born Green Kirkwood Yvon

BCWP Budgeted Cost of Work Performed

BOWS Budgeted Cost of Work Scheduled

BES Beam Emission Spectrometer

BETAS A three-dimensional equilibrium code

BOFT Beginning of Flattop

Btu/Ft2 British Thermal Unit/per square foot

BYTES

CAD Computer-Aided Design

CADD Computer-Aided Design and Drafting (Facility)

CAE Canadian Aviation Electronics (known as CAE Electronics Ltd.)

CAMAC Computer-Automated Measurement and Control (System)

CAMEO Computer-Aided Management of Emergency Operations

CAP Corrective Action Plan

CAR Computer-Assisted Retrieval

CAR Cost Analysis Report

OAS Cognizant Area Supervisor

CASE Computer-Aided Software Engineering

CASL Calibration and Service Laboratory

CCD Capacitor Charge/Discharge

CCD Charge-Coupled Device

OCT Continuous Current Tokamak (at the University of California, Los Angeles)

CDR Conceptual Design Review

CDX Current-Drive Experiment (at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory,
Princeton, New Jersey)
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CDX-U Current Drive Experiment-Upgrade

CEA Commisarlat A L'Energle Atomique ,

CEBAF The Department of Energy's Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility
located in Newport News, Virginia,

CEMC Continental Electronics Manufacturing Corporation

CENA Charge-Exchange Neutral Analyzer

CESEP Combined Electrical and Sample Exposure Probe

CFC Carbon Fiber Composite

CGE Canadian General Electric

CHERS Charge-Exchange Recombination Spectrometer

CHIRPS Chicago Headquarter's Incident Reporting Programs

CICADA Central Instrumentation, Control, and Data Acquisition (System)

CICS Customer Information Control System

CIPREC Conversational and Interactive Project Evaluation and Control System

CIT Compact Ignition Tokamak

cm Centimeter

CMA CylindricaiMirror Analyzer

CMP Configuration Management Plan

COE Chief Operating Engineer

COO Chicago Operations Office

COS Console Operating Station

COXRALM Composite Optical Soft X-Ray Laser Microscope

CPC Coil Protection Calculator

CPL Critical Parts List

CPS Coil Protection System

CPSR Contractor Procurement System Review

CPU Central Processing Unit

CRAY A brand of computer made by Cray Research, founded by S. Cray.

CRB Configuration Review Board

CSR Cost and Schedule Review

CTEM Collisionless Trapped-Electron Mode

CTL Calibration Test Laboratory

CTR Controlled Thermonuclear Research

CX Charge-Exchange

CXRS Change-Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy

CY Calendar Year

_' Degrees

"C Degrees Centigrade
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"K Degrees Kelvin

D/A Digital-To-Analog

DARM Data Acquisition Room

DAS Data Acquisition System

DASD Direct-Access Storage Device

DATS Differential Atmospheric Tritium Sampler

DAX DAS supplemental system (uses a VAX computer),
dc Direct Current

D-D Deuterium-Deuterium

DDC Disruptive Discharge Cleaning

DEAR(s) Department of Energy Acquisition Regulatlon('s)

DEC Digital Equipment Corporation

DECAT Drivers Energy Conservation Awareness Training

DEGAS A PPPL computer code for studying the behavior of neutrals in plasma.

DEMO Demonstration Power Reactor

D&GF Design and General Fabrication (Section at PPPL)i

DIALOG An interactive online information retrieval system used by the PPPL Library.

DIFFUSE A computer code used to calculate the one-dimensional diffusion
and trapping of atoms in a wall.

' DIII Doublet-IIImA tokamak located at General Atomics in San Diego, California

DIII.D Doublet-III-D (recent upgrade of DIII, with D-shaped plasma)

DITE Divertor and Injection Tokamak Experiment (Culham Laboratory,
United Kingdom)

DN Double Null

DNB Diagnostic Neutral Beam

DOE Department of Energy

DOE/RECON An interact_,veonline information retrieval system used by the PPPL Library.

DPI Deuterium Pellet Injector

dpm Disintegrations per Minute

D-T Deuterium-Tritium

DVC Diagnostic Vacuum Controller

EA Environmental Assessment

EAD Engineering Analysis Division at PPPL

EAI Electronic Associates Incorporated

EAP Employee Assistance Program

ECE Electron Cyclotron Emission

ECH Electron Cyclotron Heating

ECR Electron Cyclotron Resonance
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ECRF Electron Cyclotron Range of Frequencies

ECRH Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating

ECS Energy Conversion System

EDP Employee Development Program

EEED Electronic and Electrical Engineering Division at PPPL

EF Equilibrium Field

ELM Edge Localized Mode

EMCS Energy Monitoring and Control System

EMl Electromagnetic Interface

EML (DOE's) Environmental Measurements Laboratory

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

EPFL I_cole Polytechnique F_derale de Lausanne
I

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

ERB Engineering Review Board

ERP Edge Relaxation Phenomena

ESAAB Energy Systems Acquisition Advisory Board

ESB Executive Safety Board

ESG Electronic Services Group

ESnet Energy Sciences Network

ESO Emergency Services Officer(s)

ESU Emergency Services,Unit (at PPPL)

ETACS Equipment Tracking and Control System

ETR Engineering Test Reactor

ETS Engineering Test Station

eV Electron Volt

EZB Exclusion Zone Boundary

FAR Federal Acquisition Regulation(s)

FAST Fast Automatic Transfer System

FCPC Field Coil Power Conversion

FDR Final Design Review

FEA Finite Element Analysis

FED Fusion Engineering Device

FEDC Fusion Engineering Design Center (at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee)

FELIX Fusion Electromagnetic Induction Experiment at the Argonne National
Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois

FEM Finite Element Modeling or Finite Element Method

FER Fusion Engineering Reactor
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FIDE Fast Ion Diagnostic Experiment

FIR Far-Infrared

FIS (Department of Energy) Financial Information System

FIS Fixed Illumination System

FLC Federal Laboratory Consortium

FLOPSY Flexible Optical Path System

: FMECA(s) Failure Mode Effects and CriticalityAnalyses

FMIT FusionMaterials IrradiationTest

FPAC FusionPowerAdvisory Committee

FPSTEL Computercodeusedto solvethe ripple-bounce-averagedFokker-Planck
equationnumerically.

FSAR FinalSafety AnalysisReport

FTE Full-TimeEquivalent

FTP FieldTask Proposal(s)

FTP File TransferProtocol

FTS FederalTelecommunicationsSystem

FWCD Fast-Wave CurrentDrive

FWHM FullWidthat Half Maximum

_ FY FiscalYear (October1 to September30)

G Gauss

GA General Atomics, San Diego, California

G&A General and Administrative (cost or expense)

GAE Global Alfven Eigenmode

GAO General Accounting Office

gBL Generalized Balescu-Lenard
|

GDC Glow Discharge Cleaning

GHz Gigahertz; 109cycles per second

GJ Gigajoule, a unit of energy; 109joules

GPC Grating Polychromator

gpm Gallons Per Minute

GPP General Plant Projects

GRD General Requirements Document

GSA General Services Administration

GSF Gross Square Feet

HAIFA Hydrogen Alpha Interference Filter Array

HAX High-Level Data Analysis (system); uses a VAX computer,
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HCS Hardwire Control System

HEDL Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory

HELIAC A computer cede used to calculate vacuum magnetic surfaces in
nonaxisymmetric three-dimensional toroidal geometries.

HERA Helically invariant code.

HF Horizontal Field :.

HFIX High-Field Ignition Experiment

HLDAS High-Level Data Analysis System; equivalent to HAX

H-mode High-Confinement Mode

HPA High Power Amplifier

HPP High Power Pulsing (Operations)

HSD Health and Safety Directive

HTA Hard Tube Amplifier

HV High Voltage

HVAC Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning

HVE High-Voltage Enclosure(s)

HVPS High-Voltage Power Supplies

HVST High-Voltage Switch Tube

IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria

lBL Inner Bumper Limiter

IBW Ion-Bernstein Wave

IBWH Ion-Bernstein-Wave Heating

I&C Instrumentation and Control

lC Internal Control

ICCD Intensified Charge-Coupled Device

ICH Ion Cyclotron Heating

ICO(s) Intercontractor Order(s)

ICRF Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequencies

ICRH Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating

IG Inspector General

IGNITOR Ignited Torus

IHEM In-House Energy Management Program

Ib_APS Interstellar Medium Absorption Profile Spectrograph

INEL Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, Idaho Falls, Idaho

INTOR International Tokamak Reactor

I/O Input/Output

IPA Intermediate Power Amplifier
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IPP Initial Protective Plates

IPP Institut fQrPlasmaphysik at Garching, Germany

IPSG Ignition Physics Study Group

lR Infrared

IRM Informa[ion Resource Management

ISP Ignition Studies Project

ISS Internal Support Structure

ISX Impurity Study Experiment (at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee)

ISX-B B version of ISX

ITER International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

ITG IonTemperature Gradient

ITOC Ignition Technical Oversight Committee

ITR Ignition Test Reactor

IXRALM Imaging Soft X-Ray Laser Microscope

JAERI Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Japan

JET Joint European Torus (at the Culham Laboratory, United Kingdom)

JT-60 JT stands for JAERI Tokamak and 60 means plasma volume in ma.
An energy breakevef_plasma testing device in Japan.

kA Kiloamperes

kbytes 1000 bytes

KERMA A factor which, when multiplied by newton flux, gives volume-averaged
nuclear heating.

kev Kilo-Electron-Volts

KFA Kernforschungsanlage J_lich, Germany

KfK Kernforsrhungszentrum Karlsruhe, Germany

kG Kilogauss

khz Kilohertz

kJ Kilojoule

kMHDBM Kinetically calculated magnetohydrodynamic ballooning mode.

ksi Kilopounds Per Square Inch (Pressure, Stress)

kV Kilovolt

kV A Kilovolt Ampere

kW Kilowatt

kW h Kilowatt Hour

LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico

LAN(s) Local Area Network(s)
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LBL Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California

LBM Lithium Blanket Module

LCC Lithium Comparison Code

LCCs Local Control Centers

LCFS Last Closed Flux Surface

LCP Large Coil Program

LED Light Emitting Diode

LENS Low Energy Neutral System

LEO Low Earth Orbit

LHCP Left-Hand Circularly Polarized

LH Lower Hybrid

LHCD Lower Hybrid Current Drive

= LHe Liquid Helium

LHRF Lower Hybrid Range of Frequencies

LHRH Lower Hybrid Resonance Heating

LITE Laser Injected Trace Element (System)

LITE Long-Pulse Ignited Test Experiment (at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts)

LLNL Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California

L-mode Low-Confinement Mode

LO Local Oscillator

LOB Laboratory Office Building at PPPL

LOTUS Nuclear testing facility at I_colePolytechnique Fed_rale
de Lausanne in Switzerland.

LPG Liquid Propane Gas

LPI Lithium Pellet Injector

LPIS Long-Pulse Ion Source

pm Micrometer; equivalent to micron

l.tsec Microsecond

m Meter

MA Megamperes

M&O Management and Operating (contractors)

MARFE(s) Region(s) of enhanced edge radiation localized poloidally on the inner-major-
radius side of a plasma.

MARS Mirror Advanced Reactor Study (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Livermore, California)

Mb Megabyte

MCCB Management Configuration Control Board

1P,13
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MCNC Multichannel Neutron Collimator

MCNP Monte-Carlo Neutron and Proton Code

MED Mechanical Engineering Division at PPPL

MeV Mega-Electron-Volt

MFAC Magnetic FusionAdvisoryCommittee

MFE MagneticFusionEnergy

MFETF MagneticFusionEnergyTechnologyFellowship(Program)

MFTF-B MirrorFusionTest Facilityat the Lawrence LivermoreNationalLaboratory,
Livermore,California.

MG Motor Generator

MH3D MagnetohydrodynamicThree-DimensionalCode

MHD Magnetohydrodynamics

MHz Megahertz

mil A unit of lengthequalto 0.001 inch.

MIRI MultichannelInfrared Interferorneter

MIST Multiple Ionization State Transportcode. A computercode which follows
impurityspecies throughvariousstages of ionization,charge-exchange,
radiation,andtransportwithinthe plasma.

MIT Massachusetts InstituteofTechnology,Cambridge, Massachusetts

MJ Megajoules

mm Millimeter

MPa Mega-Pascal (Pressure, Stress)

MPE Most ProbableEarthquake

MSDS MaterialSafety DataSheet

MSE MotionalStark Effect

msec Millisecond

MTBF Mean Time Between Failure

MTL MaterialTest Laboratory

MTX MicrowaveTokamakExperimentat the Lawrence LivermoreNational
Laboratory,Livermore,California.

MVA MegavoltAmpere

mW Milliwatt

MW Megawatt

NA Neutron Activation (System)

NA Numerical Aperture

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NASA/RECON An interactive online information retrieval system used by the PPPL Library.

NASTRAN A structural analysis code.
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NB Neutral Beam

NBETF Neutral Beam Engineering Test Facility

NBI Neutral-Beam Injection

NBIS Neutral-Beam Injection System

NBLs Neutral Beamlines

NBPC Neutral Beam Power Conversion (Building)

J Neutral Beam Power SupplyNBPS ,/,
NBTC ' .... _' /, Neutral BeamTest Cell

NCR I I_ .... N0rlconformance Report

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act

NERSC National Energy Research Supercomputer Cente, (_ormerlythe National
Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center (NMFECC).

NET Next European Torus

NIST National Institute of Standards andTechnology

NJDEP New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection

NJIT New Jersey Institute of Technology

nrn Nanometer

NMFEOC National Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NOVA-K A nonvariational stability code with kinetic effects.

NPB Neutral Probe Beam

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission

nsec Nanosecond

NSF National Science Foundation

NTGD Nontritium Gas Delivery

NTIS National Technical Information Service

OER Office of Energy Research

OFE Office of Fusion Energy

OH Ohmic Heating

OMA Optical Multichannel Analyzer

OM&S Occupational Medicine and Safety

OMO Occupational Medicine Office

ORB Operations Review Board

ORC Operations Review Committee

ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee

ORR Operational Readiness Review

OSB Occupational Safety Branch
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OSES Operations System Engineering Support

OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration

OSR Operational Safety Requirements

OTT Office of Technology Transfer

PACE Plant and Capital Equipment

PADS Procurement Automated Data Processing System

P&OS Project and Operational Safety

PAP Plasma "Apprentice" Program

PBX Princeton Beta Experiment at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory,
Princeton, New Jersey

PBX-M Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification at the Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey

PC Personal Computer

pC Pico Coulomb

PCB Polychlorinated Biphenyl

PDC Pulse-Discharge Cleanillg
r'tlr_l 1_,,._,._,_4 ,_l,_,-_l I"_r_-_,,_;i,,_ lr

r,.,, , ,vi-,'-',,,,-',,a,-,.,_,,v,;,,,v_-,,itegral

" PDR PreliminaryDesign Review

PDX PoloidalDivertor Experiment (now the PBX-M) at the Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey

PEP.Hmodes Pellet Enhanced Profile H-Mode

PEM Photoelastic Modulators

- PEST Princeton Equilibrium, Stability, and Transport Code

PF Poloidal Field

PFC Plasma Fusion Center (at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts)

PHA Pulse-Height Analyzer

PID Proportional, Integral, Differential

PIES Princeton Iterative Equilibrium Solver Code

PIV Plenum Interface Valve

PLANET A two-dimensional transport code used to study the scrape-off region created
by divertors and limiters.

PLC Programmable Logic Controller

PLCS Power Line Carrier System

PLT Princeton Large Torus (at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory,
:- Princeton, New,Jersey in the 1970-1980s)

PM Preventive Maintenance

- PM&E Plant Maintenance and Engineering at PPPL
_

PMP Project Management Plan
.
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PMS Performance Management System

PMS Performance Measurement System

PP-Lasers Power, Pico_.econdLasers

PPLCATS A PPPL Library data base of fusion-related articles.

PPLCC Plasma Physics Laboratory Computer Center

PPM Parts per Million

PPPL Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey

PQA Procurement Quality Assurance

PSE&G Co. Public Service Electric and Gas Company iNew Jersey)

psec Picosecond

psi Pounds Per Square Inch

psig Pounds Per Square Inch Gauge

PSP Powerful Subpicosecond (Laser)

PUBSYS Public System [PPL Public Information System (installed on the Princeton
' University IBM 3081 computer)]

PUCC Princeton University Computer Center

QA Quality Assurance

QA/R Quality Assurance and Reliability

QC Quality Control

QMS Quadpole Mass Spectrometer

RAM Random Access Memory

RAM Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability

RAP Risk Acceptance Plan

RAX TFTR off-line data reduction system (uses a VAX computer)

R&D Research and Development

RDAC Research and Development Activity

REML Radiation Environmental Monitoring Laboratory

RESA Research Equipment Storage and Assembly

rf Radio-Frequency

RFBA Request for Baseline Adjustment

RFP Request for Proposal

RFP Reversed-i:ield Pinch (device)

RFTF Radio-Frequency Test Facility

RGA Residual Gas Analyzer

RHCP Right-Hand Circularly Polarized

RIF Reduction-in-Force

RIPI..OS Ripple Loss Code
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RIV Rapid Intervention Vehicle

RLIN Research Libraries Information Network

rms Root.Mean-Square

RPl Repeating Pellet Injector also Repeating Pneumatic Injector

rpm Revolutions Per Minute

RTD Resistive Thermal Detector

S-1 Spheromak A compact toroid device (formerly at the Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory, Princeton, New Jersey)

S-1 Upgrade

SAD Safety Assessment Document

SBD Surface Barrier Diode

sccm Standard Cubic Centimeter Per Minute

SCOE SEMATECH Centers of Excellence

SCFI Silicon Controlled Rectifier

S/DB Small and Disadvantaged Businesses

SDS Safety Disconnect Switch(es)

SEAS School of Engineering and Applied Science at Princeton University

sec Second

SEM Scanning Electron Microscope

SEMATECH A consortium of thirteen US semiconductor manufacturers whose mission is
to provide US industry with the domestic capacity for world leadership in
semiconductor manufacturing. SEMATECH is located in Austin, Texas.

SF Shaping Field, equivalent to EF

SF6 Sulfur Hexafluoride

SHEILA Australian Heliac

SIMS Secondary-Ion Mass Spectroscopy

SIR Statutory Invention Registration

SM Slave Manipulator

SNAP Time-indeper_dentpower equilibrium code.

SN Single Null

SNL Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico
and Livermore, California

SOL Scrape-Off Layer

SOP Safe Operating Procedure(s)

SOXMOS Soft X-Ray Monochromator Spectrometer

SPARK A general geometry computer code that calculates transient eddy currents
and the resulting fields.

SPEB Subcontract Proposal Evaluation Panel

SPICE A general purpose circuit simulation code.
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SPRED Survey, Power Resolution, Extended Domain Code

SPRED Ultraviolet survey spectrometer.

SPS Surface Pumping System

Sr Steradian

SR Safety Requirements

SRD System Requirements Document

SRX Soft X-Ray

START-UP A computer code which evaluates free boundary axisymmetric equilibria
and transport.

STEP Stellarator expansion equilibrium and stability code.

SUN¥ State University of New York

Supershots Low-current, high-density plasma discharges combined with intensive
neutral-beam heating that are fired in a machine where the walls have been
scrupulously condition via high-power discharges to remove adsorbed
deuterium.

SURF Synchrotron Ultraviolet User Facility (at the National Bureau of Standards)

SURFAS A fast between-shot moments code.

SXL Soft X-Ray Laser

SXR Soft X-Ray

2-D Two-Dimensional

3-D Three-Dimensional

T3 A toroidal W' solver.

TAB Technical Advisory Board

TAC Technical Advisory Committee

TAE Toroidicity-lnduced Alfven Eigenmode

TCV Tokamak Condition Variable--a tokamak under construction at I_cole
Polytechnique F6d6rale de Lausanne in Switzerland.

TCS Torus Cleanup System

TDC Taylor-Discharge Cleaning

TDMX TFTR Data Management System

TEA Transverse .E_lectricalexcitation at Atmospheric pressure

TEXT Texas Experimental Tokamak at the University of Texas, Austin, Texas.

TEXTOR Tokamak Experiment for Technologically Oriented Research
(JQlich,Germany)

TF Toroidal Field

TFCPC Toroidal Field Coil Power Conversion (Building)

TFCD Tokamak Fusion Core Device

TFCX Tokamak Fusion Core Experiment

TFD Telemetry Fault Detector
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TFM TFTR Flexibility Modification

TFTR Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory,
Princeton, New Jersey

TGI Tritium Gas Injeciton

TIBER Tokamak Ignition/Burn Experiment

TiC Titanium Carbide

TIV Torus InterfaceValve

TLD Thermoluminescent Dosimeters

TMPs Turbomolecular Pumps

TMX Tandem Mirror Experiment at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Livermore, California.

TMX-U Tandem Mirror Experiment Upgrade at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, Livermore, California.

TNB Tritium Neutral Beam (system)

TORE-SUPRA Tokamak at Cadarache, France

Torr A unit of pressure equal to 1/760 of an atmosphere

TOS Teleoperator System

TOS Terminal Operating Station

TPI Tritium Pellet Injector

TPOP Tritium Proof of Principle

TRAC Teacher Research Associates Program at PPPL

TRANSP Time-dependent transport analysis code.

TRECA,_:ti'!'I._ Tritium Remote Control and Monitoring System

TSC Tokamak Simulation Code

TSCALE A computer code that scales plasma equilibrium parameters over a wide
range of major radius and aspect ratio.

TSDCS Tritium Storage and Delivery Cleanup System

TSDS Tritium Storage and Delivery System

TSTA Tritium Systems Test Assembly

TVCS Tritium Vault Cleanup System

TVPS Torus Vacuum Pumping System

TVTS TV Thomson Scattering

UCLA University of California at Los Angeles

UHF Ultrahigh Frequency

UPS Uninterruptible power supply

US United States

USC User Service Center at PPPL; implemented on a Digital Equipment
Corp., ation (DEC) PDP-10 computer.

USEPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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USGS United States Geological Survey

USNRC United States Regulatory Commission

USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

UV Ultraviolet

V Volt

VAX D _tql Equipment Corporation computer; "Virtual Address Extension"

VC Variable Curvature

VCD Viscous Current Drive

VF Vertical Field

VHF Very High Frequency

VlPS Visible Impurity Photometric Spectrometer

VLSI Very Large Scale Integrated

VMEC Variational Method for Equilibrium Calculations (Code)

VPI Vacuum and Pressure Impregnation

VSOP Variable Specification Omni Processor

VSWR Variable Standing Wave Ratio

VUV Vacuum Ultraviolet

VV Vacuum Vessel

VXCS Vertical X-Ray Crystal Spectrometer

W Watt

WAF Work Approval Form (system)

WFO Work for Others

WBS Work Breakdown Structure

WHIST A one-dimensional transport code developed by the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

WKB Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin. (A method for analyzing wave behavior
if propagation characteristics depend on position.)

W-VIIAS Wendelstein VII Stellarator Modified (at Garching, Germany)

XCS X-Ray Crystal Spectrometer

XIS (Horizontal) X-Ray Imaging System

XUV Extrerne Ultraviolet

0-D Zero-Dimensional

ZrAI Zirconium-Aluminum

Z'I"-H A 4-MA reversed-field pinch experiment at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico
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